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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines American fathers in the eighteenth century and argues that the
American Revolution, both the war itself and the ideology it created, affected attitudes towards
and practices of fatherhood. Historians have characterized the father/son relationship in the
Revolutionary period as one of filial rebellion against their patriarchal fathers. My work finds,
conversely, that because of their experience in the Revolution, ideas such as liberty and equality
which spread throughout the colonies, and additional opportunities available to industrious
young men due to national independence, fathers actively prepared their sons for an independent
life free from patronage, massive inheritances, and the paternal protection which preRevolutionary fathers had offered their sons. Fathers throughout the thirteen colonies instilled
into their children republican virtues such as self-sacrifice, independence, the value of education,
and a sense of the public good, so that their sons could perform their duties as male citizens of a
republic. I contend, moreover, that these values radically changed the way fathers and sons
understood their relationship and their view of the world. These changes in fatherhood did not
originate with the Revolution but were part of a longer historical movement which included the
writings of John Locke, desacralization, subtle changes in the family economy, and a rise in
individualism. It is my assertion, however, that the Revolution highlighted and accelerated these
forces of change.
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I. INTRODUCTION
“Mine shall be the pleasing Task to Foster and feed with Advice the tender root, while on
you must depend the bringing forth the Fruit.”
—Gabriel Johonnot to Samuel Cooper Johonnot on the role of a father, 1781
“I beg you will carefully observe this in your present and future Studies, Memory may fail you,
but when an impression is made by Reason it will last as long [as] You retain your
Understanding.”
—Charles Carroll of Annapolis to Charles Carroll

This dissertation examines American fathers in the eighteenth century and argues that the
American Revolution, both the war itself and the ideologies it created, affected attitudes towards
and practices of fatherhood. The traditional historiography of this field argues that sons used the
Revolution as an opportunity to rebel against their patriarchal fathers.1 My work finds, instead,
that because of their experience in the Revolution, ideas such as liberty and equality spreading
throughout the colonies, and additional opportunities available to industrious young men due to
national independence, fathers actively prepared their sons for an independent life free from
patronage, massive inheritances, and the paternal protection which pre-Revolutionary fathers had
offered their sons. Fathers throughout the thirteen colonies instilled into their children
republican virtues such as self-sacrifice, independence, the value of education, and a sense of the
public good, so that their sons could perform their duties as male citizens of a republic. I
contend, moreover, that these values radically changed the way fathers and sons understood their
1

Historian Joyce Appleby characterized the relationship between fathers and sons after the Revolution to be
“the most vexed of all their intimacies.” Appleby argues the father/son relationship for the Revolutionary generation
was one marked by defiant sons and jealous, battling controlling fathers. Joyce Appleby, Inheriting the Revolution:
The First Generation of Americans (Cambridge, Mass: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2000), 170.
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relationship and their view of the world. These changes in fatherhood did not originate with the
Revolution but were part of a longer historical movement which included the writings of John
Locke, desacralization, subtle changes in the family economy, and a rise in what historian
Lawrence Stone calls “affective individualism.”2 It is my assertion, however, that the Revolution
highlighted and accelerated these forces of change.
In the colonial period, fathers produced sons who were a carbon-copy of themselves.
Historian Edmund Morgan states that before the Revolution a child’s best measure of success in
the world came from his parents.3 A planter’s first born son stood to inherit a large portion of the
family estate including fixed property and moveable property—including slaves. The bequest
was designed to endow the son with the equivalent value of the father’s net-worth so that his son
could replace him in society. Sons of preachers, for instance, often studied divinity under their
father. When the time came, the elder minister would preach the ordination sermon for his son
passing the authority of the pulpit from father to son. Sons of craftsmen apprenticed under other
craftsmen, their father, or other members of the family or guild, but usually at the same level in
society. Mechanics apprenticed with other mechanics. Historian John Demos said plainly that in
the seventeenth century, a “young boy appeared as a miniature of his father.” 4 Even a man’s
church pew passed from father to son so that the place in the congregation remained in family
hands.
Demos describes the process of social replication saying that as early as age six or seven,
a boy began the process of imitating the occupation of his father and set to work around the farm,

2

Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex, and Marriage in England, 1500-1800 (New York: Harper & Row, 1977),
153, 425.
3
Edmund Morgan, Virginians at Home: Family Life in the Eighteenth Century (Williamsburg, VA: The
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 1952), 5-6.
4
John Demos, A Little Commonwealth: Family Life in Plymouth Colony (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1970, 2000), 139, 140.
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in the craftsman’s shop, or in the family store.5 A son learned the “spheres of work or
recreation” by “sharing in the activities of their parents.”6 Because of the nature of agricultural
work, the dominant occupation in seventeenth-century America, fathers remained intimately
involved in their son’s lives working side-by-side with them on the farm. Moreover, as Demos
shows, fathers were a visible presence in their children’s leisure-time as they accompanied them
to church, calling on neighbors, or joined them in community celebrations.
Seventeenth-century colonial fathers purposefully delayed their son’s independence as
much as possible in order to retain patriarchal authority over them and the use of their labor.
Historians John Demos and Philip Greven have discovered that fathers before the Revolution
retained the title to all of their own immoveable property until after their death, including
property already given—in all but title—to their adult sons. When John Gorham died, for
example, he directed his executors to transfer full ownership of the “Dwelling house that hee
now lives in, with the barne and halfe the upland belonging to the said farme” to his son.
Presumably, Gorham’s son had been living and operating the farms for several years before his
father finally relinquished the title.7 Greven finds that fathers regularly withheld the deed of the
family estate until his death even though his sons had been living and improving their inheritance
for several years. Up until the mid-eighteenth-century, a son “remained closely tied to the father,
working the land for their mutual benefit and always risking the sale of his inheritance by his
father.”8 Demos, however, at the same time suggests that in Plymouth for all practical purposes,
sons enjoyed the benefits and fruits of the land, thus giving them a sense of economic
5

John Demos, “The American Family in Past Time,” The American Scholar, Vol. 43, No. 3 (Summer, 1974),

428
6

John Demos, A Little Commonwealth, 139, 140.
Ibid., 164.
8
Philip J. Greven, Jr. Four Generations: Population, Land, and Family in Colonial Andover, Massachusetts
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1970), 150. Examples of fathers purposely delaying their sons independence
abound all over Greven’s book. See specifically 84-86, 89-90, 92, 98-99, 126, 133, 142, 1489-149, 153-155, 172,
222.
7
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independence long before their fathers’ deaths and subsequence legal transfer of title.9 Demo’s
point is well taken, but does not fully explain why the fathers felt the need to hang on to the title
until death if not to maintain their patriarchal control over their children.
Patriarchy, defined as a man’s complete authority over his household including their
labor, property, sexual access to his wife, and punishment, best describes the nature of
fatherhood in the seventeenth century. Backed by the government, the church, and overwhelming
popular opinion, patriarchal fathers held the absolute responsibility for securing their children’s
secular and religious education, arranging marriages, and dividing up the family’s estate. In his
tract on A Family Well-Ordered, Puritan minister Cotton Mather described the father of the
household as the “Owner of a Family” who would “manage those that belong unto him, through
the Blessing of God.”10 Seventeenth-century philosopher Robert Filmer argued that the Bible’s
commandment to “honor thy father” should be applied to both fathers and kings, which gave
familial governance both social and political importance.11
Both before and after the Revolutionary era, the father, not the mother, bore the primary
responsibility for educating children. Edmund Morgan calls education a father’s greatest
obligation.12 A New England statue commanded that fathers teach their children to read and
write English as soon as they were capable of learning.13 The expectation that a father must
provide for his children’s education remained true in the Revolutionary era. Thomas Jefferson
said women should be educated only as a failsafe in case the father was incapable or unwilling to

9

John Demos, A Little Commonwealth, 170.
Cotton Mather, A Family Well-Ordered: An Essay to Render Parents and Children Happy in One Another,
1699 http://www.sowersseedreprints.com/uploads/A_Family_Well_Ordered_-_Cotton_Mather.pdf
11
Sir Robert Filmer, Patriarcha, or the Natural Power of Kings. By the Learned Sir Robert Filmer Baronet,
(London: Richard Chiswell, 1680), 13. 12/29/2016. http://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/filmer-patriarcha-or-the-naturalpower-of-kings.
12
Morgan, Virginians at Home, 28.
13
Mary Beth Norton, Founding Mothers and Fathers: Gendered Power and the Forming of American Society,
(New York: Vintage Books, 1997), 101.
10
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educate his own children. Speaking of his daughters’ education, he said, “I thought it essential to
give them a solid education, which might enable them, when [they] become mothers, to educate
either own daughters, and even to direct the course for sons, should their father be lost, or
incapable, or inattentive.”14 Jefferson did not envision a world in which the mother was the
prime educator, as would be the case in the nineteenth century.
Fathers, therefore, personally took charge of their sons’ education. Thomas Coombe, a
displaced Loyalist, informed his father that when his son arrived in England from the United
States, he planned “to be his tutor myself in grammar learning till my circumstances shall enable
me to send him to one of the best schools. Writing & some other accomplishments he must have
from others under my eye.”15 A New England minister, Jacob Norton spent an average of 115
days a year from 1798 until 1811, when his wife died, personally instructing his sons in his own
private school. He occasionally accepted other neighborhood children into his home-school.
The death of his wife forced him to give up his practice and put out his children, because he
could not maintain a home, a church, and school without his wife’s help, much to Reverend
Norton’s deep sorrow.16 Fathers who could not educate their sons at home regularly directed the
efforts of schoolmasters, tutors, college instructors, and master craftsmen. South Carolinian
Henry Laurens, for example, found the schools in South Carolina deplorable, well below his
standards, and therefore strongly desired to send his oldest son to school in England. Henry

14

Thomas Jefferson to Nathaniel Burwell, Monticello, 14 March 1818. Paul L. Ford, The Works of Thomas
Jefferson: Correspondence and Papers, 1816-1826, (New York: Cosimo, Inc, 2009), 90.
15
Thomas Coombe, Jr. to Thomas Coombe, 20 September 1781, Coombe Family Papers 1751-1805, 1:23,
Historical Society of Pennsylvania (HSP).
16
Diary of Reverend Jacob Norton, 22 April 1811, Jacob Norton Papers, 3:20, Massachusetts Historical
Society (MHS).
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Laurens claimed, “I am using my utmost Endeavors to go to England with my eldest Son John in
July next, but am in doubt whether I shall be able to accomplish my wishes.”17
In a society that valued liberty, a government based on the consent of the people, and a
disinterested, self-sacrificing ruling class, many of the founding fathers questioned whether the
people were capable of sustaining a republican experiment. John Adams confessed to Mercy
Warren that he doubted “whether there is public Virtue enough [in the American people] to
Support a Republic.”18 Virtue, especially the republican virtue as espoused by the
revolutionaries, was not a natural quality in man. It must be cultivated through careful training,
education, and social refinement. The burden of passing along the principles required to sustain
a republic fell first on the father. There was no state mandate that compelled fathers to teacher
their sons to be virtuous citizens. Nor was there a targeted religious or political propaganda
campaign designed to manipulate fathers into raising virtuous sons. Fathers who experienced the
revolution firsthand understood the need for virtue, and, through the example of the corrupt
British monarch and Parliament, knew the dangers of a society without it. Fathers, therefore,
voluntarily and without an organized system or method, began teaching their sons the lessons of
the revolution and how to become virtuous, independent men who could sustain the republican
experiment. Fathers were not alone in their efforts to produce a virtuous generation. They drew
on the work of physicians, printers, philosophers, and preachers who in the latter half of the
eighteenth century and into the nineteenth century championed an affectionate, loving, and
enlightened nuclear family.19
17

Henry Laurens to Benjamin Addison, Charles Town, 26 May 1768, George C. Rogers et al eds. Papers of
Henry Laurens (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1979), 5:702.
18
John Adams to Mercy Warren 8 January 1776, Warren-Adams Letters, Being Chiefly a Correspondence
among John Adams, Samuel Adams, and James Warren. 1778--1814. [Boston:] Massachusetts Historical Society,
1925, 1:201.
19
This shift of popular literature can be clearly seen in Jacqueline S. Reiner’s From Virtue to Character:
American Childhood, 1775-1850 (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1996) and Jay Fliegelman, Prodigals and
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Fathers in the Revolutionary era often had to navigate the binary, and in some ways
oppositional, forces unleashed by the Revolution: republicanism and capitalism. Fathers taught
their children to work hard and to be industrious, which helped promote a capitalistic mindset in
Americas youth, but also taught their sons to shun luxury and the corrupting vices of greed and
lust for power. John Adams begged his wife Abigail when it came to the education of his
children, to “Train them to Virtue, habituate them to industry, activity, and Spirit. Make them
consider every Vice, as shamefull and unmanly: fire them with Ambition to be usefull—make
them disdain to be destitute.”20 At the same time, Adams wanted them avoid the “Spirit of
Commerce,” which, in Adams’s mind, included greed, self- interest, and a general disregard for
the public good.21 This ideological tightrope routinely required careful paternal navigation.
Fathers traversed this ideological paradox by promoting filial independence. Independence
required industry. Independence required education. A man’s independence could be lost
through vices such as living in excess, wasteful spending, and self indulgence. Fathers taught
their sons that vices such as these jeopardized their independence and were, thus, unmanly.
In raising their sons, fathers revealed the values, behaviors, and deeply held convictions
that inspired the revolutionary generation to throw off the “chains of slavery” and embrace a
more democratic, more meritocratic, and less patriarchal society that did not devalue that father’s
role. The shift in patriarchal power did, however, lessen the father’s power and influence over his
sons. Many men embraced the change. Those of the old guard who did not, such as Landon
Carter of Virginia, experienced a tumultuous parent/child relationship.

Pilgrims: The American revolution against patriarchal authority, 1750-1800 (London: Cambridge University Press,
1982.
20
John Adams to Abigail Adams, 28 August 1774, L.H. Butterfield, ed. Adams Family Correspondence
(Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1963), 1:145.
21
John Adams to Mercy Warren, 16 April 1776, Warren-Adams letters, 223.
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According to historian Conrad Wright, all of the sons growing up and attending school in
the Revolutionary generation had to answer questions that previous generations of students did
not have to consider. These questions included: did one’s best opportunities lie with the tradition
and obedience to the Crown or with the unknown American rebels? Did honor lie in high
appointments in the British government, or in standing firm for the cause of liberty and equality?
What mattered more: obedience and loyalty to the rightful ruler of the colony, or responding to
the perceived threats to English liberties?22 Fathers tried to guide their school-aged children
through this turbulent time by reminding them of the lessons of the Revolution or of the
consequences of disloyalty and the rewards of virtue.
A revolutionary father, that is a man who raised his children during the transformative
years of the American Revolution, passed on the lessons of the revolution to his children, which
often yielded unexpected consequences. Revolutionary fathers instilled a constellation of
republican values into their young children through education, religious training, recommended
reading lists, and personal correspondence. As a child reached maturity, a father expected him to
exhibit republican values as an adult. When he faltered, a father felt obligated to reprove his son
even well into his adulthood. Adherence to republican principles, many of which were forged in
the crucible of the Revolution, were designed to help sons lead lives of independence. Failure to
uphold these values led to dependency. Some sons used their independence to follow paths of
which their father disapproved. Republican fathers faced the consequence of their adult sons’
independence, which limited their own ability to exert control. Some fathers we will meet found
this loss of power frustrating. Others found it liberating.

22

Conrad Edick Wright, Revolutionary Generations: Harvard Men and the Consequences of Independence
(Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 2005), 82.
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Fathers raised virtuous, independent sons by first providing for their moral and liberal
education by sending them to schools which adhered to their values. Fathers often corresponded
with their sons testing their educational progress and passing along republican values. These
values taken together formed the bedrock of republicanism and became the lingua franca of the
revolutionary generation and dominated conversations between fathers and sons. For historian
Gordon S. Wood, the key to the Revolutionary generation’s republican ideology was their
exhortation to sacrifice individual interest for the “greater good of the whole.”23 Fathers passed
this message on to their sons whenever possible. According to Wood, virtue elucidated self
denial. Proponents of republicanism drew their inspiration from classical antiquity, self
discipline, disinterested civic virtue, and equal opportunities to citizens.24 In historian J. G. A.
Pocock’s reading of republicanism, civic virtue could only be achieved by male citizens liberated
from special interests and economic ties due to their ownership of property.25
Republicanism did not require an egalitarian society in order to flourish. In fact, historian
Linda Kerber argues that traditional republicanism assumed that America would retain its
deferent social structure after the Revolution.26 Historian Dorothy Ross describes republicanism
as civic humanism which sought to develop a sociology of virtue, but not an egalitarian society.27
Historian Rita Koganzon demonstrates that even the more egalitarian educational plans of
Benjamin Rush and Thomas Jefferson, both of whom advocated for universal public schooling
and federally sponsored higher learning, reserved the very best educational opportunities for
23

Gordon S. Wood, The Creation of the American Republic: 1776-1787 (Chapel Hill: The University of
North Carolina Press, 1969), viii.
24
Wood, Creation of the American Republic, 47-53.
25
J.G.A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political Thought and the Atlantic Republican
Tradition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975), 507
26
Linda K. Kerber, “The Republican Ideology of the Revolutionary Generation” American Quarterly, 37
(Autumn, 1985): 486.
27
Dorothy Ross, “Liberal Tradition Revisited and the Republican Tradition Addressed,” in John Higham and
Paul K. Conkin, eds., New Directions in American Intellectual History (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1979), 117.
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those who merited them, not for everyone. In fact, Rush suggested that any man who chose to
run for political office must first submit a diploma from the federal college or its equivalent to
prove his worth.28
Nods to deference and social hierarchy fill fatherly letters. The elite or aspiring elite
fathers instructed their sons on playing the part of the “republican” aristocrat who would assume
his place on that top of the social later so that he could guard the liberties of those below him.
Fathers chose schools, hired tutors, and purchased dancing lessons all to form their sons into
republican gentlemen. These republican gentlemen would be very different from their British
elitist counterparts. The Americans preached deference alongside republican lessons on selfcontrol, frugality, and disinterest. While the two ideologies appear antithetical to modern readers,
they were not in the eighteenth-century mind. The “better sort” had a responsibility, as gentry
gentlemen, to serve the lower sort in politics—a task of such monumental importance it could
not be trusted to the lower sort who, because of their station, were dependent.
Independence, therefore, was the most important message fathers delivered to their sons,
and it was what distinguished their message from that of their forefathers. Eighteenth century
fathers desired to raise sons who were virtuous, frugal, and disinterested, but above all else were
independent. Independence was the bedrock upon which republicanism rested. Dependence was
tantamount to slavery and therefore was not masculine. The revolutionary generation had just
cast off the chains and entanglements of empire and left the country to stand on its own. A
father’s greatest mission was to guide his son on a similar journey.

28

Rita Koganzon “Producing a Reconciliation of Disinterestedness and Commerce: The Political Rhetoric of
Education in the Early Republic” History of Education Quarterly (Aug 1, 2012): 414; Benjamin Rush, Plan for a
Federal University, Dagobert D. Runes ed. Selected Writings of Benjamin Rush (New York: The Philosophical
Library, Inc. 1947), 105 https://archive.org/stream/selectedwritings030242mbp/selectedwritings030242mbp_djvu.txt
(Accessed on 4/8/2017).
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Independence certainly had its limits. It was also much easier to proclaim than to
practice. As was true of the colonial era, eighteenth century fathers had many reasons to
encourage their sons to remain at home. Family farms and family business, while on a decline,
still thrived in the Revolutionary era. Most sons, who entered their adolescence on the eve of the
Revolution, believed they would spend their lives following in their father’s footsteps. Many
eighteenth century sons did. However, this dissertation argues that because of the revolution and
the rhetoric that dominated its political narrative fathers encouraged their sons to become
independent men.
Independence, as historian Pauline Maier has demonstrated, was debated throughout the
colonies at the local level before it was declared before the Continental Congress. The
Congressional delegates were not only slow to declare independence because of their personal
divisions, but also because they wanted to respond to the wishes of the people they were
representing. They did not want to act upon such as brash action as independence until the
thought had fully “ripened” in the hearts and minds of the people.29 Consequently, Americans
debated independence in their meeting houses, in the public square, in the tavern, and at home at
the same time the Second Continental Congress debated it in the Pennsylvania State House.30
Independence was the lexicon of public discourse, much to the annoyance of Landon Carter who
complained that “Papers it seems are every where” asking “poor ignorant Creatures to sing” in
favor of independence. More than expressing Carter’s constant irritation, Carter’s complaint
29

Pauline Maier, American Scripture: Making the Declaration of Independence (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1997), 59-61.
30
The Massachusetts Council instructed towns to debate among themselves the merits of independence and
instruct their Congressional delegate on the “wisdom of Independence.” Maier, American Scripture , 60. Peter
Thompson reveals that independence was one of the most potential explosive topics debated in Philadelphian tavern
in the months leading to the formal declaration. Thompson argues that while the topics were discussed openly, men
who generally agreed with one another congregated in the same tavern as promote rigorous but not violent debates.
Tories gathered in Jones Tavern by the dock, while the Whigs and the members of Philadelphia’s Committee of
Safety met in Daniel Smith’s City Tavern. Peter Thompson, Rum Punch & Revolution: Taverngoing & Public Life
in Eighteenth-Century Philadelphia (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 160-163.
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reveals that the members of the colonial elite sought the opinions of everyone, including the
“poor ignorant Creatures.”31 In fact, the lower and middling sorts, as T. H. Breen has recently
argued, were among the first to endorse independence.32 In New York, the General Committee
of the Mechanics in Union led the charge for independence and worked arduously to persuade
their recalcitrant Provincial Congress to allow their delegates to support Independence.33 The
citizens of Malden, Massachusetts, had decided on April 19, 1775, after the battles of Lexington
and Concord when “We hear their blood crying to us from the ground for vengeance” that
independence was the only answer to a king who could slaughter his own subjects and sleep
soundly “with their blood upon his soul.”34 Fathers also heard this call for independence and, as
we shall see, it inspired them to pass that spirit on to their sons.
Examples of filial independence abound in Revolutionary America. Benjamin Franklin’s
Autobiography, for example, can be read as a republican propaganda tract with its thesis that
hard work and industry, rather than patronage and family status, could make young Americans
independent. Franklin portrayed himself as a young man who refused to spend his life as a
mechanic—a candle maker like his father—and rose above his station through personal ingenuity
and by asserting his own independence at a young age. Benjamin’s father, Josiah, was not
absent from the story, but played a pivotal role in helping his son establish a career for himself
that would eventually allow him to own his own print shop and retire as a gentlemen of leisure at
age forty-two.
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Above all else the revolutionary generation learned from their wartime experience was
that liberty and independence were traits to be valued. The republican lessons of the revolution
were so ingrained in the sons of the Revolution that historian Sean Wilentz could say of this
second generation of Americans that they had become a “a polity of independent virtuous
citizens, working to build and maintain a commonwealth of political equality.”35 Wilentz boldly
pronounces that “Americans of all backgrounds…framed their political and social discourse in
eighteenth-century republican terms.” These sons of the Revolutionary generation, according to
Wilentz, did not substitute republicanism for liberalism, as Wood suggests, but “they associated
one with the other.”36 With their personal declarations of independence and self government,
middle class producers, laborers, journeyman, and merchants embraced the new liberal definition
of republicanism and incorporated the language of the Revolution—the language of their
fathers—into their political discourse.37 This is the story of how their fathers passed on the
lessons of the Revolution to the next generation and in doing so, unknowingly, produced an
American society that was more individualistic, more liberal, and more dedicated to democracy
and self government that any generation had been before it.
Historiography of fatherhood
John Demos declared in 1982 that fatherhood has no historian. While masculinity studies
have flourished as a field of historical inquiry in recent years, fatherhood remains an
understudied element of early American history. Much of the scholarship on the early American
family emphasizes motherhood rather than fatherhood.38 Since Demo’s observation, historians
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have dedicated five serious scholarly monographs to the subject of colonial or early republican
fatherhood. Jay Fliegelman, Shawn Johansen, Stephen Frank, Robert Griswold and, most
recently, Lori Glover address aspects of American fatherhood as their primary subject.39 In
Founders as Fathers, Glover argues that in Virginia, founding fathers such as George
Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison, used their family values and private goals
to shape many of their political ideals, causes, and impulses. One cannot understand American
political theory, according to Glover, without confronting familial politics. While lucid,
engaging, and eloquent, Glover’s work does not incorporate, as her title suggests, all founders as
fathers, as she only includes members of the Virginia planter class as subjects of inquiry.
Fliegelman’s subject is fictional fathers depicted in eighteenth century literature, while Johnson
and Frank focus their attention primarily on nineteenth century men, not eighteenth century
fathers. Only Frank’s first chapter is devoted to colonial fathers. Frank argues that the eighteenth
century was a time of great transition for New England fathers as they moved from their status as
primary moral and intellectual architect to that of breadwinner. Significantly, Frank argues that
despite their diminished role in the home, fatherhood remained a hallmark of nineteenth century
masculinity. Griswold’s Fatherhood in America remains the only comprehensive historical
examination of the American father. Griswold, however, dispenses with the entire colonial
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period after a few sentences and devotes only a few pages to the Revolutionary era.40 Clearly,
the history of eighteenth century colonial fathers remains to be written. My work addresses both
the colonial and Revolutionary period, focusing primary on the post-Revolutionary era where the
historiographical gap is the largest.
When historians focus on the colonial family, their gaze usually rests upon seventeenth
century patriarchal dynamics. Backed by the Christian church and overwhelming popular
opinion, colonial fathers enjoyed almost absolute authority in all matters both domestic and
public.41 Fathers secured their children’s secular and religious education, arranged courtships
and marriages, and allocated familial property.42 Mary Beth Norton has demonstrated that men
maintained their hegemonic power and authority in both public and private spheres through their
roles as fathers.43 Demos suggests that the father’s absolute authority stemmed from the
prevailing contemporary perceptions of womanhood and motherhood. Seventeenth-century
societies viewed women and children as easily corruptible and weakened by their sinful nature,
thus in need of a strong moral and spiritual patriarch to lord over them.44 Fathers played,
therefore, a vital role in the home and were solely responsible for all domestic, public, and
spiritual matters. Mothers were expected to yield to fathers on all important decisions both in
and out of the home. Seventeenth-century societies extended the pejorative attitude towards the
“weaker sex” to the children, who were considered to be “stained” with sin and accordingly
depraved. Fathers were, hence, charged with restraining both their wives’ and their children’s
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sinful passions.45 Joseph Pleck notes that during the colonial period, numerous letters survive
from fathers and sons while almost no correspondence survives between mothers and their
children.46
Taking their lead from British scholars, most American historians agree that after 1750 “a
variety of forces” refashioned “attitudes about family life and children.”47 Lawrence Stone calls
the fundamental shift in the psychological, social, and familial ideology that occurred in England
in the mid-eighteenth century “an established fact.”48 Stone argues that by 1750 the hyperreligious, emotionally distant, deferent, patriarchal family structure gave way to the “modern
family,” built upon what Stone calls “affective individualism which was marked by an emphasis
on personal freedom and happiness, less guilt, a desire for personal privacy, and intense bonds of
affection among the nuclear familial core.”49 Gordon Wood asserts that in the mid-eighteenth
century republicanism fundamentally changed the American family and the power dynamic
within the family.50
While historians largely agree that a fundamental shift took place in the parental roles and
familial power structures in the mid-eighteenth century, they are less certain as to its cause.
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Collectively, historians have posited three main explanations. The first includes political
changes brought on by the American Revolution. Historian Melvin Yazawa stresses that the
justification for absolute monarchy rested in Robert Filmer’s affirmation of the divine right of
kings. Seventeenth-century intellectuals taught that as Christ was the head of the church, and as
the King was the head of the nation, so the father was the head of the family. Like Christ and the
King, the father’s word was law. The shift from monarchy to a republic, however, destroyed the
parent/child political paradigm and replaced it with republicanism. Yazawa, however,
understands the familial rhetorical propaganda, which included images of colonial children
rebelling against their patriarchal king, to be only metaphors that allowed colonials to express
their new political ideology using familiar language. He does not suggest that those forces led to
tangible changes within the family structure.51 Edwin G. Burrows and Michael Wallace, on the
contrary, see the middle of the eighteenth century as a time of radical changes for the American
family. They also track actual changes in American social behavior as a both a cause and effect
of the diffusion of republicanism. They contend that attitudes towards the family, especially the
authoritarian patriarch, changed over the course of the eighteenth century towards a slightly more
egalitarian form of domesticity. Because this ideological shift preceded the American
Revolution, the colonists recognized Parliament’s new taxation policies as despotic and unlike
the behavior of a “good father.” The American Revolution, therefore, confirmed a subtle change
in the American psyche that made colonists believe they had outgrown their dependency on a
patriarchal monarch.52
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The second cause of the movement away from patriarchy stemmed from the
Enlightenment. Jay Fliegelman and Mary Beth Norton recognize the influence of John Locke—
his theory of tabula rasa—as well as other ideological changes brought on by the Enlightenment
as the primary vehicle of societal change. Children must be molded, according to Locke, not
simply restrained.53 Rather than depraved sinners, eighteenth-century parents saw their children
as blank slates that could be shaped into almost anything. Lawrence Stone argues that “affective
individualism,” a new emphasis on personal autonomy and individual identity, insisted upon
unalienable rights and personal liberties, which were hallmarks of Revolutionary political and
familial rhetoric. The goal of raising children, especially sons, was to teach them to become selfreasoning adults able both to express their individuality and to live peacefully in society. Another
ideological shift that coincided with the eighteenth century Enlightenment was a change in
attitudes towards women. After the Enlightenment, women were less likely to be seen as the
weaker vessel in need of both physical and spiritual protection. As both Mary Beth Norton and
Linda Kerber have pointed out, Revolutionary mothers became a central part of creating a
republic made up of virtuous citizens. While still excluded from the public sphere, mothers
replaced fathers as the central figure in the home sometime after the American Revolution. The
exact details and timing of this transition remain opaque.54
The final catalyst for the social transformation includes economic changes that resulted
from industrialization and capitalism that replaced the traditional family economy. Griswold
argues that, in the nineteenth century, breadwinning became central to the father’s identity.
Once the primary method of earning a living moved away from the family economy to the
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market economy, fathers were forced out of the home into the workplace.55 Historians who
follow this model of fatherhood and masculinity, such as Anthony Rotundo and Michael
Kimmel, propose a declension thesis for American fathers. The seventeenth century, according
to these scholars, marked the apex of fatherhood as fathers and sons toiled side by side on the
family farm. After the Industrial Revolution and the decline of the family economy, fathers gave
up their authority in the home and moved their attention to the public arena, thus the construction
of separate gendered spheres.56
This dissertation engages the debate regarding the consequences of the American
Revolution for American fathers. I want to limit my scope of inquiry to fathers who raised their
children during the American Revolutionary period—1760-1800. This period offers a laboratory
for examining the connections between nation building, republicanism, and a new paradigm for
raising a family. Furthermore, the project examines fatherhood in a regional context. It argues
that region matters when it came to raising children and to creating family values and traditions.
This dissertation incorporates viewpoints and attitudes of fathers who raised their children in
New England, the Mid-Atlantic, the Chesapeake, and the Deep South.
Once the pinnacle of British North America, New England was in a state of decline in the
late eighteenth century. Boston was the third largest city behind New York and Philadelphia on
the eve of the Revolution.57 The early eighteenth century’s wars, specifically Queen Anne’s war,
were particularly harmful to the growth of Boston. On the one hand, Boston’s upper class fared
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well in wartime as its members profited from government contracts for shipbuilding and general
supplies. Boston’s poor, on the other hand, devoted a disproportionately large number of their
sons to the war and lost many of them. Consequently, poverty and widowhood grew over the
course of the eighteenth century. Many families raised their children without a father figure.
Another aspect of Boston’s transformation in the eighteenth century was the influx of merchants
following the Glorious Revolution. Over the course of the eighteenth century, New England
slowly became more secular socially, economically, and politically.58 This secularization also
had a profound effect on the Puritan family.
The New England family historiography reflects this tumultuous historic period. Most of
the historiography of New England families focuses on the seventeenth century Puritan home.
Edmund Morgan’s and John Demos’s classic works are masterful examples. Neither work,
however, delves deeply into fatherhood. Demos, for example, devotes his shortest chapter, only
six pages long, to the father/child relationship.59 To be fair, Demos gives husbands and wives
significantly more print. Likewise, Morgan devotes only one chapter specifically to the
parent/child relationship. Puritan fathers, according to Morgan, were responsible for guiding
their children—especially their sons—in their vocational choice.60 In fact, Massachusetts law
demanded that fathers provide for their sons “some honest lawful calling, labour or imployment,
either in husbandtry, or some other trade profitable for themselves.”61 The father’s duty to his
daughters, according to Morgan, was to secure a proper marriage and often to negotiate the
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dowry and division of property for the couple.62 Morgan follows this chapter with an in-depth
discussion of education in New England, in which the father played an important role. Both
Demos and Morgan focus their study on seventeenth century and early eighteenth century, but
they do not mention the American Revolution as a major factor in shaping family values.
The more recent scholarship, likewise, overlooks the eighteenth century. Mary Beth
Norton’s Founding Mothers and Fathers juxtaposes seventeenth-century New England and
Virginian domesticities. Norton argues that seventeenth-century homes modeled their family
dynamic after a strictly Filmerian construct—the father had absolute authority—while
eighteenth-century families practiced a more egalitarian, or Lockean, version of family politics. 63
Norton, however, does not explore the latter family dynamic. Lisa Wilson’s Ye Heart of Men
explores men in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century New England. Wilson provides a more
nuanced view of patriarchy than that of Norton. Wilson asserts that fatherhood was central to a
man’s identity. As the eighteenth century came to a close, Wilson asserts, nineteenth-century
men began to look to the public sphere and not the home to validate their self-worth.64 As noted
above, both Frank and Johansen explore these nineteenth century fathers in detail leaving the
eighteenth century with very little scholarship.65 This dissertation seeks to help fill this gap.
The historiography of the Mid-Atlantic family also reflects demographic changes in the
eighteenth century. The most significant work on the Quaker family is Barry Levy’s Quakers
and the American Family. Levy argues that family values in seventeenth century Quaker
communities in the Delaware Valley—marked by child- centeredness, feminized domestic
households, and gender equality—resembled the family values that would dominate late
62
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eighteenth and nineteenth-century America.66 Levy contends, moreover, that the mid-Atlantic
Quakers established a morally self-sufficient familial institution that the nineteenth-century
reformers sought to emulate.67 Another important work on Mid-Atlantic families is Mary Ryan’s
Cradle of the Middle Class. While Ryan focuses most of her attention on the nineteenth century,
she argues that middle class fathers in New York held little authority in the home. The decline in
patriarchy and the rise of feminine domesticity, which according to Ryan began in the eighteenth
century, became the hallmark of the nineteenth century middle-class family.68 Stephanie Wolf
examines the social and family life in Germantown, Pennsylvania and finds a community that
was multicultural, mobile, metropolitan, and full of a variety of occupations and businesses.
While the family, and especially fatherhood, is a secondary concern for Wolf, she notes that
fathers were remarkably egalitarian in their division of property. Fathers divided their land
holdings equally among their sons and daughters in forty-four percent of the wills Wolf
examines. Forty-six percent opted for their land to be sold and for their children and widows to
receive equal shares of the cash.69
The historiography of the southern family has been slower to develop than that of New
England or the mid-Atlantic, but historians have made important inroads. Edmund Morgan’s
Virginians at Home was one of the first to explore the Chesapeake family. Morgan’s work, less
than a hundred pages in length, provides a brief overview of home-life for eighteenth-century
Virginians, and is largely based on the Virginia Gazette supplemented by only a few letters and
diaries. Daniel Blake Smith’s work Inside the Great House largely replaces Morgan’s work as
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the primary examination of the Chesapeake family. Smith argues that the “well-ordered
patriarchal family” that dominated the seventeenth century gave way to “a more intimate private
family and kin experience” in the eighteenth century.70 Smith, who devotes his largest chapter to
“Fathers and Sons,” asserts that southern parents sought to raise self-confident, independently
minded, and self-reliant sons who expressed “a lifelong sense of duty and gratitude toward their
fathers.”71 Rather than duty and gratitude, other scholars such as Rhys Isaac, Emory Evans, and
Jack Greene describe the Virginian father and son relationship as built upon obligation,
subjugation, and subtle defiance.72 Smith, conversely, argues that sons who had grown up under
affectionate and involved fathers respected those fathers’ paternal authority and cherished their
values.73 Smith, however, largely downplays the American Revolution as a factor in familial
arrangements. Jan Lewis’s The Pursuit of Happiness: Family and Values in Jefferson’s Virginia
examines the eighteenth and early nineteenth century Virginian family, and also downplays the
importance of the American Revolution. Lewis argues that sometime after—but not because
of— the Revolution the definition of Jefferson’s famous phrase “the pursuit of happiness”
changed. Before the Revolution the term meant the pursuit of property. After the Revolution
“the family became the focus of men’s and women’s deepest longings.”74 The true catalysts and
the timing of the shift remain unclear to Lewis. Equally unclear is the role, if any, the American
Revolution played in the transformation. Glover’s Founders as Fathers argues that impact ran in
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reverse. Instead of the American Revolution impacting family values and discourse, as this
dissertation maintains, Glover explores the way that the family values held by a select few
founding Virginian father shaped the republican government they helped craft.75
Historians disagree as to the degree that absolute patriarchy that existed in eighteenthcentury Virginian homes. The editors of the 2010 collection of essays on Family Values in the
Old South, for example, argue that Old South families remained “traditional in their adherence
to patriarchal authority.” The planter-patriarch extended his authority over both his white and
black slave households so that southern domesticity contained both a “modern nuclear family
characterized by affection” and a traditional family of mixed races governed unequally by strict
authority.76 Bertram Wyatt-Brown argues that a strong father figure was necessary to shape
southern culture around the themes of honor, valor, and liberty.77 Jane Turner Censer’s book
North Carolina Planters and Their Children focuses on nineteenth-century fathers and argues
that North Carolina planters emulated the sentimentalism and affection that dominated other
privileged American and European societies, and those indulgent impulses manifested
themselves in education, careers, and mate choices of their children. Censer states plainly that
she does not attempt to ascertain the “causes and emergence of the ‘modern’ child-centered
planter family” in her monograph.78 Both Lewis and Smith combine Virginian, Maryland, North
Carolinian, and South Carolinian sources in their work on the South.
Chapter outline:
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Chapter one examines the moment that a man becomes a father. All of the fathers
represented in this study had young children either during the years leading up to the Revolution,
1765-1774, or during the war itself. The war disrupted the normal and natural means by which
many of these men courted their future wives, married, and started a family. All wars have the
potential of removing fathers from their loved ones, but what made the American Revolution
unique was that because the war was fought on American soil, many families witnessed the loss of
their husband or father firsthand. Even if the war did not take the life of a father, it could not help
but change his life in many ways, some practical and some ideological. These changes influenced
the way fathers raised their children by changing the lessons they would emphasize and, as equally
important, alter the expectations they had for their children, especially their sons’, future success.
As illustrated in chapter two, middle class and elite white fathers wanted their sons to grow
up to be virtuous citizens capable of contributing to the newly formed republic. Thus, fathers
purchased schoolbooks, read children’s stories, and paid tuition to schools which reinforced
spiritual, moral, and secular learning. The first years of a child’s education, therefore, focused on
both literacy and virtue. Only good children, eighteenth century fathers believed, could be loved
and respected by the community. Because a male citizen must be prepared to lead in the public
sphere, he must be known by his peers as a man of virtuous character. Virtue was not considered
to be a natural human characteristic, but one that must be carefully cultivated. This pruning, this
tillage, began at the earliest possible moment during the child’s first few years.
Chapter three argues that during the formal education of their children, natural
fathers willingly transferred their power and authority to other adult men, such as ministers, master
craftsmen, teachers, and tutors, in the hopes that they would play pivotal roles in guiding their
children to adulthood. They did so to give their children the tools, skills, and a sense of
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independence they needed in order to survive and thrive in the new world created by the American
Revolution. Sociologist Robert Dreeben concludes that a formal educational setting such as a
boarding school or primary school promotes independence and self reliance in contrast to the
supportiveness and cooperation that characterizes home education.79 This chapter illustrates his
findings in the eighteenth century.
Chapter four marks the struggle for independence as experienced by both fathers and sons.
Fathers wanted their sons to be financially independent and have the skills necessary to achieve
independency, but at the same time wanted to maintain some measure of influence over their life
choices. In most cases, age and some measure of economic stability on the part of the son broke
the tether that beheld the son to his father and allowed his son to assert his independence. Some
fathers tried to regain their control when they observed their sons going down a path, politically,
spiritually, or economically, that they believed would lead to destruction. However, once sons
tasted freedom, they seldom returned to the care and protection of their father’s house. Instead, as
we shall see, sons declared their independence from their father, often in written form but also
through their actions, and set out to blaze their own trail.
Sources
A word about sources and chronology. The periodization for the project has been
challenging. Social movements occur slowly and at staggering rates, which create rhetorical
difficulties for the historian who must draw finite chronological boundaries. I see early American
history broadly divided into two large sections: the colonial period and the Revolutionary period.
The colonial period, also referred to in this manuscript as “before the Revolution,” ranges from
1620-1753. I have found that ideas and practices regarding parenting and fatherhood remained
relatively static during this time period. While there are seeds of change germinating in the 1730s,
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most of the changes do not mature until after the Seven Years War. The Revolutionary period, or
sometimes called the “Revolutionary era” in this manuscript, runs from 1750 until after the War of
1812 or 1819. This long time period encompasses the Revolutionary War itself, and leaves space
for the children born during the Revolutionary conflict and its preamble—1765-1783—to grow to
adulthood. While there are few sources that stretch the borders of this chronology, most of the
voices fit nicely within the described parameters.
This project relys disproportionately on letters to and from sons who were away at
boarding school or at college, because the great distance required written communication. Many
eighteenth century American sons took advantage of the schooling options in the urban areas—
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Charleston—and simply returned home each day to their father.
Consequently, there is no written record of those conversations. Secondly, many of the letters
which have been preserved and saved from fire, carelessness, or loss endured because the
statements of the individuals who wrote the letters were important enough to preserve. Therefore,
there is a incommensurate number of elite or aspiring elite voices represented here. I made an
effort to include the voices of ministers, merchants, craftsmen, and lesser known figures, but a tilt
toward the “better sort” could not be completely avoided.
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II. BECOMING A FATHER
“I have not had the pleasure of a line from you since you became a father, on which pleasing
event I do most heartily congratulate you. I earnestly long to see the dear infant, and her father
and mother, and hope providence will smile on your affairs.”80
—Daniel Hubbard to his son-in-law Gardiner Greene
“The great event which was expected in Mr. Grays family has at length taken place as Mrs. Gray
was brought to bed this morning of a fine Boy.”81
—Moses Gray to his father James Gray

Tensions and temperatures were heating up in New England in the summer of 1765.
Parliament had approved the first direct revenue tax on the American colonists in March, and
although the tax was not set to take effect until November 1, most American colonists strongly
opposed this intrusive measure. The summer of 1765 would end in political demonstrations
which burned in effigy many officials such as Andrew Oliver of Massachusetts and Augustus
Johnson of Rhode Island. In the same year, Stamp Act rioters attacked properties of perceived
stamp collectors, and one mob destroyed the home of Massachusetts Lt. Governor Thomas
Hutchinson. That summer also witnessed the birth of a young enterprising lawyer’s first child.
On July 14, 1765, John Adams recalled feeling very “much alone in [his] Office” as Abigail
labored upstairs.82 To distract himself from the sounds of childbirth emanating from the
bedroom, he consumed himself with the “Uneasy State of the public Mind”
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and composed “a Rhapsody” titled A Dissertation on the Canon and the Feudal Law.83 Adams’s
Dissertation pits a tyrannical system of government whose leaders wished to keep their subjects
“in a state of servile dependence on their lords” against a band of pilgrims who sought “Liberty,
and with her Knowledge, and Virtue too.”84 John Adams claimed in his Autobiography —a
wildly exaggerated claim—that he composed the Dissertation in its entirety while his wife was
in labor, which placed him firmly in the masculine world of politics while his wife intimately
experienced the feminine world of reproduction.85 This claim reveals that Adams realized that
his life, both personally and politically, would never be the same after the political and familial
events of 1765. For the readers of his Autobiography, Adams offered the image of an anxious
husband and young father equally concerned with public and private affairs. Because of the
events of the summer of 1765, Adams was transformed into a father and would eventually be
transformed into a patriot.
Just as men do today, eighteenth-century men experienced palpable psychological,
emotional, and ideological changes when they made the transition from manhood to fatherhood.
Some men noticed improvement in their individual self-concept and self-esteem. Fathering
children, especially a son, could produce feelings of self-confidence, a sense of accomplishment,
and a faith in an empowered legacy for men. It also served as a rite of passage into adulthood.
Historian Thomas Foster argues that an eighteenth-century man’s capacity to father children was
a hallmark of his adult identity, because it helped him secure his social status as family head and
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confirmed his sexual virility.86 Fatherhood not only changed how a man saw himself, but how
he viewed his spouse. Couples became parents as the two of them sought to formulate and
define their parental roles and attitudes. The process often caused the relationship between
husband and wife to intensify as the couple conveyed deeper and more frequent expressions of
love to each other. Eighteenth-century men also experienced changes in their public life.
Sociologist Philip Cowan demonstrates that becoming a father improved a man’s functionality in
the public sphere by improving his maturity, and his ability to adapt to changing environments.87
This chapter meets our subjects in the moment when they transformed from mere men to fathers.
It explores men during the Revolutionary period as they navigated the perils of war while
adapting to their roles as fathers. It examines, moreover, how the Revolution, both its ideals and
the war itself, shaped and altered that transition period. It argues that a father’s most important
task, as it related to his new family, was provision and protection. When children were in the
stage of infancy, they were completely dependent on the father for financial security and
physical safety. The Revolution complicated these tasks, but it also created a new world which
required independent citizens, not obedient subjects. The men who became fathers during the
Revolutionary period were keenly aware that they were bringing a helpless child into a rapidly
changing world. They resolved, as best they could, to equip their children with the tools
necessary to succeed and thrive in their new country. This chapter traces the first steps of that
journey.
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Pre-Revolutionary War Fathers
Before one can fully appreciate the effects the American Revolution had on the process
of becoming fathers, we must briefly examine the experience of courtship, dating, marriage, and
starting a family as experienced by colonial men before 1765. Pre-revolutionary fathers held
substantial sway over their children’s nuptial agreements; however, marriages were seldom, if
ever, prearranged. Couples were required to seek the permission of the bride’s father. This was
not only customary, but the law in New England. Plymouth law stated, “If any shall make any
motion of marriage to any man’s daughter or mayde [sic] servant not haveing [sic] first obtayned
[sic] leave and consent of the parents or master…shalbe [sic] punished either by fine or corporall
[sic] punishment or both.”88 One Rhode Island man received a sentence of five years
imprisonment for “deflouring [sic] or contracting in marriage a maid…unknown to the Father…
of the Maid.” This court likened the unblessed betrothal to rape.89 Historian Mary Beth Norton
observes that New England laws included gendered language that left no doubt that fathers held
the primary authority and responsibility concerning their offspring’s marital futures.90 Southern
couples were not bound by law to seek the permission of the father, but custom demanded that
young men obtain the father of the bride’s blessing. In fact, both in the North and South, when
great fortunes were at stake, marriage proposals became something of a negotiation between the
fathers of the prospective bride and groom.91
Many times these negotiations involved bringing to bear evidence that the young man
was worthy of the daughter’s hand. In an attempt to convince Bostonian Samuel Sewell that his
son Addington would be a suitable match for Sewell’s daughter, Judge Davenport explained that
88
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“as his eldest Son” he would step into his father’s economic, social, and religious place in
society. He told Sewell that he would build the boy a house on the same land “where his uncle
Addington [built a] dwelt for him.” To make the replacement complete, young Addington was
to inherit Judge Davenport’s “Pue in the Old Meetinghouse.”92 Colonial fathers wanted their
sons, especially their first born son, to be a replica of themselves which including setting them up
with their house, their church pew, and a compatible marriage.
As a part of this negotiation, fathers openly discussed the value of their personal estates
and the marriage portion they promised to contribute to the couple, a discussion that sometimes
ended in bitterness. Samuel Sewell recorded that Joseph Gerrish, the father of his daughter’s
beau, demanded £600 as a dowry. Sewell was forced to increase “the House-Rent” to make up
the “Difference of Money” he was short.93 Virginia planter, Landon Carter, whom historian
Rhys Isaac describes as being stuck between the worlds of colonial patriarchy and
enlightenment, bitterly held a grudge against Reuben Beale for “stealing” his beloved daughter,
Judith.94 Virginian William Byrd II rejected two suitors, one each for his daughters Anne and
Evelyn.95 Some fathers went to great lengths to prevent their children from eloping without their
blessing. In 1756, Benjamin Bowles took out an advertisement in the Virginia Gazette to
prevent his niece, of whom he was the guardian, from marrying Snead Crutchfield as he believed
“it will [be] greatly to her Disadvantage.” The advertisement gave notice “to all Country-Court
Clerks not to grant them Marriage License, and to all Ministers not to marry them by Publication
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of Banns.” Since he did not know where the couple planned to carry out their scandalous plan,
he chose a medium with a broad readership to make his disapproval widely known.96
This legal and customary patriarchal requirement left little space for young couples to
meet, experience mutual attraction, and fall in love in colonial America. After all, marriages
were negotiated not arranged. There was, however, some room for both parties to agree to a
marriage. Historian Kathleen Brown argues that a young woman’s ability to reject a suitor or to
convince her father to accept a suitor tipped the scale of gender equality in favor of women if
only for a brief moment.97 Most marriages were limited by class, race, and geography as
pragmatic barriers prevented frequent travel between villages, and plantations. Certainly very
few marriages occurred across colonial lines.98 However, some men traveled a great distance to
find their mate. William Byrd II went to London to win a beauty’s heart, but was forced to
return to Virginia empty handed.99
Fathers often maintained close control over their sons’ marriages, through land bequests,
so they could keep them nearby. Traditionally American sons received a portion of land, which
was often close to their father’s home. Many colonial young couples lived out their lives on their
patrimony, which produced a New England and Virginia countryside sprinkled with hamlets
bearing deep family roots and connections. On the eve of the Revolution, nearly one quarter of
the wealthiest men living in Virginia all came from fewer than a dozen interconnected family
names such as Berkeley, Carter, or Lee. William Byrd II, of Virginia, remained so close to home
that he literally replaced his father’s modest wooden home with his own magnificent Westover
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mansion.100 In Andover, Massachusetts, all five of Richard Barker’s sons settled on paternal
land. Even though two of them purchased land in town, they built their residences adjacent to
their father’s homestead.101
Colonial fathers often used marriage as a mechanism of control over their households,
delaying marriage in order to retain their sons’ labor for as long as possible. Historian Lisa
Wilson finds that first marriages for men took place in their late twenties and for women in their
early twenties.102 For example, in the 1650s Nicholas Holt, a large New England estate holder,
forced his sons to remain on the family land and to help him clear, cultivate, and improve his
large land grant. Holt prevented any of his children from leaving home or marrying until the
land had been transformed into a productive estate. Finally, when his eldest son turned twentyeight, Nicholas allowed him to build a house for himself on a portion of his land grant. In fact,
Nicholas delayed the independence of his three eldest sons, who married at ages twenty-four,
twenty-eight, and thirty-two. His youngest son married at age twenty-one, because his father
was near death thus having less control.103 Philip Greven observes that none of Holt’s sons
gained their complete independence from their father until his death in 1686. Even though
Nicholas had given his sons the right to marry and settle on their own land, he did not give them
legal ownership of the land until just before he died.104
Fathers used land inheritance to control their sons and to ensure that someone would care
for them in their old age. In fact, one New England land deed stated that a son would lose his
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dwelling if his parents could not walk about the home freely.105 Richard Hollinsworth, Sr.
bequeathed his son Richard, Jr. his dwelling as long as the boy agreed allow Hollinsworth Sr. to
live with him and “Caryed on his fathers business soe long as his father lived…and maintained
his mother soe long as she would be pleased to live with him.”106 Nicholas Holt’s third son did
not marry until age thirty-two because he promised to care for his aged father. His reward for his
filial duty was a portion of inheritance equal to that of the eldest son, and the homestead.107 The
youngest son of Richard Barker, Benjamin, inherited the homestead with the stipulation that he
would care for his aged father, which Benjamin and his wife did for five years all three living
together in his father’s house until he died.108
Not every young couple, however, followed this pattern. After several generations of
dividing the same estate, some young men were left with miserable portions. The same allure of
available land that attracted the very first Englishmen to America tempted some young men to
leave paternal land and set out on their own. While it was certainly the son’s prerogative to do
so, before the Revolution, it was not encouraged by fathers nor by community elders. William
Bradford compared the colony, which was abandoned by these young who sought their fortunes
elsewhere, to a mother “forsaken by her children…in regard of their bodily presence” leaving her
“like a widow left only to trust in God.”109 Before the Revolution, a dutiful son remained close to
home even after marriage.
When possible, fathers provided young couples with separate housing after they married.
The parents of both bride and groom contributed land, furnishings, and money to provide the
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newlyweds their own ménage. John Demos demonstrates this fact by concluding that the nuclear
family—a husband and wife and their natural children—typified colonial Plymouth families.110
This may have been the ideal, but because of high mortality for both children and adults, blended
families were just as common.
Once married, the husband assumed the role of patriarch which gave him almost
unlimited authority over his family. Philosopher Thomas Hobbes described the family, in 1651,
as “a little monarchy” in which the father “is the sovereign.”111 Mary Beth Norton explains that
fathers held almost complete power, buttressed both by the church and the state, in colonial
families. Disorderly families were a threat to the social order of the entire community.
Responsible for moral, spiritual and political leadership in their families, fathers were the first
line of defense in maintaining order. New England courts held fathers accountable for providing
“well governed families,” and supported them with legal action against recalcitrant
dependents.112 Aside from gross negligence or overstepping the boundaries of the law, fathers
held the “right of dominion” over all subordinates in the home including their spouse, servants,
and children—biological or otherwise.113
Most colonial marriages almost immediately produced children, because there was very
little motivation to delay childbearing as children were a good source of labor. There were also
few available birth control measures to prevent pregnancy. Moreover, failure to procreate was
seen as evidence of male impotence, which could be grounds for divorce.114 Another piece of
evidence that suggests that the purpose of marriage was to produce children was the frequency
110
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with which colonial women found themselves with child. Historian Laurel Thatcher Ulrich
reveals that women before 1750 experienced a birth cycle of twenty to thirty months from one
baby to the next.115 In fact, by 1750, more and more couples could not wait until their wedding
to start their family. Demos finds as many as half of the brides in New England were coming to
their wedding day pregnant.116
A seventeenth-century religious worldview had a profound impact on childrearing
practice both in England and in the American colonies. Western societies viewed women and
children as easily corruptible and weakened by their sinful nature, thus in need of a strong moral
and spiritual patriarch to lord over them. Children, even as infants, were considered to be
“stained” with sin and accordingly depraved. Fathers were, hence, charged with restraining both
their wives’ and their children’s sinful passions. Restraining and breaking a child’s sinful nature
required physical beatings. Cotton Mather advised parents that children were “Better whipt, than
damned.”117 Reverend John Robinson, a seventeenth-century Pilgrim minister, best summarized
pre-Revolutionary attitudes towards the proper training of children: “surely there is in all
children,” Robinson began, “a stubborness [sic] and stoutness of mind arising from natural pride
which must in the first place be broken and beaten down, that so the foundation of their
education…may in their time be built thereon.”118 Robinson expounded that “children’s wills
and wilfulness [sic] [must] be restrained and repressed” to a point that “children should not
know” that “they have a will of their own.”119 As we shall see, eighteenth-century fathers
employed a drastically different approach. After the Revolution fathers encouraged their
children to explore their individual will and act upon it to declare their independence.
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Revolutionary Fathers
The men who became fathers during the tumultuous days of the Revolution experienced
many of the same stages of development that fathers throughout time have experienced. White,
elite men courted their future wives; they settled into a home together; they comforted their
wives after childbirth. The Revolution itself, however, because it was fought on home soil,
complicated some rites, delayed others, and otherwise disrupted normal familial activities for
many colonists. Not only was the experience itself different for men in the late eighteenth
century, but the interpretation of those events was altered. Eighteenth-century men often
communicated their deep anxiety in bringing a child into their dramatically changing world.
Moses Gerrish, of Massachusetts, declared to his friend that he had “entirely banished all such
thoughts, and have declared for Celibacy” because he was “anxious to know what clogs the
Wheels of British Success” and whether or not it was time to “pray for Independency.”120 John
Thaxter, Jr. wrote his sister while his wife was in labor and revealed he was “somewhat anxious,
but trust in Providence for a favorable issue.”121 Elisha James became a father while serving in
the Continental army. He heard the news from his brother, Thomas James, who told him that his
wife had delivered a healthy daughter, but given “the Disagreeable Situation you [are] in we
Can’t Expect you can enjoy a great deal of happiness.”122 These young men immediately
understood that they were bringing children into a reality that was radically different from the
one they had experienced. All thirteen colonies experienced radical changes as a result of the
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crisis with Britain, the subsequent war for independence, and the creation of a republic. These
changes could not help but impact both their private and public lives.
Men who became fathers during the Revolutionary period (1765-1783) were acutely
aware of the intersection between public events and their private lives and often connected the
two in their memories. John Adams, as we have seen, claimed in his Autobiography that he
wrote his Dissertation on the Canon and the Feudal Law while Abigail labored with their first
child. In making this claim, he connected the political changes in the public sphere with the
familial changes in his private life. Young Miers Fisher, a Quaker merchant from Philadelphia,
discovered that his version of America would be radically different from that of his father’s
when provincial officials arrested him and his brothers and hauled them off to jail. They charged
the Quakers with refusing to support the cause of American liberty. Fisher and his brothers were
incarcerated just days after the birth of his first son.123 Delaware’s Thomas McKean’s associated
the arrival of his first born son, Joseph Borden McKean, with McKean’s service in the Stamp
Act Congress.124 These men all connected their experience in the Revolution to the moment in
which they became fathers because both events altered the trajectory of their lives in radical
ways.
Courtship and Marriage
Most eighteenth-century men planned to become husbands before they entered into
fatherhood, and did so at a much younger age than their pre-Revolutionary counterparts. Lisa
Wilson suggests that the median age for men to marry began to drop during the eighteenthcentury.125 The Revolutionary War, however, interrupted this pattern causing many men to delay
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marriage. Historian Conrad Wright observes that the “Revolutionary generation,” on average,
married four years later than Harvard classes who matriculated before 1770.126 One such
Harvard graduate, William Tudor, who had planned to be married before the Revolution
temporarily separated him from his fiancé, kept a close eye on the courtship and marriage
patterns of his compatriots. He observed that some men deserted the army to get married. “A
week ago,” Tudor, a judge advocate in Washington’s army, reported to his beloved Delia Jarvis,
“Col. Carey resigned his Post of Aid de Camp to the Commander in Chief, & immediately set off
for Philadelphia to marry Miss Low, a young Lady of New York, an only Child with a Fortune of
$10,000…at her own Disposal.”127 Tudor considered Carey’s marriage as a betrayal to his
country. “Liberal Souls & intrepid Spirits,” Tudor explained, “at a Time when our bleeding,
ravaged, half conquered Country calls for every exertion—I often blush for my native Town.”128
For most men, the American Revolution delayed marriage and greatly impacted the way
couples conducted their courtship. For some men, the war prevented them from even
considering marriage at all. John Mellen, a recent Harvard graduate, delayed marriage until well
after the war ended despite approaching an age when he was considered by his friends to be an
“old Bachelor.”129 William James, a Tory, reported to his brother Elisha who was serving as a
wheelwright in General Gage’s army that “I am not married, nor a Going to be.” Instead of
starting a family in the war-torn America, James fled to the West Indies and established himself
in the sugar trade. He knew that before he could become a father, he had to first establish
himself in business. He did not think he could do that in America during the war.130
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Likewise, John Thaxter Jr., a dedicated patriot who joined John Adams on his second
mission to Europe in 1779, wrote to his sister and said that he had no plans to marry during the
war. He said he had not committed himself to “any particular Lady when I left America. I have
certainly contracted none since, neither do I mean to.” He told her that he “got over all my Love
Pangs before I left home, and I have not been much troubled with them since I have been in
Europe.” Thaxter declared that he would “be a Batchelor [sic] from Charity, & endeavor to keep
in Countenance the old Maids of our Family.”131 As it happened, Thaxter’s bachelorhood was
short lived, as he married Elizabeth Duncan in 1787, just three years after he set up his law
practice in Haverhill, Massachusetts.132
As wars often do, the American Revolution came at a time in a young man’s life when he
should be preparing himself for a career and establishing a family. One such Harvard young
man, Winthrop Sargent, after touring Europe upon his graduation from Harvard College, came
home to find a world on the brink of war. Seven days after he returned home, he enlisted in the
Continental army in the summer of 1775.133 While on leave from Washington’s army, he
became infatuated with a young woman. He expressed his enchantment to his sister, Judith, with
glowing praise prompting her to respond that no one since Adam and Eve is perfect.134
Winthrop begged Judith to discover if the belle returned his affections. Alas, the women refused
him, disavowing “all idea of a matrimonial connexion!”135 Heartbroken, Winthrop reached out to
a friend, a “Mr. Shaw,” for advice. Shaw encouraged him to pursue the woman using his
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military prowess. “Take your measures like a skillful general,” Shaw suggested.136 In the end,
Winthrop accepted the truth that the woman would not marry him. He blamed the romantic
failure on his inability to gain material prospect on account of his military service. Winthrop left
the military unmarried and with only a temporary job as a land surveyor, hardly the career that
could attract a desirable mate.137
Unlike Winthrop Sargent, some men did not want to pursue marriage during the war,
even though they had the ability to gain both material prospects and a beautiful women. In 1778,
Moses Gerrish, a Harvard graduate, told his classmate, John Mellen Jr., that “it is High Time
you was joined in Holy Matrimony; or was, at least, within the Sphere of its Affection.”138
Mellen was a recent Harvard graduate and a budding minister, but at age twenty-six, he was well
on his way to becoming an “Old bachelor,” with no plans to marry.139 Gerrish wanted to change
his friend’s mind.
Gerrish laid out his scheme for Mellen to “obtain a most excellent Wife” and acquire his
“choice of a good Parish, or Trader’s Shop” in a long, energetic letter penned in the winter of
1778. He wanted Mellen to join him at Berwick, Massachusetts where the Parish was “destitute
of a Minister” since the current preacher, a Mr. Wheeler, could not serve long “on Account of
[his] Character.” He was charged with “a few other rather infamous Trifles,” including “passing
Counterfeit Money,” a lucrative clandestine activity in wartime.140 His transgressions created an
opening for a minister in a “wealthy, fertile Parish, beautifully situated on one of the Branches of
[the] Portsmouth River” that was full of bonny lasses ripe for Mellen’s picking.141
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Gerrish then systematically described the eligible ladies in Berwick. His first candidate,
Mrs. Higgins, had two key features he believed Mellen would find attractive: inherited wealth
and British loyalties. The newly widowed Mrs. Higgins had “acquired a genteel fortune by
Trade, at a Place called Quampegon Landing.” Mr. Higgins had recently died leaving Mrs.
Higgins “his Estate” and “four Children, two sons and two Daughters.” Gerrish assured Mellen
that members of his potential new family were “all Tories,” and were old enough to contribute to
the family’s wealth. The eldest son, John, married the “Daughter of the Honorable Mr.
Chadburn, one of the principal Gentleman of the Town,” and had already amassed a small
fortune.142
Gerrish’s second prospect’s was available for marriage directly because of the war, as she
was abandoned by her husband who had joined the Royal Navy. Mrs. Holland, who Gerrish
described as a “finished lady,” had no children “to keep up her Spirits in the gloomy House” and
now “lives with her Mama.” Her present state of singleness was complicated by the possibility,
albeit unlikely, that her military husband could return. The possibility of his safe homecoming
was so remote that Gerrish did not feel the need to mention it.143
The best belle on Gerrish’s list was “Miss Betsey.” Both “Nature and Art” had endowed
her “with every Accomplishment necessary to serve Felicity to the married State.” If Mellen was
not impressed with her beauty, Gerrish tempted him with “her Patrimony of 4,000 Silver Dollars,
to say nothing of her Weight in Plate.” He excitedly declared Miss Betsey “a Companion for
Life.” Gerrish’s obvious attraction to Betsey came gushing out of the letter. “I can’t conceive,”
Gerrish declared, “who can look on a delicate, young and tender Virgin with any other eye than
that of Love.” Gerrish actually had plans to court the fair Miss Betsey himself, but “a large Body
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of the British and Germans Troops was called” and he, as a good Tory, must join them. He may
have assumed that as a minister, John did not feel called to join the military, and was therefore
free to court Betsey. Returning to his original purpose for writing, Gerrish cautioned Mellen that
embarking in trade “must be deferred till better days,”—meaning after the war—but that the
Parish and “Miss Betsey might be secured immediately.”144 In other words, Betsey was single
and ripe for marriage.
John Mellen did not seize upon Gerrish’s proposal. He seemed “determined to turn into
an old Bachelor” despite Gerrish’s best efforts.145 Gerrish was not the only one spurring Mellen
toward matrimony. His mother, Rebecca Mellen, dropped similar hints in her letters. She ended
several of her missives with a list of the women from his hometown who were recently wedded
and thus unavailable. One in particular, a Mrs. Harris, who may have been an old flame of John,
as his mother noted that Harris longed to go to Boston before her wedding “that she might sound
your praise, for you must know she is one of your admirers.”146 Mellen did not marry until after
the war was over. He began his courtship with Martha Wendell, daughter of Judge John Wendell,
in the winter of 1784 and married in May of 1784 at the age of thirty-two, two years after the
Treaty of Paris ended the war.147
Some men actively pursued marriage during the revolution, but found their efforts
impeded by the turmoil of war. Massachusetts Tory Peter Oliver sought the hand of Sarah
Hutchinson, the daughter of the embattled governor of Massachusetts, Thomas Hutchinson. As
luck would have it, Oliver asked Lt. Governor Hutchinson’s permission to marry his daughter
just days before the Governor’s house was attacked by Stamp Act rioters in 1765. Hutchinson
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was certainly in a more accepting mood before “losing everything he had in House.” Oliver
recalled in his diary that “his Daughter, and the rest of the Family likewise share the same fate,"
as all of the Hutchinson family were targeted by the rioters.148 The diarist noted that he and
Sarah were distressed as a result of the riots in Boston, but that "I found that courtship was the
most pleasant part of my Life."149 Their budding romance served as an escape from the chaos
consuming Boston.
The coming revolution did not only interrupt and complicate their courtship, which lasted
almost five years, but also caused the would-be Loyalist couple hardship after they married. Dr.
Pomberton officiated at Peter and Sarah’s long awaited wedding on February 1, 1770, and the
couple settled into his brother’s old house. Daniel Oliver, Peter’s older brother, had died two
years earlier on a voyage to the Canary Islands leaving a vacant home for the newlyweds.150 Just
one month into their marriage, tensions between the colonies and redcoats interfered with their
lives. Oliver recorded that their honeymoon was interrupted on March 5, 1770, when "several
more boys were killed and wounded by Captain Preston and his men," an altercation famously
dubbed by Samuel Adams, “the Boston Massacre.”151 "The general confusion increased,” Oliver
remembered, “as I moved into my House sometime in August of 1770," to finally attempt to
build a life together.152 As we shall see below, their married life was constantly strained by the
coming Revolution.
One of the most dramatic stories to illustrate the impact the American Revolution had on
courtship and marriage is that of William Tudor and Delia Jarvis. Their tumultuous romance
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began in Boston in the winter of 1773. Delia wrote that “the disinterested friendship you have so
long honour’d me with” confirmed the “permanency of my esteem.”153 Their affection would
soon be tested by the coming of the Revolutionary War. In the 1770s, many colonists chose
either to become patriots or to remain loyal to the British crown. William and Delia were no
exception.
For William, the decision was somewhat easy. He began his legal career studying under
John Adams, and the two remained close. Adams once conveyed to the young lawyer that “your
Interest and Advancement in Life is an Object which I have much at Heart.”154 By August of
1774, William had become Adams’s informant, as he provided him with a regular flow of
intelligence as to the “late Manoeuvres [sic] of General Gage.”155 In many ways, William’s lot
had been cast for some time; he was a Patriot. Delia, on the other hand, struggled with her
decision. She informed her suitor that she planned to retreat to the country to remove herself
from the chaos of Boston saying, "till like the Dove of Old Fatigued with searching the
fluctuating Horizon for a resting place… and prepared to make a happy Conclusion of a wellspent life by striving to be useful in a less extensive Circle."156 Delia’s “less extensive Circle”
proved elusive as the couple could not escape the coming Revolution.
As war loomed, both Delia and William began to reconsider marriage. Twelve days
before shots rang out at Lexington, Delia expressed some “unfriendly” thoughts about “the
Marriage State,” and gave William “some incontrovertible reasons against my entering it.” She
wrote that past marriages may have experienced “years in unabated Happiness” as “vast as the
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Sea” and as “Bright as the day.” But theirs, she feared, would be doomed because “its Efforts
are too feeble” to overcome their perilous point in history.157 William responded that in the
midst of the “complicated Calamities of my Country,” he “forgot the mighty….Contemplation
that Felicia [Delia] was in Distress.”158 He had not fully appreciated the psychological turmoil
she had experienced in watching her beloved choose, in her mind, the wrong side in the
Revolution. She faced practical as well as ideological concerns. First, for much of the war, the
Americans had only a small probability of success. Indeed, during most of William’s service, the
army remained in retreat. Moreover, the longer he stayed involved in the conflict, the higher the
probability William would not survive the war. Finally, Delia risked damage to her reputation
and honor by pledging herself to a man, no doubt against her father’s wishes, who had thrown in
his lot with rebels. She must have wondered if he was willing to rebel against a king, could be
trusted to remain faithful to Delia?
As Delia came to grips with her place in the Revolution and with William’s place in her
heart, she began to fear that the war would change William. Notwithstanding his “rebel”
politics, Delia found many qualities in William which made him an attractive partner and
potential father. First among them was his intellect. Delia’s greatest reservation was that the war
would cause her beloved “Philosopher” to be “Metamorphised [sic] into a Soldier” and thus
“quitting a sphere which you illuminate, for one in which you may be eclipsed.” After William
had been with the Continental army for a year, Delia cried, “how different your conduct [is] from
the Sentiments I’ve so often heard you avow!”159
After a year of separation, both Delia and William had reconciled their inner feelings
with their outer reality, and spoke plainly about their opposing alliances. Delia demonstrated
157
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that she had finally accepted his role in the Revolution and her place as a Loyalist with the
salutation in her letter she penned in August 1775, “I am my worthy Rebel, your Loyal
Friend.”160 William also acknowledged that he and Delia were on opposite sides, but noted that,
for the moment, their love could bridge the political divide. “Adieu my amiable Loyalist & be
assur’d that though deem’d a Rebel in Politicks, I am a true Subject to Friendship.” William’s
time in New York left him lonely, and weeks without word from Delia deepened his depression.
He wrote her repeatedly telling her that “I love your Person—I adore your Mind,” and begged
her to write so that “no Distance can deprive me of” her spirit “while Pen, Ink and Paper can be
had.”161 William brought his Christian and republican values to bear saying, “& pray God I may
dare to die when Virtue, Liberty, & My Country demand the Sacrifice.”162 William’s references
to his mortal sacrifice may have contributed to Delia’s silence.
In the fall of 1776, Washington’s army retreated from New York City, lost Fort
Washington, lost Fort Lee, and fled Lord Howe’s army seeking safety in the forests of New
Jersey. Having experienced nothing but defeat, William felt hopeless about America’s chances
for victory and began to consider abandoning the army. Desertion had tempted him before, and
he discussed resigning his commission with General Washington, but this time he sought only
Delia’s opinion. One month after he and the rest of Continental Army narrowly escaped New
York under the cover of darkness and fog, William was ready to come home. “I leave it with you
to decide the Point.” He begged, “Bid me come home & I will fly to obey you.”163 Together,
they agreed that the American cause was hopeless, and it only remained for William to return
home so that they could carry on with their lives.
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By December, however, his “Hopes of soon returning to Boston [had] vanished.” On
Christmas Eve, 1776, William explained that he remained in the army because of George
Washington, more than for his cause. William chose to follow a father-figure, a role Washington
played for many of his soldiers, rather than abandon his post to become the father of Delia’s
children.164 “I cannot desert a Man (& it would certainly be Desertion in a Court of Honour)” he
revealed, “who has deserted every Thing to defend his Country.”165 At the moment that Thomas
Paine called the times that try men’s souls, William resolved he would not to give up on the
cause of liberty “at a Crisis important as the present.”166 The next day General Washington’s
forces crossed the Delaware River to surprise the Hessian soldiers stationed at Trenton, New
Jersey. William crossed with him and in doing so helped turn the tide in the war for
independence.
William and Delia married on the eighth anniversary of the Boston Massacre, March 5,
1778. He resigned from the army one month later. Delia gave birth to their first son, William,
nine months after her husband’s resignation. Now that the war was behind them, or at least they
were no longer personally involved, they focused on raising their son and establishing their life
together. William opened a law practiced and sired five more children. In 1796, he inherited his
father’s estate which added greatly to his wealth and esteem in the community. He served
Massachusetts as its representative in the General Court as a State Senator, and founded the
Massachusetts Historical Society.167 He also remained close to John Adams and communicated
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with him regularly throughout his political career. William, therefore, delayed fatherhood during
the war, but afterwards, he entered the role of father in both the private realm, and as the leader
of the historical society as a local founding father.
Becoming a Father
Eighteenth-century men deeply cherished becoming fathers and carrying out their
patriarchal duties, and remarkably, they allowed their enthusiasm for fatherhood to gush in their
letters. For seventeenth-century men, fatherhood was a sacred duty. For men of the
Revolutionary era, it was a delight. Thomas Coombe, an Anglican minister from Philadelphia,
proclaimed to his wife, “Providence I adore in all the wants of my short existance [sic], but
chiefly for you my soul, his greatest earthly gift to me, long continue us to each other for the
sake of those sweet infants with whom he has blessed us. The dear creatures employ a large
share of my thoughts, & their future success in life often fills me with anxiety.”168 Henry
Laurens, of South Carolina, while negotiating with a relative over a piece of property, declared
that the deal they had struck would allow them to “act as a good Father to our Children.”169 In
other words, Laurens, like many eighteenth-century fathers, made land purchases with their
children’s future in mind. Moreover, General William Irvine, commander at Fort Pitt, told his
son that "all [of] my views and pursuits are bent on their [his children's] future happiness."170
Additionally, Miers Fisher told his son, “as I advance in life” “[my] principal Concern” is “for
the permanent happiness of all my Children.” His duties as a father trumped “the usual Events in
human life” that sought to “be prosperous in externals [the public sphere].” Instead, he
endeavored to “attain to happiness in the interior,” meaning his family. He expounded that “the
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sincere desire and often prayer of thy affectionate father” was for the happiness and security of
his “decedent[s].”171 John Adams, similarly, elevated his role as a father above his public
accomplishments. In 1819, Adams confided to his friend Elkanah Watson that, “I lay no serious
claim to the title of Father of the navy or of any thing else but my family.” Adams penned the
letter just after the birth of his last great-grand daughter. “I have now living two Sons,” he told
Watson, “Fourteen Grand Children and five Great Grand Children. Of this Tribe I claim to be a
Father but I assure you the duties I owe to this little flock are greater than I can perform with my
utmost exertions, anxiety and privation, to the satisfaction of my own conscience.”172 To be
clear, pre-Revolutionary fathers also cared for and loved their children. What made republican
fathers remarkable was their willingness to express their affections openly using sentimental
language.
Fatherhood was important for men, but equally important for women, often widows, who
had the opportunity to select their husbands from a pool of courters. Women who had both
beauty and wealth selected suitors in part on the basis of who they believed would make better
fathers. Martha Calvert Custis, George Washington’s stepdaughter, was “still in the full bloom of
Beauty, with an ample fortune” when she sought her second husband. As a women of means,
she could chose any willing bachelors in Virginia, but married Dr. David Stuart because, “she
believed [he] would make the best Guardian of her children.”173 Likewise, Dolley Todd, a
wealthy and vivacious widow, revealed to her friend Eliza Collins that she chose James Madison
as her husband out of her many suitors, because he would make a good father to “my little
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Paine,” who would now have a “generous and tender protector.”174 John Paine Todd was two
years old when James and Dolley Madison married. Women who were fortunate enough to
select from a number of suitors often chose men who had the aptitude and temperament of an
indulgent father.
One of the reasons fatherhood was so important to both men and women was that the
journey from marriage to parenthood was typically short. Not only was birth control rare, but
most people entered into marriage with the intentions of starting a family. Once a man became a
father, his primary task was to protect and provide for his children, which began the moment his
wife became pregnant. Fathers took this responsibility seriously, but their efforts were
constantly hampered by the Revolution. One irony of the Revolution was that the war gave men
an opportunity to prove their masculinity and valor on the battlefield, but at the same time forced
them to neglect one of their most important manly duties. If the war did not force them to
completely shirk their parental duties, it certainly complicated them.
At midnight on October 23, 1765, Henry Laurens shot up out of his bed to the sound of a
mob of Stamp Act protesters gathering outside his “Western door & Chamber Window.” The
mob demanded that Laurens allow them to search his house for stamped paper. He assured them
that he had no paper, then “accused them with cruelty to a poor Sick Woman far gone with
Child.” He then brought his pregnant wife, “shrieking & wringing her hands” to the window to
thwart the intruders. They immediately changed their tune saying “they Loved & respected”
Laurens and would not hurt him, his pregnant wife, or his property if he could prove he had no
stamped paper. To satisfy the mob, Laurens opened his front door and “to their great surprize
[sic] called no less than nine of them by name.” Having lost its anonymity, the crowd made a
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half-hearted effort to search the house and forced Laurens to swear on the Bible that he had no
Stamps.175 James, the infant inside Eleanor Ball Laurens’s womb, survived but died ten years
later while Henry was in England. Laurens wrote to his son, John, on January 4, 1776 and asked
him to send the body back to Charlestown. He added demonstrating that he never forgot the
intrusion of the Stamp Act rioters, that his son was “to be laid by His Mother in whom he was
mark’d for misfortune before his Birth.”176
Some historians have suggested that eighteenth-century fathers were disengaged from the
family while their children were young. They point to evidence such as a husband leaving home
during the final months of his wife’s pregnancy. Virginia’s Robert Carter, for example, left
home on the day his wife was brought to bed. He neglected to secure a midwife for his wife.
Consequently the baby died in childbirth.177 While this behavior seems callous and uncaring, in
most cases men’s absences were unavoidable and deeply regretted. Another member of the
Carter family, Robert Wormeley Carter waited helplessly as his wife, Winifred, struggled to
deliver her baby. Fearing for her life, Robert rushed out of the house to summon his father,
Landon Carter, who found “everybody about her in a great flight and she almost in despair.”
Landon assessed the situation and after ordering her “to be gently pressed up with Marsh Mallow
decoction and milk,” but sadly delivered “a large dead child.”178 Most eighteenth-century
fathers, like Robert Wormeley, wanted to be home for their wives’ deliveries. Henry Laurens, for
example, rearranged his business travels so that he could “return here to abide an event expected
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in April or May.” His daughter, Mary Eleanor, was born April 26, 1770.179 As we have seen,
John Adams was at home, although in his study, for the birth of his first-born child.
Sometimes, especially during the Revolution, fathers had no choice but to miss the birth
of their children. Sally Cobb Paine, wife of Robert Treat Paine, a Massachusetts delegate to the
Continental Congress, longed for her husband to return home from Philadelphia. She wrote, “I
wish you could Look in upon us & See how we doe. I long to hear when you Shall come home.
I depend on your coming by the Last of August.” Sally was six months pregnant when she
penned the letter and she predicted that her baby would come by the end of August or first of
September. “For I cannot due without you,” she pleaded. Robert had written her six letters since
he joined the Second Continental Congress two months earlier, but was unable to obtain leave to
go home for the birth of his son, Charles, who, incidentally, came earlier than expected on
August 10. Paine, ever committed to a peaceful resolution to the imperial conflict, stayed in
Philadelphia to affix his name to the Olive Branch Petition, signed in July 1775. He waited for
an answer from King George III that never came. Sally added to Robert’s growing anxiety by
saying, “I wish I was with you where I should be out of the noyse of Cannon for it is a dreadful
Sound.”180 Instead of allowing him to go home to his newborn son, Congress assigned him to a
Congressional “Committee to the Northward” to assess the battle readiness of Fort
Ticonderoga.181
Fathers heard the call of home more intensely when their wives were expecting a child.
While his wife Abigail was five months pregnant, John Adams, then in Philadelphia, cried
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“What will become of you, I know not. How you will be able to live is past my Comprehension.”
He poured out his anxiety saying, “Believe me to be more yours, and more anxious for your
Welfare than any Words can express.”182 General William Irvine, commander at Fort Pitt, also
longed to see his pregnant wife, Ann, and their small children. "How lonely you are,” he
exclaimed, “and [I] have more anxious thoughts about your situation." 183 She was five months
pregnant with their second child. He wrote to both General Washington and Congress to receive
"permission to go down …[in] a few weeks," but could not get leave.184 In the meantime, he told
his "dearest love" that despite his longing to see his family, he did not want his wife to risk
visiting him at Fort Pitt as some women did, most famously Martha Washington. He described
the Continental camp as the "most wretched and miserable and vile hole ever Man dwelt in, but
for a woman of any build, delicacy, or humanity--I never saw such another [place worse].”185 He
was convinced that his pregnant wife did not belong on a battlefield. No, he would have to visit
her if wanted to witness the birth of his child. He hoped to be home as soon as “the first of
November."186 By June, however, as the campaign had intensified, Irvine told Ann that the war
would likely prevent him from being at the birth. "I will ask leave," he said, but "at present I do
not expect to obtain it before the middle or latter end of November." He could not in good
conscience abandon "a garrison and whole country intrusted [sic] to my care" even to witness a
birth.187
The American Revolution stole many fathers from witnessing the births of their children,
forcing them to read about the event in letters. A Massachusetts craftsman, Elisha James, joined
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the Revolutionary War as a soldier and a wheelwright serving General Gate’s army at Fort
Ticonderoga. He longed for news from home, especially since he left his wife pregnant with
their second child. He received almost no word from home despite having written two letters that
Spring.188 Finally, on May 16, 1777, Elisha’s brother Thomas, who had been acting as a
surrogate father looking after the Massachusetts farm, wrote him with “a great Deal of news,”
first of which was that Sarah “got Cleverly to Bed After being ill” and delivered “A Fine
Daughter Which was Born on the 4th of May.”189 With a rush of relief, Elisha continued to read
that Sarah labored for “about five or six hours and has been Mity well Ever Since.” After the
birth, “She hant been out of the Room Yet, but is Like[ly] to do well which you will be glad to
Heer.”190
Thomas imagined that because Elisha was at war and far away from home, receiving the
news of the birth of his daughter must have been bittersweet because he was unable to rejoice
with his family or to comfort his wife after the traumas associated with labor. Thomas, therefore,
tempered his own pleasure saying the family cannot “expect you Can enjoy a great deal of
happiness” given his distance from home and his perilous mission.191 Thomas was wrong. The
news that his wife and child survived the birthing process caused Elisha great joy. He took up
his pen and immediately wrote to Sarah. “Love to you. These Lines present themselves Laden
with thanks to that God…whose Kindness has Been So Great Towards you in making you the
Living mother of a Living Child. Praise the Lord o my Soul & all That is within [me]. Bless his
Holy name!”
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One of the most important differences between pre-Revolutionary fathers and those who
experienced the war was the sentimental language they used to express their familial feelings and
longings. This is a sharp contrast to the more austere, patriarchal language of their counterparts
in the seventeenth-century. It was not that seventeenth-century loved their families less; they
were just more reserved in their sentimental expressions. Upon hearing the news of his son’s
healthy birth, Elisha James allowed his sentimental language to pour onto the page, “Here I Long
to See my Beloved Son, whom I have Seen & my little Daufter whom I have not Seen & though
I see Her not yet I Rejoice with great Joy at the news So very Agreable [sic] to me & I Doubt not
but that it is So to you.”
Then Elisha illustrated another defining characteristic of the republican father; his
indulgent nature. Seventeenth-century fathers believed that too much love, too much affection,
and too much indulgence would forever spoil a son and prevent him from becoming a man. In a
more typical eighteenth-century mold, an overjoyed Elisha ordered his wife to spend his entire
earnings, fifty dollars, on the family. “Let my Little Stanton have some to Bye [buy] him Some
things & my Little Daufter I would have you & Thomas consult what things is most proper to be
got for the family.” He reserved some money for her saying, “I would have you get things for
your Comfort & not Expose your Self Beyond your Strength.” He concluded his long letter
returning once again to his newborn daughter and relinquished his power to name the child to his
wife. “You would have me Send a name for our Daufter, I am willing you Should name it & I
will give it a new coat.”192 The news of the birth of his child offered Elisha a moment of great
joy in a time of darkness.
Coupled with the joyous news that he was again a father, Elisha heard that, like himself,
more fathers were conscripted into the war for Independence and thus torn away from their
192
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families. “Prudence [Turner] was brought to bed [with a child],” Sarah reported, “the day that
leftenent Turner marched [off to war], she has got a fine son.”193 Thomas informed his brother
that the Selectmen Committee reconvened recently and drafted more New Englanders into the
revolutionary cause. The most important name on the list was their own brother William James.
William had not received his orders personally as he was away comforting their other brother
Henry and his wife who “had lately Lye in with a Son which She lost Soon after it was born &
she has bin [been] Very Low.” William told Elisha that to avoid the war he had plans “of Going
to the West India & If I do it will be very un Sertain [sic] when we Shall See each Other a
Gain.”194 Other men on the draft list also attempted to avoid service by escaping in a frigate.
However, while the ship successfully sailed “out of Plymouth on Sunday,” it was “Drove a Shore
At Chartham the Monday following.” It was then attacked by three American frigates who “Set
her on Fier [sic] the Hands all got on Shore Except the Doctor who was kild [sic].”195 Clearly,
avoiding the draft could be as perilous as joining the Continentals.
In the same way Thomas James linked moments of joy to moments of sorrow, Dr. Peter
Oliver, of Massachusetts, juxtaposed the blissful news of childbirth with the separation caused
by the Revolution. Oliver recorded in his diary that on September 23, 1774, “Mrs. Oliver was
brought to bed of another Son a fine hearty Boy.” The addition of a son reminded Oliver that he
had been separated from his own father, the exiled Chief Justice of Massachusetts, that same
month. “My father,” Oliver scribbled on the same line he noted his son’s birth, “the first of this
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Month [had] fled to Boston” to seek shelter with General Gage and his army of regulars from
riotous Patriot militias.196
For Loyalist fathers like Peter Oliver, the Revolution was especially hard because their
separation from their families could last the entirety of the conflict or longer. Thus was the case
for Elisha Hutchinson. The second son of Governor Thomas Hutchinson, Elisha fled Boston for
England with his father in 1774. In his haste and fearing for his life, he left his pregnant wife,
Polly, behind. Both Governor Hutchinson and Elisha believed their exile would be short lived.
Thomas Hutchinson revealed that even though people of “high and low life agree in advising me
to settle in England,” he had not “give[n] up the hope of laying my bones in New England.”197
In fact, he fully expected to return to Massachusetts as its governor. He told Colonel
Abercromby that he had been informed “by the highest authority” that “I may return to my
government whenever it is agreeable.”198 By 1775, however, it was clear to both father and son
that it would not be possible for them to return home until the war ended. Even though the
hostilities in America held him as a “prisoner in England,” Elisha told Polly that he was thankful
“for the last two years that I was happy,” for the God of heaven saw fit to “making you mine”
and for “the last dear little baby; for the one I am longing to see.” Elisha believed that the same
God who first brought he and his wife together will “make us again happy in each other,” this
time “in a world where [there] is no trouble, no separation.”199
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Those who remained neutral in the Revolution were also at risk of having their lives
disrupted by the war. As we have seen, Quaker Miers Fisher found out firsthand the intrusive
nature of revolution. Miers and his brother, all partners in their family’s merchant firm, Joshua
Fisher & Sons, violated the Non-Importation agreements of 1765 and 1773, when they imported
goods from England and stored them for sale in their warehouses in Philadelphia. In early 1776,
the Pennsylvania militia commander commandeered supplies from Fisher’s warehouses on
behalf of the Clothier-General for the Pennsylvanian Army. The Fishers invoiced the items
taken, but did not charge the army for the merchandise. The Philadelphia Committee of Safety
demanded a list of the items taken by the general and an inventory of anything left in their
warehouses that might be useful to the public. The Quaker brothers objected to the Committee’s
initial theft and refused to submit an inventory on the grounds that their religion did not allow
them to aid the provincial government in wartime. On February 15, 1776, the Council of Safety
considered their refusal an act of treason and declared the Fisher family “Enemies of their
Country” and “precluded [them] from all Trade or Intercourse with the Inhabitants of These
Colonies.”200 The committee then attempted to seize the family’s assets and account books, but
Miers and his brother Samuel concealed them. On September 3, 1777, a short time after Sarah
Fisher had given birth to Miers’s first born son, Thomas Fisher, Jr., named after his brother, the
committee arrested the three Fisher brothers, the elder Thomas, Samuel, Miers, and their cousin
Thomas Gilpin, who also had recently become a father, for sedition.201 The Committee also
charged their father, Joshua, as a conspirator but he “was so ill that he could not be moved.” The
Chief Justice of Pennsylvania, Thomas McKean, allowed the arrests to stand, and so the brothers
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served eight months in jail.202 Their case was finally brought before Congress which quickly
ordered the brothers discharged “as persons against whom no imputation could be sustained.”
Congress declared that their arrest set a “dangerous precedent on a future occasion, and that it
had answered no good purpose.”203
Infant Mortality
Some historians have argued that because fathers had little direct involvement in their
child’s life from infancy until after the age of reason—age seven or eight—fathers remained
distant and emotionally detached from their offspring.204 While this may have been true in the
seventeenth century, this, did not typify most eighteenth-century fathers. These affectionate
fathers showed concern, compassion, and emotional investment in their children’s wellbeing and
survival. Fathers welcomed their newborns with joy and mourned their early deaths with deep
sorrow.
The best, albeit indirect, evidence that demonstrates that eighteenth-century fathers
formed lasting emotional bonds with their children from the moment of their birth can be seen in
their reaction to infant deaths. Despite mild advancements in medicine during the eighteenth
century, infant mortality remained tragically high. Historian Maris A. Vinovskis estimates that
in the South one in three infants did not survive their first year.205 Historian Jane Turner Censer
suggests that for affluent North Carolina planters, that figure improved to one in four.206 In the
North, John Demos guesses that one out of every ten died in the early colonial period, but that
number only slightly improved in the Revolutionary era. He admits that poor records make the
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exact figures a mystery.207 Benjamin Franklin observed that in America, if a mother produced
eight children, “one half grow up.”208 Martha Ballard, a New England midwife from 1785-1812,
had a remarkable success rate of five deaths per one-thousand live births over the course of her
career, compared to two hundred and twenty-two per one-thousand in some London hospitals
during the same period.209 Richard Price had an even grimmer view of the infant mortality rate
in London. “An infant just born in London,” Price reported to Benjamin Franklin in 1769 “has
not an equal chance of living 3 years.”210 The figures for infant mortality range wildly, but it is
safe to say that death occurred frequently enough to be considered a normal part of the human
experience in early America.211 Laurel Thatcher Ulrich observes that America did not see drastic
improvements in infant mortality rates until after World War II.212
Because infant mortality was so frequent, it would be easy to assume that eighteenthcentury men were callous about the loss of their infants.213 This was not the case. The loss of a
child engendered deep emotional responses from many fathers. Richard Norton, a Massachusetts
minister, poured out his sentiment to his father on the day he lost his son: “With an aching heart
& a trembling hand I take my pen to reply to your kind & consolatory letter… O my Father,
never before have I known the extreme severity of mental anguish.”214 Richard, whose loss of
both his wife and his baby on the same day caused him to question his Christian faith. “I am
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sometimes ready to fear that God has deserted me. I cannot feel that Christian patience and
resignation which I think the children of God, when suffering afflictions, do feel. I find myself
exceedingly prone to repine and murmur. I am ready impatiently to exclaim, ‘My affliction is
greater than I can bear.’” His thoughts then turned to his daughter, who the just a month before
was “as fine a child as she [the midwife] ever saw” now lay dead. “I sometime think that if the
dear infant’s life could have been spared, I could have better bore the loss of the beloved
mother.” 215
Instead of finding relief and hope in his heavenly father, Richard found comfort from his
earthly father. He knew, as the son of a New England minister, he should resign his feelings to
heaven and rest in the “Divine will,” but in this moment of deep sorrow he could not. “O that I
might submit. I sometimes hope that I do feel resigned—but the recollection of what I have lost
will again return upon me with redoubled force, and I find my self-will setting itself in
opposition to the will of the Almighty.”216 In his grief, Richard came dangerously close to
committing the sin of blasphemy, which caused him added distress. “Pray for me, my father,
pray for your afflicted son. If I could but enjoy the light of God’s countenance—If I could only
be assured that my sins were pardoned thro’ the merits of Christ, I think I could bear my
temporal afflictions, sever as it is, without a murmur.” Consumed with his greatest sorrow,
greatest lost, and greatest guilt, Richard begged for his father’s wisdom and spiritual guidance. “I
want your fatherly advice—your Christian counsel on this most important subject I wish I could
be with you—but that is a vain wish—Do write to me as soon and as often as you can.”
Unfortunately, Reverend Jacob Norton’s fatherly advice did not survive the historical record. He
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did write his son, and Richard acknowledged the letter as soon as he could saying, “Your kind
and paternal letter…was a cordial to my wounded heart.”217
Part of the reason that fathers experienced the loss of their infant children with such
severity was because they welcomed the birth with passionate delight. “I feel very joyful,” John
Thaxter, Jr. told his sister when his wife Betsy, “got safely to Bed last night at Eleven with a fine
Boy. He weights eight pounds.”218 For Thaxter, his great joy turned into deep sorrow as one
year later the child, John Adams Thatcher, lay sick. Thaxter told his father that “My little Son is
still living, but it appears to me he cannot continue two days longer.” His only comfort came
from knowing “that every possible attention has been paid to him.” Thaxter allowed his
emotions to seep into his letter as he told his father that he “never knew a Child more
beloved.”219 Thaxter noted that “our friends, Neighbors, Connections, and even Strangers, and
those with whom we had but a slight acquaintance have been very attentive to him.”220
Even with the extra attention and prayers, little John Adams Thaxter did not survive.
Thaxter was especially grieved knowing that his “dear Mother and Brother and Sister” were not
able to even see the baby before “he quits this scene of Sorrow and Mortality.”221 In the midst of
his sorrow, Thaxter found solace in knowing that an “Infinite Wisdom” had “seen fit to correct
us,” but that “I sincerely desire it may be for our good.”222 Thaxter’s thoughts echoed the Puritan
doctrine that God, although loving, sometimes used sickness or death to spur his people towards
righteousness.223 Richard Norton had a similar theological discussion with his father after the
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loss of his wife and newborn child. He wondered if God brought this trial into his life to punish
him for loving the world, his wife and newborn baby, too much at the neglect of his heavenly
calling.224 Norton and Thaxter’s reactions to death reveal that some seventeenth-century
theological beliefs held sway after the Revolution.
The depth of Thaxter’s sorrow revealed the intense emotional attachment he had formed
with his infant son. “The Wound is deep, the conflict severe,” he cried, “but I have borne it with
more fortitude than would have been expected from me” because of his Christian faith, he knew
his “Duty is resignation to His [God’s] will under every event and dispensation however
grievous and affective.”225 Interpreting the loss of a family member through a spiritual lens was
not limited to New England. William Byrd, of Virginia, recorded a verse from Proverbs in his
diary on the day his infant son died, “God takes away,” he then added “I submitted to His
judgment better, notwithstanding I was very sensible of my loss, but God’s will be done.”226
John Reynell of Pennsylvania faced the death of his sister with religious strength, “the Lords sees
not as Man seeth, He gives and takes away. Blessed be his Name forever and may [we] be
Resigned in his Will.”227 This verse from the book of Job, chapter one, was a common Biblical
refrain when individuals were confronted with death.228 For many eighteenth-century men,
religion was not merely a crutch that helped them through difficult periods, but a genuine
expression of their deep seated belief system.
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The loss of a child caused outward expressions of grief as well. Charles Carroll of
Annapolis told his son that, “I do not eat as much as formerly & what I doe [sic] not eat with so
good an appetite” after “the loss of [my daughter] Louisa.”229 Likewise, George Washington
displayed his deep sorrow outwardly at the loss of his stepdaughter, Patsy. As described by his
stepdaughter Eliza Custis, “the God like man who afterwards saved his Country, kneeling by the
Bed solemnly recited the prayers for the dying [child]—while tears rolled down his cheeks, and
his voice was often broken by sobs—the Angel of Death hover’d over & snatch’d his prey from
her afflicted friends.”230 Custis was prone to exaggeration in her personal narrative, but her
description of Washington’s genuine sorrow matches other historical accounts.231
Some fathers went to great lengths to remember their fallen little angels. Charles Willson
Peale immortalized the death of his daughter, Margaret, in a powerful portrait titled Rachel
Weeping. The painting places his wife, Rachel, in its center with a single tear running down her
left cheek. Before her was little Margaret, lying in repose dressed in a laced gown with a bonnet.
A table with medicine appeared in the background to show the parents’ efforts to save their
child’s life. The original painting, in 1772, showed only little Margaret. Rachel and the medicine
were added later, probably in 1776.232 The addition of the medicine in Peale’s painting
represents another important shift in eighteenth-century understanding of the childbirth process.
It serves as a subtle hint that men believed that pregnancy was a medical problem, one men could
solve through science rather than leave it solely in the hands of God.
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Nursing/ Breastfeeding
When fathers were not wrenched away from their homes because of the Revolution, they
were actively involved in helping their children survive infancy. Edmund Morgan quips that
infancy was a dangerous condition in eighteenth-century America.233 To preserve their children
in the first few months of life, fathers routinely offered their opinions on the proper care for their
infants including advice on breastfeeding and when to employ a wet nurse. Fathers knew that
such decisions could be the difference between life and death for their child, both because of the
nourishment contained in the mother’s milk and the widely held belief that illnesses could be
passed from mother to child through the breast. Landon Carter criticized his daughter-in-law for
breast feeding her infant girl despite the mother’s illness. Carter wished she would hire a nurse
“or put them out” rather than allow “little Fanny” to “suck the poizon” from her mother.234 In
1771, Margaret Parker from Norfolk, Virginia, told her husband James Parker that their infant
boy, “Sucked the fever from me I believe. I was obliged to get a woman to Suckle him a while
till I get my milk again which the fever dryed up.”235 The superstition that malfeasance and
disease could be passed from mother to child through breast milk stretches back to the sixteenth
century when English author Thomas Phaer published one of the first works on childhood
diseases in London in 1548. Phaer argued that the child’s “own mother” had a duty “to nource
[nurse] their own child,” but cautioned that the mother’s “bad coniditions or inclinations” or
even “imprefections of her body” could be transferred to the infant. Women who were cross or
ill tempered were not acceptable candidates for wet nurses because of the fear their
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“inclinations” might be passed on through the breast. Red-haired women, known for their fiery
temperaments, were actively avoided as potential nurses.236
While most American women nursed their own children, which fostered a deep
emotional bond between them, putting a child out to a nurse was more commonly practiced in
the South than in the North. Many affluent planter families in the South commonly ordered their
slaves to suckle their children.237 In the North, some fathers believed that it was the mother’s
duty to nurse her child regardless of the personal health risks. John Thaxter, Jr. accused his sister
Nancy of “sinning against” the “first principles of nature” by putting her newborn out to nurse
rather than feed it herself. Nancy argued that her poor health prevented her from nursing the
child. John thought she should put aside her health for the sake of the baby. He said that being a
parent “requires the sacrifice of our own lives to preserve those of our Children.”238 Martha
Ballard, a New England midwife, criticized her friend Elizabeth Weston for sending for a nurse
when she was not gravely ill, calling her decision a “stupid afair.” Laurel Thatcher Ulrich
suggests that when Weston chose not to nurse her infant, she violated a “particularly strong
taboo,” which may have caused a rift between the friends.239
It was the father’s responsibility to arrange for a wet nurse. Miers Fisher informed his
wife of his consent saying he had “no Objection to thy partying with it [the baby] before my
Return.” Miers’s instructions imply that without his permission, she would have had to wait
until his homecoming before she employed a wet nurse. The New York Mercury, confirms that it
was the father’s responsibility to acquire a nurse. “If a woman knows her husband can spare
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three to six shillings per week,” the paper reported in 1754, “she ….will persuade the good man
to get a nurse.”240 Miers justified hiring a nurse saying, “it will certainly be better for it to have a
Breast of its own than to be depending as hither to on what can be spared from an others.”241 The
two babies in question were Samuel Fisher and new born Sarah Redwood Fisher. Samuel was
less than two years old, thus still just barely within the appropriate breastfeeding window for the
eighteenth century.242 His advice proved to be unnecessary as little Sarah died nine days after
Miers penned the letter. It is even possible that the baby had already died before the letter
arrived.
Eighteenth-century fathers concerned themselves with their wife’s breastfeeding,
especially in the moments just after birth, because they knew it was essential for the child’s
survival. Caleb Gannet showed great concern for his wife who “took a little cold about three
weeks ago, which soon affected her Breast.” He informed his mother-in-law that breastfeeding
“gradually became considerably painful” for Katy. Desperate to prevent a “rupture” between the
mother and the baby, Gannet applied a diet of “whole bread” which “reduced in some measure
the swelling & pain.”243 New England physician, Peter Oliver carefully recorded the births and
nursing habits of each of his children in his diary. "On the 7th Day of January 1771, early in the
Morning,” Oliver boasted that, “Mrs. Oliver was delivered of a fine Girl.” Oliver noted in his
diary that the delivery went smoothly, but that his wife struggled with breastfeeding. Sarah
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produced only a “little Milk” therefore “the Child throve but poorly.” The baby remained sickly
for five months, until “she was weaned--it then grew very fast.”244 Oliver blamed the child’s
slow development on his wife’s poor breast milk production. This assessment was common in
the eighteenth century. Anne Tucker told her adult son, St. George Tucker, a Virginian planter,
that “Yours Sister Fanny lies in with daughter,” but that “she is too weakly to suckle her little
girl, and is obliged to put it out to nurse.”245 Tucker implied that hiring a wet nurse was not the
preferred choice for the mother, and that families exercised this option only to save the child’s
life. In Oliver’s case, the child survived without a nurse and grew up to become “a great favorite
with every Body."246
Sarah Hutchinson Oliver produced a second child, a boy, on July 15, 1772. Peter Oliver
recorded that his newborn son experienced “a good Travel” from the womb, but that once again
“the Child [was] weake and feable” because of, according to Peter, Sarah’s inability to lactate
adequately. Oliver recalled the details of his son’s birth with the confidence and authority of an
eyewitness, which suggests that he may have been present in the birthing chamber. He recorded
an intimate glimpse into the precious moments after delivery by describing Sarah who, despite
being “severely troubled” and having “sore Nipples,” found a way to “suckle it and it did very
well.”247 By contrast, Caleb Gannet reported to his mother-in-law in 1789 that his son
experienced a “good flight” from the womb, but his account was clearly second hand. “It is
small and said to be hungry,” Gannet informed her relying on extrapolative reports from the
birthing chamber.248 Likewise, John Adams made it very clear in his account of the birth of his
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daughter that he was nowhere near his wife during birth, but rather in his study working on his
Dissertation. In 1796, Dr. William Alexander placed childbirth under the heading “Sketches of
Ceremonies and Customs, for the most part observed only by women,” in his book A History of
Women.249 Historian Shawn Johansen asserts that men did not become involved in the birthing
process until the nineteenth century, and then only as medical professionals.250 The level of
intimate detail in his account suggests that because of his medical training, Oliver may have been
allowed in the birthing chamber for a significant portion of the birth. Regardless, in both births,
Oliver made a direct connection between his wife’s ability or inability to produce milk and the
baby’s chances to survive infancy. Oliver’s attitudes here fall in line with the popular medical
literature on breastfeeding in the eighteenth century. Dr. William Cadogan taught that women
who did not breastfeed properly could be responsible for the “murder” of their children.251
Illness or extreme stress could prevent a mother from producing milk. The anxiety
associated with fleeing the American Revolution may have contributed to Peter Oliver’s sisterin-law, Sarah Hutchinson’s, inability to nurse. On March 25, 1776, the Oliver family along with
the remaining members of the Hutchinson family—the Governor and his son had fled
Massachusetts two years earlier—set sail for England.252 Thomas Hutchinson’s wife, Sarah
Oliver Hutchinson, had given birth to a son the day before the two families boarded the ship. The
voyage lasted thirty-five unforgiving days, as Sarah struggled to care for the infant. What should
have been a time of celebration became a time of apprehension when Sarah realized that the
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stress of exile prevented her from producing “not a drop of Milk the whole Passage.”253 She
consoled the baby in her arms as best she could. When they finally arrived in England in April,
her son was nearly wasted away.254 Peter Oliver watched his nephew’s situation closely and
recorded almost every detail in his diary. Miraculously, the baby did survive and the entire
Hutchinson family was reunited on May 11, 1776.255
Peter Oliver and his family would not be so lucky. The Olivers landed in the port of
Falmouth, England and took up temporary lodgings until they were well enough to travel to
“London [on] the 12th of May.”256 After moving his family from one temporary lodging to
another, the transient family settled into his father’s house. After two years, the family moved
again, this time one hundred miles northeast to Birmingham. There, on December 23, 1778,
“Mrs. Oliver was delivered a fine Boy.” Oliver christened the boy with the name “Daniel” after
his older brother who was lost at sea. Oliver once again noted Mrs. Oliver’s difficulty in
breastfeeding, “the same Complaint of her Breast from suckling.”257 Four months later, Dr.
Oliver inoculated the infant child against small pox, and the procedure killed him. Oliver did not
blame the inoculation for the boy’s death, but “the Weather and the Anxiety of its Mother; he
was so loaded with it that it killed him.”258 Oliver, a medical professional, still held to the
superstition that his wife was able to transfer her anxiety to the child through her breast milk.
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Oliver’s thoughts on breastfeeding were an amalgamation of Puritanism, superstition, and
enlightenment scientific writings.259
Like many eighteenth-century enlightened fathers, Peter Oliver drew some of his
attitudes towards nursing from Dr. William Cadogan’s popular pamphlet, Essays Upon Nursing
and the Management of Children, first published in 1757 but widely distributed throughout the
colonies during the Revolutionary era. Cadogan argued that fathers should take a more active
role in the “preservation of Children,” and that if they did, “the Publick [sic] would soon find the
good and great effects of it.”260 Cadogan wanted to rescue the business of child “management”
from women, whom he held responsible for “the murder of many.” Women were ill equipped
for childrearing, according to Cadogan, because they “cannot be supposed to have proper
knowledge to fit them for such a task.”261 Cadogan clarified his remarks by saying that women
could not be expected to have “a philosophic knowledge of Nature” which could only be
acquired through “observation and experience.”262 Cadogan concluded that “the treatment of
Children” in their earliest years “in general is wrong, unreasonable, and unnatural,” because
according to the “Bills of Mortality” half of the babies die before age five; so “that half of the
people that come into the world,” Cadogan observed, “go out of it again before they become of
the least use to it, or [used to] themselves.”263 Like much of the literature during the period,
Cadogan applied reason to childrearing and suggested that the root of the problem was that the
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conventional wisdom regarding the management of children came from “the maxim in every
one’s mouth” or “the busy part of mankind” and not “very refined researchers” like himself.264
As we have seen, childbirth held great risks for eighteenth-century women. Demos
estimates that one out of every thirty deliveries resulted in the mother’s death.265 Such deaths
caused trauma for eighteenth-century fathers on many levels, one of which was that most men
were not equipped to be single fathers. In 1780 the Pennsylvania Packet provided a glimpse into
the crucial role women played in early American families: “raising small stock, dairying,
marketing, combing, carding, spinning, knitting, sewing, pickling, preserving etc. and the
occasional instruction of …young daughters.”266 Because of the long list of tasks and chores
women performed while managing a household, and the effort required to scratch out financial
security, most early American fathers either remarried quickly, or, in surprisingly large numbers,
placed their children into other homes until they were able to care for them. To interpret this as a
paternal rejection or a lack of paternal affect is incorrect. Fathers made arrangements for their
children to live outside of the home as a part of their duty to provide the best care possible.
Without a mother, fathers knew that their home no longer offered children the best chance to
thrive. This gendered reality caused men great pain.
New England minister Jacob Norton felt obliged to send his children elsewhere upon the
death of his wife. Jacob admitted in his diary that he spent most of the spring in “an unsettled
state” as he made “preparations for discontinuing housekeeping.”267 Norton was forced to part
with all of his children upon his wife’s death. His oldest son had graduated from Harvard and
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was living in Washington, D.C., clerking for the Supreme Court.268 His next two oldest sons,
Jacob and William, were living in Cambridge. He wrote in his diary on February 19, “William is
to tarry at Cambridge. I pray God to have him in his Holy keeping.” However, he could no
longer afford to pay for both his sons living in Cambridge. It is not clear how he decided
between the two of them, but the decision was probably based on birth order although we do not
have enough information to be sure. Nevertheless, Norton removed Jacob from Harvard and sent
him to “Hingham the latter part of March as an apprentice to the book binding business.” He
placed his son Edward, who was too young to be admitted to Harvard, with “Mr. Able White as
an apprentice to the Cabinet business.” His young daughters went to live with his wife’s parents
in Quincy.
The displacement of his children caused Jacob great pain. He bemoaned in his diary,
“Then I am left alone. Had I have known that this event was to take place three months past, I
know not how I could have endured it in anticipation.” His only consolation was to submit
himself to the “will of Him…[a] wise and righteous savior,” and for his “dear children, I desire
humbly to commend to the divine providence guidance and mercy.” Over the course of the next
few months, Jacob made several trips to Hingham, Boston, Cambridge, and Quincy to see his
scattered children. Jacob had kept a diary of his daily activities for over a decade, and faithfully
recorded the time he devoted to his children and to his parish, but after the loss of his wife and
dispersion of his children, large gaps appeared. He could not bring himself to write about this
period of loneliness and sorrow for posterity.269
The need to farm out their children engendered great anxiety among fathers. Henry
Laurens dreaded the thought of having to dispose of his children when his wife became gravely
268
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ill after giving birth. A distraught Laurens told his friend Daniel Grant, “This Gloomy prospect
distresses me beyond description & in such a manner as you cannot feel.” For almost a decade,
Laurens had been planning to accompany his oldest son to England so that the boy could attend
school there. He told Grant that he had made these plans “pleasing myself with thoughts of
leaving my other Children under the care of a tender watchful Mother to them, & a faithful friend
in all respects to me.” Without his tender friend, not only could he not carry out his longanticipated plan for his oldest son, but he was forced to find alternative lodgings for all of his
children. “In a few days I may be obliged to disperse my Children & lodge them with Strangers.
What can be more mortifying to such a Father!”270 Facing the death of his wife, Laurens’s first
thought was his children. He knew he was incapable of giving them the best chance for an
independent and quality life without his wife. He also had to explain his absence from his public
and business responsibilities in numerous letters. On May 10 1770, he wrote to an associate,
Thomas Savage, that “Mrs. Lauren’s illness for fourteen days past” prevented him from “going
from the home.” He could not leave his five children “four of them in infant State and like[ly] to
be without a Mother tomorrow.”271 Eleanor Ball Laurens died from the effects of childbirth on
May 22, 1770.272
Upon Eleanor’s death, Laurens immediately devoted all of his time to his children. In a
letter that Laurens began on May 19, but did not finish until after May 22, he wrote, “my Dear
little Children all of whom you know except the little Female added to the Number the 27th [of]
April call upon me to attend them, to inspect their Education, to cultivate their Manners, and to
train them in the manner they should go.” Laurens explained to his friend that his devotion to his
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children came at the expense of his business dealings, because of necessity and love. “Affection
draws me toward them and Reason demands [me] to resume her Seat.”273 He realized that he
could not assume his wife’s domestic duties alone and, therefore, he began making arrangements
for his children. In August, he paid Mrs. Simpson to school his eleven year old daughter, Patsy,
and gave the woman an extra $20 for “additional care of her at this time.”274 Then, he searched
“for a discreet Woman to keep my House, to take off Part of the Trouble which Children always
create,” but he found no suitable option “tho’ several have offer’d.”275 The infant, Mary, went to
live with his brother and his wife, James and Mary Laurens, where she remained until
adulthood.276 James and Mary also boarded eleven year old Martha, while Henry Laurens
accompanied his two sons, John and Henry, to London for their education.277
As a plantation owner and slave holder, Laurens could have relied on his slaves to care
for his children, but refused to do so for two reasons. First, Laurens was largely an absentee
plantation owner. He maintained a residence in Charleston while his slaves and overseers lived
and worked elsewhere. However, distance alone would not have kept him from reassigning
some female slaves to live in his house. The second reason he did not exercise this option was
because of his morals. In fact, he had just reprimanded an overseer, who subsequently resigned
his post, with a “kind and friendly Admonition against keeping a Wench in the House in open
Adultery.”278 He would not tolerate this behavior in his employees, and certainly would not
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adopted it for himself. Instead, he relied on relatives and paid several women such as Margaret
Esmand and a Mrs. Huey, for “work done for Children & Myself.”279 For his boys, Laurens
chose to accompany them to London to monitor their growth and development personally. This
was a gendered decision as well as a practical one. Young women learned valuable skills from
their mother that they could not acquire in grammar school. Henry’s sister-in-law now assumed
that maternal responsibility for Martha and little Mary. The boys required a different solution.
Laurens explained that because of the “the present State of our Charles Town Schools, both
publick and private, which are under worse Direction than every I knew them to be, it is become
necessary for me to part with some of those Children for the Benefit of Education.”280 His
daughter would benefit from a different education that he could not provide.
Peter Oliver faced a similar decision after the death of his wife. Oliver, like too many
fathers, experienced the death of his wife and newborn baby within a span of a few weeks. After
the Oliver family emigrated to England, it continued to grow. On May 18, 1780, Sarah bore
another son. Peter reported once again that the delivery went smoothly, but after three days his
wife “faltered.” He blamed the death of Sarah’s father, the exiled Governor Thomas Hutchinson,
for her worsening condition. Finally, after almost two months of anguish, at “three o’clock in
the morning” Sarah died “perfectly resigned to the Will of Heaven but in great agony of
Body.”281 Her body was laid to rest next to her father’s on July 3. “She was one of the most
virtuous amiable and kindest Wife’s that ever Man was blessed with,” Oliver said.282 In a diary
filled with sorrow, Oliver devoted an entire section to the memory of his spouse. The loss of the
infant’s mother not only grieved Peter, but also put his infant child in grave peril.
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At the time of Sarah’s death, Peter Oliver was in the midst of reestablishing his medical
career and now had to adjust quickly to life as a single father. The diarist recorded his difficulty
in securing schooling for his three school-aged children and lodging for his new born baby. He
moved quickly to find a wet nurse for the infant. By July 21, he had secured a nurse, and then
set out with four children to look once again for a home.283
Low on financial resources and without family support—the family was living with
Sarah’s father when he died—Oliver was forced to take "a Room in the Hotell" and began
looking into schooling options.284 "I put my two oldest Boys to School at Winston Green under
the Care of Mr. Pickering,” Oliver recorded on July 25.285 Two days later he enrolled his
daughter in the Moseley School of Domesticity and rented a nursery for newborn baby and his
nurse on New Hall Street. "Thus I had disposed of my Children in the best manner I possibly
could,” Oliver boasted. After he had “disposed” of his Children, he began to miss them. After
all, they had endured a revolution, exile, homelessness, and the loss of Sarah together. Peter
found himself very much alone and it “appeared hard at first to part with them.”286
Peter Oliver was forced to rebuild his life and his career as one of liberty’s many exiles in
London. As Historian Bernard Bailyn points out, American Loyalists became a social
embarrassment to their former political allies. Therefore they could expect few favors.287 As an
émigré, Oliver was forced to demonstrate his medical proficiency to the London medical
communality before he was allowed to open a private practice. Had Oliver remained in
America, this would not have been an issue, as his practice there was already well-established.
Once he and his family settled into a new home and their respective schools in Birmingham, he
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began to reestablish his medical credentials. In October 1777, he attended “Surgeon Hunter’s
Surgical Lectures for six Months.”288 The lectures introduced him to many of the important
doctors in England and eventually allowed him to set himself under “D. George’s Hospital” as a
“Pupil” for “one Year.”289
As a single father, Oliver enjoyed the opportunity to see his children when they came
home for holiday—he carefully recorded each occurrence in his diary. Still only sparsely
employed, he had “the pleasing Reflection…of seeing them [so] often.” He meticulously noted
in his dairy each time his children arrived home on Holiday and the day they departed for
School. The diarist offered a glimpse into a brief period of time when the Olivers were truly
happy, despite their troubles and losses. But that happiness “was soon turned into sorrow for my
dear little Infant” began to lose weight.290
Oliver’s relationship with his infant son and his reaction to his sudden decline reveals
interesting truths about the affectionate father who had emerged in the late eighteenth-century.
Because of the high infant mortality rate, seventeenth-century parents often did not form close
emotional attachments to their infant children. They sometimes referred to them as “it” or “the
child” rather than by a name or term of endearment. That pattern began to change in the
eighteenth century and the transformation can be seen clearly in the Peter Oliver’s Diary. Infant
mortally remained tragically high, but Oliver revealed that little Thomas “was so near to my
Heart particularly.” A few weeks after securing lodgings for the baby and the rest of his family,
Tommy lost weight and “seized with Convulsions on the 20th of August and lay in state until the
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Morning of the 27th 3 o'clock and then died in the greatest Agony under the Care of Mrs.
Harrison."291
Unlike many early American fathers who relied on their religion to comfort them in their
grief, Oliver sought a scientific or natural explanation for his son’s death. Remarkably, Oliver
performed an autopsy on the body of his dead son and found "its Lungs, Heart, Diaphragm,
Stomach, and Intestines" all in "the soundest State" He concluded, therefore, that "whatever
produced the fits was something in the Brain which could not have been perceived unless we had
opened its Head."292 He was not willing to do this; therefore, he closed the body without a firm
diagnosis. Peter buried his son on August 30. The day after the funeral, he recorded that he "paid
off and dismissed Nurse Dove happy never to see her again."293 The bitterness and contempt
Oliver revealed in his dismissal of the nurse demonstrates that he placed part of the blame for the
child’s death on the nurse’s incompetence. It was a long-held belief that an incompetent wet
nurse could lead to a baby’s death. As the Countess of Lincoln explained, “I fear the death of one
or two of my little babes came by the default of their nurses.”294 Oliver seemed to have gone out
of his way, as we saw with the small pox inoculation, to avoid assuming personal responsibility
for his children’s misfortunes.
The Early Years
If a man was lucky enough to see his children survive into infancy, he could begin to
enjoy the added responsibilities that accompanied fatherhood. One of those duties was to name
the baby. Thomas James, a Massachusetts craftsman, reminded his brother of his fatherly duty to
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“send The Baby a name” and that “we Expect you will Rite.”295 While the father had the final
say on the child’s name, he often endured uninvited input from family members. Caleb Gannet
reported to his mother-in-law that his wife, Katy, was “as well as might be expected” after the
birth of their son. Shortly after the birth, the boy was baptized “by the name of Thomas Brattle.”
Anticipating some push back against the name he had chosen for his son, Caleb reported that he
received no objection from the child’s uncle. Caleb declared, “every one had a right to christen
his own children as he pleased” without familial social pressures.296
Many times naming a child took on special meaning. Seventeenth century fathers
overwhelmingly named their children after family members or Biblical characters. This tradition
continued in the eighteenth century. General William Irvine named his first born son, Callendar,
after his wife’s father, a man whom Irvine greatly respected.297 Likewise, Peter Oliver chose to
incorporate his wife’s family name as part of the christening of his first daughter Margaret
Hutchinson Oliver.298 As we have seen, Miers Fisher named his first born Thomas Fisher, Jr.
after his brother. Almost all of the fathers represented in this study had a name sake including
Miers Fisher who named his third son Miers Fisher, Jr.
However, one significant impact the American Revolution had on fathers was a break in
the tradition of naming the oldest sons after themselves. Before the Revolution, about threefifths of firstborn sons were named after their father. By 1790, only about twenty-five per cent
were. One explanation for this change could be that fathers no longer expected their sons to
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follow directly in their professional footsteps, but instead to embrace their own individuality. 299
Another explanation could be that the Revolution produced a generation of heroes after whom
fathers could name their sons.
After the Revolution, parents regularly drew upon their favorite patriot heroes such as
Washington, Jefferson, and Adams to name their children. In an 1830 census, for example, one
county recorded twelve boys named Lafayette, ten named Hamilton, twenty-two named
Jefferson, twenty-seven named Washington, and twenty-eight named Adams. Lafayette first
appeared as a baby name in 1830; Washington appeared in 1810. John, William, James, and
George remained the most popular names for boys, but this was true before the Revolution.300
Winthrop Sargent, a Harvard graduate and Revolutionary War officer, named one of his sons
Washington. Sargent knew the General personally having served under him at Valley Forge and
the subsequent campaign of 1777.301 Washington said of Sargent, “He entered in the service of
his country at the early period of the war, and during the continuance of it displayed a zeal,
integrity and intelligence which did honor to him as an officer and gentleman.”302 Sargent
returned the admiration by naming his son after his mentor. Another example of a father naming
his son after one of his patriotic heroes comes from John Thaxter, Jr., a New England lawyer
who clerked for John Adams while Adams served as Ambassador to Great Britain. When
Thaxter announced the birth of his first born to his sister, he proudly reported that “His name is
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to be John Adams, a name I venerate.”303 As mentioned above, poor John Adams Thaxter did
not live to see his second birthday to the great despair of his affectionate father.
In some cases, sons changed their own name to venerate their fathers. Thomas Paine, the
third child of the Declaration signer Robert Treat Paine, changed his name to Robert Treat Paine,
Jr. to distance himself from the pamphleteer, Thomas Paine, who because of his radicalism
during the French Revolution had lost much of his popularity in the United States, and to better
associate himself with his patriotic father. The young Paine did not make this important name
change until after his older brother, Robert Paine, died in 1798.304
Revolutionary heroes were not the only names fathers considered. In the eighteenth
century, Biblical names still dominated, especially in New England. In one New England
community, Daniel Scott Smith found that eighty-six percent of the males had religious or
Biblical names.305 However, Biblical names decreased in popularity nationwide after the
Revolution.
In addition to providing the child with a name, fathers were responsible for providing
their wives with help in the form of maids, nurses, or slaves. Thomas McKean tried repeatedly to
secure a slave to aid his wife. His many duties in both state government and in the newly formed
Congress hampered his efforts. “By a Letter from James Wilson received yesterday” McKean
learned that a slave, Flora had disobeyed her current mistress, who “proposed to sell her.”
McKean had hoped to acquire Flora for Sarah to relieve her of some of her domestic burdens, but
could not since her owner decided not to sell her after her mistress discovered that Flora’s
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alleged offense, which prompted her proposed sell, “was again made up.”306 On May 27, 1778,
he tried again and failed to secure a maid for Sarah. “I…am sorry for your situation,” he
empathized and then admitted, “But [I] cannot procure a maid here, nor could I on the road as I
came down hear of one.” He shifted the blame to Sarah by saying, “I think you should not have
let that little hussey [sic] gone away without a month’s notice,” but then admitted that “she was
weak and lazy besides her being impudent.”307 His failure to fulfill this important duty haunted
him. Remarkably, he even suggested that “I must resign my seat in Congress” and look after his
family since he could not find Sarah “a good servant or two.”308
Likewise, General William Irvine saw the need to provide his "dearest love" Ann some
domestic help while he commanded the Continental troops at Fort Pitt. In September of 1782,
when his wife was seven months pregnant with their third child, Irvine finally secured help. "I
have also got a smart boy of nine years old bound to me," he reported, "who I mean to attend [to]
Callender." Callender was only a few months away from turning eight years old. Slave owners
commonly paired a slave boy that was close in age to "attend" to their sons. In the eighteenth
century, class or station mattered more than age. Although the servant was older than Irvine’s
son, Callender had complete authority over him. The General made a similar choice in procuring
a servant for his youngest daughter. "I have some prospect of getting a Negro girl of seven years
old for Nancy."309 Nancy was four years old when Irvine suggested acquiring a seven year old
girl to look after her. Irvine felt he had fulfilled his fatherly duty by finding caregivers for his
children, even if they were just children themselves.
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To today's eyes, these choices can be interpreted as placing a greater burden on the
pregnant Ann by adding to the number of children she had in her care. In the eighteenth century,
however, indentured servants and slaves were expected to contribute to the family economy
without encumbering the mistress. If they did not, or if they became burdensome, they knew
they could be immediately sold. Historian Walter Johnson argues that one of the things that
made slavery so despicable and damaging was the threat of being sold. Slaves carried with them
images of the auction block, and they knew they would return there if they did not perform their
duties.310 Irvine knew that even though his new slave “is wild and playfull,” he was “trainable.”
Otherwise he would be replaced.311
More than supplying a name and servants, the primary duty of a father was to keep his
family safe. The American Revolution made this increasingly difficult. Because the Revolution
was fought on home soil, American fathers, mothers, and children sometimes experienced its
dangers and complexities directly. Seven-year old John Quincy Adams famously watched the
Battle of Bunker Hill while holding onto his mother's hand. The war often threatened homes and
family farms, and disrupted all aspects of domestic life making it virtually impossible for fathers
to ensure their families' safety. Upon hearing the news that the British army was closing in on
Philadelphia, Thomas McKean scribbled a hastily written dispatch to his wife saying, "our
enemies are advancing towards Philadelphia." Rather than light infantry, McKean informed
Sarah that "the whole army," reports as high as "twenty thousand men," were bearing down on
their home. He instructed her to "take a house at Newark as soon as you can" and send their
servant Sam back "with the Horses that he may take the chariot down."312 Sarah, then, had to
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remove six children ranging in ages three to twelve out of harm's way. None of the children
were her own biological children—all were the product of a previous marriage—but she risked
her life to save them, nonetheless.313
General William Irvine displayed an outpouring of emotion as he lamented to his wife
that “I [have] never longed so much to see you and my dear little ones in my life,” but that
because of his position in the Continental Army he could not "make my own time" and not take
"leave [of] this [place] in less than fifteen days from this time." To make up for his absence,
Irvine called upon friends, neighbors, and relatives to fill the gap. "I....received a letter from Mr.
Neil," Irvine told Ann, "in which he says he will go up to take you and the children down with
him for the Winter." Ann, however, maintained that she would rather take the children to her
sister's farm in Maryland. "I am so anxious," Irvine pleaded, "to know your determination about
going to Baltimore." Irvine feared that the road to Baltimore would expose his family to an
enemy’s attack, but at the same acknowledged that his distance rendered his objections mute.
Ultimately the safety of his family was in his wife's hands, not his. "I can only assure you that
what ever you do shall be pleasing to me," Irvine affirmed to Ann that despite his objections, the
decision was hers.314 Here is one example of the Revolution loosening the father’s grip on the
home. As a military general, Irvine was accustomed to having people follow his orders. As a
father, however, his long absences prevented him from exercising his full authority, and thus
resigned to support his wife’s decision.
The Affectionate Father
Some historians have interpreted a father’s long absence from home as familial
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indifference.315 When fathers were fortunate enough to be home, their children accorded them a
great source of joy. While St George Tucker was away from home serving in the Virginia militia
in 1780, his mother Anne Tucker wrote him saying “I suppose you twert yourself very often in
play with your little sons when you are able.” Pamela Sedgwick, of western Massachusetts, told
her husband that his children missed him and longed to “hang around [his] neck.”316 While
serving as a Delaware delegate to the Continental Congress, Thomas McKean ended almost
every letter to his wife with a request to “kiss my Sally for me.”317
Some men relied upon their children for their entertainment and amusement. Jack Custis,
George Washington’s stepson, taught his daughter inappropriate and crude songs and had her
sing them to his friends at dinner parties. Eliza Parke Custis remembered being “lifted on the
Dinner table to sing for my father’s guests.” To heighten the entertainment value of her
performance, most likely after consuming several spirits, Jack and his friends, “taught me many
very improper ones,” Eliza recalled, “& I can now remember standing on the table when not
more than 3 or 4 years old, singing songs which I did not understand—while my father and other
gentlemen were often rolling in their chairs with laughter.” Eliza played along with the frivolity,
“I was animated to exert myself to give him delight.”318 Clearly, pleasing her father, who she
remembered much more favorably in her short autobiography than he may have deserved,
bolstered young Eliza’s self esteem. “My father’s caresses” and verbal praise, Eliza asserted,
“made me think well of myself.”319
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Many eighteenth-century fathers wanted to be involved in overseeing the growth and
development of their infant children, but the war often prevented them from doing so. Thomas
McKean lamented that the war would likely prevent him from seeing his little girl’s first steps
and first words. Like many affectionate republican fathers, McKean ended each letter to his wife
asking her to give his love to the children. His daughter Sally, born in 1777 while McKean
served in the Continental Congress, held a special place in his heart. In almost every letter from
York-Town, the location of the displaced Congress, he asked his wife to kiss his little Sally for
him.320 "I suppose she will walk and talk by the time I get home," McKean complained.321 He
missed his family so much that he once suggested that he should resign his seat in Congress to
return home.322
John Adams, similarly, allowed his longing for his family to cause him to reconsider his
congressional service. He claimed in his Autobiography that “When I asked Leave of Congress
to a Visit to my Constitutents and my Family in November 1777, it was my intention to decline
the next Election, and return to my practice at the Bar.” Adams considered resigning his seat in
Congress and resuming his law practice because his “very moderate” savings had become
insufficient to support his family. His greatest regret was that “My Children were growing up
without my care in their Education.”323 Indeed, Adams had been making plans for his son’s
college education since he was two months old, and now that John Quincy had reached an age
where he could begin studying for Harvard, his father was in Philadelphia.324
Rather than resigning their place in the Revolution, many founding fathers incorporated
their sacrifice into their republic ideology. Personal sacrifice became a hallmark of
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republicanism and the Revolution allowed men the opportunity to strut that particular virtue.
Americans were, however, much better at preaching self sacrifice than practicing it. Delia Jarvis,
of Boston, observed to her fiancé that Americans recite “Newspaper Rhetorick” while they are
“glad to have an excuse for not joining the Army.” She wrote, “the conduct of our
Gentleman…makes me despair of anything but disgrace for America.” 325 Some of our most
venerated and remembered founders, such as Patrick Henry, George Mason, and Thomas
Jefferson, were criticized by their contemporaries for prolonged absences from Congress to
remain at home instead of sacrificing family time for the cause of liberty.326 No founder
sacrificed more from his familial duties than George Washington. Washington was clearly
absent for the entirety of the war having no leave to return home as did most soldiers and
congressional delegates enjoyed. Lori Glover says of Washington, “Washington’s wartime
sacrifices—whether weighted by duration, magnitude, personal peril, or consequence—
outstripped those of his patriot brethren.”327
While no American father could match the commitment to the cause of liberty of
Washington, Revolutionary fathers wanted their children to know the meaning of their own
sacrifices. John Adams made sure that his wife Abigail informed his children why they were
growing up without a father. “I believe,” he wrote, “my Children will think I might as well have
thought and laboured,[sic] a little, night and Day for their Benefit.” He then reminded his
family, in very powerful language, that his absence was a direct result of the sacrifices he made
for his country. “But I will not bear the Reproaches of my Children,” he told Abigail to “tell
them that I studied and laboured to procure a free Constitution of Government for them to solace
themselves under.” If his children rejected his offer of “ample Fortune, to Ease and Elegance,
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they are not my Children, and I care not what becomes of them. They shall live upon thin Diet,
wear mean Cloaths, and work hard, with Chearfull Hearts and free Spirits or they may be the
Children of the Earth or of no one, for me.”328 This strong language reveals the torment he
endured for leaving his family and the deep sacrifice he was making for the good of his country.
Adams’s language and sentiments reveal that fathers thought deeply about their familial
duties when they were away and used that time to plan for their children’s future happiness and
security. General William Irvine used his time away from his family to plan his son’s financial
future. While serving as the commander at Fort Pitt, Irvine stumbled onto a piece of land that he
"hope[d] to procure for Callender." Thinking that "tis a lovely spot indeed," he purchased the
land in hopes that his oldest son would manage and profit from it some day. Irvine had actually
began "gardening and making improvements" on it before it was legally obtained.329 Not to
leave his daughter out of his plans, he reminded his wife Ann that "Nancy," who because of her
sex would not inherit unmovable property, "must trust her beauty and parts to get her a husband
with land."330 Likewise, John Adams suggested to his brother in law, Richard Cranch, that his
daughter Nabby would utilize her fine clothes and “all the rest” to find a mate, Irvine saw no
reason his daughter could not use her “beauty and parts” to wrangle a husband with land.
Both John Adams and William Irvine linked education and agriculture for their boys.
Adams did so subtly with clever phrases such as "cultivate their minds" and "root out every little
Thing, weed out every Meanness, make them great and manly. Teach them to scorn Injustice,
Ingratitude, Cowardice, and Falsehood. Let them revere nothing but Religion, Morality and
Liberty” in his instructions to Abigail.331 Irvine made a more explicit merger. "I hope they go
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close to School,” General Irvine instructed his wife from his post at Fort Pitt. "Everyday missed,"
he exclaimed, "will almost lose them more than a Tract of Land."332 By arguing that missing
school could result in less prosperity, Irvine promoted the eighteenth-century axiom that men’s
future depended on their industry and education. Eighteenth-century fathers made a direct
correlation between childhood and adulthood. “Having made them ill Children,” John Locke
quipped, “we foolishly expect they should be good Men.”333
Gender Roles
As we have seen, wars separated many fathers and mothers and, in doing so, blurred the
gender roles that had been firmly established in the seventeenth century. Women frequently
travelled from the home alone. During the French and Indian War, Esther Burr, the wife of
Aaron Burr the president of Princeton College, took her eleven-month old child, Aaron, Jr., with
her on a perilous journey to Stockbridge, Massachusetts, to visit her parents. During the trip,
which was marred by heavy rains long periods of exposure for the infant, Esther constantly
feared for her safety knowing Indians were nearby. She told her journal she could not sleep for
fear “they will get me.”334 During their wives’ absences, some fathers struggled to perform
domestic duties. Men who possessed the most brilliant legal minds in the country, or proved to
be some of the most savvy businessmen, struggled mightily when it came to completing
domestic chores. Basic supplies that women commonly contributed to the household such as
homespun cloth, cream, butter, and bread could be incredibility difficult for single fathers to
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obtain. Thomas McKean complained to his wife that "Not a bit of butter have I seen since you
left home."335
A more common occurrence, however, was for women to step into masculine roles in the
absence of their husbands. Exercising the duties of what historian Laurel Thatcher Ulrich terms
“deputy husbands,” wives routinely substituted for their husband.336 One of the most famous and
most accomplished deputy husbands was Abigail Adams. Like many women during the
revolutionary era, Abigail looked after the family farm, made decisions about the sale of land,
and decided—without John’s input—to inoculate herself and her children against small pox.337
These capable women were not asked to function as fathers completely independent from their
distant spouses, but they were also not completely bound by their husbands’ word in the same
way they would have been had he been home. Thomas McKean suggested to Sarah that she
“will give the Bark to Nancy and keep Sally cool with purgative medicines until the effects of
the small pox are removed."338 Had he been at home, he would have administered these
remedies himself; otherwise he would not have felt the need to leave such detailed instructions.
Fathers held the primary responsibility for administering medicine to their families. Historian
Daniel Blake Smith called fathers “protectors of the family health.” In Virginia, planters stocked
up on medicines such as purging powders, stomach decoctions, and other pharmaceuticals to
keep sickness at bay. They also studied English medical texts and perused the Virginia Gazette
for the latest advice on household remedies.339 As it was, Thomas McKean trusted his wife to
care for their children in the way she saw best. All he could do was advise from afar. This
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gender role flexibility allowed families to survive in wartime, and it also changed the nature of
the father/mother, husband/wife relationships. For better or for worse, many fathers never
regained the authority many of them enjoyed before the American Revolution. Their physical
absence due to the war contributed to this shift.
In conclusion, the transition from manhood to fatherhood is a life altering transition for
men at any point in history. The men who became fathers during the American Revolution,
however, were acutely aware of the moment in which they brought life into the world. Some
men resisted the urge to start a family in the revolutionary period. They preferred instead to wait
for more stable conditions. Those who embraced both the birth of a child and the birth of a
nation indicated that they were aware of and accepted the gravity of both responsibilities. They
believed that their children were coming of age in a world unlike any other. They were some of
the first and youngest members of a republican experiment. This reality, as we shall see, changed
the way fathers would communicate, discipline, and raise their children for generations to come.
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III. MOLDING THE MINDS AND MANNERS OF CHILDREN

“Let Frugality, And Industry, be our Virtues, if they are not of any others. And above all Cares of
this Life let our ardent Anxiety be to mould the Minds and Manners of our Children. Let us teach
them not only to do virtuously but to excell. To excell they must be taught to be steady, active,
and industrious.”340
—John Adams
We have Reason to conclude, that great Care is to be had in the forming of Children’s Minds,
and giving them that seasoning early, which shall influence their Lives always after.”341
—John Locke
“I know how much Children need a father, & I feel how much I wish to be in every sense a
Father to mine.”342
—William Samuel Johnson, 1770

Thirteen-year-old Benjamin Russell listened as attentively as he could to his Boston
school master. His mind continuously drifted to the turmoil surrounding Boston in 1775. All he
and his classmates could talk about was the growing tension between the good people of Boston
and the intrusive Red Coats parading around town. The schoolboys’ anxieties increased after
rumors surfaced of troop movement and maybe even an impending war. Benjamin longed to
join the army and prove his manhood on the field of battle, but all of that would have to wait
until he became older, he thought. At the present, he did the best he could to recite the lessons of
Master Carter at Scollay’s Town School.
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Suddenly, the sound of hundreds of footsteps interrupted the repetition of rote
memorization. The students watched in bewilderment as Lord Percy paraded his British regulars
through the streets of Boston on his way to Concord to reinforce the British brigade that had
marched in the secret of night only to encounter prepared and unsurprised minutemen. Master
Carter turned to his students and announced, “Boys, war has begun—the school is broken up.”343
The boys gave three cheers, and scattered from the schoolhouse “having gained their
freedom.”344 The British provost permitted the boys to pass through Boston’s parameter
fortifications and they followed the regulars on their march towards Lexington. They pursued
the troops as far as Cambridge, where they spent the rest of the afternoon playing on the Harvard
Common yard. A kind farmer fed the boys, who were exhausted from marching and playing,
and bid them to take refuge in the Harvard dorms. Young Benjamin and his classmates “slept
the sleep which heaven in its mercy sends to the weary and the young.”345
By the time they awoke, the battles of Lexington and Concord were over and New
England’s militia had forced the Red Coats to retreat to Boston, which “was now in a state of
close siege.” The Massachusetts patriots, discovering that the boys were trapped between “two
hostile armies” allowed Benjamin and the schoolboys to live in the college dorms, which had
become makeshift military barracks.346 Cambridge became the center of provincial military
activities under the command of Artemas Ward who headquartered at the home of the college
steward, Jonathan Hastings. Harvard College, like Master Carter had, cancelled classes,
dismissed its students, and repurposed its facilities for war. The dormitories functioned as
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barracks, and the school’s kitchen became a remarkably efficient mess hall.347 Young Benjamin,
itching for action and adventure, joined the American soldiers in the college and took up
residence with them.
Benjamin Russell and the minutemen holed up in the college for several weeks as the
militia laid siege to the British army which occupied Boston. Meanwhile, his father, John
Russell, a Boston stonemason, had last seen his son when he sent him off to school on April 19
four months earlier. After what must have been a frantic search, he finally found the boy
serving as a clerk to the Connecticut Regiment. “He was so rejoiced to see me, that he was about
to shake me for not writing him. One of the soldiers took fire—‘Don’t shake that boy, Sir, said
he, ‘he is our clerk.’” Relieved to find his son alive and furious to discover he had remained so
close to home and failed to contact his parents, John Russell removed young Benjamin from the
militia. John hauled his prodigal son to the tent of General Putnam and demanded his release.
“General Putnam released him, and gave him an honorable discharge from his first service as a
Revolutionary solider.” 348 John Russell may have admired his son’s patriotic fervor but not his
lack of filial obedience. John Russell was responsible for providing an education for his boy and
for providing for his safety, both of which his son had put in jeopardy. In order to fulfill his
fatherly duties, and to prevent Benjamin from rejoining the cause, Russell apprenticed his son,
against the boy’s wishes and without his consent, to a Boston printer.349 In an effort to satisfy his
son’s patriotic cravings, John Russell chose Isaiah Thomas, a radically patriotic printer who was
forced to smuggle his print shop out of Boston for fear of arrest or physical harm, to be the boy’s
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new master. By placing Benjamin in the care of Thomas, Russell had fulfilled both his fatherly
and patriotic obligations. Russell could only hope that because of his efforts, young Benjamin
would attain the skills and moral fiber to succeed in a world created in part by the events on
April 19, 1775. John’s wish came true, as Benjamin parleyed his apprenticeship with Thomas
into a successful career as a printer. Benjamin’s paper the Columbian Centinel became an
influential Federalist mouthpiece. He became most famous, perhaps, for coining the phrase “The
Era of Good Feelings” during a visit from President James Monroe to Boston.350
Despite the interruptions caused by war, revolutionary fathers, like John Russell, invested
as best as they could in their children’s education because the success of the republican
experiment depended, rested upon, and demanded a virtuous citizenry. If the American people
were going to be trusted with governing themselves, they would have to embrace both private
and public virtue. In April 1776, John Adams explained to Mercy Warren, “Public Virtue cannot
exist in a Nation without private [virtue], and public Virtue is the only Foundation of Republics.”
He explained that, to maintain a republic, “there must be a positive Passion for the public good,
and public Interest, Honour, Power and Glory, established in the Mind of the People, or there can
be no Republican Government or any real Liberty.”351 George Washington echoed Adams’s
claim in his Farewell Address, “It is substantially true that virtue or morality is a necessary
spring of popular government.” In the very next line, Washington explained that in order to
produce a virtuous citizenry, the country must “Promote then, as an object of primary
importance, institutions for the general diffusion of knowledge. In proportion as the structure of a
government gives force to public opinion, it is essential that public opinion should be
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enlightened.”352 Both Adams and Washington knew that virtuous citizens were not born, they
were produced through careful attention to their early education.
Before the Revolution, fathers had concerned themselves with the moral character of
their children, but the revolutionary generation of fathers acquired a new motivation for
integrating morality into their children’s education. Before the Revolution, fathers promoted
moral education and high literacy to “delude” the influence of Satan in their children’s minds.353
After the Revolution, as Linda Kerber has asserted, fathers assumed the responsibility of
producing an educated and politically sophisticated citizenry with high moral and intellectual
caliber.354 Kerber argues that the post-war fight between Federalists and Republicans over the
education of America’s youth did not revolve around the goals of education, but rather the
preferred method and content of education. The goal of both parties was to produce a socially
stable society, one that would avoid the cycle of violent revolutions witnessed in France.355
This chapter examines the early years of a child’s education, ranging from five years-old
to the mid-teens, taking place either in the home or at a local grammar school, and it argues that
fathers’ main concerns during these years was to equip their children with the moral character
necessary to function in a republican society. In many ways, this chapters suggests considerable
continuity existed in primary education between seventeenth-century and eighteenth-century
fathers. Both concerned themselves with forming a child’s moral character. There are two main
differences, however. During the Revolutionary era, fathers no longer viewed their children as
stained with sin and instruments of the devil, but as John Locke would suggest, as blank slates
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upon which their future could be written. Secondly, the republic, created from the Revolution
required virtuous citizens in order to survive. Education, steeped in moral training, was
instrumental in cultivating virtue. Once a child’s moral character had fully formed, a father
could then prepare his son for his future calling. Before we can examine the role fathers played
in shaping their children’s education in the Revolutionary period, let us first examine education
in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.
Education before the Revolution
Before the Revolution, children were viewed as miniature adults. Childhood, as a stage
in life, was abbreviated.356 Parents made every effort to force their children to grow up as
quickly as possible and to integrate them into the adult world. In the seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries in an effort to speed up the process of teaching children to walk, parents
used contraptions such as walking stools, go-carts, and leading strings for infants. They affixed
padded corsets under the gowns and robes of infants to encourage them to sit and stand up
straight. To assist them in their quest for mobility, parents gave their infants “go-carts,” a
standing stool with a wooden wheel attached. Children strapped to these go-carts had to either
walk or stand on their wobbly legs, because the standing stool had no seat. To protect them from
the inevitable bumps and bruises associated with toddling, infants wore “puddings,” cloth stuffed
in a tube, wrapped around their heads. All of these accessories by design cultivated the behavior
and appearance of children, and incorporated them into the adult world as quickly as possible.
Childhood, as a unique and special stage of life, did not exist before the American Revolution. 357
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All of these tools and apparatuses were designed to keep children occupied or otherwise
out of the way while colonial mothers and fathers concerned themselves with housekeeping,
farming, or business. Catherine Scholten argues that colonial women spent much more of their
lives bearing and nursing children, and “devoted less attention to rearing them.”358 Rather than
the devoted housewife completely absorbed in the emotional and intellectual development of her
children, a colonial woman was expected to manage the entire household, to be as historian
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich puts it, “a mother to all.”359
Because colonial mothers were not able to, nor expected to, dedicate themselves fully to
childrearing, fathers, siblings, relatives, and the community all contributed to raising children.
The community—neighbors, the court, and the church—acted as a watchful guard against
recalcitrant children and abusive or irresponsible parents. In the 1670s, Massachusetts appointed
“tithingmen” to monitor marital relationships and proper parenting.360 The Orphanmasters in
New York arrested Nicholas Velthuysen because he “got drunk daily and squandered the
property” of his stepchildren.361 Likewise, Boston’s First Church excommunicated Robert
Parker for “selling away” his wife’s children’s inheritance.362 Sometimes the watchful eye of
the community overstepped its bounds, prompting action from colonial courts. New York courts
admonished Juriaen Teunise, in 1680, for spanking her neighbor’s child. The Plymouth church
reprimanded Dorothy Clarke for physically removing her neighbor’s child from a tree.363
The community and extended family bore childrearing responsibilities especially in the
case of parental death. These arrangements were often enforced by law. In 1676, a Plymouth
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court mandated that John Fuller’s widow be allowed to use the estate to care for her child, but
added that her father and father-in-law were to “be helpful to her.”364 The problem of untimely
parental deaths was much worse in the Chesapeake. Historian Lorena S. Walsh estimates that in
seventeenth-century Maryland, a majority of children lost at least one parent before reaching
maturity.365 After the death of his parents, George Hack of Virginia petitioned the courts to be
allowed to rescue his sister from an abusive master. He promised to “take her and educate her as
it becomes a Christian.”366
Rather than keep their children at home for an extended period of time, colonial families
regularly put-out their children either as temporary workers or as long term apprentices. As
many as one-third of all Puritan household took in servants or apprentices, most of whom were
the children of their relatives or neighbors.367 This widely accepted practice served two
purposes. The first was to provide the child with skills, training, or education that the home
could not offer.368 The second reason was to spare the child from the abundance of affection
they were sure to receive from their natural parents.
Seventeenth-century parents had to guard against indulging their children’s every wish
and lavishing too much affection on them. London educator, Ezekias Woodward asserted,
“Indulgence is the very engine of the Devill [sic],” because it encouraged parents to spoil their
children.369 British lawyer Roger North instructed parents that “fondness which disposeth
parents to gratifie children’s little craving appetites,” caused children to think that they have
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what they desire without the “reward of obedience and vertue.”370 In 1738, one Hampshire
minister suggested that God sent a plague of infant mortality to punish parents for showing
“Immoderate Love to, and Doating [sic] upon our Children, and sinful neglect of our Duty
towards them in Educating them in the Ways of Virtue and Religion.”371 Fathers were tasked
with rescuing their sons from their over affectionate mothers.372 Seventeenth-century mothers
lavished indulgences and affections on their children, while fathers were supposed to apply
restraint and reason. Some failed to do so. One Maine father was admonished for “overmuch
Indulgence & unfatherly neglect.”373
Instead of indulgence and neglect, a colonial father’s primary responsibility included
furnishing his children with basic education. In Virginia, Edmund Morgan argues, when a father
took care of his son’s education whether through private tutors or apprenticeships, “he had
discharged most of the obligations of a parent.”374 New England law stated, moreover, that
fathers must provide their children with “so much learning as may inable them perfectly to read
the english tongue, & knowledge of the Capital Laws.” In 1660, New Haven added the clause,
“the sonnes of all the inhabitants…[shall] be learned to write a ledgible hand, so soone as they
are capable of it.”375 William Priest, John Fisk, and George Lawrence were all brought before a
Watertown Selectmen’s meeting and admonished for “not learning their children to read the
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English tongue.” Each father had to acknowledge his neglect before the council and “did
promise amendment.”376
Fathers bore both a secular and religious responsibility to their sons. Education, therefore,
served two purposes: equip children with a skill they could use to support themselves, which
helps explain the practice of putting their children out, and to give the child enough literacy to
read his Bible, which should therefore, guard him from the evil outside world, evidence of which
could be seen in the child’s behavior. A son’s unruly behavior proved that a father had failed to
educate him properly thus leaving the boy vulnerable to worldly influence. Historian Joseph E.
Illick calls education the “antidote” to the world’s corrupting influence on seventeenth-century
children.377 Puritan ministers, Robert Cleaver and John Dod, instructed parents that children
“become good not by birth but by education.”378 Fathers who failed to apply this antidote
regularly risked fines or the loss of their children. Massachusetts General Court fined fathers of
children between the ages of seven and fourteen who misbehaved on the Sabbath.379
Because of the Calvinist doctrine of infant depravity, prerevolutionary fathers started
educating their children at very young ages in order to protect them from the wiles of the devil.
English diarist John Evelyn boasted in 1659 that in order to guard his son from the corruption of
the world Evelyn taught him to pray and read the Bible by age three.380 Swedish traveler and
friend of Benjamin Franklin, Peter Kalm, observed that in Philadelphia, children (he did not
specify the gender) as young as three years old were sent to school for a full day. 381 Lisa Wilson
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argues that fathers desired to guard their children’s minds and souls from Satan and thus
provided strict religious training and education as a way to demonstrate a father’s love.382
Throughout the continent, the earliest childhood learning, the time when parents focused
most on the moral character of their children, took place in the home. One of the earliest and
most widely distributed spelling books was the New England Primer. Historian Charles
Heartman estimates that somewhere between six and eight million Primers were printed from
1680-1830, and perhaps as many as 1,500 are still in existence today.383 Because the Primer was
the principal elementary age curriculum, it contains insight as to what fathers hoped their
children would learn at the earliest of ages. The Primer stands as the best example of moral and
religious training coupled with fundamental learning.
The original Primer was not actually intended to be a school book, but a manual for an
Anglican church service as sanctioned by King Henry VIII after his conversion to
Protestantism.384 In the sixteenth-century a companion book of A B C’s was sold separately
from the Primers. An Edinburgh printer for the first time added the A B C’s a prefix to the
Catechisme of Christiane Religion, and other printers began combining the spelling book with
the church manual and thus created the precursor to the New England Primer.385
In the beginning, the Puritans of Massachusetts desired a unique catechism for their
children that accurately reflected their beliefs. New England law responded in 1641 which
“desired that the elders would make a Catechisme for the instruction of youth.”386 New
England’s finest theological minds responded to the call and produced a litany of competing
382
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catechisms. The cacophony of catechisms gave rise to a more uniform method of teaching New
England children through the efforts of Benjamin Harris. An emigrant from England during the
Glorious Revolution, Harris printed one of the first primers called The Protestant Tutor which
appeared in Boston after 1686. Sometime between 1687 and 1690, he changed the name to The
New England Primer and reissued his schoolbook.387 Under its new title, Harris’s primer was a
runaway success and warranted a second edition in 1691. Almost immediately printers in New
York and Philadelphia began reprinting fragments of Harris’s primer for their school aged
children. Harris continued to publish his primer when he moved back to England after the
turmoil of the Glorious Revolution had subsided. The primer, however, found its greatest fame
in New England where by the turn of the eighteenth century all printers regularly stocked
primers next to their Bibles, Testaments, and Psalters. For the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, the New England Primer, along with its other colonial variations such as A Primer for
the Colony of Connecticut and The New York Primer which were near exact copies of New
England’s version, was the textbook for school children in America.388
New England Primer, which comfortably blends elementary lessons with religious
teachings, was reprinted widely in the eighteenth-century with subtle changes, most of which
occurred during the Revolutionary era, but retained its basic structure. The book always began
by identifying capital and lowercase letters, followed by differentiating between vowels and
consonants, and then common phonic letter combinations. After a few more lessons on
syllables and prefixes and suffixes, the primer combined the A B C’s with the catechism. “A: In
Adam’s Fall, We sinned all, B: Thy Life to mend, This Book attend,” and so on throughout the
alphabet. The remainder of the booklet included “An Alphabet of Lessons for Youth,” common
387
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prayers and hymns for children, the Lord’s Prayer, the Apostles’ Creed, lessons on numbers and
time, and Westminster’s shortened catechism.389
Primers published in the first half of the eighteenth century modeled a strong father/son
relationship. The 1737 edition included a section titled “Duty of Children towards their Parents,”
which covered a variety of biblical references to fatherhood, all designed to teach filial
obedience and respect. It began by reminding children that God commanded that whoever
“curseth Father or Mother, let him die the Death.” Then from the Apostle Paul, the primer
ordered Children to “obey your Parents in all Things, for that is well pleasing unto the Lord.” It
also included the rather disturbing Proverb that said “The Eye that mocketh his Father…let the
Ravens of the Valley pluck it out and the young Eagles eat it.” The Prodigal son’s confessional
appeared, but not the father’s act of forgiveness at the end of the parable. The section on fatherly
advice concluded with instruction to children for dealing with their father when he reached old
age, a constant preoccupation of eighteenth century fathers: “My Son, help thy Father in his Age,
and grieve him not as long as he liveth.”390 In addition to teaching American children their
ABC’s, the New England and American primers advocated and modeled normative
paternal/filial relationships. In this way, the most popular children’s schoolbook, contained a
father’s voice.
Embedded in these children’s lessons were morals, which reinforced the fatherly charge
that good behavior earns the child the love of God and man. Some messages were subtle such as
the proverb, “A Wise Son maketh a glad Father, but a foolish Son is the Heaviness of his
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Mother.“391 Others, however, were more directly attributed to fathers. The 1750 New England
Primer contained a section from a father’s letter to his children titled, “Some few Days before
his Death, he wrote the following advice to his Children.” This fictional father warned his
children that in order to avoid his own fate, an early death alone inside a jail cell, they had to
focus on their religious learning as well as their ABC’s. He ordered them to “Lay up His
[God’s] Laws within your Hearts” so that when you look upon God, “you may see your Father’s
Face.” The imaginary father begged his children to “keep his [God’s] Commandments” and
avoid the “Whore of Rome and all her Blasphemies,” meaning the Catholic Church, so they
could avoid “Iron Bands [and being] enclosed in the Dark.” He then reminded them to “give
Honour to your Mother and remember well her Pain,” before he concluded his fatherly advice
with a theological discussion of a sinful body and a redeemed soul. “Though here my Body be
adjudged in flaming Fire to fry,” the father dramatically remarked, “My Soul, I trust will strait
ascend to live with God on high.”392 The insert in the primer follows almost an identical format
to the booklet, published in 1767, titled “A father’s legacy to his children” by Russell Freeman
Esquire, written from prison, “a short time before he was murdered.”393 Both devices use a
literary genre that imagines a long conversation between a father and a child, and the object
lessons of their fathers’ own failures in order to steer children towards a religious world view
inside an educational pamphlet.
Changes in Attitudes on Education in the Revolutionary Era
By the time of the American Revolution, concepts about children and juvenile education
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were changing. First, childhood was recognized as a unique period in a person’s life.
Eighteenth-century portraits, for example, depicted young children wearing unique clothing, not
perfectly replicating the fashions of their parents as seventeenth-century portraits had done, and
young children playing with toys. Ralph Earl’s portray of Mrs. Benjamin and her children, Henry
(age three) and Maria (age one) shows Henry in a traditional petticoat, noticeably distinguished
from his mother’s attire, and playing with a toy wagon.394 In 1795, Charles Peale painted his own
family as a model republican family. Rather than inside a stuffy formal parlor or study, Peale
placed his family on the banks of the Schuylkill River, surrounded by his children happily
playing. He and his wife, Mary Claypoole, are on the same plane of the portrait indicating their
equality and are in an embrace displaying their affection. The children all have unique clothing
and are scattered throughout the background in play.395
Historian Karin Calvert attributes the shift in attitudes about childhood to an enlightened
understanding of the natural universe from a static and precarious world caught in a spiritual
conflict between divine and satanic forces. Enlightenment scholars presented the physical as an
orderly and observable system functioning within a framework of predictable patterns and
biological laws. These ideological changes had profound implications for the education of
children.396 Jean-Jacques Rousseau suggested in 1762 that scholars should turn their intellectual
energies towards children “asking what a child is capable of learning.” Rousseau encouraged
parents to give their offspring the freedom to develop and grow according to their interests and
gifts.397 Coupled with the groundbreaking work of John Locke’s Some Thoughts Concerning
394
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Education, which had a more impact in North America than any other analysis, Americans
transformed their attitudes and practices towards education.398 While these ideas emerged long
before the American Revolution, national independence encouraged enlightened fathers to put
these educational theories in practice. Because fathers saw their children as blank slates, not
innately evil, they raised their children to be independent individuals primed to take full
advantage of the liberated republican nation.
In contrast to the Puritan doctrine of infant depravity, one of the impulses driving moral
education was John Locke’s assertion that children’s minds were a tabula rasa upon which
almost anything could be written. Henry Laurens said of seven year old son, Harry, to Reverend
Richard Clarke, who would act as the boys school master and guardian, that “he will go to you a
Sheet of clean Paper, upon which you may with Success impress such branches of Education as
you shall perceive to be suitable to the Quality of his Mind.”399 In his elementary spelling book,
John Ely asserted, “As the mind of a child is like soft wax, which take the least stamp you put on
in it, so let it be your, who teach, to make the stamp good, that the wax be not hurt.”400 Fathers
took this responsibility seriously and carefully guarded their children’s minds by keeping a
watchful eye over their literary selections. Locke likened the children’s mind to a steam of water
that could be “easily turned this or that way.”401 John Adams told Abigail that their job as parents
was to “mould the Minds and Manners of our Children. Let us teach them not only to do
virtuously but to excell. To excell they must be taught to be steady, active, and industrious.”402
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Education changed subtly in the wake of the Revolution. The primary purpose of
education was no longer to aid in children’s practice of piety or simply to gain useful skills.
After the revolution, the colonial elite concerned themselves with having an educated citizenry in
order to maintain political order and safeguard their newly acquired liberty.403 In the wake of the
Revolution, some of the best minds in the country, including Benjamin Franklin, Benjamin Rush,
and Noah Webster, wrote essays about educating the young country’s youth. Benjamin Rush
confirmed the new emphasis on education post-Revolution in 1786 saying, “The business of
education has acquired a new complexion by the independence of our country. The form of
government we have assumed, has created a new class of duties to every American.”404 Webster
argued in 1790 that because the American national character had not been fully formed coming
out of the Revolution, educators “may implant in the minds of the American youth the principles
of virtue and of liberty and inspire them with just and liberal ideas of government and with an
inviolable attachment to their own country.”405 Benjamin Franklin, who was often ahead of his
time, wrote that the “great Aim and End of all Learning” was to give young people the ability and
inclination “to serve Mankind, one’s Country, Friends and Family; which Ability is (with the
Blessing of God) to be acquir’d or greatly encreas’d by true Learning.”406 He told his daughter
that the “wisest of Nations” found education useful to “the State as it encourages Parents to give
their Children a good and virtuous Education.” Franklin noted that the model of this form of
education was China, whose government bestowed honor on the parents of children whose
403
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“Instruction and good Example” enabled the child “capable of Serving the Publick.” Franklin
hoped that the “united Wisdom of our Nation” might adopt a similar practice.407 Thomas
Jefferson, likewise, concluded that the “most effectual means of preventing” a return to tyranny
“would be , to illuminate, as far as practical, the minds of the people at large” so that when
“endowed with genius and virtue” they should be “able to guard the sacred deposit of the rights
and liberties of their fellow citizens.”408
Historian Harold Hellenbrand argues that Thomas Jefferson, especially, devoted so much
of his public energies to education because of the example set by his own father, Peter Jefferson,
who was solicitous about his son’s education. Peter bequeathed to his son his “mathematical
Instruments and my Cherry Tree desk and Book case,” but he also stipulated that Thomas must
promise to educate his siblings, in the event of Peter’s death, lest Thomas should lose a portion
of his estate.409 Years later, Jefferson, who had no sons of his own, exercised his parental
responsibility by not only providing for his daughter’s education, but also educating, supervising,
and advising a group of men including his nephew Peter Carr, James Monroe, and Francis
Gilmer to name a few. Jefferson considered it “a part of my occupation” to mentor and guide
“the direction of the studies of such young men as ask it.” In some cases they “had the use of my
library and counsel,” and in other cases Jefferson advised “the course of their reading.”
Jefferson said he invested in these men education “to keep their attention fixed on the main
object of all science, the freedom and happiness of man.” He also desired them to be well
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educated so they could “bear a share in the councils and government of their country, [as] they
will keep ever in view the sole objects of all legitimate government.”410
For these founding educators, virtue and intelligence remained key components to
American education, and for most American fathers meant that religion also held an important
role in educating children.411 The American political landscape, in the early republic, contained
both religious and secular forces. Linda Kerber asserts that Federalists imagined an American
political culture buttressed by Christian moral values. Patrick Henry, a Federalist if only as an
opponent to Jefferson, bellowed, “The great pillars of all government and of social life [were]
virtue, morality, and religion.”412 Kerber demonstrates that Jeffersonians, on the other hand,
envisioned an America founded on secular thought, enlightenment principles, and liberal
education. Religion, according to Kerber, played a secondary role, if a role at all, in Jefferson’s
America.413 In fact, the evidence indicates that fathers from both sides of the political spectrum
blended religion and learning into their sons’ education. They did not, however, use religion, as
fathers in the seventeenth century had done, as a means to save the soul from hell, but instead to
purify the mind. Fathers, therefore, used education as the most important tool in implanting
principles of virtue, liberty, and industry in their sons.
American fathers from both the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries concerned
themselves with developing their sons’ character, but they did so for different reasons.
Seventeenth-century fathers, especially but not exclusively in New England, believed that
outward behavior reflected an inward spiritual condition that could spare their sons from hell. In
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the late eighteenth-century, character concerns, however, took on new meanings. Fathers wanted
their sons to exhibit proper behavior so that they could find favor with other citizens. Writing
from a military camp in Harlem, New York, Benjamin Trumbull instructed his six year old son
to “love God, learn to pray to him,” but also ordered him to “obey your Mama; help her all you
can every day; Speak no ill Word,” and “love your sisters and do them good always.” Young
Ben Trumbull’s reward for good behavior towards God, his mother, and his sister was not eternal
salvation but that, “every One will love you.”414 Eighteenth-century fathers trained their sons to
monitor their worldly reputations, as well as their spiritual destination. Fathers, perhaps, learned
about the importance of one’s reputation from John Locke, who recommended that fathers “from
the beginning teaches Children” to remain in a “State of Reputation” so that they may “be
beloved and cherished by every Body, and have all other good Things as a Consequence of it.”415
Education for eighteenth-century fathers included both religious and secular components.
In fact, in many ways the two were inseparable. William Samuel Johnson, of Connecticut,
informed his wife that he wanted his son “Educated in Principles of Religion Virtue & Industry.”
The moral character found in religion, according to Johnson, helped to shape and to guide the
boy’s industry. Johnson said so explicitly. “The Son’s be so Educated that by God’s blessg [sic]
upon their Industry they may in some lawful Profession get a decent Support in life.”416 From
the island of Grenada, young Samuel Cary, Jr. reminded his father, living in Boston, that his
early religious education governed his business as an adult. “My education,” Cary declared,
“particularly in my earliest years when the deepest impressions are made was, you well know I
believe, Sir, of a religious turn; and all my consequent Actions and Rules cannot but be included
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with it, if I am willing to preserve my peace of mind.”417 Education that was grounded in moral
character, also called virtue, would produce industry. John Locke often linked “Virtue, Ability
and Learning” in his writings, but argued that virtue was the first and hardest quality to attain.
“Tis Virtue then, direct Virtue, which is the hard and valuable part to be aimed at in
Education.”418 Eighteenth-century fathers attempted to impart virtue into their sons’ education
through religious teachings.
Eighteenth-century fathers did not choose between religious ideas and influences and
secular enlightenment philosophies, but incorporated both of them into their paternal lexicon. On
one occasion, Miers Fisher, a Quaker from Pennsylvania, reminded his ten-year-old son Samuel,
that he “ought to be thankful that at your time of life an Institution is prepared by friends so
eminently calculated for the Benefit of Children and that Person so well qualified have given up
their time to teach and instruct you not only in useful Learning, but in the comely decencies of
Life, which will preserve you in good Habits as long as you retain a love for them.”419 Miers
hoped that Samuel would not only aquire “useful Learning” but also the virtues that produced
good habits.
Fathers instilled many attributes into their children during their early education, some
religious, some republican, some liberal. Fathers offered a smorgasbord of advice on education
as evidence of their fatherly love for their children. Their children reciprocated that love by
doing well in school. In 1775, Benjamin Trumbull, of Connecticut, tenderly told his six-year-old
son, “Dada sends you this Letter to teach you how to live, and to show you how he loves you.”420
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Thomas Jefferson told his daughter, fourteen-year-old Martha Jefferson, plainly, “The more you
learn the more I love you, and I rest the happiness of my life on seeing you beloved by all the
world, which you will be sure to be if to a good heart you join those accomplishments so
peculiarly pleasing in your sex.” He further ordered her to, “lose no moment in improving your
head, nor any opportunity of exercising your heart in benevolence.”421 Years later, Jefferson told
his grandson, Thomas Jefferson Randolph, “You know that our views in giving you
opportunities of acquiring sciences are directed to your own good alone; to enable you, by the
possession of knowledge, to be happier and more useful to yourself, to be beloved by your
friends, and respected and honored by your country. We believe that you feel these
considerations, and that you will study with equal assiduity in your room as in the school.”
Some fathers valued education so highly, their rhetoric comes off as extreme to modern
readers. Speaking of his young children, John Adams wrote to his brother-in-law, Richard
Cranch, “they will better not have been born, you know, than not have polite Educations.”422
Fathers even valued virtuous education above the acquisition of wealth. In a letter to his son,
Charles Carroll of Maryland charged “you may lay in such a Stock of Virtue and Knowledge as
will give you more Credit and Comfort than the greatest Wealth.”423 Here, Carroll connected all
three desired attributes—virtue, knowledge, and industry—and ranked them in the proper order.
This message resonated with sons, who tried not to disappoint their fathers by gaining wealth at
the expense of their character.
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Almost from the time their children were born, fathers dedicated themselves to their
children’s, mostly their sons’, education. When John Laurens was ten years old, Henry Laurens
realized the schools in South Carolina were inadequate for his son’s budding intellect. He wrote
to a business associate in England that, “My principle errand will be to place my son at
School.”424 Four years later, in 1768, Laurens expressed, “I am using my utmost Endeavors to go
to England with my eldest Son John in July next, but am in doubt whether I shall be able to
accomplish my wishes.”425 Laurens’s “utmost Endeavors” failed him until the untimely death of
his wife forced him to act upon his long awaited plan.
John Adams had been preparing for his son’s education much earlier than Laurens.
When John Quincy was only two months old, Adams penned a jovial letter to his brother in law
Richard Cranch, to remind him of his fatherly duty to prepare for his children’s education.
Adams congratulated Cranch on the birth of his second daughter, Betsy, and then facetiously
reminded him that, as the more experienced parent, he had the “Advantage of him.” Adams laid
out his son’s educational future to Cranch saying:
But what shall we do with this young Fry?—In a little while Johnny must go to
College, and Nabby must have fine Cloaths, aye, and so must Betcy [sic] too and
the other and all the rest. And very cleverly you and I shall feel, when we
recollect, that we are hard at Work, over Watches and Lawsuits, and Johnny and
Betcy at the same Time Raking and fluttering away [all] our Profits.426
Adams’s light-hearted tone suggested that his gendered expectations adhered to colonial norms.
Johnny was to go to College while Nabby, the eldest child, was to use fine clothes and “all the
rest” to attract a worthy suitor. He reiterated his point in the same letter suggesting for Nabby
“there must be dancing Schools and Boarding Schools and all that.” He concluded his
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unsolicited paternal advice by saying that the father’s role should be to make his children happy
and genteel and that he should endeavor “for the former, and to let the latter happen as it will.”427
Even though education remained important to the southern gentry, Southerners
languished behind their northern counterparts in regards to educating their sons and daughters,
because the responsibility fell heavily on the father rather than the community. In order to
provide a liberal education for his children, Robert Carter, of Virginia, built a schoolhouse on his
plantation and hired private tutors to teach his children to read and write.428 By sharp contrast,
New England law stated that all towns that could afford it must sponsor a grammar school,
which allowed white Northerners of most classes to obtain a rudimentary education. Many
wealthy southern planters sent their sons off to boarding school in England. Less wealthy
fathers supplied their sons with little in terms of formal education, and were forced to bind their
sons out to merchants or artisans for technical training and enough functional literacy to perform
their task and read the Bible.429
Poorer southern fathers put forth their best efforts to provide a moral education for their
sons. Reverend Devereux Jarratt, son of a Virginian carpenter, said in his autobiography that his
parents “sought nor expected any titles, honors, or great things, either for themselves or
children.” Instead, their “highest ambition was to teach their children to read, write, and
understand the fundamental rules of arithmetic.” In addition to literacy and mathematics, the
reverend then added, “I remember also, they taught us short prayers, and made us very perfect in
repeating the Church Catechism.” It was not their desire, in contrast to the wealthier planters,
that their children become gentlemen, but that they “be brought up in some honest calling, that
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we might earn our bread, by the sweat of our brow, as they did.”430 These moderate expectations
did not presume that Jarratt’s parents did not invest as much as they could in their son’s
education. 431 Jarratt’s father died “so suddenly and unexpectedly, [and] had made no will,”
when the boy was only seven years old.432 Despite the family’s humble means, Jarratt’s mother
placed him in a grammar school because she saw in him “an aptitude in learning several things,
but more especially those, in which the memory was mostly concerned.” He was removed from
the school, at age twelve, when his mother died leaving him an orphan. His haphazard and
rudimentary training proved sufficient for Jarratt to follow his calling as a southern minister.433
For fathers from both the North and the South, education served as the medium by which
republican values were transmitted to the next generation. If the republican experiment was to
survive, the founding generation concluded, virtuous and moral education must begin as early as
possible. George Washington said, “the best means of forming a manly, virtuous and happy
people, will be found in the right education of youth.”434 Thomas Coombe, an Anglican minister
from Philadelphia, explained to his wife, Sarah: “As it is confessed on all hands that it is
education alone which distinguishes man from mere animal, so I am clearly of [the] opinion that
education can hardly be begun too soon. Slay cries an interfering friend, till your son is a little
older! No! Not a day. The instant my child can distinguish between the right & the wrong, he
shall be instructed to pursue the former.”435 Coombe understood that one of the main purposes
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of early education was to establish a moral foundation for his young son, which must be laid as
soon as possible.
Education, likewise, ranked highly among John Adams’s most treasured republican
virtues. For Adams, like his counterparts in the South, education sorted out the classes,
separated the virtuous men from the rabble, discriminated between the sexes, and also
differentiated between man and beast. He told Abigail in 1775 that “Education makes a greater
difference between man and man, than nature has made between man and brute. The virtues and
powers to which men may be trained, by early education and constant discipline, are truly
sublime and astonishing.”436 These sentiments echo arguments made by John Locke in his Some
Thoughts Concerning Education. Locke emphasized the importance of education saying, “the
Difference to be found in the Matters and Abilities of Men, is owing more to their Education
than to any thing else; we have Reason to conclude, that great Care is to be had in the forming of
Children’s Minds, and giving them that seasoning early, which shall influence their Lives always
after.”437 Eighteenth-century fathers believed that a liberal education was crucial in forming
virtuous adults, and they also agreed that the enterprise of education should begin as early as
possible.
The Practice of Early Childhood Education
Now that we have established why Revolutionary fathers valued education, let us
examine the methods and tools fathers deployed in their son’s education. The New England
Primer remained the most important schoolbooks fathers purchased for early education, and the
subtle changes are worth analyzing here. Also, fathers found children’s literature to be a useful
tool to disseminate republican virtues such as honesty, futility, and industry. Finally, fathers
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considered their own letters to be educational tools for their young children and encouraged their
progeny to preserve their epistles and refer to them often.
For fathers in the Revolutionary era, beginning their sons’ education in the earliest stages
included purchasing schoolbooks, the standard of which for young children remained the various
versions of the New England Primer. Abigail Paine Greenleaf wrote her brother, Robert Treat
Paine, and asked him to purchase Isaac Watts’s Catechism for the middle child, and “a Royal
primmer for Tommy,” the youngest boy, so that she could help him “to promote their learning
and polish their behavior.”438 These textbooks, therefore, combined both moral and academic
learning.
During the Revolutionary period, the primers changed subtly. Their former emphasis on
fatherhood waned as education slowly moved out of the home and into state sponsored public
school. For example, in the 1767 edition, the catechism that covered the fifth commandment
does not mention the family at all in its answer. The question which asked, “What is required in
the fifth Commandment?” A. The fifth Commandment requireth the preserving the Honour, and
performing the Duties belonging to every one in their several Places & Relations, as Superior,
Inferiors, or Equals.”439 A 1773 version of the Primer sold and printed in Philadelphia by
Benjamin Franklin’s partner David Hall included a poem titled “The Dutiful Child’s Promises,”
which made reference to fatherhood, but emphasized that a child was to give honor to God, the
King, and all his superiors. It read, “I will fear God, and honour the King. I will honour my
Father and Mother. I will obey my superiors. I will submit to my Elders. I will love my friends. I
will hate no Man. I will forgive my Enemies, and pray to God for them. I will, as much as in me
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lies, keep all God’s commandments. I will learn my Catechism. I will keep the Lord’s Day holy.
I will reverence God’s Sanctuary.”440 Likewise, in the 1777 edition, the Primer instructed
students to honor their fathers by defining the term father as a person of authority rather than the
head of a household. It read: “Q: What is the fifth commandment? A: Honour thy Father and thy
Mother, that thy Days may be long in the Land which the Lord thy God giveth thee. Q. What are
meant by Father and Mother? A. All our Superiors whether in Family, School Church, and
common wealth.”441 The primer after 1776 also included no mention of the King.
Like most colonial educational tools, which had both a religious and political component,
the New England Primer not only reinforced familial roles but political realities. The most overt
political message was in the 1767 New England Primer, Improved which began with a note
about how God himself supported the coronation of King George III. Under the image of the
King it read, “King GEORGE the Third, Crowned September 22nd, Whom God Long
Preserve.”442 The image and name of King George III, as the father of the empire, appeared in
every printing of the primer until 1776. That year the New England Primer was replaced
throughout the country with The American Primer, Improved, and just after the title page
appeared a bust inscribed “The Hon. John Hancock, Esquire,” the new patriarch of the nation,
but the image was still of King George III.443 The printers did not get around to replacing the
image until 1777 when a proper likeness of John Hancock adorned the pages.444
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Fathers who purchased children’s books as part of their child’s education were
responding to John Locke’s advice that education, especially literacy, should be masked as play.
“You must not shackle and tie him up with Rules,” Locke warned, but instead, “the
entertainment, that he finds, might draw him on, and reward his Pains in Readings.” Locke
encouraged fathers not to “fill his Head with perfectly useless trumpery,” but to employ “Stories
apt to delight and entertain a Child, [that] may yet afford useful Reflections to a grown Man.” 445
Fathers chose stories that reinforced lessons they taught their children in the home.
The New England Primer was not unique in blending civic, religious, and moral values
into elementary lessons for children. Most children’s literature in the period did so. Historian
Mary Lystad finds that sixty percent of children’s literature published from 1796 to 1835
contained moral lessons designed to influence a child’s character and behavior.446 Historian
Gail Murray argues, moreover, that children’s literature in the post-war period reflected the
nation’s need to move away from the English colonial model and influences and to redefine itself
as a republican society.447 Children’s literature highlights the values and philosophy and morals
that fathers wanted to pass on to the next generation. Inside children’s literature lay the bedrock
essential to disseminate attributes, both religious and secular, to the next generation.
Consequently, as Murray argues, children’s literature, both school books and works of fiction,
reveal more about society which produced it than the children who read it.
Fathers instilled into their sons a constellation of republican values through education,
religious training, and personal correspondences. As the child reached maturity, fathers expected
to see these values lived out in their adulthood. Adherence to these values led to independence.
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Failure led to dependence. The morals and values that fathers hoped their children learned in
their youth included honesty, sharing, obedience, industry, and frugality. These values can be
found both in the juvenile literature and in letters from fathers to their children.
“Honesty” and “sharing” often went hand in hand as admired qualities in children.
Children’s stories often praised character who exemplified honest and generous boys and girls.
In The Happy Waterman (1813), for example, a workman returned the wallet of wealthy
landowner who unjustly threw him into prison for his trouble. In the end, though, the man’s
honesty was rewarded as the man emerged from prison wealthier than the unjust landowner.448
Both honesty and generosity were often times taught by illustrating the opposite quality:
selfishness and deceitfulness. “Miss Mary Ann Selfish” constantly lied to her mother and took
extra helpings of food stuffing “her mouth” making her look “ugly.” Her mother punished her
by sending her to live in a hog-pen.449
Another important virtue fathers instilled in their children at the earliest possible age was
obedience, which was preached both by fathers and reinforced by the literature. The author of
the children’s book The History of a Great Many Little Boys and Girls praised the heroine for
always doing “as she was told.”450 The most common way children’s literature promoted
obedience comes through illustrating the consequences of disobedience. In Noah Webster’s
children’s book The Pirates, published in 1813, the protagonist’s disobedience lead him to
turbulent life which ultimately ended with him in prison and hanged for his recalcitrance.451 In
fact, fathers taught that obedience was the key to adopting proper behavior. Henry Laurens
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instructed a man who would be charged with the care of his seven year old son Henry, that
“Above all, I entreat you to keep him in due Subordination, to impress the Fear of God upon his
Mind, to shew him the great difference between Good and Evil, Truth and Error, between a
useful and a fine Man in Society.”452 Miers and Sarah Fisher told their daughter they expected
her to be “respectful and obedient to those who have the care of thee, and endeavor to give them
as little trouble as possible. This will make the beloved and give peace to thy mind.”453 After
Miers learned that Samuel had, instead, earned himself a reputation for mischief, Fishers drew a
clear connection between his learning and his religious teachings, “a submission to thy Masters
here, which is a step towards a like Submission to thy Supreme Master with whose Commands
thou will I hope ere long become acquainted and prove obedient to.”454 There was no difference,
in Miers Fishers’s mind, in submitting to his school masters and submitting to the authority of
God.
For Fisher, as with many Revolutionary fathers, obedience or submission was paramount
to shaping moral character. In a message directed to fathers and educators, John Ely asserted in
his pamphlet, The Child’s Instructor, “Teach him to love God, and to obey his parents.”455 A
father’s advice on proper obedience was also reinforced through children’s literature.
Examples in children’s literature included stories from The History of a Great Many Little Boys
and Girls for the Amusements of All Good Children (Hartford, 1815) who commended its
protagonists for always doing as they were told. The opposite was true for the main character in
Webster’s The Pirates.
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One of the most important lessons fathers wanted to instill in their children to be
industrious and to avoid idleness. In his Notes on the State of Virginia, Thomas Jefferson
emphasized that American educators must fill the minds of young children “with useful facts and
good principles” to keep them from suffering “to pass in idleness” and their minds turn
“lethargic and impotent.”456 On the second anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of
Independence, David Ramsay exclaimed to his Charleston audience that “our frugality, industry,
and simplicity of manners” would have been lost had American “continued dependant” and
remained “lost in an imitation of British extravagance, idleness, and false refinement.” Now free
from the temptation of British vices, Ramsay argued that Americans “must education our own
children for these exalted purpose” that thanks to the study of the “arts and sciences” all offices
of government “lie open to men of merit, of whatever rank or condition.”457 Revolutionary
fathers taught their children, therefore, to be industrious and work hard for their money so that
they might become self sufficient, but at the same they must guard against the corrupting
influence of success.458 Fathers taught their sons to be industrious, to be willing to work hard for
their money, but at the same time to avoid the love of money. Children’s literature helped with
this task.
Published in 1803, a popular children’s story, Idleness and Industry, told the stories of
James Preston, called Jem, and Lazy Lawrence. Upon learning that his widowed mother planned
to sell his beloved horse Lightfoot to pay rent, the industrious Jem went to work selling fossils,
working in the garden for a kind lady, and selling homemade doormats. Jem’s industry is
juxtaposed to Lawrence’s laziness. One of the things that contributed to his laziness was his
father, who “was an alehouse-keeper, and being generally drunk could take no care of his son.”
456
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Because of his father’s neglect, “Lawrence grew every day worse and worse.”459 The story
emphasized virtues such as honesty, integrity, and industry, and taught children to avoid
gambling, idleness, and laziness.
While the story hinges on the virtue of industry, it does not claim that children must work
all day long, or avoid play time. Playtime was appropriate after children had completed their
work. “The next day he had finished his task by four o’clock; so that he had all the rest of the
evening to himself. Jem was as fond of play as any little boy could be.”460 Lawrence, by
contrast, was too lazy to even play. Lawrence’s vices included vexing his father, gambling,
neglect, and above all laziness. After having destroyed much of his father’s Worcestershire cider
by failing to take it the cellar as instructed, Lawrence’s father tossed the boy out of his house and
ordered him to go find work. Instead of work, Lawrence eschewed his father’s instructions and
found a stable boy with whom he gambled his last half-pence away. Lawrence’s foray into
gambling led him down a dark path. Day in and day out, “he sat the spectator of wickedness.
Gaming, cheating, and lying, soon became familiar to him; and, to complete his ruin, he formed
a sudden and close intimacy with the stable-boy with whom he had at first began to game…a
very bad boy.”461 The stark contrast between James and Lawrence made Idleness and Industry a
valuable tool for fathers.
These children’s stories buttressed advice and instruction that fathers gave directly to
their children. Parents encouraged play time among children as long as it did not lead them to
become mischievous, rambunctious, or idle. Eleven year old Lydia Fisher informs her mother
and father that her school included play time in the daily schedule after breakfast “if we do not
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romp too bad or make too much noise.”462 On another occasion, Miers Fisher chided his son
Redwood for wanting to take his ice skates with him while he apprenticed at the Mill. He was
afraid the toys would distract Redwood from his tasks and make him idle. He did, however, send
Redwood his hunting rifle, but “upon the express condition that thou art not to use it at thy
Pleasure and art always to ask leave so that his Business under thy care be not neglected nor he
render uneasy by thy Absence without his [master’s] Knowledge.”463
The balance between industry and play reflected the interplay between industry and
frugality. Benjamin Franklin argued that Americans “regard Frugality and Industry as religious
Duties, and educate their Children therein.”464 Failure to properly balance “the want of industry
and frugality”, according to Richard Jackson, a British agriculturist and correspondent of
Franklin, could lead to “the dissolution of the Republic” as was the case in ancient Rome.465 On
numerous occasion, John Adams begged Abigail to train his sons to be manly and industrious.
For example, in the winter of 1776, Adams addressed all of his children in letter to Abigail,
“Remember me particularly to Nabby, Johnny Charly, and Tommy. Tell them I charge them to
be good, honest, active and industrious.” John noted that good behavior, truthfulness, and
industry benefited not only the children, but the country when he added, “for their own sakes, as
well as ours.”466
In the eighteenth century, just as it was in the previous generations, fathers were
primarily responsible for guiding and shaping the impressionable minds of their children.
Children’s literature helped fathers mold the minds of children towards virtue and character. In
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her analysis of children’s books from 1800-1830, historian Elizabeth France finds that the
language of depravity which labeled children as “wicked” who must be “saved” now referred to
children as “good, bad, or naught,” and only their choices differentiated between the descriptors.
Samuel Wood, the author of The Solilogy of the Good Boy (1822) and The Soliloquy of the Good
Girl (1820), asked his readers to consider obeying his commands. If they do, than the child can
recite with the author the soliloquy of a good child “as spoken in your own person, and the name,
at the conclusion, as representing your own name.”467 The implication here was that children
could be good if they chose to obey their parents and elders.
Children’s literature that fathers purchased and their personal letters revealed that
education cultivated the character of the man as much as it did the mind. Noah Webster
instructed parents saying, “The virtues of men are of more consequence to society than their
abilities, and for this reason the heart should be cultivated with more assiduity than the head.”468
Eighteenth-century fathers believed that the head and the heart could be cultivated
simultaneously. In a letter to his wife, Richard Brennehan of North Carolina addressed his
children Becky and Tom and told them “to mind their Books and be good Children.”469
Whenever possible, fathers were directly involved in their sons’ (and sometimes
daughters’) education, and did so with pleasure. Henry Laurens informed his friend Matthew
Robinson, “One of the highest delights I have in life it that which accompanies a constant
attendance to the manners & morals of these little People & I am never happier than when they
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are round me in health & good humor.”470 Thomas Coombe, a displaced loyalist, wrote his
father who was serving as a surrogate father for his children while Coombe established himself
in England. He could not afford to send for all of his young children, but did want his oldest to
be sent immediately. “The arrival of my little John will prove a great consolation to me.”
Coombe’s flat could not accommodate both father and son, so his son would have to board
nearby. Coombe would, however, educate his son directly. “I mean,” Coombe wrote, “to be his
tutor myself in grammar learning till my circumstances shall enable me to send him to one of the
best schools. Writing & some other accomplishments he must have from others under my eye.471
The journal of Reverend Jacob Norton, of New England, offers important insight into the
amount of time that fathers spent educating their children. From 1795 to 1810, Norton kept a
detailed daily account of his activities both professional and private. Jacob recorded the first day
he began educating his son, on February 10, 1796 with the words, “Taught Richard to write.”
Richard, Jacob’s first born son, was five years old. He recorded thirteen days that year in which
he spent in private and intense instruction with Richard. Also that year, Norton spent much of
his time in study, when he was not preparing for Sunday’s sermon, reading Thomas Paine,
Shakespeare, geography textbooks, grammar books, and the histories of the American and the
French Revolutions.472 Since these books had no bearing on his profession as minister, one can
conclude that he was preparing himself to educate his sons on a wide range of topics and
interests.
In 1798, when Richard turned eight years old, Jacob intensified his educational efforts
recording seventy-five days devoted to instructing his son. That year, Jacob invited two other
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students, Joseph Gardner and Charles Leach’s sons, to form a small school. Later Jacob added
Mr. Rolls and Col. Bate’s son to the school.473 He devoted 137 days in 1799 to his school. On
August 22, 1799, however, Norton dismissed his pupils and devoted all his attention to his own
sons. He now had two boys who were school aged and wanted to give them individual attention.
He recorded sixty-eight days in which he instructed his sons privately. Norton’s educational
endeavors were sporadic. Sometimes he took other boys into his school, other times he
dismissed the other boys and privately instructed his own sons for several months at a time. On
March 27, 1810, he welcomed a young girl into his little school, the daughter of Mr. L. A.
Reed.474 In 1801, he spent 167 days attending to his school and to his boys, but in 1800 he only
allocated eighty-eight days for private education. On New Years Day in 1802, Norton reflected
that he was especially grateful to God that, “I have been blessed with that degree of continuous
health as to be able to preach every Sabbath—to pursue my studies—attend to the instruction of
my children.”475
Norton’s educational activities came to an abrupt halt in February 1811 when his wife
died making him a single father. Feeling he had no other choice, Norton disposed of all of his
children, finding apprenticeships for some, housing at Harvard for the oldest, and boarding with
relatives for the youngest. On April 22, a dejected and depressed father wrote, “Then I am left
alone. Had I have known that this event was to take place three months past, I know not how I
could have endured it in anticipation. But I think I feel submissive in somedynce to the will of
Him and in whose wise and righteous savior. I am brought into this situation. O that I might
conduct under it in a desirable manner. My dear children, I desire humbly to commend to the
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divine providence guidance and mercy.”476 Full of grief and no longer able to provide for his
children, Jacob Norton parted with his children in order to give them their best shot at an
independent life.
When fathers could not be home to instruct their children directly, they used their letters
to teach proper language and sentence structure, and tested their children’s improvements in the
letters they received. Colonel Gabriel Johonnot, of New England, monitored his son’s academic
progress through his letters, while the boy was away at boarding school in Geneva. “In my last I
gave you some short directions for writing letters,” Johonnot asserted, “I am sorry to find that
yours now before me, is a proof you have not attended to them.” Johonnot, then, gently but
firmly analyzed young Samuel Cooper’s grammatical mistakes. “Your letters are jostled
together, and so crowded, that it is difficult to separate the words, your sentences are incompleat
[sic] and Unconnected, and some passages contradict others, many Instances of Tautology and a
total Neglect of stops.” He then explained to his son the importance of clear syntax and spelling
saying, “Above All be strictly Attentive to your Orthography and rule of grammar, for if you are
deficient in these, however Elegant your language, or however otherwise ornamented, all will be
lost in those errors.”477 “If you wish to be Understood and that your Epistle should be
Interesting,” the Colonel continued, “you must bestow some pains to rectify these errors.”
Johonnot said frankly of his son’s letter before him, “in this State to a common reader, [your
letter] is a chaos of unintelligible language.”478
Fathers offered advice on writing even in their son’s later adolescent years. General
Irvine gave his seventeen-year-old son writing tips in many of their exchanges. “The Cow is a
luxurious thing, but you should spell this and Mare with Capitals, however as you improve so
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fast in writing--I should not make any critical remarks perhaps.” The general continued with his
grammar lessons saying, “It is however one of the greatest embellishments of elegant writing to
attend minutely to this particular, for this reason I wish to impress on you a constant and habitual
practice of it. Use and a little care will soon put you be out of reach of my critical remarks.”479
When fathers chose to educate their children directly, they often drew from their own
educational experiences. Miers Fisher, for example, reflected on his own educational experience
in a long rambling letter to his son, Miers Fisher, Jr., who was abroad on a business venture.
Fisher recalled that by age ten he had read “Horace and the Great Testament at school,” but that
he found them to be “of no advantage to me” because he had to read them in “five languages”
and he was “taken from school after 14 years of Age” before he could perfect his skills. He was,
likewise, “perfect in neither my mathematics knowledge” nor his language skills, which he
considered to be “misemployed” until he “entered on the Study of Law.” His own education had
failed to teach him the basic academic skills and failed to prepare him for future independence.
Through his “Studies of the Law,” however, he taught himself to “read Latin and French with
ease, Greek with difficulty, [and] Hebrew not at all.” He described his time in law school as a
“period of forgetting instead of improving what I acquired at School.” He told his son that he
vowed to “avoid all these mistakes in the education of this, my youngest Child [Jabez
Fisher].”480 Jabez confirmed his father’s wishes in a letter to his older brother Miers, Jr., “Papa
thinks I had better learn the Latin first and then if I learn that perfectly then to go to the German
and French.”481
Eighteenth-century fathers considered their own epistles to be valuable teaching tools for
their son, ones that would be with them long after they were gone. John Adams sent letters from
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the Continental Congress to be read aloud to the family as sacred scriptures to promote what
historian Edith Gelles calls the family myth which maintained that the Revolution would fail if
John was not there, in Congress, to prop it up.482 Charles Carroll of Annapolis told his son that “I
presume you have all the Letters I have Wrote to you by you, it may not be improper now and
then to overlook them; I never Wrote to you as a Child, & [there]fore you may reap some
advantage from a serious perusal of them.”483 Miers Fisher offered similar instructions to his son
regarding his own letters. Redwood Fisher, Fisher’s second oldest son, served as an apprentice
in a fellow Quaker family’s mill. He and his father corresponded frequently, as Miers did with
all of his children. A few months into the apprenticeship, Miers felt the need to explain the
importance of his paternal epistles. “When a Parent is desirous…of the most lasting Benefits to
his Offspring,” Miers began, “[he] sits down deliberately to write his feelings, all self Love, all
important Passion, and in time everything that may be suspect of interested Motives vanish.”
Miers explained that “the Advice contained” in the letters “may be received without the least
Doubt of good being intended.” In other words, Miers argued that parental advice in the written
form was more pure and less self interested than spoken words that were “sometimes delivered
upon the spur of Opportunity” which were often “arising from Displeasure and therefore not very
acceptable to the Child.” The greatest advantage a letter held over verbal instruction was that
spoken “words…may be no more remembered” but “that being written it remaineth.” Miers
drove home his point by repeating it in loose eighteenth-century American Latin “Vox accdita
perit—Sed Libera Scripta manet.”484
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Over the course of the nineteenth century, the state would assume almost full
responsibility for the education of American children, but during the Revolutionary era, fathers
still bore the duty of providing for their children’s education. Efforts to take this role from the
hands of fathers met with resistance. In 1789, the State of Massachusetts amended its statutes for
public school by ordering towns or districts with a minimum of fifty families to maintain a public
primary school and ordered towns with 100 families or more to keep an additional grammar
school. According to the 1789 law, students enrolling in grammar school must be literate. This
requirement forced communities who did not previously have primary education to scramble to
conform. Boston, for example, balked at the new law arguing that the responsibility of educating
children between ages four and six fell on the parents, whom the Boston School Committee
believed, “have some leisure, and that with us few are unequal to the task of teaching the
elements of letters.”485 The Committee’s report went on to offer further clarification on the
relationship between the state and the parents in regards to education. “It ought never to be
forgotten that the office of instruction belongs to parents, and that to the school master is
delegated a portion only of the parental character and rights. In the retirement of domestic life,
parents have the opportunities to impart instruction, and to gain an influence over their children
which the public teacher does not possess.”486 After an arduous political battle, Boston, arguably
a stalwart leader in public education, finally complied in 1818 and agreed to support primary
schools, marking the beginning of the end of the paternal pedagogical era.487
Grammar School and Tutors
As we have seen, the earliest education began in the home with the aid of elementary
books such as the New England Primer or other spelling books. However, by the time the child
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was between five and seven years old, eighteenth-century parents believed he was ready for a
more formal educational experience. In urban areas, such as Boston, the town supported a Latin
School with a school master. However, for the majority of the eighteenth-century families, there
were few quality local school options. Educational experts disagreed vehemently over the best
location of the school: home or away. John Locke strongly opposed sending children away to
boarding or Latin schools. “He that considers how diametrically opposite the skill of living well,
and managing, as a man should do, his affairs in the world, is to that mal-pertness, tricking, or
violence learnt amongst schoolboys, will think the faults of a private education infinitely to be
preferr’d to such improvements.”488 Instead, he thought that children should be taught in the
home; otherwise they were at risk of moral contamination and a loss of virtue. “Vertue [sic] is
harder to be got,” according to Locke, “than a Knowledge of the World.”489 Benjamin Rush, on
the other hand, believed that “young men who have trodden the paths of science together, or
have joined in the same sports . . . generally feel, through life, such ties to each other as add
greatly to the obligations of mutual benevolence.”490
In an effort to follow Locke’s advice, many eighteenth-century parents hired personal
tutors to prepare their sons for college. Henry Laurens, for example, employed several tutors
during the years 1766—1771. Andrew Eusebius taught drawing, a skill at which young John
excelled—so much so that Laurens distributed the boy’s paintings among his friends, including
the Governor of South Carolina, James Grant. Laurens also hired Reverend James Crallon who
was the headmaster of the Charleston Free School. Rather than sending John to the Crallon’s
free school, he preferred to pay him to tutor John at home. Similarly, Laurens employed
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Reverend Thomas Panting as a private tutor who succeeded Crallon as the Free School’s
headmaster. Andrew D’Ellient, a Swiss immigrant, taught French and Benjamin Lord taught
mathematics, surveying, and “the principles of mechanics.”491 Despite the sizable investment he
made in his son’s education through multiple private tutors, Laurens longed for him to go to
England for a proper education.
John Adams, likewise, fretted over the decision to send his son out to school or to bring
in a tutor. “I am very thoughtfull and anxious about our Johnny,” John wrote Abigail in 1774.
“What School to send him to—what Measures to take with him. He must go on learning his
Latin, to his Grandfather or to you, or somewhere. And he must write.”492 John seemed to
indicated that he preferred a personal tutor, his Grandfather or his mother, but was clearly
conflicted over the best course of action.
Without John at home, Abigail was left alone to wrestle over how best to educate her
young Johnny. After John’s plea for Abigail to find a suitable tutor for John Quincy, she
reported that “[Mr.] Crosby,” a recent Harvard graduate and town schoolmaster, “has given up
the school, and as it is to move to the other parish.” The town then called upon Nathan Rice to
replace Crosby as the schoolmaster, but he would leave the school to fight in the Continental
Army from 1775 to 1776. This move disappointed Abigail because she hoped Rice would agree
to tutor John Quincy privately. Rice clerked in John’s law office and probably knew the family
well. He would have been a perfect choice as Johnny’s tutor. Abigail contemplated sending John
Quincy to the town school now that it was under the care of Mr. Rice, but decided against it. She
chose as an alternative to contract with John Thaxter, another of Adams’s law clerks, who taught
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young John Quincy in the family’s home.493 Reminding John that she knew her place, she
finished her letter by saying, “However when you return we can then consult what will be
best.”494 Abigail did the best she could but acknowledged that John, as the patriarch, had the
final word on John Quincy’s education.
Despite Locke’s reservations about grammar school, most eighteenth-century fathers
could not afford an assortment of private tutors, and instead sent their children, both sons and
daughters, to grammar school. Many southern fathers, who could afford to, sent their children to
the North or to Europe for their formal education. When they did so, however, their educational
goals did not change and they still considered themselves director of their children’s studies.
Henry Laurens told his friend George Appleby both he and his wife were becoming “very
desirous of having her Son & Your God Son placed at a School in England under my own
direction.”495 Fathers maintained their watchful eye because they wanted to know that their
children were growing in the academic skills and maintaining good moral behavior.
A child's performance in school was a matter of great pride for a father. General Irvine
reported to his oldest son Callender that one of his younger sons, Newbold, "is just come from
school—bragging that he was put from foot to the head of the Class this day." He also informed
Callender that his youngest daughter, Betsy, "is now setting writing at the same desk with me,
she marks pretty good straight strokes."496 Miers Fisher, moreover, reported to his son Redwood
Fisher that “thy Sister Lydia and Brother Samuel” had “improved in their Learning beyond my
most Sanguine Expectations.” Fisher continued that Lydia especially showed great
“improvement when compared with what she could do before she went” to school in terms of
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both “Style and manner.”497 Anthony Carroll knew that his uncle, Charles Carroll of Annapolis,
desired news of his son’s educational progress. Carroll sent his son to Europe to acquire a Jesuit
education. “All those that converse with” young Charles, Anthony reported, “are surpriz’d [sic]
to see so much good sense in a child of his age.”498
Henry Laurens regularly bragged about John’s educational success. He wrote Andrew
Turnbull, “Jack is to go the journey with me & thence those young Men may contract an
acquaintance. The Pencil is now become the play thing of my Spark [John Laurens], his
attention is much taken up with Sophocles, Justinian, & Euclid. He requires no driving & yet he
makes such interludes of pleasure and diversion from those Cramp Studies.”499 Laurens
regularly sent Governor James Grant pieces of John’s artwork to show off his refined skills.
“Jack is finishing a Landschape” he informed the Governor, “I shall take the liberty of sending it
forward to shew Your Excellency his improvement in that art.”500 Laurens eventually boasted
that John was so dedicated to this education that he shunned trivial social engagements. “Master
Jack is too closely wedded to his studies to think about any of the Miss Nanny’s I would not
have such a sound in his Ear, for a Crown; why drive the poor Dog, to what Nature will
irresistably [sic] prompt him to be plagued with in all probability much too soon.”501
Laurens’s greatest fear was that John had advanced so rapidly in his schooling that he
was beyond the educational capacity of South Carolinian schoolmasters. He informed Governor
Grant that John was “so far advanced in Letters that my Oracle here assures me he can gain no
more upon this ground. His vivacity & diligence are uncommon, he goes on in reading &
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studying Latin, Greek, & English, & begins to converse freely with some of the best authors &
the progress that he has made in a short time in the Mathematics affords me a pleasing prospect.”
While Henry was proud of his son’s accomplishments, he concluded that “It is high time that he
should be removed” and either sent to school in England, or “declare himself for some business
whereby he may upon a pinch be enabled to Dig & avoid the shame of begging.” Laurens chose
more schooling for his fifteen year old, and eventually sent the boy to study abroad.502
A son’s educational success served as a source of great pride for fathers; conversely,
failure to perform well in school could often sadden and disappoint fathers. Charles Beatty, of
Philadelphia, bemoaned to his daughter Polly that “I was sorry to hear that Johnny has not made
[the] progress in learning that might be expected. I hope he will be more diligent for time to
come.”503 George Washington, likewise, admonished George Steptoe Washington for his failure
to take full advantage of his education. “Future year,” Washington scolded his nephew, “cannot
compensate for lost days at this period of your life.”504 Furthermore, as we have seen, Miers
Fisher chided his son Samuel for his poor behavior at school in a letter written to both Samuel
and to his sister Lydia.505 On another occasion, Miers expressed disappointment to Samuel in a
letter to Lydia addressing Samuel in the third person, “We hope, however, that the Complaint we
have against him are found on his Activity and Levity, rather than on his mischievous or evil
disposition and that the Observation of the Rules of the School will gradually bring him into
better Order and fit him for future Usefullness.”506 Miers admonished his son directly in a letter
written a few weeks later. He reminded his son that “in all Respects” he should be attentive and
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submissive “to thy Masters” in Weston “whose Commands thou will I hope ere long become
acquainted and prove obedient to.”507 A few years later, Miers felt the need to remind Samuel to
show “Respect to your Superintendents, Masters and Mistresses” and hoped that he may “be
contented myself and endeavor to make dear little Samuel as much so as possible.”508
Apparently, after a full year at Weston, Samuel still struggled to adjust to his father’s
expectations.
Sons, by and large, understood that their fathers prized education. While at school, sons
often displayed fear and anxiety in their letters to their fathers because they understood that their
future success and their father’s love was at stake. James Rush wrote to his father, Richard of
Philadelphia, to ensure him that he was making good use of his education aboard. “I have this
half-year paid the greatest attention to my studies, convinced that by so doing I secure your
approbation and my own future benefit. Confiding, therefore, that you will be satisfied with the
improvement that I have made, I anticipate the 21st of this month which is the commencement of
our holidays with the utmost pleasure.”509 Rush revealed that he would not have been able to
enjoy his Christmas holiday if he had not pleased his father in his scholastic efforts.
Sometimes, the letters from sons to their fathers betrayed the anxieties they harbored
while trying to live up to their father’s insurmountable standards. For example, one can see the
fear and trepidation pour from the letters of seven year old, John Quincy. He wrote his father:
I have been trying every since you went away to learn to write you a Letter. I shall
make poor work of it, but Sir, Mamma says you will accept my endeavours,[sic]
that my Duty to you may be expressed in poor writing as well as good.
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I hope I grow a better Boy and that you will no occasion to be ashamed of me
when you return. Mr. Thaxter says I learn my Books well—he is a very good
Master. I read my Books to Mamma. We all long to see you; I am your Dutiful
Son, John Quincy Adams.510
John Quincy internalized his father’s attempts at parenting from a distance and revealed that
being a “better Boy,” literacy, and obedience to his tutor were among Adams’s paternal
expectations. At only seven years old, he was too young to understand fully why reading and
writing were so important, but he knew his father wanted to know he was making progress. John
Quincy credited his mother and his tutor, Mr. Thaxter for the skills he had acquired so that he
could write his letter. John Quincy’s acknowledgments may have inadvertently reminded Adams
that while he served in the Continental Congress, he was missing out on one of his most
important republican duties—educating his son.
John Quincy’s anxiety and trepidation were not unique. Almost all of the letters from
sons, whose ages ranged from seven to fifteen, contained some hint of fear and the desperate
need to find favor in their father’s eyes. Charles Carroll, for example, begged his father, “I hope
you will not blame me for spelling ill for My Cousin Atony [sic] blames me very much for it.”511
Sons had good reason to be anxious, for as we have seen, fathers routinely scrutinized their sons’
letters. Charles Carroll of Annapolis responded to his son’s letter saying, “The two first [letters]
were very much interlined and Blotted, the last was more cor[rect] it is time for yo[u] now in all
things to use Reflection Age quod Ages.512 Carroll’s admonishment and correction did not
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indicate waning affection for the boy, but quite the opposite. Carroll explained to his son that a
father’s criticism served as “undeniable Testimonies of my Attention to your Welfare.”513
Part of the reason that fathers emphasized character development and moral training to
their sons stems from the belief that love had to be earned. While these sentiments may strike
modern readers as almost abusive, they were not surprising to eighteenth-century fathers who
regularly spoke to their sons as if their love for them was conditioned upon their continued good
behavior. Eighteenth- century parents showed love to children who deserved it and withheld their
love from recalcitrant children. Reverend John Mellen, Jr. closed his letter to his wife with,
“give my love to all the good children—I hope there are no exceptions.”514 Thomas McKean
was even more direct when he told his son, “Tell Sophia, if she had written to me as a dutiful
child, I would have sent her a new-years gift.”515
Southern fathers also espoused the notion that love had to be earned. William Gaston
reported to his mother that Reverend Fleming cared for William as a father would his own son.
“T’would be a great piece of ingratitude in me if I was not to inform you how well I am treated
by Mr. Fleming no parent could take more care of me than he does. We are under the greatest
obligation to him.” Fleming, like many eighteenth-century fathers, taught William that he could
earn the love and favor of his superiors through good behavior. William had been staying with
Rev. Fleming until “The other day patting me on my check (as is his custom) if you be as good a
boy, say’d be at Georgetown as you have been here the gentlemen who presides over the College
will love you very much.”516
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Not only did children have to earn the love of their parents, but they were under constant
danger of losing the affection they had once obtained. The biographer of John Laurens, Robert
Weir, concludes using what little evidence that exists about Henry Lauren’s disciplinary
practices, it “probably depended a great deal on the threatened deprivation of love.”517 When
John disobeyed his father’s orders, dropped out of his English school, and returned to America to
support the American Revolution, Henry “consoled himself with the thought that he had ‘had a
son.”’518 Historian Rhys Isaac uncovers a similar practice in his biography of Landon Carter.
Carter, however, followed through with his threat to remove his love from his daughter Judith.
Carter avoided permanently disowning his daughter by blaming her husband, Reuben Beale. “A
favourite child stolen from me—and by the man who would have murdered me if his courage
had not failed him.” Carter threatened to banish Judith from his home and to disinherit
Reuben.519 A child’s disobedience could lead to both their material and emotional
disinheritance.520
The threat to remove affection from one’s children was commonplace among eighteenthcentury fathers. Henry Laurens, who threatened to do so but does not seem to have ever
followed through, advised his friend James Smith not to withhold his love from his son over a
small gambling debt. Young Smith had been staying in Charleston in the home of Henry
Laurens, far from his watchful eye of his father. Laurens, as a surrogate father, “set him no bad
examples” and “gave him every useful hint and precept that politeness and good manners to a
Young Gentleman who was a Stranger.” However, Laurens’s good example fell on deaf ears as
the boy ran up gambling debts up to “$100 Sterling.” Unable to discharge his own debt, the boy
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reached out to Laurens for help. Laurens then agreed to intercede to relieve the “mortification
and Grief to his Father.” He met with Mr. James Baillie, the business partner of James Smith,
the boy’s father. “Mr. Baillie determined to take the business off my hand and he in that
extremity satisfied the Gaping Pick Pockets who had surrounded Your Son and followed him
like his Shadow.” After he updated Mr. Smith on the circumstances of his son’s troubles, he
then addressed the situation and offered parental advice. “Now, my Dear Sir, let me interpose
one word on the Young Man’s behalf. Cast him not off. Hitherto he is saved from infamy.
Nothing is lost but money.” Laurens believed that the boy should certainly be punished for his
indiscretions. After all, he should not be allowed to “eat his Cake and have it too,” but, Laurens
commanded, “Cast him not off.”521 Laurens continued his paternal advice, “do not with draw you
affections wholly from him. He is Young, He is sensible and I hope he will ere long see his
follies in a true light and become a valuable Man. But if you leave him exposed to the World;
necessity and despair may join indiscretion and hasten on a fatal ruin.”522 It is telling that
Laurens felt the need to advise his friend in this way, as if a gambling debt could warrant
disinheritance or the loss of a father’s affections.
When eighteenth-century parents abandoned corporal punishments and stopped the
practice of bribing children for good behavior or threatening them with disaffection, they were
left with few effective discipline options. One form of punishment eighteenth-century fathers
employed was ostracism and public shame; the two often accompanied one another. This
method of discipline was recommended by Locke who encouraged parents to employ public
shame as a medium of correction. “Esteem and disgrace are, of all others, the most powerful
incentives to the mind,” he said, “when once it is brought to relish them. If you can once get into
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Children a Love of Credit, and an Apprehension of Shame and Disgrace, you have put into them
the true Principle, which will constantly work, and incline them to the right.”523 Elsewhere
Locke asserted that “reputation and shame” were the best “spur or bridle” one should use “to
govern unruly youth.”524 Locke, however, tempered his advice by noting that direct “rebukes
and chiding” should be delivered “in sober, grave and unpassionate Words, but also, more
importantly, “alone and in private.” Eliza Custis noted that the most traumatizing part of her
corporal punishment was that it was administered publicly. “The Backwardness parents shew,”
Locke continued, “by publishing their [child’s] Miscarriages” exposed their children to undo
shame and will cause them to “give it [virtue] up for lost.”525 The community at large should
condemn the child’s poor behavior, but the act of correcting them should be private.
Locke struck a careful balance between public and private shame. He believed that
shame was the best tool for creating a virtuous child, but that, like all forms of punishments, it
could be overused and therefore lose its effectiveness. However, in extreme cases, in order to
make the greatest impact on the child, the whole community had to participate in the shunning
and support the parents’ efforts to “shame them out of their Faults.”526 For Locke, collective
shaming could be a powerful corrective instrument when used in addition to the
“discountenance” of their parents. “Every Body else should put on the same Coldness to him,”
Locke commanded, “and no Body give him Countenance.” The child who showed concern for
his public “State of Reputation,” and thus changed his ways, could then be “restored him to his
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former Credit.”527 Eighteenth-century fathers embraced Locke’s advice on the use of public
disapproval and shunning.
As we have seen, little Samuel Fisher had some measure of difficulty in maintaining
good behavior in school. Rather than bring Samuel home from school, or administer corporal
punishment, Miers Fisher followed John Locke’s advice to shame the child into obedience. In a
letter addressed to both of his children who were boarding at Weston, Miers Fisher said, “it
would have been more pleasant if dear Samuel had as good a Reputation for Sobriety of Conduct
and Submission to discipline as our beloved Lydia.”528 Elsewhere, Fisher wrote to Lydia
concerning Samuel, “My dear Samuel is also I trust accuracy Useful Learning as well as good
manners. I hope to discover when I next have the Pleasure of seeing him that neither the time
nor Expences of Education are lost upon him, but that I shall be able to notice his Progress with
as much Satisfaction as I now do thine.”529 While this level of open criticism and favoritism is
jarring to modern readers, fathers commonly utilized public shame to correct and discipline their
children. John Locke strongly advocated the use of shame as a means of correction. Locke
argued in Some Thoughts Concerning Education that an exceptional “Father caress and
commend them when they do well; shew a cold and neglectful Countenance to them upon doing
ill.” Locke taught that punishments “are of no use when Shame does not attend them.”530
Other than public shaming, the most common mode of discipline and training entailed
persuasion through reason and tenderness. This can clearly be seen in the conversations between
General Irvine and his son over whether or not to finish school. It can also be seen in the
literature of the time. The author of the parenting guide Blossoms of Morality charged parents to
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employ “reason and tenderness” when exacting the behavior of their children instead of “the iron
hand of correction.531
All school-aged children required correction and discipline from time to time. The
eighteenth century represented a shift away from seventeenth-century draconian measures with
its emphasis on corporal punishment and the need to restrain a child from his own sinful
proclivity toward a more enlightened and affectionate form of parenting that would come to
dominate the nineteenth century. During this transitional period, parents employed a helping
from both pots.
John Locke strongly condemned corporal punishment, especially for children past the age
of reason. Not all eighteenth century parents were so enlightened and, consequently, corporal
punishment persisted in many homes. George Washington’s step-granddaughter, Eliza Custis,
recalled a particularly abusive punishment she received at the hands of her father. The incident
began when she visited a slave’s quarters on her father’s plantation and picked up a cotton seed
from the floor and, as small children sometimes do, shoved the seed up her nose. “That night,”
Eliza recalled years later, “I suffered great pain but my father reproving me for complaining I
stifled my groans, & lay in much misery till morning.” Rather than attending to his pain stricken
daughter, Jack Custis demanded her silence through the night, which he did not get, and finally
in the morning “after many efforts got out the seed.” He then bellowed furiously, “You have
kept me awake all night & distressed both your Parents doing this now I will punish you, to
prevent your thus acting again.” Jack, in a rage, bent the child over his knee and “whipped me
severely.” Eliza remembered this incident over twenty-five years later because his “unjust”
actions had “degraded” her. She explained, “I did not mind the pain he inflicted,” but he did so
publicly “before the other children for a circumstance which only injured me.” To add insult to
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her injury, Jack walked away from the encounter without offering “one kind word” to comfort
her injured body and pride.532
While Jack Custis’s actions may seem extreme to modern readers, they were common in
southern homes. For southern fathers, not exclusively but more so than northern fathers, raising
children often included a measure of violence. Historian Ed Ayers argues that southern children
were trained at a young age to solve disputes through violence. A New England schoolteacher,
Emily Burke, reflecting on her time in Georgia, remarked, "The manner of training children at
the South accounts for that pugilistic spirit and uncontrollable temper, when excited, we all know
is a characteristic of the Southerner.” Burke went on to say that when a southern boy was young
“no attempts are made to subdue his will or control the passions, and the nurse, whether good or
bad, often fosters in her bosom a little Nero, who is taught that it is manly to strike his nurse in
the fact in a fit of anger." Also, a Georgian plantation mistress observed that, "slaveholders'
children, instead of being taught to govern their tempers, are encouraged to indulge their
passions; and, thus educated, they become the slaves of passion."533 Corporal punishment,
according to Ayers, heightened an already violent southern childhood experience.534
Daniel Blake Smith offers a very different image of southern fathers. Rather than being
overtly domineering, Smith argues, southern fathers over-indulged their children choosing
instead to bargain and barter with their children rather than command them. Smith concludes,
“many planters appear to have gained the lifelong gratitude and respect of their children more
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from fond paternal treatment than from assertions of authority or coerced obedience.”535
Elsewhere, however, Smith notes that Virginia planter Robert Carter ordered his hired tutor,
Philip Vickers Fithian, to discipline his son, Bob, with a whip for his recalcitrance.536 Southern
fathers could maintain their indulgent and affectionate nature toward their children because
corporal punishments were administered by other men. The conclusion to be made here is that
the variety of corrective devices were as numerous and sundry as the fathers who employed
them. The historical records shows that both northern and southern fathers routinely toggled
between physical and psychological punishments when raising their children.
Conclusion
Revolutionary fathers invested heavily in the education of their sons because the
republican experiment demanded virtuous citizens in order to survive external and internal
corruption. Civic virtue must be cultivated and no better mechanism existed in the eighteenth
century than education. Thus, education must include moral, religious, and secular elements to
produce a well-rounded, industrious, and independent young man.
Before the Revolution, society viewed children as miniature adults and did not recognize
childhood as a unique person in a person’s life. Fathers bore secular, legal, and religious
responsibility for their sons’ education and all three forces were closely linked. Seventeenthcentury fathers valued literacy as essential to function in adult society, but also—in some cases
more importantly—to read the Bible which would guard their children against the corrupt and
depraved world. Many of these beliefs were a product of a world view which taught that women
and children were especially susceptible to satanic possession and sway. Fathers could rest
assured that their children had escaped the devil’s schemes by assessing their outward behavior.
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Signs of external morality, therefore, convinced seventeenth century fathers that their religiousbased education had successfully protected the minds of their children from worldly corruption.
Outward piety also persuaded fathers that inward spiritual transformation was likely to have
occurred.
Ideological changes concerning the natural and supernatural universe compelled
Americans to reconsider their beliefs and practices toward childrearing. Eighteenth-century
fathers also concerned themselves with the moral behavior of their children, but not to keep their
souls from hell, but to guard their public reputation. In the wake of the American Revolution,
enlightenment ideas could more easily be applied to a free and independent nation. The republic
required educated citizens who internalized virtues such as honesty, industry, and frugality.
National independence also opened opportunities for virtuous young men to flourish.
Grammar schools and in-home tutors were the medium by which fathers ensured their
sons virtuous and liberal education. These schools maintained the same goals for education as
the father, and fathers wrote to their sons regularly to monitor their progress. Education could be
both a source of pride or disappointment for fathers depending on their sons’ attentiveness and
aptitude. Education also was a laboratory in which the reciprocal relationship between fathers
and sons could be tested. Fathers had a duty to provide for their sons’ educations, but at the
same time, fathers cited their investment in their sons’ education as a sign of their paternal love.
Sons had a duty to do well in school, and educational progress served as a display of filial
affection.
The first years of a child’s education were dedicated to the inculcation of literacy and
virtue. Only good children, eighteenth century fathers believed, could be loved and respected by
the community. Because a male citizen must be prepared to lead in the public sphere, he must be
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known by his peers as a man of virtuous character. Virtue was not considered to be a natural
human characteristic, but one that must be carefully cultivated. This pruning, this tillage began
at the earliest possible moment during the child’s first few years of his education.
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IV. PRODUCING MEN OF SENSE
“The business of Education [is] the most important duty of the parent and guardian.”
—J. Collyer, The parent’s and guardian’s directory, 1761
“Every youth must be instructed in the business by which he is to procure subsistence.”
—Noah Webster, On the Education of Youth in America537

Moses Little did not enjoy his time at Harvard College. He complained constantly about
being out of clothes, out of firewood, and out of money. He complained about his classes, about
the food, about his classmates, and about the institution in general. He wrote to his sister telling
her that instead of having “arrived at the Summit of Perfection,” his lessons consisted mostly of
collecting “a few big sounding Words (whether they have any meaning to them or not it makes
no odds) and throw them out on all occasions and before all company.” Moses concluded that
Harvard College was “in truth the seat of Ignorance, affection, Pedantry, & Clownishness.”538
In his first year of college, Moses Little was not gleaning the benefits his father had
hoped for when he sent the boy to Cambridge, Massachusetts. Richard Little enrolled his son in
Harvard in hopes of transforming him into a young man capable of financial independence in the
ever-changing American republic. He also hoped that Moses would absorb some of the
republican ideology that percolated in American institutions in the late eighteenth-century.
Historian Gordon Wood claims that liberal education was the primary “responsibility and
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agency of a republican government.” A republican government, according to Wood, provided its
male citizens with a “virtuous education” in hopes of producing virtuous citizens, and in 1783,
Harvard was the best New England had to offer in this regard. In his study of Harvard during the
Revolutionary period, Historian Conrad Wright argues that Harvard had designed its curriculum,
with an emphasis on republicanism, so that it prepared students to become patriots.539 During
the Revolution, Harvard participated in the war by transforming its dormitories into military
barracks. It also allowed militia troops to train in Harvard Yard. All but two faculty members
and a great majority of the student body of Harvard College eventually supported
independence.540 Richard Little certainly knew of the history, legacy, and curriculum of Harvard
when he sent Moses there in 1783.
Moses’s first two years of letters home reveal, however, that Harvard was having little
impact on the constitution of this young man. Rather than absorbing republican virtues, Moses
busied himself with petty class squabbles and obsessed about his lack of money. He almost
always found himself running short of basic supplies and clothing. Letters to his father, brother,
and sister all mentioned his lack of footwear.541 In a radical display of filial disrespect, rather
than the more typical greeting “dear sir” or “honored father,” Moses addressed one letter to his
father simply with the word “MONEY” written in large letters and underlined as the salutation.
Moses complained to his father that he was forced to buy several books and “other necessaries”
539
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which “has entirely exhausted my Pockets.” To make matters worse, his supply of fire wood ran
dangerously low, a life threatening predicament in the harsh Cambridge winter, and once more,
his shoes were in need of “mending.” He demanded that his father send him a “trifle” of money
“just for present use and to bear my expenses.”542 Indeed, most of Moses’s letters home included
a list of grievances, but they were also remarkable for their rudeness and general lack of respect.
In one letter, he threatened his father, saying that if his privacy was violated he would not write
again. “Do not expose this if you would ever have another,” he warned.543 Moses Little was
certainly not the model of filial respect.
In another example of inappropriate filial behavior, Moses regaled his parents with a
rather disturbing bit of news. In a bizarre letter addressed to both his mother and his father—the
only surviving letter addressed also to his mother—Moses recounted a series of dreadful tales.
Moses told his parents the story of Deputy Sheriff Culter’s attempted suicide. After having lost
his estate, Sheriff Culture used a “Pen-knife” to “cut his Throat neck from one Ear to his Windpipe, but the Knife being very dull he” failed to puncture his skin. He then jabbed the knife into
his body as hard “as his Knife & strength would permit,” but the dull blade did very little
damage. “I hear he is in a fair Way to recover,” Moses told his parents, “in spite of his Prayers
& endeavours to the contrary.” He finished the gruesome story with a brief account of a local
house slave who mutilated his right hand to free himself “from doing any Work.” Perhaps to
further horrify his mother, Moses revealed a string of robberies plaguing the campus. “There has
not been less than 20 Persons who had their rooms & Chests broken open this Quarter in
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College. Some of whom have lost considerable Sums…”544 Moses described Harvard College as
an unsafe institution nestled in a chaotic community.
In between his tales of woe, Moses further dishonored his parents by berating them, as he
had done to both his brother and sister, for not writing him as often as he would like. He began
by glorifying himself stating, “I made it my practice this Quarter to write as often as
opportunities present whether I have anything remarkable to inform you of or not.” To make his
injury known he added, “tho’ I received no returns.” In the event that his remark went
unnoticed, he listed all of the people from his home town of Newbury who had visited either
Cambridge or Boston during the quarter, any one of whom could have carried a letter. In what
must have been a crushing statement to his parents, Moses declared that he could happily live
without his parents’ letters “as long as Health & Money remain.”545 Moses made it perfectly
clear what he wanted out of his relationship from his parents, as he indicated that they were
failing to meet his extravagant monetary needs.
For Richard Little it seems that Harvard had failed to meet his expectations when he sent
Moses to Cambridge. Little certainly knew Harvard’s reputation in 1785 and its history of
openly supporting the American Revolution. He must have hoped that Moses would absorb the
College’s moral training as well as its academic teachings. At this point, he had no evidence that
his son had internalized either. As we shall see, however, Harvard eventually exerted its
influence on the young man. By his Junior year, Moses was transformed into what John Quincy
Adams described as one of the “best Scholars in our Class.”546 Moses would wax elegantly to
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his father about a “Spirit of Industry & frugality” and warn against “extravagancies of the
baneful Land of Luxury.”547 In the end, Moses Little fully converted to an American republican.
This chapter explores the transformation of Moses Little and many other American youth
who matriculated into Latin Schools, Boarding Schools, and colleges, or who served as
apprentices in the Revolutionary era. It argues that fathers sent their sons to educational
institutions in order to transform them into independent, virtuous citizens. Moreover, it contends
that fathers hoped education would instill in their sons republican values such as manliness,
vigor, industry, and frugality, and inspire an abhorrence to vices such as luxury, excess, foppery,
and extravagance. Most importantly, fathers endowed their children with the best education they
could afford in order to put them on the path to independence. To that end, we will analyze
subtle changes in the American education system and attitudes in the Revolutionary era, and the
evolving conceptions of fatherhood as sons marched closer to adulthood.
Purposes of Education before the Revolution
Before the Revolution, the main purpose of education, especially but not exclusively in
New England, was religious. In fact, the New England school act of November 11, 1647, stated
that the primary reason the general court ordered towns with at least fifty householders to
“appoint one within to their town to teach all such children” was to combat “that old deluder,
Satan” whose chief aim was “to keep men from the knowledge of the Scriptures” and so that all
“learning may not be buried in the grave of our fathers in the church and commonwealth.”548
Much of the literature designed for the education of youth centered on religious themes.
Puritans, especially, believed that learning to read the Bible was a matter of spiritual life or
death, a point they made plain in educational literature. In A Family Well-Ordered, Cotton
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Mather’s famous essay written as an instruction manual to pious parents, Mather used the entire
first section to instruct parents on how to guide their “Children of Death, and the Children of
Hell, and the Children of Wrath, by Nature.” The second part of the book warned children that if
they failed to learn the Biblical principles their parents taught them, then “The Heavy Curse of
God, will fall upon those Children, that make Light of their Parents.” To help children
understand the punishment of “Undutifulness to your Parents,” Mather predicted, “you [will]
incur the Curse of God, [and] it won’t be long before you go down in Obscure Darkness, even,
into Utter Darkness: God has Reserved for you the Blackness of Darkness forever.”549
Richard Burton’s Some Excellent Verses for the Education of Youth followed a similar
theme to Cotton Mather’s grim manual. In his updated edition “To which are added Verses for
Little Children,” Burton included the following poem:
Though I am Young, a Little one,
If I can speak, and go alone
Then I must learn to know the Lord,
And to learn to read his hold Word…
Though I am Young, yet I may Die,
And hasten to Eternity,
There is a dreadful fiery Hell,
Where Wicked ones must always dwell

Burton’s children’s textbook also contained the harsh story of the prophet Elisha who was
mocked by the town children of Bethel. “God was displeased with them,” Burton recounts, “and
sent Two Bears which them in pieces rent.”550 Another “profitable Companion for Children”
printed and sold in Boston was The History of Holy Jesus in which the author, “a Lover of their
549
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precious Souls” chronicled the birth, life, death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus Christ. The
book was immensely popular and went through numerous editions from 1747 to 1774.551
Additionally, Samuel Phillips produced two catechisms for use in schools, The History of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ Epitomized: In a Catechetical Way For the Use of the Children in
the South Parish in Andover and A Child well instructed in the Princiles of the Christian
Religion: Exhibited in a Discourse by Way of Catechizing.552
Reading the Word of God remained paramount in the minds of Puritan fathers and
community leaders. Historian Kenneth A. Lockridge holds the “Puritan impulse” responsible for
the exceptionally high literacy rate in New England.553 Lockridge estimates that in 1710 sixty
percent of New England was literate. On the eve of the American Revolution, eighty percent
could read and write. As compared with the other colonies, New England experienced
remarkably high literacy; in fact, after the Revolution, New England teetered on the threshold of
universal male literacy.554 Pennsylvania and Virginia both remained stagnate having a twothirds literate population. For Virginia, especially, literacy lines were drawn according to social
status.555 Only about fifty-five percent of Virginian men worth less than two hundred dollars in
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personal estate could read.556 Lockridge concludes that other colonies lagged behind New
England because they did not have such intense religious practices or mandatory school laws. 557
Public school would not become common in the South until the nineteenth century. Still, the
movement towards universal public schooling began throughout the continent after the
revolution because attitudes towards the purpose of education had changed.
Before the Revolution, while other colonies did not match the enthusiasm of New
England in terms of creating grammar or college preparatory schools, they shared a similar
mission. A handful of “petty schools” existed in colonial Virginia. The Dutch designated a plot
of land in New Amsterdam for schools “regarding the maintainence of ministers and
schoolmasters.” In Maryland, the Jesuits ran a school which supported the Jesuit mission.558
Moreover, colonial literature outside of New England also had strong religious themes. George
Fox’s Instructions for Right spelling published and sold by Benjamin Franklin, included a
lengthy catechism in the middle of the spelling book.559 One children’s book published and sold
in South Carolina, Henry Heywood’s Two Catechisms by Way of Question and Answer, hoped
that parents “will make a diligent use thereof, that so your Houses may be little Schools of
Christianity, and your Families Nurseries for Christ’s Church, and the Kingdom of the great
God.”560 One catechism, printed and sold by Benjamin Franklin in 1742, revealed the religious
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diversity of the Philadelphia as it was for the Moravian Synod and was written in German.561
In the colonial South, education separated classes and was tightly connected to an upper
class masculine identity. In many ways, literacy and a liberal education marked a gentleman’s
status. Southerners took great pride in amassing impressive libraries filled with the latest titles
from English presses along with a steady diet of religious books. William Byrd’s library grew to
over 3,600 volumes. John Carter bequeathed to his son, John Carter II, one of the largest libraries
in Virginia, one third of which was made of religious or devotional books.562 A guest at Robert
Carter’s magnificent Nomini Hall observed that his massive library served both an intellectual
and a social function.563
In the pre-Revolutionary South, education was not a right but a privilege for the elite. It
was an advantage that parents threatened to take away if it was not purchased with filial
obedience. In 1723, Robert Carter cautioned his son that if he did not “Improve your time
suitable” to shuck the label of a “naughty boy,” than he would “forthwith send of you away”
from his expensive school.564 Colonial fathers used a liberal education as a marker for class.
Virginia planter Richard Ambler said so forthrightly. He told his sons that their “Education as
may set you above the common level,” and that they should pity those “Children capable of
Learning” but “for want of ability” their parents denied them that privilege. Ambler explained
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that he purchased his son’s education so that he might remain “in the same Class and Rank
among mankind” as his father occupied.565
Education in the pre-revolutionary South took on a different meaning and had a different
purpose for the middling and lower classes. Historian Kathleen Brown argues that rather than
protecting their children from eternal damnation or transforming them into gentlemen, basic
education for these children could free them from a life of manual or field labor. Education
offered poor white boys lives as craftsmen; skills such as sewing, carding, knitting, and spinning
equipped poor white girls for domestic labors. Parents could draw up indenture contracts for
their children, who possessed specialized skills, that forbade agricultural work.566 As Kenneth
Lockridge and others have discovered, literacy, mathematics, classical and romance languages
were reserved for elite southern children.567
Obviously, southern education not only served as a line of demarcation between classes,
but for race as well, as very few slaves were educated. South Carolina codified the prohibition
on teaching slaves to read and write after the Stono rebellion in 1739.568 The practice of denying
people of color education began before the Revolution and continued virtually uninterrupted in
the South until after the Civil War. In the wake of Gabriel Prosser’s Rebellion and the Easter
Conspiracies, the Virginia legislature in 1805, likewise, forbade slaveholders from teaching their
slaves reading, writing, and mathematics.569 Despite these laws, a handful of slaves learned to
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read, but usually through the efforts of the plantation mistress as was the case for Gabriel
Prosser, Nat Turner, and Fredrick Douglass.570
Colonial colleges, before the Revolution, had two main purposes. The first was to
provide young men with the ability to prepare for careers in the church. One of the reasons
colonial colleges catered to the clergy was that other professions such as medicine and law
required apprenticeship and individual study rather than college training.571 Moreover, the men
who established many of the first colleges, such as Harvard and Yale, did so for the purpose of
training clergy. According to the first account of the founding of Harvard College, the Puritans
prioritized establishing an institution of higher learning “dreading to leave an illiterate ministry
to the churches, when our present ministers shall lie in the dust.”572 The second college
established in North America, a Jesuit college founded in Newtown, Maryland in 1677, also had
a religious mission.573 The founding documents of Yale College stated that the ministers of New
Haven aimed to “Erect a Collegiate School wherein Youth may be instructed in the Arts and
Sciences and through the blessing of Almighty God may be fitted for Publick employment both
in Church and Civil State.”574
Secondly colonial colleges gave the sons of the colonial elite the “veneer of civility.”575
Seventeenth century colleges emphasized gentry behavior through formal ceremonies, guided
discussion with superiors, and practices in day-to-day social discourse to produce students who
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could, as Cotton Mather put it, conform to the “collegiate way of living.”576 An education at the
College of William and Mary, according to Kathleen Brown, bolstered a southern man’s gentry
status. In the seventeenth-century, however, the planter elites often sent their sons across the
Atlantic for their formal education. Robert Carter sent his son Landon to England for his
schooling.577 In fact, many Harvard graduates traveled to England for more schooling. By 1660
over a dozen Harvard men sought degrees at English universities. The practice was also
common in Virginia. Sons from some of the most prominent Chesapeake families, Lee,
Wormeley, Spencer, and Perrott received degrees from Oxford, Cambridge, and the Inner
Temple.578 South Carolina’s Henry Laurens desperately yearned to send his son, John, to a
metropolitan school in Europe because “the present State of our Charles Town Schools, both
publick and private, which are under worse Direction than every I knew them to be.”579 The
practice of sending sons to England for their education was part of maintaining their gentry class
distinction. Poor white Americans could not afford the tuition charged at local colleges, much
less abroad.
Education in the Revolutionary Era
One of the first signs that attitudes towards education had changed in the Revolutionary
era was that the number of schools—both grammar schools and colleges—rose during the
period. Historian Lawrence Cremin notes that the schools increased more rapidly than did the
population in the mid-eighteenth-century. Historian Robert Middlekauff points out that towns
which had traditionally struggled to support their common schools in the seventeenth-century
enjoyed renewed energies in fundraising and financial solvency from the 1760s to the 1780s.
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Court records for Middlesex County demonstrate, for example, that from 1721-1760s eighteen
presentments were filed against towns who allowed their grammar schools to close without
permission from the Grant Court. In the 1770s no town faltered, and in 1780s only one closed its
school prematurely.580 In Hartford, Connecticut, the common school floundered, opening and
closing intermittently, from its initial gift of land in 1672 until 1765. Then, the town took notice
of their failing school and appointed a new committee with instructions to restore the school to
profitable footings. The committee responded enthusiastically and saved the dilapidated school
which remained open throughout the Revolutionary period.581
The methods and practice of education changed only subtly during the Revolutionary era.
Schoolmasters and members of school trusts were by their very nature reluctant to change, and
were therefore slow to adopt new ideas in pedagogy developed near the turn of the eighteenthcentury. Despite many educators’ conservative approach to teaching, we can identify a few
important changes in curriculum.
The first was that schoolmasters began adopting books which incorporated a Lockean
approach to learning. Seventeenth-century schoolmasters taught Latin, specifically, using rote
memorization. Students recited long passages, sometimes chapters or whole books, in Latin
often having very little understanding of the words they were reciting, because they were not
allowed an English translation. Locke suggested, conversely, that students should read stories,
such as Aesop’s Fables, in Latin with the literal English translation printed above the Latin text.
This way students perfectly understood the Latin, and enjoyed the exercise because the stories
were entertaining.582 While many schoolmasters did not use Locke’s educational ideas directly,
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they did incorporate the work of one of Locke’s disciples, John Clarke. Clarke’s Latin school
books offered literal English translations next to the Latin texts and encouraged only light
memorization of the grammar rules rather than learning whole chapters or books by heart.583
Boston’s Latin School first used Clarke’s An Introduction to the Making of Latin in 1752. A
Rhode Island grammar school, taught by Charles Thompson used Clarke’s book 1769.584
Solomon Porter of Windsor Connecticut and John Ballantine of Massachusetts adopted Clarke’s
book and methodology in 1781 and 1759 respectively.585
Another change in the curriculum that appeared in the Revolutionary era was the
emergence of rhetoric as a separate discipline. In the seventeenth-century, rhetoric, defined by a
Harvard Commencement as “the art of speaking and writing with elegance,” was part of the
study of Latin. In fact, young scholars learned only to recognize elegant rhetoric in their Latin
readings, but were never asked to practice the art in either Latin or English.586 By the eve of the
Revolution, however, the study of rhetoric morphed into the practice of oratory, as rhetoric
became a verbal art practiced exclusively in English.587 John Holmes’s textbook, The Art of
Rhetoric, first appeared in Rhode Island and Connecticut in the 1760s. Master Charles
Thompson’s of Providence classes included Holmes’s textbook in his curriculum in 1770.588
South Carolinian politician and historian, David Ramsey argued, somewhat ahistorically, in 1778
that a renewed interest in rhetoric was a direct result of an independent country. “Eloquence is
the child of a free state.” Ramsey argued that since public measures are proposed and debated
through “the art of persuasion” in order to earn “a majority of vote” in a democracy, children
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who study rhetoric in school had the potential to “direct the determination of public bodies on
subjects of the most stupendous consequence” after only a “a few years” of study.589 While it is
clear that schools had begun incorporating rhetoric into the curriculum before national
independence, the connection was strong enough in the mind of Ramsey, and those listening to
his speech, to a make a claim for origination without qualms.
Not everyone embraced the new shifts in education as much as David Ramsey. In fact,
Rufus King bemoaned to his friend Noah Webster, “In nothing has this Country suffered a
greater and more injurious change of Opinion, than on the Subject of Education.”590 Though
King did not elaborate on the specifics on his complaint, he clearly did not like the changes he
saw and admitted that they seemed radical.591 Despite the objections of men such as Rufus King,
attitudes toward education had evolved in the years following the Revolution, and they did so for
two primary reasons. The first was to create a distinctly American form of education as part of a
cultural revolution.
The founding fathers saw the creation of a uniquely American education system as an
important step in breaking away from Great Britain. “I have had it in view,” Noah Webster told
Joel Barlow in 1807, “to detach this country as much as possible from its dependence on the
parent country.”592 Even though America had declared its political independence some thirty
years earlier, Webster understood that his own work on his American Dictionary was central to
attaining cultural independence. American colleges would also play an important role in
fostering civic sovereignty, or government by the people.
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The second reason for the attitude change towards education, especially among the white
elites, was the belief that education was essential in producing virtuous citizens, ardent patriots,
and men able to safeguard liberty for future generations of Americans. George Washington said
Virginia leaders should strive to qualify “the rising generation for patrons of good government,
virtue & happiness” through education.593 In 1775, Moses Mather declared, “The strength and
spring of every free government is the virtue of the people; virtue grows on knowledge, and
knowledge on education.”594 Ezra Stiles, the president of Yale College, said that virtue was an
art to be learned as other arts were learned. Stanhope Smith, the president of Princeton, said
institutions such as republican governments and colleges were the “authoritative guardians of
virtue,” that could empower man’s “ideas and movitives [in] a new direction.”595 John Ely, a
veteran of the Revolution, made a direct connection between the war, patriotism, and the
education of youth, “In our day, while the experience we had in our revolutionary war is still
fresh in our memory, our country cannot be in great danger. But surely we do not wish our
children should know by experience, what experience has taught us of war.”596 Henry
DeSaussure, a planter from South Carolina, said that American youth should be “educated in
America on patriotic principles.”597 Thomas Jefferson said of his plan for educating youth in
America, “none is more important, none more legitimate, than that of rendering the people the
safe, as they are the ultimate, guardians of their own liberty.” “For this reason,” Jefferson
continued, “reading in the first stage, where they will receive their whole education, is…to be
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chiefly historical.” Jefferson wanted his elementary students reading history to “enable them to
judge of the future” and to “qualify them as judges of the actions and designs of men.”598
Jefferson believed that the Constitution should be amended to include provision for public
education because “the influence over government must be shared among all the people.”599
Eighteenth-Century Schools
Fathers had a choice of four basic types of pre-college schools in eighteenth-century
America: dame school, English (or petty or common) school, the Latin or grammar school
(called either a Latin school or a Grammar school), and the academy. Sometimes the same
building would house both an English school and grammar school and only the age of the pupils
and their curricula distinguished them.600 Dame schools taught only basic reading and practiced
handwriting skills. It was for the youngest of scholars. Traveler Peter Kalm commented that the
three-year-olds he saw in dames school were probably sent there so their parents “would be rid
of them at home and thought it would protect them from any misbehavior.”601 In the seventeenth
century English schools focused only on literacy, but by the eve of the American Revolution,
English schools admitted students who also wanted to study writing and arithmetic.602
Distinguishing them from English schools, grammar schools taught classical languages, Latin,
Greek, and in some places Hebrew, in order for their pupils to gain entry into an American
college. The academy, a type of school that did not exist in the seventeenth century, appeared
late in the eighteenth century. For example, Benjamin Franklin founded the Academy of
Philadelphia in 1751, Samuel Moody’s Drummer Academy opened in 1763, and Phillips
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Andover Academy admitted students in 1778. Academy schools combined elements from the
English school and the grammar, and even college.603 Lawrence Cremin defines the academy as
offering “what its master was prepared to teach, or what its students were prepared to learn, or
what its sponsors were prepared to support, or some combination or compromise among the
three.”604
Parents, students, and the community had a great deal of control over their children’s
curriculum. Schools masters, whose livelihood came from either parental tuition payments or
town tax funds, responded to the requests of their customers. Because of community pressure,
the Watertown, Massachusetts, public school broke with its traditional English model of only
teaching grammar and Latin, and admitted students who wanted to learn reading, writing, and
bookkeeping for boys. Remarkably, they also admitted girls who wanted to learn to write.605
Eighteenth-century schools did not classify students in grades, as we do today, therefore
instruction was individualistic, based on the students’ mastery of the lessons.606
Fathers who expected their sons to attend college bore the responsibility of preparing
them for the entrance exams, or paying for a school or tutor who could perform that job. One of
the best preparatory schools in Boston was Samuel Moody’s Drummer Academy. Moody saw
all of his thirteen students enter Harvard in 1767.607 John Hubbard, who worked as a private
tutor for hire, revealed the level of intensity and preparation required to pass the entrance exam.
Hubbard had under his charge a boy, John Allyne, who failed the exam in 1779. Insufficient
family funds made his father consider placing the boy in some form of trade, but John wanted to
pursue a liberal education. Despite the financial hardship, John’s father placed him under the
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care of Master Hubbard and the tutor “kept him to his studies during the four weeks.” During
that brief time, Hubbard “put him to other branches of learning besides the languages” which
included “Geography and Logick [sic].” Geography proved challenging for “want of a Globe.”
After careful and intensive preparation, Hubbard declared John fit for a reexamination provided
that he have “the use of the Grammar [book] in parsing Latin and Greek, which I could not but
think unreasonable.”608
In the South, plantation fathers prepared their sons for lives as gentlemen by sending
them to colleges. Scores of young southern men went to Europe for their educations as their
fathers had done before them. Nine year old William Byrd II was sent to England with his six
year old sister to attend boarding school. Robert “King” Carter sent all five of his boys to
English schools. John Baylor, who was educated at a grammar school in Cambridge, sent his
son to the same Putney Grammar School and then Caius College in Cambridge. The American
Revolution had a great impact on this long lasting practice. The Wormeley family, for example,
sent a son to Oriel College in Oxford every generation from 1665 until the outbreak of the
Revolution. The war made sending sons to Europe impracticable, unfashionable, and
unpatriotic. As one South Carolinian father put it, young men should be “educated in America
upon patriotic principles.”609 Sons of southern revolutionary era fathers had more American
colleges available to them thanks to the increased emphasis on collegiate education during the
Revolutionary era. In addition to the College of William and Mary, which had been open since
1693, Hampden-Sydney College organized in 1775 and saw members of its student body form a
militia-company and defend the towns of Williamsburg and Petersburg in 1777 and 1778
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respectively.610 Thomas Jefferson fathered the University of Virginia in 1819 in order to
establish “institutions, here, as in Europe, where every branch of science, useful at this day, may
be taught at its highest degree.”611 In his 1814 book, John Taylor claimed that America should
invest in southern education to bring “the best educations within the reach of the great mass of
people, called the landed interest.” Taylor believed that the Americans who owned and worked
the land should benefit from the first fruits of education.612
Many southern fathers who did not send their sons overseas or to an American college
hired private tutors to form small schools for their children. Some plantations had schools built
on the premises for this purpose. Philip Vickers Fithian, a recent Princeton graduated, was one
such tutor. He instructed seven of Robert Carter’s nine children at Nomini Hall including a
nephew from October 1773 to October 1774. His school included both boys and girls ranging in
age from seven to eighteen.613 Fithian’s journal account of his time at Nomini Hall provides a
sharp contrast from the expectation Northerners had about the southern education tradition.
Fithian entered “sickly” Virginia fearing that the people “there are profane, and exceeding
wicked,” and that they “spend as much, very probably much more Money than my Salary.”614
By the end of his year-long stay, he said, “the Gentlemen generally here have a good &
reasonable manner of judging…[and] are well pleased with strict & rigid virtue in those who
have the management of their children.” Fithian hoped that during his time as the Carter family
tutor he improved the “private character” of “my little lovely Charge.”615
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Many eighteenth-century fathers fulfilled their duty to educate their sons by relying on
the support of relatives. Colonel Timothy Pickering, for example, entrusted his son’s education
to his brother after his own home became unsafe. In 1788, Col. Pickering became involved in a
land dispute between Connecticut and Pennsylvania claimants. One faction actually kidnapped
the Colonel and held him in the woods for twenty days.616 As soon as he was released, he wrote
his eleven year old son, staying at his brother’s home, grateful that the boy was in a “place of
safety, where you are kindly entertained and where you have the benefit of good schools.” As
soon as he could write, he wanted to encourage his son to apply himself fully to his study. “You
were formerly sufficiently studious; let me entreat you not to relax in your application to books.
The more knowledge you acquire, the more satisfaction you will enjoy, and the more useful you
may be to yourself, your friends, and your country.” Pickering, rather than ordering his son back
to school, used reason and personal experience to persuade the young boy to choose to finish
school. Pickering explained that he gave his son “this advice” because when he, himself, had
failed to acquire “various knowledge” when “in my childhood and youth.” “I am mortified when
I reflect on my omissions,” he continued that he revealed his embarrassing lack of formal
education, “for your sake, my dear son…that you may escape the like mortification.” Pickering
finished his letter with shades of John Locke saying, “But do you learn more, that you may
escape the like mortification, that you may increase your enjoyments, and be a more useful
member of society.” Pickering, fresh from his ordeal and still receiving personal threats,
instructed his son to “Preserve this letter,” as “perhaps ‘tis the last I may ever write you” because
“no one is safe from the hand of an assassin, urged on by disappointment and revenge.”617
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The practice of sending children away to school remained popular in eighteen-century
America. John Walzer argues that eighteenth-century parents’ proclivity for sending their
children away to boarding school stemmed from the ambivalent and contradictory desire to “hold
on to them forever, and to be rid of the noisome creatures, at one and the same time.”618 My
research demonstrates, conversely, that instead of simply wanting to be rid of their “noisome
creatures,” there were two reasons fathers chose to send their sons to schools outside of the
home. The first was that parents encountered pragmatic issues that required sending their
children far from home. For example, Maryland law forbade Catholics from erecting religious
schools for their children, so wealthy Catholic fathers sent their sons, and on rare occasions their
daughters, to Europe for their education. Eleven year old Charles Carroll, future signer of the
Declaration of Independence, was among these Catholic lads.619 Many eighteenth-century
parents may have agreed with John Locke that the home and the father could produce a child’s
best education, but for pragmatic reasons, mainly the lack of quality schools in America, most
parents were forced to send them away to acquire a liberal education.
The second reason parents sent children away from the home was to foster a sense of
independence in the child. Thus, sending children away to boarding school or college served a
vital role in their rite of passage into adulthood. Fathers who brought the child home too early or
delayed their departure to school jeopardized their maturation. Charles Carroll of Annapolis
complimented his son for his willingness to board at school three thousand miles away from
home, “I flatter my Self” he said, “that you have so much good Sense that if it were in [your]
power to come [home] you would chuse [sic] to stay to accomplish yourself as much as possible
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by pur[suing] your studies.” Carroll added, “What is man without knowledge?” He then
clarified, “and how is knowledge to be acquired but by [a] long Course of Study.”620
While the practice of sending sons away for schooling was most common in the South,
mid-Atlantic fathers did so as well. Benjamin Franklin traveled with his son William to England
and enrolled him in London’s Middle Temple.621 Similarly, Miers Fisher sent his son and
remarkably also his daughter to boarding school at Weston, Pennsylvania. He explained to his
children, Lydia and Samuel, why school officials “avoid too frequent Visits of Parents.” He told
them that an omnipresent parent “has a tendency not only to embarrass the Oeconomy [sic] of
the House but to unsettle the Minds of Children and raise [a] desire [in them] to return home.”
Fisher felt obligated to explain that even though “most of the Children have seen their Parents,”
he and his wife, “have therefore thought it would be proper for us to set an Example of Patience,
rather than haste.” They had even planned on postponing their visit, but agreed to leave
immediately upon “hearing that Lydia is very desirous to see her Mother and me” and “hearing
that Samuel has a bad tooth.” Fisher explained, and then added a comment that surely
heightened their already anxious minds, “When I shall be much pleased to pay you a visit and
hope to find [you] are Improve[d] in both of you adequate to the anxiety we have had concerning
you since we parted.”622 In other words, Fisher hoped his children improved in knowledge at the
same time that he fretted about their safety.
Once at boarding school, students generally adjusted to their rigorous schedule and
curriculum, and they wrote to their fathers to inform them that they were using their time and
their father’s investment in their future wisely. Boarding at a Quaker boarding school in Weston,
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Pennsylvania, eleven year old Lydia Fisher told her father “We get up in the morning about 1/2
after five. Go to school at seven o'clock. It lets out at eight when have our breakfast then play or
do anything we wish if we do not romp too bad or make too much noise. At nine school calls
again and continues until twelve when we have our dinners. School again from two to five.
[We] have supper about seven, go to bed at eight.”623
Jesuit boarding schools followed a remarkably similar curriculum to other Latin schools,
but with important differences. Charles Carroll told his father, “I study Greek Latin and the
maps.” Like Harvard’s curriculum, Carroll’s Catholic school mixed the classics with gentry
social and cultural norms to prepare young men for life as gentlemen. “I have now just begun to
dance,” Carroll continued to his father, “I assure you I will endeavor to make myself a learned
man.”624 The key difference, of course, was attending Catholic mass twice a day and the
catechism Carroll memorized.
In most cases, children interpreted being cast out of the home and into a boarding school,
an apprenticeship or college as a display of fatherly affection rather than as a paternal rejection.
Charles Carroll acknowledged to his father, “I can easily see the great affection you have for Me
by sending me hear [sic] to a Colege [sic], where I may not only be a learned man, but also be
advanced in piety and devotion.”625 Young Carroll understood his placement in a European
boarding school as an investment in his future success and central to his journey into manhood.
Miers Fisher, also, wanted to make sure his children understood that he sent them away to school
for their benefit and not for the convenience of their parents. "We have no interest to serve in
placing you where you [are]," he told his children in 1799, "but your own." Fisher went on to
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explain that he was convinced that sending them to Weston Pennsylvania to school "would be for
your good,” which was “the principal motive of our determination."626
The Revolution stole many fathers from their families forcing other family members,
often times the mother, to provide for a son’s education. Margaret Gaston, a North Carolinian
single mother whose husband was dramatically gunned down by British soldiers in front of her,
sent her oldest son William off to Georgetown Academy before the school opened. As young
William, age twelve, waited for the school’s completion, he boarded with his priest, Father
Francis Fleming. William, who was three years old when his father was murdered, quickly
latched on to Fleming as a father figure, and Fleming took his paternal responsibilities seriously.
“I find myself much honoured by the confidence which you are pleased to repose in me with
regard to your amiable and beloved son William,” Fleming wrote Margaret. “The Academy of
Georgeton [sic] is not yet [finished],” he informed her, “but will be opened shortly.” He
promised that he would endeavor to find out more specifics about the school’s completion
schedule “assuring you that I shall spare no pains to quiet the reasonable anxiety of a Mother at
such a distance from her only beloved Son.”627 William reciprocated Fleming’s paternal care
with filial affection. “T’would be a great piece of ingratitude in me” he wrote his mother, “if I
was not to inform you how well I am treated by Mr. Fleming no parent could take more care of
me than he does. We are under the greatest obligation to him.” To illustrate their father/son
bond, William recalled, “the other day patting me on my cheek (as is his custom) ‘if you be as
good a boy,’ say’d he, ‘at Georgetown as you have been here the gentlemen who presides over
the College will love you very much.’” William concluded, “Indeed my dear Mamma the chief
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thing that makes me sorry at going from this place is that I will have no Mr. Fleming with me
there.”628
During the summer months, while waiting for the term to begin, young William used his
time productively by preparing for his studies. He busied himself with French, English, Latin,
and Greek lessons. He told his mother “at Six o’clock in the morning I go to Mass, and then I
am writing French Exercises until eight when I go to English School where I stay ‘till twelve.
What time I have before dinner is taken up in reading Latin and Greek from five o’clock in the
evening…until six [when] I go to Mr. Fleming’s Library where I study what authors he thinks
proper and three times in the Week I go to [the] French School where I stay an hour.”629
Even when the school was well established, a father who chose to send his children to
boarding school faced many logistical obstacles, especially during the Revolution. Thomas
McKean, while representing Pennsylvania in the Continental Congress, informed his wife, Sarah,
that he found a suitable grammar school for his two sons (ages fourteen and twelve) only twentysix miles from their home in Lancaster. He excitedly told her, "I have agreed to send Josey and
Robert to him [Dr. Livingston] and have secured lodging either at Doctor Livings[ton’s] or some
place approved by him."630 A few weeks later, however, Thomas McKean reported to his wife
that the house that had been prepared for Josey had been burned by the enemy, "about a thousand
in number." Despite this setback, he asked Sally to let him "know when you imagine the Boys
will be ready to go to school."631 The news of British troops in the area did not deter McKean
from his plans. In June, McKean announced to Sarah that he planned to accompany the boys
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himself saying, “It will be as convenient for us to go by the places where the boys are to stay in
[on] our way to Newcastle county, as any routs we could take.”632 Because his duties in the
Continental Congress kept him far from home, Sarah readied the boys for school and supplied
them with their most important school supply—clothing.
For many of today's school children, clothing is a matter of fashion, but for eighteenthcentury pupils, clothing could be a matter of life and death. William Irvine told his son that he
should "take care in changing your dress not to risk injuring your health. Your ordinary
cloathing [sic] and great coat with warm shoes and stockings or Boots should be always at
hand."633 Gabriel Johonnot reminded his son Samuel Cooper Johonnot, who was attending
boarding school in Geneva, Switzerland, to “Remember to give me a State of your Finances and
Wardrobe and whether you are in want of anything.”634
Likewise, Thomas McKean implored his wife to make sure his sons were appropriately
attired for school. "Shall I beg you to get them put in some order as to clothing. You must
employ some Taylor and Semstress [sic] without delay. As soon as you let me know by Sam
that they are ready I shall return home and take them to the school—the sooner the better.635
Over the course of his next three letters, McKean conveyed his desire that the boys should be
prepared for school "without delay," "the sooner the better," "as soon as practicable," and
"immediately." Despite McKean’s clear commands, it took Sarah over thirty days to comply
with her husband's urgent request.636 Rather than a gross display of willful disobedience or
incompetence, the delay illustrated the logistical difficulty eighteenth-century parents
experienced when outfitting their children for a long stint away from home.
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Naturally, sending one’s children away to boarding school required a long separation for
parents and children, a reality that was trying for both groups. In 1799, Miers Fisher told his
children Lydia and Samuel, a few days after he sent them to Weston boarding school, “We
frequently remember you and talk of you dayly [sic], with a confident belief that you are rightly
placed.”637 At the end of the spring term, Charles Carroll told his father “You c’ant concieve
[sic] the anxiety your absence causes. T’is with the gratest [sic] impatience I wait your
arrival.”638 On another occasion he said, “although I am quite satisfied with my present situation
yet all this has not yet dispelled the grief I felt in parting with you.”639
Eighteenth-century fathers faced numerous potential dangers when they sent their
children to school far from home. One particularly haunting risk was the rapid spread of disease
that spread through many boarding schools. After Lydia and Samuel Fisher had been gone for
two full years, word came to Philadelphia that a case of scarlet fever was diagnosed in Weston.
The news spurred Miers to consider removing his two children from the school until the outbreak
passed. He dispatched his friend, Joseph Trimble, to determine the severity of the epidemic and
to judge whether or not it was necessary to pull them out of school. Miers considered removal to
be the last resort and told his children "we beg you to be as composed as you can under this
dispensation."640 Miers stayed "pretty well informed of" his children's "Situation," but
continued to struggle with whether or not to rescue his children from the potential disease. He
decided, instead, to trust in God to protect them. He advised his son and daughter to do the
same. "Believing what the Scriptures teach," he reminded them, "that He who created you is
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able to preserve you and is your only preserver." He went on to assure them that even if he and
his wife came down to Weston to be with them, they were "mere Instruments in [His] Hands and
without His Blessings could do you no good." He implored his children to be "impressed with
these ideas" and therefore be "in a State of Safety."641 Ultimately, Fisher did not remove his
children from Weston and consequently his daughter Lydia contracted the fever. No doubt, her
father's steadfast faith and her Christian upbringing sustained the young girl through the
frightening time. Whether it was by the hand of Providence or simply good fortune, Lydia made
a full recovery.
Clearly, sending a child to grammar school was important to eighteenth-century fathers.
They expended lots of energy and resources in arranging for and monitoring their child’s
schooling. It is no surprise, therefore, that in the wake of national independence, some of
America’s best intellectual minds devised plans to standardize and Americanize American
schools. Benjamin Rush argued that the business of America needed reforming in the wake of
the Revolution because “the principle of patriotism stands in need of the reinforcement of
prejudice, and it is well known that our strongest prejudices in favor of our country are formed in
the first one and twenty years of our lives.”642 Benjamin Franklin, as he often did, led the way in
the Americanization of public education with his works Proposals Relating to the Education of
Youth in Pennsylvania (1749), and “Idea of the English School” (1750), as well as a revised
version of both documents, “Observations Relative to the Intention of the Original Founders of
the Academy in Philadelphia” (1789). According to historians Lorriane Smith Pangle and
Thomas L. Pangle, Franklin’s plan for an American education system differed from the
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seventeenth-century Puritan model in two important ways. The first was less emphasis on
religion. He certainly could not abandon religion, but he made it secondary and almost
synonymous with morality. Franklin’s friend and itinerant preacher George Whitefield
complained of Franklin’s model that religion was “mentioned too late, and too soon passed over”
for his liking.643
Secondly, Franklin added more practical curriculum, instead of only a heavy dose of
Latin and Greek, such as English grammar, rhetoric, writing, drawing, calculation, and modern
history and thought.644 Franklin defended his plan saying that pupils should be “Masters of their
own” tongue, “which is of more immediate and general Use” than dead languages.645 Noah
Webster agreed. In his essay “On the Education of Youth in America,” Webster encouraged
Americans to examine the English model of education and cast off elements they found
incongruent with American principles. The first example Webster cited was “a too general
attention to the dead languages, with a neglect of our own.”646 Since the dead languages “are not
necessary for men of business, merchants, mechanic, planters, etc.,” they should be pushed aside
for more practical learning.647 Franklin, Webster, Rush, and others argued that education should
assume the characteristics of their nation. Given that burden, founding fathers took great care in
crafting a uniquely American education system.
College
At the time of the Revolution, there were nine American institutes of higher learning: the
College of New Jersey (Princeton), the College of Philadelphia, Dartmouth, Harvard, King’s
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College (Columbia), Queen’s College (Rutgers), Rhode Island College (Brown), William and
Mary, and Yale. These colleges spanned the New England, mid-Atlantic, and southern regions
so that fathers could send their sons to a regional, if not local, college. In the wake of the
Revolution, prominent Americans such as Benjamin Rush, Benjamin Franklin, (University of
Pennsylvania) and Thomas Jefferson (University of Virginia) invested heavily in improving and
founding uniquely American colleges. For example, Benjamin Rush founded Dickenson College
in 1783. It was the first college established after the Treaty of Paris was signed. It was designed
to bring forth the promise of independence. Rush’s mission for the college was Tuta libertas—
"A bulwark of liberty."648
American college classes boasted high levels of rigor and intensity. One Harvard student
wrote his father that “now my studies are so sever I am obliged to write [to you] by candle light.”
Israel Keith told his father that tutors and professors moved through their lessons in Latin, Greek,
geography, and mathematics at such a pace “as a man who would run the gauntlet.”649 Calendar
Irvine, studying at Dickinson College in Carlisle Pennsylvania, complained to his father that the
rigor of college made him physically ill.650 Of course, not every pupil found college work to be
so strenuous. John Pickering complained to his father that he had read most of his Latin authors
in grammar school and at a much faster pace than at Harvard.651
Fathers sacrificed in two ways when sending their sons to college. The first was in the
cost of tuition and upkeep, the other was in the loss of their son’s labor. Scores of students
petitioned the Harvard faculty requesting a one week leave to help their fathers bring in the
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harvest.652 Jacob Norton recorded in his diary that he closed his school for the harvest. Certain
times of the year, education stood aside for the survival of the family. Some sons fully
appreciated the sacrifices their fathers made in sending them to college. John Adams said of his
own father that he “had done as much for me, in the Expences of my Education as his Estate and
Circumstances could justify.” He therefore could not bring himself to ask for further aid when he
decided to ignore his father’s wishes to “study Divinity,” and instead made arrangements to
board with a lawyer, James Putnam, who required John to pay him one “hundred dollars when I
should find it convenient.” Adams worked as a school teacher to pay the fee rather than ask his
father for the money.653 Eliphat Pearson also displayed deep appreciation for his father’s
investment when he repaid his father for the cost of his Harvard tuition.654
Fathers made these sacrifices with several goals in mind. Among these values were a
spirit of independence, an understanding of the classics focusing on Latin and Greek history,
literature, and languages; moral guidance including religious training; a spirit of industry; the
veneer of gentility, and manliness. Fathers guided their sons through this journey in two ways.
The first was by choosing schools whose curricula met these objectives. As we have seen,
eighteenth-century schools varied greatly depending on the schoolmasters. Henry Laurens
complained that the grammar schools in South Carolina were in a state of disarray and would not
have met these objectives. The College of William and Mary was also in disarray in the early
days, which prompted many Virginia fathers to send their sons to Harvard. The second way
fathers remained engaged in their sons’ educations was by maintaining constant contact through
letters.
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Fathers first trusted that their sons should gain a sense of independence and self
confidence while in college. Colonel Timothy Pickering explained to his son John, who was
feeling nervous about his oral examination in front of the entire student body, that college will
give him “a proper degree of confidence in yourself; to which, or I am greatly mistaken, your
understanding and acquirements justly entitle you.” Pickering explained that personal confidence
contributed to a man’s independence saying, “The oftener you exhibit in public, the less will be
your anxiety; and… ”the sooner you will secure an easy freedom, which will contribute to your
happiness.”655 Securing “easy freedom” or personal independence, Colonel Pickering said,
would lead to his son’s happiness.
Another way fathers remained involved in their sons’ college educations was through
constant encouragement. Many young men who became dissatisfied with college forced their
fathers to press them gently and firmly back towards their studies. Upon hearing that his son
struggled to appreciate classical poetry, Charles Carroll of Annapolis did not chide his son, or
order him to study harder, but, instead, deployed a steady stream of encouragement. “You were
at 1st al[most] dismayed,” he reminded young Charles Carroll, “let your success in this hereafter
Animate you resolutely to pursue all your undertakings for you may be assured Resolution,
diligence and a Genius will conquer almost impossibilities.”656
The relationship between General William Irvine and his seventeen year old son
Callender exemplifies persuasion techniques republican fathers used to convince their sons to
remain in school. General Irvine, the commander of Fort Pitt during the waning years of the
Revolution, was accustomed to having his subordinates follow his orders. His oldest son,
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however, was another matter entirely. Callender was not overtly rebellious, but because of his
youth required careful persuasion rather than firm command.
After the Revolution, General Irvine won election to the Pennsylvania state legislature
which required him to move his family to Philadelphia. Irvine left Callender behind in Carlisle,
Pennsylvania, to manage the family estate and finish his education at Dickinson College.657
After receiving several letters from his father, Callender became quite adept at managing the
estate, although land development was not his first love. Neither was attending lectures at the
college. Callender complained that "continuing to take Doctor Nesbit's lectures" would "ruin"
his "constitution." Irvine assured his son that he was "more alarmed than there is real cause
for."658 Callender's overly dramatic reaction to Nesbit’s lessons may have been a byproduct of
the boy's true love: the theater. Irvine knew of his son's passion for acting and predicted that the
boy might abandon his studies for an acting troupe. General Irvine wisely nurtured both his
son’s zeal for acting and his duty to this family. On February 22, 1793, Irvine sent his son a
detailed letter asking him which shingles—oak or chestnut—would be more appropriate for the
farm’s new barn. After instructing Callender to make sure the shingles were "good in kind and
they are properly made," he finished the letter by showing support for what he saw as his son's
hobby. "I sent four new plays for you by your Aunt," Irvine informed Callender in the post
script.659 This simple gesture displayed the reciprocity that dominated parenting in the
Revolutionary era. If Callender continued in his studies and his duties overseeing improvements
on the land, the General would continue to support his thespian interests.
In his very next letter, Irvine addressed Callender's dramatic claim that collegiate lectures
were ruining his constitution. Here again, we do not see a father commanding his son to finish
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school, but a man reasoning with a boy who was struggling to meet paternal expectations.
Irvine expressed his concern directly saying, "I am extremely anxious that you should take a
degree."660 He balanced his desire for his son to finish his education with his affectionate
concern for his son’s good health. Taking his son's claim seriously that attending school impaired
his health, Irvine said, "altho' I by no means desire you to take lectures unless you find your
health and spirits too quite adequate."661 After showing genuine concern for his son, he
maintained that finishing his degree was "of more consequence to young men than you are aware
of." Irvine allowed some of his indignation to spill into the letter when he wrote, "it would be
spiteful to drop it now after coming so near the point." Not only would quitting school damage
Callender’s future, but Irvine asserted it would be "vastly galling to me, who of late have been so
much flattered with accounts of your talents." Irvine both stressed dissatisfaction with his son’s
present state of mind and expressed his "flattery" for his son's accomplishments thus far.
Citing his uncle as a case study, Irvine employed a Lockean argument by highlighting the
consequences of failing to complete his degree with a personal story. "Although your Uncle is a
good classical scholar, a good Physician and Surgeon," Irvine reminded, "he regrets exceedingly
not having a Diploma." To imprint the point deeper, Irvine then continued his contemporary
familial parable saying, his uncle “has been writing to me and others for two years to try to
procure him an honorary degree—which hitherto has not been effected." Irvine chose this
personal story among a "sundry others who regret the same" because of its familial connection
and embarrassing consequences. Still, after a carefully crafted cautionary tale, Irvine refused to
order his son to comply with his desires. He concluded that "after all, I do not insist on your
continuing, I only wish you not to determine finally til after the vacation and in the mean time to
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take as many lectures as you conveniently can."662 General Irvine understood that his best
results came from gentle persuasion rather than harsh commands as he would have given to
soldiers under his command. He knew that the father/son relationship must be handled with
care.
The gentle nudge must have worked. A few days later, an elated Irvine wrote "I am well
pleased at the account you give of the probable restoration of health soon, and extremely so at
the reason you give for and intentions to finish at College. You reason and Judge of the matter
as I would do."663

The compliment that you have reasoned through the problem as "I would do"

was one of the greatest accolades a father could give his son. Pleased with his son’s decision, he
said, “If you live any length of time you will find the benefit of it in one way or other. I know or
at least believe you are too well disposed to need lectures on Vice or profligacy of manners, but
exertions in youth is indispensably necessary to enable a man to cut any figure in advance stages
of life.”664 Irvine addressed both his son’s maturing masculinity and youthful tendencies in his
admonishment by illustrating that boyhood and manhood were at odds with each other.
In a schedule typical of American colleges, Harvard students arrived for morning prayer
by 6:00 in the morning returned to their common rooms for breakfast, and began attending their
lectures and recitations by 8:00 o’clock. The morning lessons, which included a heavy dose of
Greek and Roman history, logic, and geography, ran until noon. After morning lessons, students
enjoyed lunch, recreation, individual study, or physical activities such as organized games or
wrestling. It was during these free moments in the afternoon that advanced students, juniors and
seniors, could pay an extra fee to work privately with a distinguished professor for more
advanced or specialized training. Students also attended their electives in the afternoons such as
662
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dancing, music, or belles lettres. During this unstructured time students worked closely with
their tutors who resided with the class for their four year educational journey. Some tutors and
their charges became quite close over the duration, while other students grew to loath their
tutors.665
All liberal schools, as opposed to English schools, whether they were Catholic schools,
boarding schools, or American colleges, emphasized Greek and Roman history, literature, and
languages. The Revolutionary era marked the apex of classical influence on American
intellectuals.666 American academics especially admired the Roman republic and embraced it as
the standard bearer of civic virtue. They saw the rise of the Roman republic as a model, and
interpreted the fall of Rome as a fate to avoid. The best example of this binary narrative remains
Gibbon’s Rise and fall of the Roman Empire. One common textbook, which also follows a rise
and fall narrative, Reflections on the Rise and Fall of the Antient Republicks written by Edward
Wortley Montagu, said that near the end of the republic, Rome suffered from “luxury, ambition,
faction, pride, revenge, selfishness, a total disregard to the publick good” which made the nation
“ripe for” complete destruction.”667 Bernard Bailyn argues that the political history of Rome
from the creation of the republic to its ruins formed the founders’ “view of the whole of the
ancient world,” and subsequently gave them a lens through which to interpret the events leading
up to Independence.668 Revolutionaries found kindred spirits in classical authors such as Cicero,
Sallust, and Tacitus who lived and wrote during a time when the Roman republic was either
strengthened or threatened. Therefore, the founders relied on the classical Roman authors almost
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exclusively when forming their political arguments or writing their polemic pamphlets.669
Classicalism became the lingua franca of the formal and informal political discourse. It was,
therefore, important to fathers that their sons learn to converse in that republican dialect.670
Historian Caroline Winterer calls American colleges the cradle of classical education. 671
Despite their geographic and religious diversity, all eighteenth-century American colleges
required Latin and Greek literacy as a part of their entrance exams. Students had to be able to
read Cicero, Virgil, and the New Testament in Greek in order to enter college.672 Jonathan
Pickering reported to his father, Timothy, in 1794 that during his sophomore year at Harvard, he
and his classmates read Homer, Xenophon, Horace, Livy, and to help put these works in context,
they read “Millot’s Ancient and Modern History” from the French, “and is as bad a [translation],
in my opinion, as could have been written.” Upon entrance, students at all American colleges
dove deeper into the classics. Pickering acknowledged that they had read most classic authors
before in Latin School, and at twice the pace of Harvard’s sluggish curriculum.673 One
biographer of Thomas Jefferson observes that as a young man, the “heroes of antiquity” were
more real to Jefferson than “either the Christian saints or modern historical figures.”674 Gordon
Wood argues that a liberal education which featured a heavy dose of Greek and Latin scholars
effectively pushed “back the darkness” of monarchy and brought forth an “enlightened morality”
central to republicanism.”675 Revolutionary fathers were keenly aware of the school’s classical
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emphasis and, therefore purposefully exposed their sons to Greek and Roman history, literature,
and culture so that their sons could glean republican principles.
Latin schools and American colleges were a bastion for the promotion of republicanism.
By emphasizing classical Greek and Roman history—or at least the eighteenth century
interpretation of those histories—Whig educators hoped to produce republican pupils. Through
their study of classical authors such as Demosthenes, Plato, and Plutarch, students ingested
ample quantities of republicanism, civic morality, and the virtues of liberty. Charles Carroll of
Annapolis told his son that studying the classics such as the Odyssey, Horace, and Virgil with
proper translations “will help you understand those Authors well and to [enter] into the Spirit of
them to aid your Judgment and form a taste in you.”676 Conrad Wright suggests, more plainly,
that students who acquired a taste for the classics grew to recognize threats to independence and
quickly applied their studies to the events leading to the American Revolution.677
However, by the turn of the nineteenth-century, as Linda Kerber argues, the special
attention paid to dead languages came under attack by Democratic-Republicans. Thomas
Jefferson, Benjamin Rush, and Noah Webster led the charge against America’s youth wasting
their time on a classical education rather than on more practical linguistic pursuits such as
English and French. These men argued that because classical languages were difficult to learn,
they stood as an obstacle to diversifying the study body beyond only the elite class. “It is only
by rendering knowledge universal,” Rush argued, “that a republican form of government can be
preserved in our country.”678 Federalists strongly disagreed, arguing that “That best ages of
Rome afford the purest models of virtue that are anywhere to be met with…Left to ourselves, we
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are apt to sink into effeminancy and apathy.”679 Despite their differences, both groups,
Republicans and Federalist, believed that the purpose of education was to produce a virtuous
citizenry and proper gentlemen.680
Just as before the Revolution, American colleges maintained the veneer of gentility.
Conrad Wright argues that one of the primary forces motivating fathers to insist on a liberal
college education was class. A college education offered students a mark of respect, power,
wealth, and refinement—all of the trappings of elite status—that could enable them to be genteel
leaders in the community.681 Wright is quick to point out that a college education did not
guarantee wealth, prestige, or political power, but there was enough of a correlation to make
college an attractive option for aspiring sons and entrepreneurial fathers.682
American colleges were in a state of transition during the revolutionary period. The new
guard, such as Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Rush, argued that a college should be a place for
practical learning and skills training. The old guard, those like Rufus King, wanted American
colleges to produce gentlemen who could engage in public discourse with both knowledge and
grace. They demanded some of the focus remain on teaching the classical Greek and Latin
language and history. The classics were, as Caroline Winterer puts it, “an essential ingredient in
the alchemy of the gentlemen.”683 However, classical training was not the only way colleges
forged gentlemen. Dancing lessons remained in the curriculum to help mold gentility. Most
American colleges from Harvard to the College of William and Mary in Virginia taught dancing
that included the formal minuet and fashionable country dances and reels.684 Charles Carroll of
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Annapolis encouraged his son to resume dancing lessons as soon as he found an acceptable
master because “nothing contributes more to give a G[entle]man a graceful and easy Carriage”
than dancing.685 Daniel Blake Smith argues that these dancing lesson came in handy shortly
after graduation when young lads began courting young ladies which was, for many, their first
social contact between the sexes.686
Another quality of eighteenth-century colleges held over from the colonial era was their
focus on moral training. A letter from John Adams to Joseph Willard, the president of Harvard
College, in 1784 revealed that one of most important aspects of American colleges that fathers
found attractive was their continued emphasis on moral and religious training. “After all, the
System of Education at your University is so excellent that I Should not wish to See it,
essentially changed, much less conformed to the Models in Europe, where there is much less
Attention to the Morals and Studies of the Youth. In this Sentiment I am So fully fixed as to be
very desirous of giving my own Son an Opportunity to Study with you.”687 The “Attention to
Morals and Studies of the Youth” was, for Adams, the deciding factor in returning home from
France and enrolling John Quincy in Harvard. Adams gave the same advice directly to John
Quincy while he was reading law with Newburyport lawyer Theophilus Parsons, “Morals, my
Boy, Morals should be as they are eternal in their nature, the everlasting object of your Pursuit.”
Adams argued that John Quincy should study the classics to learn morals. “Socrates and Plato,
Cicero and Seneca, Butler and Hutchinson, as well as the Prophets and Evangelists and Apostles
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should be your continual Teachers.688 The difference, of course, was that Adams and many of
his eighteenth-century contemporaries did not believe this moral training kept their sons from the
flames of hell (they relied on the clergy for those lessons), but instead produced virtuous citizens.
Religion was, therefore, a perfectly acceptable component of a young man’s education.
Despite the secularism that would dominate nineteenth-century education reforms, their
letters indicate that eighteenth-century fathers still valued religion as integral to their sons’
education. All of the American colleges included prayer and chapel services. As we have seen,
religious themes made up the majority of the most popular elementary schoolbooks. Fathers, on
the whole, supported incorporating religion into their children’s educational experiences. Miers
Fisher, a devout Quaker, explained to his son Samuel the connection between his studies and his
piety. “Submission to thy Masters here,” Fisher commanded, “is a step towards a like
Submission to thy Supreme Master with whose Commands thou will I hope ere long become
acquainted and prove obedient to.”689 Colonel Johonnot told his son Samuel who was away at
college, “I cannot too often repeat my Anxiety Respecting your Religious Principles, which I
have some doubts from the long periods you have passed in a Country, the Religious Tenets of
which are so very different from those in which you have been Instructed.” Samuel was boarding
in Geneva, Switzerland, which had become a safe haven for religious refugees including a
mixture of French Huguenots, Vevey pietist, and German Lutherans.690 Johonnot thought “as
you are now situated where the Ordinances of publick [sic] worship are consonant to those in
which you were early Instructed,” it was “Necessary to feed and keep alive those Reflections,
which are requisite to direct you in that Duty and Attention which you owe, and ought daily to
688
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pray to the Great Father of the Universe.” Johonnot implored his son in a Puritan fashion to
“Earnestly Attend on them, that you never suffer yourself to lay upon your pillow, or rise from
your Bed, without presenting yourself in the most sincere and Humble Manner before that all
gracious Being on whom you depend for every Moment of Existence, and with a due sense of
your own Unworthiness.”691
Fathers also hoped that a college education would cultivate manliness in their sons and
minimize the effects of effeminacy that could tarnish boys who remained at home too long.
Eighteenth-century masculinity took on many forms, but at its core were the qualities of
independence and virtue. The latter quality was ambiguous, but generally it included an
industrious spirit, frugality, self-control, and an abhorrence of vice. These qualities could best be
attained in the fraternal atmosphere of college rather than at home with their mothers
overindulging them. Virginian George Mason warned his son, “Every thing depends upon
Diligence, Frugality and Prudence, for without these, the fairest Prospects will quickly dwindle
into Nothing.”692 John Adams once described Boston in gendered terms, saying he rode through
the “dirty Town of Boston, where Parade, Pomp, Nonsense, Frippery, Folly, Foppery, Luxury,
Polliticks” abound. Adams saw these qualities as antithetical to republican manhood. Instead of
focusing on foppery, Adams said his children should “Fix their Attention upon great and glorious
Objects, root out every little Thing, weed out every Meanness, make them great and manly.
Teach them to scorn Injustice, Ingratitude, Cowardice, and Falsehood. Let them revere nothing
but Religion, Morality and Liberty.”693 Adams concluded that “Frugality is a great revenue,
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besides curing us of vanities, levities, and fopperies, which are real antidotes to all great, manly,
and warlike virtues.”694
Additionally, Henry Laurens, a rice planter and merchant from South Carolina, forbade
his son Harry to dress in foppery while attending school in England. “My own wish respecting
him, is that he may be always kept clean and neat, clad in plain, decent Apparel, free from all
mixture of Finery, but not out of Fashion.”695 Elsewhere, Laurens told a friend he wanted Harry
to “be clad in plain decent Apparel, unmix’d with any kind of Foppery.”696 Consequently,
Laurens even refused to allow his son to board with his English friends because they bestowed
unhealthy amounts of kindness and extravagance on American children, “because I have seen
very ill Fruits spring from their superabundant Kindnesses to some of our American Youth.”697
The “superabundant Kindnesses” of European caretakers risked keeping young American men
from developing masculine independence. Eighteenth-century manliness required a careful
balance between fashionable attire, shunning luxury, and personal independence.
When Moses Little first arrived at Harvard, he was consumed with foppery and
extravagance. Little’s constant focus on the style, color, and fit of his clothing revealed that he
had not yet learned the distinction between want and need, between excess and necessity. He
constantly complained of not having the latest fashions, and tailored clothing. “If you Make me
any shirts for Winter,” Little asked his father, “I should be glad to have Cotton and Linen” and
he preferred them to be “hand sown.”698 Moses was especially particular about the color and
style of his clothing. His brother sent him new clothes, but Moses found the color unsatisfactory
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and considered having them altered.699 Ultimately, he decided it would cost too much to alter
them and chose to wear his older, unfashionable, clothes.
While avoiding foppery and luxury were important virtues, independence was the
ultimate goal for a republican father. In order to secure sons’ financial independence, they had to
instill in them a spirit of industry, a quality they hoped their sons would glean in the fraternal
environment of college. Clearly, Moses Little came into Harvard consumed with appearance,
displayed complete disregard for his studies or his classmates, and repeatedly dishonored his
parents in his letters. In the beginning, the transformative powers of American colleges seemed
to have no effect on Moses Little. However, eventually Harvard College won Moses Little over.
Having been exposed to the republican ideology simmering in his coursework, the public
discourse, and the informal dialogue between peers and tutors for over two years, Moses Little
changed and matured. The republican principle that most resonated with Moses was a spirit of
industry.
In 1785, young Moses displayed his metamorphosis from a foppish, spoiled, entitled boy
into a responsible, measured, and republican young man in a letter to his father full of thoughtful
insights on the American economic system and the importance of industry over idleness. He
began with his usual grievance stating that he, like the rest of his classmates, “have returned [to
Harvard] without a sufficient Quantity to discharge their last Quarter’s expenses,” but this time,
he demanded no money. Instead, he switched to a discussion of America’s trade deficit with
Europe. “It is time for our Merchants to adopt a new method of proceeding, & instead of
sending Money to purchase Cargos, export the produce of the Country & make Returns in
Money; or at least make the Exports balance their imports without draining the Country of a
circulating Medium to carry on business at Home.” Moses warned that unless Americans
699
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utilized “their advantageous situation; by the happy Temperature of the Climate; by the fertility
of the Soil, the quickness of its productions, & by an agreeable & useful intersections of Rivers
throughout the Continent,” it will experience the “ghastly pain of ills” associated with “Poverty.”
If America avoided the “extravagancies of the baneful Land of Luxury which are already sown”
and instead allowed “a Spirit of Industry & frugality” to “take root & flourish,” than, according
to an enlightened Moses Little, “our Materials for Commerce & our Manufactures are increased
we might in Time Top the Wealth of Europe or Asia.”700
Finally after two years at Harvard, Moses Little had experienced the sort of ideological
transformation that many post-Revolutionary American fathers hoped their sons would
experience. The above letter, which was unlike any of the others Moses sent home, reveals the
fruits of his consumption of republican virtues. Where else would he have learned economic
theory, or encountered republican virtues such as industry, frugality, and shunning extravagance
but from Harvard? Moses seemed to have grasped the meaning of those “big sounding words”
that had been “thrown about.”701 Another piece of evidence reveals his transformation was the
result of the relationships he had formed while in Harvard.
One of his closest chums was John Quincy Adams, just home from serving as secretary to
his father—a man of great fame and regard in New England—in Paris. John Quincy and Moses
Little became close friends during their two years at Harvard. After one evening spent together
in his chambers, John Quincy recorded in his diary that Little was one of the “best Scholars in
our Class,” and a “very clever” fellow. Adams and Little met as members of the Phi Beta Kappa
fraternity and an exclusive organization code-named the “A.B. club.” Participants in the A.B.
club, which often met in John Quincy’s dorm room, debated the characteristics and merits of
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republicanism, democracy, industry, and the future of America. In fact, John Quincy’s first
speech before the club was titled “Nothing is so difficult, but it may be overcome by industry.”702
Adams revealed in his diary that the club began in 1784, but that Moses Little was not part of the
initial class. Little’s membership began in 1785, the year he penned his above letter to his father.
He joined the A.B. Club before John Quincy as the latter did not matriculate into Harvard until
the Spring semester.703
Certainly not all students suffered or complained at such a high level as Moses Little, nor
did all students experience such radical transformations, but most formed deep and lasting
friendships at college with young men who shared their republican values. Daniel Webster
befriended James Bingham at Darthmouth College in the 1790s. The pair formed a lasting bond,
practicing law in nearby towns and maintaining a near life-long correspondence. Webster
described James as “the friend my heart, the partner of my most secret thoughts.”704 John
Mifflin formed lasting affectionate friendship with Isaac Norris and a young man called
“Lorenzo,” possibly a pseudonym, at Princeton in the 1780s. At Harvard, John Adams forged a
friendship with future loyalist Jonathan Sewell only to be destroyed later by the Revolution.705
Likewise, John Mellen, son of a middling New England minister, developed lifelong
acquaintances during his years at Harvard. One such friend, Lebulon Butler, wrote Mellen three
years after graduation, “but if I myself remain neglected, and forgotten by you, I pray you to
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invent some tool that shall cut the ties of an affectionate friendship and let me go."706 Butler
harbored a certain proclivity towards the melodramatic, but his sensational overtones illustrated
the bond the two men developed while in college. Richard Godbeer suggests this overt and
emotional display of friendship was common among eighteenth-century men and was a part of
republican sentimentality which included open displays of affection, tenderness, delight, and
love. William Livingston conveyed to his friend Noah Welles that “the ancients,” many of whom
he was introduced to in college, made friendship “a principle ingredient in the character of their
heroes. Many of these “heroic” republican friendships were forged in college.”707 Fathers no
doubt hoped these fraternal relationships played important roles in transforming their sons into
young men.
The college experience stood out as a signature moment in the emotional and personal
development for young men in the eighteenth century, partly because it required a long term
separation from their families at a tender age. Most men entered college somewhere between
fourteen and seventeen years of age. There were, of course, exceptions. Sam Jennison entered
Harvard at the tender age of eleven. Fisher Ames matriculated into Harvard at age twelve.708
For these young lads, college began their journey from boyhood to manhood and hopefully
equipped them with the tools, skills, and social and professional connections to become
independent members of a republic. In some cases, however, the separation from their fathers
led them into tempting vices.
The Harvard faculty records are littered with stories of various punishments for students
who could not resist such temptations. To keep their students on the appropriate moral and
academic pathway, Harvard College, which Barnard Bailyn describes as “deliberately,
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elaborately, smotheringly paternalistic,” regularly employed public shame and ostracism as one
of the school’s most severe punishments: rustication.709 When the college administration
rusticated a student, the President of Harvard, the father figure of the institution, gathered the
entire college along with some select members of the Cambridge community, together in the
chapel and publicly removed the student from Harvard and relocated him in a rural New England
town under strict observation of a minister, typically for one year. Rustication was utilized for
extreme violations of the College’s creed such as acts of violence, prostitution, and vandalism.710
John Locke suggested that collective shaming, such as the public hearing for the rustication case,
could be a powerful corrective instrument when used in addition to the “discountenance” of
parents. “Every Body else should put on the same Coldness to him,” Locke commanded, “and no
Body give him Countenance.” The child who showed concern for his public “State of
Reputation,” and thus changed his ways, could then be “restored him to his former Credit.”711
Eighteenth-century fathers embraced Locke’s advice on the use of public disapproval and
shunning.
Apprenticeships
Apprenticeship presented eighteenth-century fathers with a third educational option.
Those men who could not afford to put their sons in grammar school or college, often placed
them into apprenticeships. Fathers had similar goals and expectations for their sons in
apprenticeship as they did for their sons in college. In both cases, fathers wanted their sons to be
virtuous and self-sufficient members of society. In a pamphlet published in Philadelphia in
1788, the editors of A Present for an Apprentice, claimed their goal was to endow young men
with “living character, in which, all the virtues that are inculcated as worthy [for] the ambition of
709
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youth.”712 The pamphlet, written in a father’s voice, also revealed that fathers hoped that their
sons’ placement might “appear in their strongest and most amiable light; and in which all the
duties of public and private life, the citizen and patriot, are minutely understood.”713 Middle
class fathers found apprenticeship especially attractive because, unlike colleges which did not
prepare a young man for a specific career, an apprenticeship offered a boy the skills necessary to
sustain himself upon completion. Eighteenth-century sons, however, found that apprenticeships
stifled their liberty and, therefore, increasingly could not bear the full duration of their indenture.
Scores of apprentices abandoned their placements during the Revolutionary War which caused
tension between the fathers, who genuinely believed they were equipping their sons for
independency, and the sons who wanted immediate liberty.
Going through perhaps the longest rite of passage in the eighteenth century, apprentices
studied, lived, and absorbed the skills, customs, and cultural identity of the master craftsmen
whom they served in order to set themselves up for future economic security. Apprentices,
especially mechanics—those craftsmen who performed manual labor such as blacksmiths,
silversmiths, and stone masons—rested near the bottom of the eighteenth-century social
hierarchy just above indentured servants, unskilled laborers, and slaves. While bound under the
terms of the indenture, the master exercised complete control of the apprentice’s lives forbidding
drunkenness, gambling, fornication, and marriage. However, as one of the few means of social
mobility available to men of the lower and middling sort in the eighteenth century, fathers
subjected their sons to harsh punishments and abridged their liberties in the short run so that they
could learn a skill that could give them a chance to attain independence, mobility, and status they
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would not have otherwise had. Historian Gary Nash describes the transition from apprentice to
journeyman to master craftsmen as a three-step climb from servitude, to worker for hire, and
finally to self-employment.714
Because of the shortage of skilled labor, widespread landownership, and a decentralized
legal system, craft guilds failed to develop in colonial America. Instead, masters and
apprentices, or their fathers, negotiated contracts for themselves. Individuals, rather than guilds,
arbitrated disputes between the parties. For example, a New England lawyer, James Dalton
oversaw the agreement between Arthur Darley and his apprentice Michael Brady in July 1769.
A few months later, Brady fled the apprenticeship. When Dalton finally found him, he fined the
wayward apprentice $8.80 for his three and a half month absence. The bill included a set of
clothes that Darley provided as required, which Brady subsequently sold when he ran away. The
bill also included “advertizments” and other “Expences I was at in going after you.”715 Despite
the threat of fines, there was, however, very little that kept those with special skills from fleeing
their masters and setting themselves up with apprentices of their own. Likewise, there was little
that prevented masters from taking on multiple apprentices or keeping them long after their term
had expired. 716
Kathleen Brown has discovered in Virginia, for example, fathers routinely petitioned the
courts to remove their sons from an undesirable apprenticeship and to a situation the child found
more suitable. Never did Virginia fathers use the court system to force their sons to stay in an
unhappy placement.717 Most Southerners lived in rural communities, which caused the artisan
community to develop much slower there than in the North. Southern craftsmen differed from
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their northern counterparts both in terms of quantity and specialization. Artisans gathered in
urban centers in the North, but they were much more spread out in the South. Cabinet makers,
saddlers, leatherworkers, and blacksmiths made up the bulk of southern artisans. Like most
members of the southern economy, craftsmen were associated with tobacco in the Chesapeake
and rice and indigo in the Deep South, as they often rented a room on the plantation on which
they worked. There were, though, a handful of cobblers, barbers, woodworkers, and bakers
scattered throughout the rural South. Because of their limited numbers, most craftsmen found
themselves working as generalists—performing many functions within a field.718
When it came to placing their sons in apprenticeships, fathers held a tremendous amount
of authority. They wanted their sons to become literate, moral, and self-sustaining citizens, and
drew up indenture contracts to meet these goals. For example, the contract signed between New
Englander Moses Mason and Levi Metcalf which bound Mason’s son, Simeon, to Metcalf for a
period of five years or “until the said Apprentice shall arrive to the age of Twenty one,” included
special provisions. The agreement ordered that Simeon live with the family in “the manner of an
Apprentice to learn the art & mystery of Husbandry,” and thus conformed, in many ways, to the
standard apprentice agreements of the period. The differences reveal the paternal motivation
behind the placement. The contract specifically mentions that the apprentice became a de facto
member of the family in that he will faithfully service “his said Master and Mistress” and “their
secrets keep, their lawful commands gladly obey, he shall do no damage to his said Master or
Mistress nor see it to be done by others without telling or giving notices thereof to his said
Master or Mistress.” Honesty and loyalty were hallmarks of republican virtues, as was frugality,
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which the contract covered as well. “He shall not waste his said Master or Mistress’s goods nor
lend them unlawfully to any.”719
In keeping with a father’s desire to instill republican virtues in his child, the contract
directed the moral activity of his son and listed specific vices to avoid while under the care of his
master. “He shall not commit Fornication nor contract Matrimony within the said term” and “at
Cards Dice or any other unlawful Game he shall not play whereby his said Master or Mistress
may have damage with their own goods nor the goods of others.” The contract further stipulated
that Simeon “shall not absent himself by day or by night of his said Master or Mistress’s service
without their leave, nor hount Taverns, Ale houses, or play houses but in all things behave
himself as a faithful apprentice ought to do towards his said Master and Mistress during the said
term.” These morality clauses existed in pre-Revolutionary contracts as well. As we have seen,
both seventeenth and eighteenth-century fathers valued religion and moral training in their
children.
The provision that most distinguished Moses Mason’s hand-written contract was the
requirement that young Simeon attend school for three weeks in the winter months so that he
could learn “School to learn to Read Write & Cypher [sic].” Moses ensured that his son would
receive four years of basic education at the local school. Another unique quality of Simeon
Mason’s contract was the allotment of two “decent Suits of Apparal [sic] for all parts of his
body, one Suit for working days and the other for the Lord’s day.” Simeon’s father inserted
these two provisions into the contract to make sure that while away from the family, Simeon
attained a basic grammar-school education to bolster his newfound skills in husbandry, and that
he was appropriately clad for attending Sunday services. In other words, Moses ensured that his
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son adhered to the same religious and educational standard he would have followed had he
remained at home.
Fathers, or the father figure in the home, were responsible for placing their children in
apprenticeships to secure their future success. Upon the death of his daughter-in-law, Mary
Peterson McKean, Thomas McKean, while serving in the Continental Congress, arranged an
apprenticeship for his orphaned nephew. He wrote to Matthew Irwin who had verbally agreed to
apprentice him, but did not have a binding contract, “I must request your decisive answer,
whether you can lodge him or not in your own house, for he is too young to be intrusted [sic] to
his own management.” McKean angrily wrote that had Irwin expressed concern about boarding
the young lad, “no consideration should have induced me to put him [as your] Apprentice.”720
Many American fathers pulled their children out of grammar or Latin school, which
incurred expensive tuition charges, to become apprentices, but their ultimate goals for their
children’s future remained the same. One of the most famous examples was Josiah Franklin,
who removed his son Benjamin from the Boston Latin school when he could no longer afford the
tuition. Josiah placed his son in his own shop as a chandler’s apprentice. Benjamin Franklin
refused to spend his life making candles and after a short tour of his available options chose to be
apprenticed to his brother in the printing business because of his “Bookish Inclination. ” Josiah
agreed to the change because an apprenticeship as a printer served much the same function as
Latin School. Both required high levels of literacy and set up young Franklin for financial
independency, which the Latin School would not have done since it was oriented towards college
entrance exams.721
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John Russell, a Boston stonemason, apprenticed his son Benjamin to a printer to prevent
the lad from joining the Revolutionary army. Benjamin had followed the militia as far as
Harvard and served as the company’s clerk until his father finally tracked him down. Both
exasperated and relieved, John secured his son’s release from General Putnam, who gave
Benjamin an “honorable discharge from his first service as a Revolutionary solider.” 722 John
Russell, then, removed his son from the militia and bonded him to a Boston printer named Isaiah
Thomas, patriotic printer who had a history of radicalism and anti-British sentiment.723
Benjamin’s placement with Thomas reveals that Russell took his son’s desires into consideration
and ultimately acquiesced to his patriotic impulses. His apprenticeship, moreover, falls in line
with fathers who educated their sons in hopes of teaching them republican and patriotic ideals.
Isaiah Thomas, a radical and well-read republican, satisfied Russell’s educational and patriotic
obligations. In addition to gaining republican virtues, Russell hoped that young Benjamin would
acquire the skills and moral fiber to succeed in the world created by the Revolution. In the end,
his wish came true.
Fathers such as John Russell who apprenticed their sons during the Revolutionary period
remained consistent with their republican desire to produce well-educated and independent
citizens. However, because of the nature of their apprenticeships, their independence was
temporarily delayed. Sons found this arrangement vexing. In a response to a letter from his son,
Redwood, who was pining to return home from his apprenticeship at a fellow Quaker, Israel
Janney’s mill, Miers Fisher gently but firmly rebuked the boy for grumblings and assured him
that his present placement was best for his future development. “The place of thy Residence,”
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Miers explained, “is the best I could have procured for thee with all my Deligince and had I the
Liberty to chose again, there is no Place with in my Knowledge that I should prefer to it.” He
made his son understand that only away from the home could he set his mind on “future good”
in favor of “present Inclination and the work will be half done and I shall hear no more of thy
repining.”724
Miers Fisher convinced his son Redwood about “the Value and Importance of real
Education” while he served as an apprentice in a mill. Rather than a liberal “Knowledge of
Languages of Arts and of Science are perhaps the least valuable Parts of What are generally
considered under the Term Education” and apprenticeship offered Redwood the opportunity to
form “good Habits in the mind and, boy, are by far the more essential than Education.”725
Fathers did not place their sons into apprenticeships to get rid of the noisome creatures as
one historian suggested, but to give them specific skills, training, and experiences that they could
not get in the home.726 Miers Fisher ordered young Redwood to “assimilate thyself to their
Family so as to promise a mutual agreement in harmony with thine which will increase thee
many advantages in the Course of thy Education and I have little doubt will fit thee for Business
in any way that future Prospects may open for thee.” Redwood would not learn what he needed
to from Janney unless he developed “good Habits while thy mind is yet tender and capable of
Impressions which will be lasting and valuable in proportion to the Care thou takest in chasing
the good and refusing evil.”727
Fisher further justified his son’s placement outside the home saying he removed his son
from the temptations of the city while Redwood navigated the stormy seas of adolescents. “This
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city is by no means a proper Place to form thy Manners,” Fisher explained, “for this Reason I
sought a place where thou might not have temptations hourly before thy Eyes, until thy
Principles and manners shall become so fixed as to save thee the trouble of a constant warfare
between thy Inclination and thy Desires (Dictum) in which the forms I fear would often get the
Victory over the latter if thou wert to reside here.”728 Fisher wanted his son to avoid the
temptations of luxury, excess, and foppery which were associated with eighteenth-century cities.
To keep Redwood focused on his education during his indenture and not “moving abroad
in Search of Acquaintance[s],” Miers also sent Redwood a few “well chosen” books to “employ
thyself in reading them.” To demonstrate to his son that Miers was still in charge of the boy’s
education, “I intend to furnish thee with a few [books, and] occasionally add to the number
according to the Improvement I shall observe in thy Correspondence as (or) Opportunity offer
and in the Choice I shall attend to thy Entertainment as was well as advancement in useful
Knowledge.”729 As we have seen, Miers monitored his son’s educational progress, whether he
was away at boarding school or fulfilling his apprenticeship.
Apprenticeships were an important way for fathers to ensure their sons’ future security
and financial independence even beyond the grave. In his will, Nathaniel Little, no direct
relation to Moses Little, ordered that his son, Plumer, on his twenty first birthday be paid three
hundred dollars, the same sum of cash he bequeathed to his unwed daughter. In the meantime,
Little ordered that “he serve as an apprintice [sic] and be taught some art or mystery to aid and
assist him in his future support.”730 Three years later, Little updated his will adding that his
youngest son Richard Thomas Little also be put out to an apprentice to be “taught some art or
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trade to aid and assist him in his future support.”731 John Foster, a Virginia planter, likewise,
instructed his executor to place his sons in school at age two for two years and then ordered that
they be placed in an apprenticeship.732
Not all master-apprentice relationships worked smoothly. Many masters abused their
positions by forcing their apprentices to do menial chores or agricultural labor rather than
teaching them the trade. The cruelest masters refused to teach their apprentices all aspects of the
trade, preferring instead to instruct them in only one skill so that when they left their care they
were only half trained and unable to establish themselves as craftsmen. Some purposely delayed
teaching their charges the trade until late in the indenture to keep them from mastering the craft
too quickly and thus preventing them from running away. Despite this precaution, apprentices
often escaped their indentures. The historical record is full of newspaper advertisements seeking
runaway slaves, servants, and apprentices.733 Because of the weakness of the trade guilds in
America, fathers who could not afford to take a corrupt master craftsmen to court had little
recourse when their sons came home from their time as an apprentice unskilled.
The American Revolution was a period of turmoil and chaos for both masters and
apprentices. Because of the increased demand for wartime materials, consumer goods, and food,
wages soared. Many sons who were placed in apprenticeships found working for their masters
less appealing when they had the option of abandoning their indenture and working as
journeymen.734 John Adams told Abigail that he feared “that our Struggle” for independence
“has loosened the bands of Government everywhere” in that “Children and Apprentices were
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disobedient” to their masters.”735 Adams’s doomsday prediction proved somewhat true as
several young apprentices who felt they had been mistreated joined the Continental Army, which
promised an opportunity not only to prove their manhood in battle but also to earn a paycheck, or
so they hoped.736 The Continental Congress eventually decreed that apprentices could not enlist
in the army without their masters’ consent.737 The war presented new wartime dangers for some
apprentices. Peter Edes, for example, a young apprentice of a Boston printer, was taken captive
by the British and held as a punishment for his father’s political writings.738 Historian W. J.
Rorabaugh argues that the Revolution ultimately weakened the institution of apprenticeships, as
the aftermath of the war opened numerous opportunities beyond craft guilds. Nevertheless,
young Americans who successfully navigated both their craftsmanship and the war found the
Revolutionary period full of promise for many.739
Conclusion
This chapter highlights a shift in the purpose of education in the minds of eighteenthcentury fathers compared to fathers before the Revolution. More than finding a career, education
transformed boys into men, young men into gentlemen, and dependents into independent and
liberated adults. Formal education before the Revolutionary era had two main purposes; one
steeped in religion and the other in class. Fathers ensured their sons were well educated to
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rescue them from the flames of hell. They also hoped formal education could help maintain the
veil of gentility, especially in the South. American colleges took on both goals as their primary
missions: they prepared colonial students for a life in the clergy—or the law— and indoctrinated
them on practices and mannerism consistent with English gentry.
By the eve of the American Revolution, seeds of change in educational theory and
practices germinated, but were slow to take root in all areas of the newly formed country. The
first change was the indirect influence of John Locke. While most American educational
institutions did not assign Locke’s readings, they began using textbooks written by Lockean
authors. The second change was the addition of English rhetoric and persuasive dialogue to the
curriculum. Other traditions, such as the emphasis of classical languages, came under attack
during the Revolutionary period, but those changes would take place in the Antebellum Period.
In many ways, there was significant continuity between seventeenth-century and
eighteenth-century education theories and practices. Religion, morality, and the classics were
valued in both eras. However, religious themes were no longer placed in the lessons to save
young souls from hell, but to create virtuous and useful citizens for the republic. The study of
classics offered fathers role models for their children to emulate. In the heroes of antiquity,
republican fathers found deep connections and admired them as the hallmark of republican
virtue. This love affair with ancient history would not last long into the nineteenth century, but it
remained important to our fathers. In fact, fathers chose dames schools, grammar schools,
academies, and colleges that conformed to their republican values. Fathers, therefore, retained
considerable agency over their son’s schooling even from afar through letters, directions to
schoolmasters, and the ability to remove their sons from incompatible institutions.
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Poor and middling fathers, who could not afford, nor desired to send their sons to
grammar school or college found apprenticeship an attractive alternative. For fathers, an
apprenticeship offered their sons the skills and training necessary to create for themselves an
independent life. For sons, however, the conditions of the apprenticeship which forbade
marriage, fornication, gambling, and other liberties, ran contrary to their independent spirit and
desires. Therefore, scores of sons abandoned their apprenticeships, which, along the with
pending industrial revolution, ultimately destabilized the entire apprenticeship system.
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V. A STRUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCE: MANHOOD
"As the Years increase, Liberty must come with them."740
—John Locke, Thoughts On Education
“The independence of our country holds forth such generous encouragement to youth.”741
—David Ramsay speech on the fourth of July, 1778.

In 1799, when Thomas McKean, Jr. was twenty years old and in the earliest stages of his
manhood, he tried his hand at international trade. His first foray was a risky venture to South
America to the Spanish colony Porto Cabello in the city of Caracas. To aid him on his adventure,
Tommy, as the family called him, drew up an agreement with Claudio Montant, who would serve
as his guide, interpreter, and personal assistant. The contract stated that McKean agreed to pay
Montant one thousand dollars, plus travel expenses, and one half of his boarding expenses once the
two arrived in Caracas. The contract stipulated, moreover, that if the “agency shall be defeated by
the deaths of the said parties or capture of them,” then McKean would owe Montant only five
hundred dollars.742 The clause “by the death of the said parties or capture of them” proved to be
troublesome for the budding young merchant.
Tommy’s venture into Latin America came at a precarious point in Iberian Atlantic history.
On the eve of his voyage, the Spanish provinces were in the process of deciding for themselves
whether or not to expand their trade with foreign neutral powers. Wealthy Creole families, who
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controlled most of the export and import business in Latin America, argued against opening the
ports, because doing so jeopardized their monopoly. In 1798, the intendant, or governor, of
Caracas, legalized trade with neutral parties, including the United States, in order to benefit the
colony over the greater Spanish Empire.743 Thus, the window for Tommy’s business travels
opened, but it would not last long. In 1799, the Spanish monarchy overruled the intendant and
reversed his policy revoking the neutral shipping decree and closing Caracas’s ports to foreign
traders.744 After four months of preparations, Tommy realized that with the stroke of a pen, the
Spanish monarchy had defeated his first attempt at international trade and financial independence.
According to the contract that he made with Montant, however, only death or capture could reduce
Montant’s payment from the promised one thousand dollars to five hundred dollars. The contract
did not make any provisions for revolution or royal interference, which left Montant an opening to
seek the entire sum he was promised.
Fearing that he was about to watch a failed venture grow worse, McKean Jr. reached out to
his father for help. Tommy had drafted the contract on his own, and his inexperience nearly cost
him dearly. Upon closely examining his son’s contract, Thomas McKean, Sr., signer of the
Declaration of Independence, who served Pennsylvania both as its Governor and Chief Justice,
determined that neither of the parties “put a sound construction” into it. McKean explained to his
son that had the contract been drawn up properly, with the voyage having been “defeated by an
event which you could not neither foresee nor prevent,” the “court of Equity as well as law” would
have “rendered it void.” Montant should have only been able to sue for damages which “would be
in allowance for the four months” spent in preparation, which would have cost Junior only $333.
However, since Tommy added the clause “if the voyage and agency should be defeated by death or
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capture,” rather than a more broad construction that would have accounted for all unforeseeable
circumstances, Tommy owed Montant the reduced rate stated in the contract of five hundred
dollars.745 In the elder McKean’s typically bombastic style, he exclaimed that if Montant rejected
such a generous and fair settlement, he “shall consider him as griping and unjust as the Jew” and
“be void of religious and moral sentiments.”746 McKean, Jr. learned that he was not quite ready to
engage in business without his father’s assistance. As we shall see, Tommy would struggle for
most of his adult life to attain the financial independence his father wished for him.
This chapter explores the final stage in the transition from boyhood to manhood from the
point of view of the father. In part because of the spirit of independence that spread from the
Revolution against a king-father, eighteenth-century fathers wanted their sons to become
independent citizens of a republic, marking the main difference between eighteenth and
seventeenth-century fathers. Pre-revolutionary fathers, wanted their sons to replace them in
society. Sons of farmers inherited the farm. Sons of artisans became craftsmen. Sons of
clergymen studied divinity. Even a man’s church pew, a symbol of status in New England, was
often passed down from father to son. This chapter outlines a significant change in this familial
pattern. Because of the Revolution, because of the spirit of independence bound up in the hearts
and minds of the people, because of the new land opened up in the West, and because the shackles
of empire had been cast aside, fathers imagined new opportunities for their sons and encouraged
their sons to take full advantage of their newfound political and economic freedom.
Some historians have characterized this transition as a filial rebellion against patriarchal
authority. The typical narrative suggests that sons sought their financial independence from their
overbearing and unrelenting, patriarchal fathers. Historian Joyce Appleby asserts that the
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relationship between fathers and sons after the Revolution was “the most vexed of all their
intimacies.”747 Appleby describes, moreover, the father/son relationship for the Revolutionary
generation as one marked by defiant sons and jealous, controlling fathers. While it was certainly
true that some fathers failed to release their parental authority over their adult sons, my research
demonstrates that fathers, rather than sons, led the way in instilling a sense of independence in
their sons. Patriarchy was already falling out of vogue in the wake of the Revolution and the
Enlightenment, because patriarchal restraints ran contrary to Enlightenment teachings. In fact,
Immanuel Kant declared, “’Having the courage to use your own understanding,’ is therefore the
motto of the enlightenment”748 Jack Custis assured his stepfather, George Washington, that he
intended to serve the state of Virginia on “true independent principles to the best of my
abilities.”749
Independence, as historian Pauline Maier demonstrates, was debated throughout the
colonies at the local level long before Congress’s official declaration.750 Americans discussed
independence in their meeting houses, in the public square, in the tavern, and at home, while the
Second Continental Congress debated it in the Pennsylvania State House.751 Historian Peter
Thompson reveals that independence was one of the most contentious topics debated in
Philadelphia taverns in the months leading to the formal declaration. It was so bombastic that
supporters and opponents had to meet in separate taverns, otherwise, fisticuffs may have
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ensued.752 Americans talked about independence so frequently that Landon Carter once
complained that “Papers it seems are every where” asking “poor ignorant Creatures to sing” in
favor of independence. Carter’s complaint reveals that the members of the colonial elite sought,
or received unsolicited, the opinions of everyone including the “poor ignorant Creatures.”753
Independence buzzed in the minds and hearts of the Americans, because it promised a bright
future for the next generation. David Ramsay said in a speech on the fourth of July, 1778, “the
independence of our country holds forth such generous encouragement to youth.”754 Joyce
Appleby observes, “In a very real sense, what Independence brought was an enlarged scope for
acting on desires and convictions that had long lain close to the surface of colonial life.”755
Historians have long noted the shift in the family’s primary function in society from the
colonial period to the nineteenth century. They have observed a cultural shift from collective to
individual understandings of American society but are less clear as to the cause of the shift.756
We commonly identify the rise of industrialization, the rise of secularization, or the decline of
available inheritable land as common culprits.757 This chapter posits, conversely, that it was the
Revolutionary generation’s emphasis on independence that prompted the transition of American
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families away from communal interests towards a society that nurtured and equipped its
members to serve their individual goals. The spirit of independence, the spirit of ’76 if you will,
gave rise to individualism. This spirit was passed from fathers to sons as a natural product of
their Revolutionary experience and their engagement in the new American Republic. This
chapter examines the process leading to filial independence and analyzes both the role of fathers
in bestowing freedom upon their sons, and the role of sons as they accepted and declared their
newfound independency. Before we proceed, let us first examine the father/son relationship in
the colonial era.
Seventeenth century Patriarchy
Patriarchy, which is defined as a man’s complete authority over his household including
its labor, property, sexual access, and punishments, was a powerful force in the seventeenth
century. In many ways, the social and political stability of colonial America rested on the system
of hierarchy and patriarchy. Backed by the government, the church, and overwhelming popular
opinion, patriarchal fathers were solely responsible for securing their children’s religious and
secular education, arranging marriages, and dividing the family’s estate. The fathers’ absolute
authority stemmed from the way seventeenth-century contemporaries viewed women, children,
and power.
No discussion of patriarchy would be complete without a thorough examination of the
teachings of Sir Robert Filmer. Published posthumously in 1680 but completed before the
English Civil War, Filmer’s hallmark work, Patriarcha, a document historian Paul Conner
describes as “an arsenal of paternalist thought,” elucidated and legitimized patriarchal
institutions in England.758 Filmer’s thoughts were not novel and in fact were already widely
accepted at the time of his writing. Conner says Filmer wrote to “convince the convinced” and
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assure “patriarchs of the rightness of patriarchy.”759 Beginning with a Biblical argument for
patriarchy, “For as Adam was Lord of his Children,” Filmer explained, “so his Children under
him, had a Command and Power over their own Children.” Adam and the succeeding patriarchs
had “by Right of Fatherhood, Royal Authority over their Children.”760 He argued that if “this
subjection of Children being the Fountain of all Regal Authority,” than it follows “that Civil
Power not only in general is by Divine Institution.” Summarizing his central argument, Filmer
said, “as the Father over one Family, so the King as Father over many Families extends his care
to preserve, feed, cloth, instruct and defend the whole Commonwealth…all the Duties of a King
are summed up in an Universal Fatherly Care of his people.”761 Filmer warned that in a world
without strong patriarchal authority, with no “Father’s House,” men “were slain in the Wives
Arms, and the Children in the Mother’s Laps.”762
One of the explanations for patriarchy stems from the seventeenth-century western
societies’ views of women, who observers considered to be easily corrupted and weakened by
their sinful nature; thus, they needed a strong moral and spiritual patriarch to control them.
Contemporary wisdom maintained that since men had been endowed by their creator with a
special allotment of reason, the masculine gender bore the responsibility of lording over women
who were believed to be intellectually inferior, physically weaker, and prone to following
misguided passions and affections. Historian John Demos and others have argued that the
biblical account of Eve’s temptation convinced seventeenth century society, both men and
women, that females were easy prey for the devil. It was no accident, Demos explains, that
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women were disproportionately accused of witchcraft.763 As historian Elizabeth Reis maintains,
New England women believed themselves to be more susceptible to the devil’s snares, because
they internalized the Puritan doctrines of total depravity and the imminent possibility of
damnation.764 The same qualities that made women feminine—frail bodies, submissiveness, and
passivity—compelled them to succumb to the devil’s call.765 Reis argues that women confessed
to witchcraft during the Salem epidemic because they had interpreted their sinful nature as a
covenant with the devil as evidenced by their vile thoughts and deeds.766 Fathers were the
family’s shield against this ever-present demonic influence.
Kathleen Brown argues that western society strengthened patriarchy by fashioning an
image of the ideal women as pious, hardworking, quiet, and submissive buttressed by Protestant
teachings and social reinforcements. Clergymen used their pulpits to force women into a
prescribed gender identity by preaching on passages from the New Testament that say, “Let your
women keep silence in the churches: for it is not permitted unto them to speak; but they are
commanded to be under obedience, as also saith the law.”767 Both lawmakers and clergymen
defined marriage, sexuality, and domesticity in a way that positioned women beneath men in
religious, political, and familial governance thus elevating the role of the father in both the public
and private sphere.768 Men, therefore, entrusted themselves with the task of ensuring that the
women under their charge, wives, daughters, and female servants, conformed to accepted
standards of femininity. Women who broke with these gender norms were branded as wenches
or possibly witches.
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Because fathers bore the responsibility for the moral, spiritual, and occupational
development of their families, men assumed central roles in childrearing. Women could not be
trusted, contemporaries believed, with raising their children unmonitored. A women’s moral
weakness and tendency to “cocker,” over indulgence, and bestow “excessive fondness,” explains
why the common law granted custody of children to the father in most cases of divorce.769
Children, likewise, were considered to be “stained” with sins and accordingly depraved.
One parental instructional book described children as being “altogether inclined to evil,”
insisting that a father must gain control of his children, otherwise “If this sparkle be suffered to
increase, it will rage over and burn down the whole house.”770 Reverend Oliver Heywood said
of his own childhood, “I am by nature a child of wrath, a limb of satan. [sic]”771 Fathers were,
therefore, charged with restraining their children’s sinful passions. A biography of Jonathan
Edwards exemplifies this philosophy for raising his children. “When they first discovered any
considerable degree of will and stubbornness,” Samuel Hopkins said of Edwards, “he would
attend to them till he had thoroughly subdued them and brought them to submit.”772
The belief that children were subordinate to their parents for the duration of their lives
was universally held before the American Revolution. Even John Locke, who strongly attacked
patriarchy as a justification for monarchy or absolute authority, acknowledged that “by the Law
of God and Nature” children had an “indispensible Duty” and “perpetual Obligation” to honor
and obey their parents.773 Sir Robert Filmer said, “I know no means by the Law of Nature” that
says “how and when Sons become Free.” Only after children grew from nonage that they “ease
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their Parents of part of their Fatherly Care” and “are then content to remit some part of their
Fatherly authority,” but never does the law of nature or of God “giveth full power” of the father
to the son.774
Colonial governments empowered fathers with almost absolute authority, but also
monitored fathers for abuse and neglect. The Massachusetts Bay Company ordered “the chief of
these families… [to] be grounded in religion; whereby morning and evening family duties may
be duly performed, and a watchful eye held over all in each family.”775 In 1632, the Virginia
House of Burgesses decreed that fathers and masters must teach their children the catechism or
send them to church for religious instruction. New England statutes warned that parents who
produced “rude, stubborn, unruly” children risked losing them to a more capable father usually
another relative, a master craftsmen, or the clergy.776 Filmer argued that the government was the
only check on the father’s authority. “Parents have,” according to Filmer, “power of Life and
Death over their Children,” and the child has only “the Magistrate to enquire and examine the
justness of the Cause.”777
Patriarchy, both in terms of family governance and political theory, remained an integral
part of colonial stability until the Revolution. Kathleen Brown argues that patriarchy went
unchallenged in Virginia until Bacon’s Rebellion, and then, the rebellion actually strengthened
patriarchal interests as class and race were used to buttress patriarchy.778 Historians Steven Mintz
and Susan Kellogg have discovered that very few sons moved further than sixteen miles from
their father’s home while he was alive. Speaking broadly about all of colonial America, young
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men, they assert, only became truly independent after they had received their bequest of property
from their father after he died.779
In the North, mid-Atlantic, and the South, fathers maintained their paternal authority
through the ownership of property and control of inheritance. According to Mary Beth Norton,
the lack of lawsuits between fathers and sons over birthrights demonstrates that sons did not
want to risk their estates by openly defying their fathers in public court. Most familial disputes
were handled within the family, and, according to Norton, in favor of the father.780 Brown
argues that anxious patriarchs regularly utilized the threat of disinheritance in an attempt to
maintain their authority. William Byrd, for example, told his daughter that if she continued to
see a certain suitor, of whom Byrd disapproved, he would withhold the “blessing you ought to
expect upon the performance of it.” In case he was unclear, Byrd explained forthrightly, “And as
to any expectation, you may foundly entertain of a fortune from me, you are not to look for one
brass farthing, if you provoke me by this fatal instance of disobedience.”781
In addition to control of property, New England fathers relied upon heavy doses of
religious guilt and physical punishments. Philip Greven has discovered that multiple generations
of New Englanders deployed the rod as a mode of discipline. Greven observes, however, that
corporal punished revealed the failure of a father’s effort to discipline his children rather than
evidence of a successful disciplinary tactic. A Puritan’s goal in raising a child was to break the
will of the child and thus instill a submissive spirit that would more easily bend towards good.
While fathers in the seventeenth century may not have allowed true filial independence,
they wanted their sons to be financially self-sufficient and fulfill their calling. Puritan minister
John Cotton called a father who failed to find his sons a calling an “uncleane beast.” His
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grandson, Cotton Mather, likewise, exhorted men, “See to it, O parents, that when you choose
calling for your children, you wisely consult their capacities and their inclinations, lest you ruin
them.” According to the Mather family doctrine, parents, primarily the father because only he
would have the ability to train his son in a public calling, were not passive participants in choosing
their child’s calling, but the primary decision makers. While Mather suggests that fathers should
consult their sons’ inclinations, the ultimate decision rested on the father. Both Cotton Mather and
John Cotton warned that a foolish choice in this matter could lead to a child’s ruin, and they held
fathers accountable for their sons’ destruction. This is why the choice could not be left to the
child, but the father must “cry mightily to God by prayer, yea, with fasting and prayer, for his
direction when you are to resolve upon a matter of such considerable consequence.”782 The goal,
therefore, was to decide on a calling that would allow a son to support himself and his family, but,
because the decision remained in the hands of the father, the boy knew he was never truly
independent. Additionally, because of the control of property that fathers had, fathers asserted
influence over their children’s destiny’s even after death.
Change in Revolutionary era
The difference for Revolutionary fathers was that when their sons gained the ability to
provide for themselves, fathers relinquished their authority over them. One of the reasons for this
change was that the weapons that pre-Revolutionary fathers had used to maintain patriarchy
weakened in the late eighteenth century. Joyce Appleby asserts that the generation that inherited
the Revolution had no choice but to become independent as “the destruction of much of their
elder’s world forced” them “to move forward on their own.”783 Initially, fathers supported their
sons by accumulating great estates and dividing it among them, but with each generation,
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especially in New England, their estates dwindled along with their influence. Historian Mark E.
Kann notes that primogenitor, while illegal only in New England, had fallen out of fashion and
was considered un-American, because it “robbed posterity of liberty and equality.”784 In the early
Republic, as large estates became increasingly harder to acquire, fathers turned to education as a
means of establishing their sons’ independence. Because, as Kann argues, eighteenth-century
fathers wanted their sons, to be “forever independent,” they relied on education, skills training, and
apprenticeship to accomplish their aims.785
The second difference between seventeenth-century fathers and those in the
Revolutionary era, was that American fathers found dependence incongruent with their
republicans ideals, specifically, because dependence bred idleness. David Ramsay made this
point in a speech celebrating the Fourth of July. He said, “had we remained dependant, [we]
would have been spending [our] time in idleness, and strutting in the costly robes of British
gaiety.” Independence was celebrated in America because it signaled that Americans were
capable of producing goods for themselves. “When necessity, co-operating with love of our
country, compels us to adopt both public and private economy,” Ramsay charged, “Many are
now industriously clothing themselves and their families in sober homespun.”786 Virginia
plantation mistress, Margaret Parker, acknowledged to her husband that the goal of every man
was “to pursue the Mode of life which he think[s] will procure him ease & independence.”787
Once a man attained independency, he could prosper. Washington echoed these
sentiments in his last Circular Letter to the states in 1783. He wrote to the “Citizens of America”
and declared that Americans now possessed “absolute freedom and Independency; They are,
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from this period, to be considered as Actors on a most conspicuous Theatre, which seems to be
peculiarly designed by Providence for the display of human greatness and felicity.”788 John
Adams made a similar declaration in a letter to Abigail in 1774. He told his “dear Partner” that if
we “Let Frugality , and Industry, be our Virtues” and if they could mold those principles “in the
minds and Manners of our Children” than they can become “steady, active, and industrious.”789
In this letter, Adams promoted typical eighteenth-century republican ideology which emphasized
frugality and productivity and the financial independence that industry and property provided.
He told Abigail he was motivated to improve the family farm out of the “Affection which we
feel for our lovely Babes.”790 He vowed, moreover, to serve the family by modeling republican
virtues of frugality and industry. Adams thought that only virtuous and classical education
steeped in republican values imparted the tools necessary for a boy to become an independent
man.
Fathers spoke to their sons about independence in a way their pre-Revolutionary
counterparts did not. They used terms such as “exert yourself,” “think for yourself,” and,
“become your own man” to promote a sense of independence and individuality in their sons. For
example, A Father’s Instruction to his Sons, a book owned by Benjamin Franklin, began with a
poem which bode sons to “believe not by the Public Creed, but instead “Judge for thyself; this
Right this Duty plead.”791 In 1787, on the eve of his son’s Ordination sermon, Reverend John
Mellen encouraged his son, John Mellen, Jr., to assert his autonomy as a preacher. “If I may
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Judge by my own,” Mellen, Sr. wrote, “you will be well to exert yourself. You are as old as I
was when I made my Norton Sermon with you in my arms, or nearly so.”792 John Mellen, Sr.’s
first pastoral position was in Norton, Massachusetts.
Charles Carroll of Annapolis offered similar advice to his son, Charley. His instruction
struck a balance between observing the actions and behaviors of those around him, modeling that
behavior, but also becoming his own man. He counseled the boy to avoid “the Nature of
Complaisance” that could tempt him “into any Action inconsistent with probity, Honour, your
Duty to God and your Superiors whose Friendship and good Will I am certain you will study to
deserve.” He went on to charge young Charles to take “Notice carefully” of the “behaviour of all
about you,” but warned him that “what may become a Man in One Country may be very
ridiculous in another, before you Act, observe the Actions of others.” Carroll concluded that a
man should conform to social norms, but retain the independency of his thoughts and actions.
“Be not so Servile an Im[itator],” Carroll chided, “as to let it be seen you Copy, but let your
Actions be your Own, Natural, and Set easy on you.”793
One of the ways fathers produced independent sons was by communicating that they
valued their sons’ opinions. Jacob Norton encouraged his son Richard to question and examine
his own beliefs. “You desire me distinctly to state whether the statements you have made of the
matters mentioned in your letter are satisfactory,” Richard responded to his father, “could you
suppose, then, my dear Father, that I should object to anything you might think proper? As you
request it, however, I now assure you that all your statements are perfectly satisfactory, & meet,
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in every respect, my entire approbation.”794 Henry Laurens, likewise, wanted his son to assert
his independence and form his own opinions. Laurens asked his son about his plans since the
boy was concluding his time in London reading the law. He wanted to hear John’s “own
Inclinations & prospects & matured by Information which he had received from his friends in
Conversation.” Lauren made it clear that John’s opinion “carries its weight in my Councils &
which upon the present, is particularly necessary.”795
The impulse to push their sons toward independence was strong among the lower and
middling classes as well. James Gray, a Massachusetts miller and veteran of the America
Revolution, told his sons Moses and Theodore as they embarked on their apprenticeships with
their uncle, “You are now, my dears, beginning to act along in some measure for yourselves.”
He implored them to use the time away to “think of attending to business whereby you may
support yourselves.” In case he had not made his intentions clear, he reiterated, “you know you
have nothing to depend on or expect but from yourselves.”796
Not only did fathers instruct their sons to grow up to be independent, but their sons wanted
to demonstrate to their fathers that they had received the charge and were striving toward that end.
Sixteen year old Samuel Cary, Jr., in an effort to demonstrate to his father that he was attentive to
his language studies, wrote his father a three page letter in Spanish. “I assure You,” he informed
his father, “that I alone write this letter without the assistance of a Master & for that reason I am in
hopes that any defects therein will be forgiven.”797 Moreover, in 1785 John Mellen, Jr., after the
birth of his second child, wrote his father and affirmed that he was going to raise his son to be
independent in the same way he had been raised. “Sons,” he explained to his father, “we must
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trust, to Think for themselves and wish they may do as well in every respect. They have Character,
Cash and Companions yet to acquire”798
Some sons did not succeed in their attempts to be free themselves from their father and
experienced several false starts along the way. Most fathers did not interpret these failures as
indictments of their sons’ inability to thrive on their own, but as an opportunity to guide and
instruct them on their path toward independence. Failure, in other words, was a teaching tool,
not a final judgment of their poor character. Additionally, some fathers failed to allow their sons
the room for independence. As we shall see, those situations had disastrous consequences for the
parent-child relationship.
Finding a Career
The first way fathers hoped to set their sons on the path of independence and thus
masculinity was through a career. This was an essential step on the journey to manhood in the
eighteenth century. Dependency was tantamount to slavery. In order for one’s masculinity to fully
form, a young man had to become independent. Independence was often connected to economic
industry. David Ramsay, in his speech celebrating the first anniversary of the Declaration of
Independence, told his audience, “The independence of our country holds forth such generous
encouragement to youth, as cannot fail of making many of them despise the siren calls of luxury
and mirth, and pursue heaven-born wisdom with unwearied application.”799 Ramsay contended
that national independence would propel the first generation of Americans towards personal
independence.
In his autobiography, Benjamin Franklin offered an illustration of the interplay between a
father and son on a man’s path towards independence. While the events Franklin described
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occurred many years before the Revolution, if they occurred at all, Franklin’s account, written in
the 1770s during the apex of republicanism, indicated that he had considerable agency in the
selection of a career. While the facts of Franklin’s story remain in doubt, Franklin’s intention, to
show a republican father in action, makes this exchange important for our purposes. Franklin
began his vocational training in the usual eighteenth century fashion where family status would
often determine a son’s future occupation.800 Typically, sons of farmers grew up to take over the
family farms. Sons of candle makers often became apprenticed in the family business, and young
Franklin dutifully, therefore, “continu’d thus employ’d in my Father’s Business for two Years, that
is till I was 12 Years old.”801 However, Franklin found the task of candle making deplorable, and
he insisted that he would no longer continue in the family business. Franklin threatened to “break
away and get to Sea” if his father did not find him a more suitable trade.802 Franklin’s assertion of
his independence was a crucial moment in the rags to riches story he promoted in his
Autobiography. The fact that Franklin framed his personal declaration of independence in such a
dramatic fashion suggests that he may have been writing a narrative in the 1770s, that his readers
would want to hear. His anecdote, therefore, is more about the values of the revolutionary period
than it is about the reality of his childhood.
Beyond Franklin’s filial assertion of independence, his father, Josiah’s response is also
worthy of analysis. A trade in candle making, in Josiah’s mind, offered a stable income. Franklin
felt, however, that it offered mediocrity and that it failed to challenge his budding intellect. As a
loving father who did not wish for his son to lead a miserable life, Josiah accompanied Benjamin
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as the pair explored the boy’s occupational options. Franklin recalled that his father “took me to
walk with him, and see Joiners, Bricklayers, Turners, Braziers, &c. at their Work, that he might
observe my Inclination, and endeavor to fix it on some Trade or other on Land.”803 Josiah must
have seen the great potential in Benjamin even at a young age, but his own station in life limited
his son’s choices considerably. Most of the higher professions such as law and medicine required
costly apprentice fees which Josiah could not afford. Young Benjamin Franklin rejected these
mechanic trades—joiners, bricklayers, and turners—as potential careers, but considered them
useful skills he could use to “do little Jobs myself in my House, when a Workman could not
readily be got; and to construct little Machines for my Experiments while the Intention of making
the Experiment was fresh and warm in my Mind.”804 Franklin's “Bookish Inclination” ultimately
convinced his father to apprentice him with his older brother as a printer. The fact that Franklin
claimed to have exerted influence in choosing his own career illustrates the power shift in the
father/child relationship, where sons seized upon the new prospects and opportunities that the
changing world of the eighteenth century afforded them.
While Benjamin Franklin’s filial declaration of independence might be especially famous,
it was certainly not as exceptional as one might imagine. During the Revolutionary period,
American sons were encouraged by their fathers to assert their manhood through such declarations,
so much so that it worried some fathers that the spirit of independence had spread too far too
rapidly. John Adams had heard that America’s struggle for independence “loosened the bands of
Government every where. That Children and Apprentices were disobedient—that schools and
Colleges were grown turbulent—that Indians slighted their Guardians and Negroes grew insolent
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to their Masters.”805 While Adams assured Abigail that these fears had not come to pass just yet,
the possibility of mass chaos haunted him for the rest of his political career.
To say that sons exerted more autonomy in the selection of their careers, however, should
not suggest that they chose an occupation without any guidance from their fathers. In the same
way that Josiah Franklin and young Benjamin strolled through the streets of Boston searching for a
suitable career path, numerous fathers walked their sons through the process of choosing a career.
In doing so, they were acutely aware of their children's future potential and closely monitored their
sons’ progress, offering correction and rebuke when they strayed. Sometimes a son’s attempt to
establish his economic independence led to disastrous consequences forcing his father to intervene.
Such was the case of the hapless Thomas McKean, Jr., of Philadelphia.
As we have seen, Thomas McKean, Jr.’s career as an international merchant was short
lived indeed. Thus he decided, instead, to follow his father’s career path into law and politics.
After four years of false starts, Tommy accepted a position as his father’s personal secretary.
Soon, McKean, Sr. realized that his son’s appointment had stifled his son’s ability to establish an
independent legal practice for himself. McKean encouraged his son saying, "You have given me
pleasure in telling me you are industriously reading law." Gently nudging him to increase his
efforts, McKean said, "you should employ three or four hours every day in that useful study; at
your age I spent more than double that time in that science."806 Tommy, twenty-four years old,
had not yet achieved success in the public sphere without relying on his father's nepotism.
After over a year of following his father’s instructions and intensely reading law with his
older brother Robert, Tommy still needed exhortation from his father to free himself from the
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comfortable rut of politics. In January 1805, McKean informed his son that he would no longer
employ him as his personal secretary, and that by "the beginning of October," Tommy must "enter
into a new and honorable employment." Continuing to prepare Tommy for his new employment,
McKean instructed his son to "read Blackstone's commentaries, I say, read them with attention."807
The exhortation to “read them with attention” revealed the growing frustration McKean harbored
toward his adult son who was still living at home and had not yet become independent. He further
instructed Tommy’s brother Robert, who had taken his father’s legal training and successfully
parlayed it into a prosperous career, to "inform you of the rest" of what he would need to establish
a practice of his own. All of this intensive legal training would help push McKean, Jr. out of the
nest and into his "honorable” employment. Such a vocation, unlike his current position as his
father's secretary, had to be earned through “a very moderate industry; which,” he told his son,
“you must, and no doubt will exert."808 Tommy had given his father plenty of reasons to doubt his
industry over the years, but McKean refrained from disparaging comments in his letters. Despite
Tommy’s missteps—and there were many—McKean calmly but firmly encouraged his son to
follow a path towards economic independence.809
Reading the law was a path to independence for several elite American sons. Charles
Carroll of Annapolis encouraged his son, Charles Carroll, while he was completing his studies in
France. “I also recommend to you to hire a p[er]son to instruct you in y[ou]r reading the Law.”
Carroll had made this suggestion before, but Charley replied that “no one properly Qualify’d could
be got for Wages.” Carroll rebuked him, “I have been since informed that you was mistaken: As
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you will have little more than a year to stay in the Temple after the Reciet of this you may possible
think it late to make use of such a one.” In typical progressive parenting style, Carroll conceded
that the decision to study law belonged to Charley. “Of this,” Carroll said, “you are now the best
judge.”810 Charlie then informed his father that instead of busying himself with the study of law,
as he should be doing, he was considering learning the craft of land surveying. Having given his
son the freedom to chose his own path, Carroll acquiesced that surveying could be a “very
Essential to you,” but he believed his son should focus instead on “a thorough knowledge of
Arithmatick & Book-keeping” which will serve him to “bring in with you to refresh your
memory.”811
Henry Laurens, who took great care in monitoring and providing for his son’s education,
strongly approved of his son studying law while in London as long as John truly desired to enter
the profession. Henry excitedly listed books that could be “useful Toy[s] in your Library” as long
as “your own Inclination is suggested to me.” Once John declared his intention to study law,
Henry sent him to Thomas Corbett of London to direct his studies. “Mr. Corbett who approves
very much of your Studying the Civil Law & advises a Close attention to that branch while you are
abroad.” In addition to the other books John was reading, both Henry and Corbett recommended
“Blackstone’s Works as property for your Study.”812 William Blackstone’s Commentaries on the
Laws of England were widely read in colonial America around the time of the Revolution.
Historian Gerald Stourzh observes that Blackstone’s legal theories on public oppression were
especially impactful in South Carolina. Henry Laurens would have seen Blackstone quoted and
cited in the ferocious newspaper battle between John McKenzie and William H Drayton 1769-
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1771.813 It was the same volume that Thomas McKean ordered Thomas Mckean Jr. to read “with
attention.”814 Henry Laurens explained to his son John the importance of diligently reading law in
London. “In a word you will be possessed of a Stock,” he wrote in the fall of 1773, “which you
may bring to Market when you please, & the knowledge abroad of your having such a Capital will
Insure you Credit.”815
In some ways to make up for paternal deficiencies his own upbringing, John Adams sent
John Quincy to read law with Newburyport lawyer Theophilus Parsons. Adams, as a young man,
desperately wanted to study the law, but his father could not bear the apprentice fees. Adams
taught school in order to earn enough money to study law under James Putnam. As a father,
Adams made sure he provide John Quincy with an opportunity his own father failed to provide. 816
Benjamin Franklin, likewise, gave his son an advantage denied to himself by his own father when
he sent William to read law first with Joseph Galloway and then at London’s Middle Temple.
Historian Shelia Skemp argues that it was the embarrassment Franklin suffered when he was
forced to give up his post as Justice of the Peace because he lacked the necessary legal training to
carry out the job, that prompted him to pursue a legal career for his son. As an indulgent father,
Skemp contends, he had the highest of aspirations for William.817 The struggling minister, Jacob
Norton, also wanted to help his son, Richard, climb the socio-economic ladder, and used his
connections with his wife’s cousin, Abigail Adams, to secure a position reading law and clerking
for the U.S. Supreme Court. Richard assured his father that while he was away in Washington
D.C. reading the law under his uncle William Cranch that he studied diligently. “I believe the
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whole circle of the Sciences does not afford a more dry & uninteresting subject than that of pleas
& pleadings,” Richard began, “it is, however a subject of prime importance to the lawyer, & I have
accordingly bestowed much time & attention upon it, but in this, as in everything else of the kind,
practice alone can make perfect.”818
As sons found their independence through industry, the relationship between fathers and
sons changed and matured. While the markers for adulthood varied for each individual, generally
there were subtle changes in the way a father and son communicated that signaled that fathers
began to consider their sons their equals. One piece of evidence that signaled the transition into
adulthood included fathers assigning their sons fatherly duties. John Laurens and his little brother
Harry were in London for their education. Nineteen-year-old John was reading law at Middle
Temple and young Harry was in grammar school.819 Harry struggled with his temper, so Henry
wanted John to step into the role of the father. “A Lecture now & then from you against vanity &
ostentation,” Laurens instructed his oldest son, “will do him no harm.”820
Other evidence of a relational evolution can be seen in the language between fathers and
sons, which can be seen through the letters of John Mellen, Jr. and Reverend John Mellen, Sr.
From the perspective of John Mellen, Sr., a New England minister, John, Jr. transitioned from
boyhood to manhood after he graduated from Harvard and secured a position as a schoolmaster.
For Mellen, Sr., employment proved to be the change agent. A New England law stipulated that
each town that was able to do so had to support a common school, which resulted in several
available schoolmaster positions for college graduates. While keeping school, as they called it,
may have lacked both the pay and the prestige that many graduates sought, it remained a viable
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first step into the adult world.821 For Mellen, Sr., his son’s gainful and professional employment,
which brought with it financial independence despite its lowly status, and it signaled that John had
crossed over into manhood. On September 15, 1771, Mellen, Sr. wrote his son a business-like
letter on the eve of John accepting a position as a schoolmaster. In the closing moments of the
letter, he displayed his pride upon hearing the news that John arrived at his own “School House.”
“You have your father’s Blessing,” he exclaimed, “who wishes you virtue and happiness, and that
Wisdom that is possible to direct you in your Studies and whole Conversation.”822 In this letter, as
he had done in all previous letters, he addressed his son as “Dear Boy” and offered the salutations
of “Your affectionate Pa.” After John stepped into the role of schoolmaster, however, Reverend
Mellen thereafter addressed his son as “Sir.” Never again would Mellen, Sr. address his son as
“Dear Boy” in his letters. From that day forward, Reverend Mellen greeted his son as “Sir,” or
“Reverend Sir,” and always signed it “Your affectionate father,” rather than the informal “Pa.”
Not all of the New England society viewed the nineteen year old John Mellen, Jr. as an
adult. Moses Garish, one of John’s closest friends addressed his letter to “Jacky.”823 Even though
John’s companions and contemporaries did not write to him in formal terms, his father did. For
Mellen, Sr., the line of demarcation between child and adult was a career: a line John crossed in
1771.
Mellen kept the school in Kingston, Massachusetts for a year, until a schoolmaster’s
position opened up in his home town. In another emotionless and businesslike letter, John Mellen,
Sr. informed his son that the “Select-man of the Town of Lancaster” extended an offer for John to
“return to your Native Town and take the School as soon as it will suit your convenience.” The
school was ready immediately—the letter dated Christmas Day, 1771—but the selectmen would
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hold the school open for him if he chose to “complete your year at Kingston.” Even though his
father delivered the news, he made it very clear that the job was not patronage and not of his doing.
“They [the selectmen] are resolved to change of masters,” he informed his son, “[and] they prefer
you, if you may be obtained.” Dean Kilborn, the selectman leading the schoolmaster search, even
agreed to increase the pay from $40 per quarter, to $50. Mellen, Sr., though, was careful not to
force his son to take the job just because it would bring him closer to home. If “nothing [else]
presents itself more to your advantage,” he assured him, “they are willing to wait for your
Resolution, and to keep the School open for you.”824
John returned to Lancaster and kept the school there. He also used the time to pursue his
true passion for preaching and to fulfill his calling into the ministry, following in his father’s
footsteps. While teaching school, John returned to his father’s house to study divinity and become
a minister. Mellen, Sr. still did not referred to his son as “my Dear boy,” despite his having moved
back home. He kept all of his correspondence very professional. After a short time of studying
with his father, John tried his hand at preaching as an itinerate, traveling around eastern
Massachusetts. Discouraged when he found no permanent prospects, he accepted a position to
return to Harvard as a Hopkins Fellow, a tutor and instructor. Unable to secure a permanent
parish, John shuffled back and forth between academia and itinerancy for almost a decade. During
this period of occupational flux, his father remained encouraging, but did not directly intervene. In
1780, Mellen, Sr. wrote John in response to letter in which he complained about a lame horse and
the lost opportunity for a permanent parish. John’s letter does not survive, but through his father’s
response it is clear that life was hard for this New England itinerate preacher. “Your luck is not to
get money,” the elder preacher told his struggling son, “[I] hope you will get something better.
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There are more Parishes about thee, than one.”825 He was telling his son that instead of money,
which would meet his immediate needs, a stable pulpit would enable him to settle down and start a
family. John finally obtained a permanent position at a church at the First Parish of Barnstable,
where he blossomed into a successful minister.826 His fame as a preacher quickly surpassed that of
his father’s which did little to quell the admiration Mellen, Sr. felt for his son.
In John Mellen, Jr.’s case, the father subtly declared that his son was independent through
the use of a salutation. In other instances, a son declared his own independence from his father
and did so emphatically. Thus was the scenario with Samuel Cary, Jr. The Cary family owned a
lucrative sugar plantation in the West Indies. Samuel Cary, Sr. established a plantation in Granada
for himself, but a slave insurrection in 1795 reduced the plantation to ashes and left the family
scrambling for financial security. In this context, Samuel Cary, Jr. wrote as a merchant’s
apprentice in the town of St. George on the island of Granada and asserted his filial independence
by citing republican principles. Despite the family’s financial distress, Cary declared, “The whole
world is still open to a man of industry, and that perseverance, wherever it be, will make an
opportunity of profit where it does not find one.” He would have to blaze his own path to success,
because his father’s scheme, the details of which are unknown since his father’s letters are lost,
struck young Cary as somehow immoral, shady, or clandestine. “I am determined,” he told his
father, “not to break through the Laws of any Country for the sake of private advantage, and I shall
ever think that in trade the same rules of honesty must govern me as when I am concerned in any
other transaction.”827
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Disapproving his father’s mysterious economic venture, Cary emphatically defended his
own filial independence. “My principles for my government in the conducting of mercantile
business are fixed,” Cary declared, “and while I continue the same Man, they must not, nor cannot,
be altered.” Rather than arbitrarily disobeying his father’s instructions, Cary explained that his
resolution came directly from his upbringing. “My education, particularly in my earliest years
when the deepest impressions are made, as you well know I believe, Sir, [were] of a religious turn;
and all my consequent Actions and Rules cannot but be secluded with it, if I am willing to
preserve my peace of mind.”828 By saying “as you well know I believe, Sir” Samuel maintained
that his ability to follow his own path came directly from his father’s early education. He was
unwilling to compromise his moral judgment for financial gain even at the request of his father.
Cary further justified his defiance with an amalgamation of republican and religious
principles. He explained that industry should not lead to extravagance or luxury, and that he
would readily sacrifice wealth before he would forfeit his virtue. “As I do not believe that great
riches are productive of any peculiar happiness, I do not place my mind upon the acquisition of
more than a moderate sum, which gained with honesty will be enjoyed without remorse.”829
Throughout his declaration of independence, Cary maintained a balance between respectful
disagreement, filial duty, and genuine appreciation for his upbringing. He began his letter by
expressing gratitude for his father’s concern for his “future welfare” and indicated that he valued
his “paternal providence.” After asserting that his principles were unchangeable and prevented
him from complying with his father’s request, he showed deference saying, “Sir, if my ideas do not
appear to you to be free from prejudice, I must beg you will consider the nature of my education
and reflect that I am now acting only according to the principles which were early instilled into my
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mind.”830 Cary claimed that his desire for independence was due to his father’s influence, that he
had been trained in his youth, in his father’s home, with the very principles that he was now using
to justify his disobedience. In other words, young Cary reminded his father that it was he who
taught him to be independent and that his declaration should not come as a surprise.
Some fathers offered more direct and practical advice to their sons during the transition
from youth to independence. Such was the case of General William Irvine, of Pennsylvania, and
his son Callender. General Irvine's service in the Pennsylvania State legislature forced him to be
absent from his family and its new property in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. Before the lad was truly
ready to assume heavy responsibilities, Irvine left him to oversee developments in Carlisle. At age
seventeen, Callender became a surrogate father, a property manager, and a planter. Irvine realized
that his son was ill equipped to shoulder this burden, so he constantly wrote to him offering
instructions, guidance, and advice. Irvine wrote Callender long epistles with practical instructions
on how best “to apply" his advice.831 In response, he ordered Callender to “lose no
opportunity...of writing," so he could monitor his progress.832
General Irvine’s first lesson to Callender regarding estate management focused on business
transactions. “You say John Fury called on you for money,” the General said in November, 1792.
The information alarmed him, as Mr. Fury had just received twenty dollars and had not completed
the hired tasked. Irvine then chastised Callender for withholding vital information from him. “Let
me know by return of the post how much he wants, that I may send it--Which I would have done
now if you had informed me the sum.” In the same letter, Irvine walked his son through the
process of collecting a debt. Before Irvine left for Philadelphia, he lent a “Mr. Wray” sixty dollars
“which he promised to pay…in a few [days] after he [Wray] got home.” Irvine enclosed in the
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letter an order for Wray to repay the sum “on the 20th of this month on which day present it [the
order] to him for payment.” He explained that twenty days was plenty of time to expect
repayment. “If he should not be quite prepared on the day,” Irvine continued his instruction, “do
not tease him for three or four days, but in the mean time write me whether he pays you or not and
do not take a part he must pay the whole at once.” Irvine then emphasized that it was imperative
that Wray pay in cash. The money he received from Wray, Irvine planned “to apply to paying for
the Bricks, but you are to keep it safe” and “must not inform Wray what or to whom the money is
to be applied because he might possibly attempt to pay them in goods or some other barter.” He
then informed Callender of one of the most important rules in collecting debt: hold on to the
receipt until the debt was paid in full. “You will not leave the order with him until he pays you.”
He closed by assuring Callender that he would be successful. “I expect he will give you no trouble
but pay you the cash--which keep til you receive my orders for disposing of it.”833 While
Callender was geographically isolated from the rest of his family in Carlisle, he was not yet fully
independent as indicated by Irvine’s numerous letters and careful monitoring. It was important to
General Irvine that his son internalize these important financial lessons so that he could, some day,
become independent.
The ownership of land remained an important element of financial independence. In the
eighteenth century, the land that the sons improved was usually much further away from the
father’s estate than it had been in the seventeenth century. The distance required more written
communication. While his merchant business kept him close to Philadelphia longer than he
wished, Miers Fisher entrusted the management of his country property in Ury, Pennsylvania, to
thirteen-year-old Miers Fisher, Jr. in 1786. Knowing his son was too young to assume the full
burden of such a task, Miers left him careful instructions on planting, grass seed purchase, and
833
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plowing and coached him on the individuals required for each task. Fisher acknowledged the
enormity of the task for young Miers saying, “My dear Son, I have explained my mind to thee and
tho’ thou art young for such an understanding, I trust thou understands things in general well
enough to comprehend the meaning of these Directions and explain them to George and Cato
while thou stayest there.” Miers could have simply written all of these instructions to George and
Cato directly. Instead he seized upon the opportunity to “raise a Trust in thy mind in small things,
that by a careful Attention to them thou mayst become fit for greater.” Fisher hoped that these
small tasks, which amounted to passing along detailed instructions, would build “Confidence in
thee” so that one day soon he can “in some degree to the exercise of thy own Judgment for a few
days.” Miers closed with instructions for this particular letter. “Fold up and endorse this Letter as
the Beginning of a Correspondence with thy Father which may, if providence favor us to live, be
increased and answer it if thou hast time.” Miers explained that this letter was the first of many
correspondences that would put Miers, Jr. on the path towards independence.
George Washington’s step son Jack Custis (age twenty-one) assumed full control of his
inheritance in 1775, the year that General Washington assumed command of the Continental
Army. In addition to controlling his own 15,000 acre estate, Washington asked him to abide at
Mount Vernon to tend to the estate and care for his mother, Martha. Jack, instead, moved to
Abingdon, an estate on the Potomic River in Fairfax County a short distance away from Mount
Vernon. Jack was not fully prepared for the management of such a magnificent property.
Washington patiently answered his questions and approved the sale of a few small pieces of land.
He became deeply concerned, however, when it became clear that Custis lacked some basic
financial knowledge: namely the difference between nominal and actual values of currency. “You
do not seem disposed to make the just and proper distinction between real and nominal Sums. A
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Dollar is but a Dollar whether it passes in silver at Six shillings or in Paper at Six pounds, or Sixty
pounds, the nominal value, or the name is but an empty sound, and you might as well attempt to
pay me in Old News Papers and Almanacks with which I can purchase nothing.”834 When he
learned that Jack wished to sell land for cash, possibly to pay off gambling debts, instead of
reinvesting it back into real property, an exasperated Washington explained, “Lands are of
permanent value, [and] there is scarce a possibility of their falling in price,” but “our Paper
Currency is fluctuating; that it has depreciated considerably, and that no human foresight can”
predict.835 Despite his best efforts, Washington could not steer his recalcitrant and blockheaded
stepson onto a virtuous path. In 1781, Custis eschewed Washington’s wishes, and abandoned his
fatherly responsibilities to seek glory in the American Revolution. Instead of glory, he developed
camp fever and died shortly after the surrender of Cornwallis.836
As Washington tried to do with Custis, General Irvine guided his son to manhood from afar
by teaching him lessons not only about finance but also about his character. One’s actions, Irvine
explained, leave "deep and lasting impressions on the senses of the Audience."837 Callender, an
aspiring actor, had a leading role in a local Carlisle play, and Irvine used the experience as an
opportunity to teach his son a lesson about the difference between inner and outer beauty. Now
that Callender was the face of the family estate in the public sphere, he had to look the part. To that
end, the general sent Callender a pattern for a formal waistcoat that was "a genteel dress vest and
should be used only on grand occasions." He told his son to have his Aunt Duncan use the pattern
to create a wardrobe that will "make you shine, or rather outshine at your public exhibition." In
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case Callender began to suspect that it was only the clothes that made the man, Irvine warned him
that "the richness of garments only dazils [sic] the Eye for the moment," but that character and
“brilliancy” would make “deep and lasting impressions on the senses of the Audience” both on
stage and in life. “Courage, or rather confidence,” he continued, “is a necessary ingredient to a
public speaker or [an] actor.”838
Eighteenth-century fathers continued to mold their sons characters as they enter manhood.
Principles such as industry, honesty, and frugality remained paramount themes in the letters
between fathers and sons. Some fathers actually preferred to instruct their sons on matters of
character through letters. Miers Fisher declared that letters were a “much more useful aid in
forming his [Miers’ oldest son Thomas] Principles and Character than if he had remained at
home.” Miers clarified his unusual statement with the Latin phrase, “Vox accdita perit—Sed Libera
Scripta manet”839 He explained that face to face instruction between a father and son “sometimes
delivered upon the spur of Opportunity, sometimes with a warmth arising from Displeasure” can
harm the parental relationship and was “therefore not very acceptable to the Child.” Even when a
father spoke “by the purest motives and in the most engaging manner” the spoken words faded in
the memory of the child. “But when a Parent is desirous (as I trust I am),” Miers continued, “of
the most lasting Benefits to his Offspring, sits down deliberately to write his feelings, all self Love,
all improper Passion… interested Motives vanish and the Advice contained may be received
without the least Doubt of good being intended and thus it has this advantage further over
Conversation that being written it remaineth.”840
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In order to mold principles and characters for the most “lasting Benefits,” fathers regularly
impressed virtuous principles on their sons through a variety of methods. In a letter to his son,
John Mellen, Sr. wrote all over the margins utilizing every available space. He used the letter as
an opportunity to pass on the importance of frugality. “Father, you know, is always short on it for
paper. I give you here an Example of frugalily [sic].” Mellen bragged that his method “is saving
more than half a sheet of paper, that never was used before….”841 Charles Carroll of Annapolis
instructed his son directly saying, “I only require You to be frugall [sic], I desire You Should be
Genteel & decent rather exceed than be Sordid or Mean.”842 John Adams said that for the sake of
the republic, his children should be prepared to “live upon thin Diet, wear mean Cloaths, and work
hard, with Chearfull Hearts and free Spirits or they may be the Children of the Earth or of no one,
for me.”843
Raising virtuous, republican, self-sufficient sons required constant cultivation. The child’s
in-home education and formal education played an important role in that cultivation, but a father’s
involvement did not end when his son completed his formal training. The Revolutionary
generation genuinely believed that the virtue necessary to sustain the republic was fading. Jack
Custis reported to his stepfather, George Washington, that “the minds of the people are so
depraved, by gaming and every other species of vice, that virtue seems to have taken his departure
from Virginia, in general; and, it is with much real concern and shame that I confess that there are
but very few of my Countrymen who deserve the glorious appellation of virtuous.”844 Custis may
been more part of the problem than part of the solution. Adams constantly doubted “whether there
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is public Virtue enough to Support a Republic.”845 He told Abigail, “I go mourning in my Heart,
all the Day long, tho I say nothing. I am melancholy for the Public, and anxious for my Family.” 846
Fathers bore the responsibility for cultivating virtue in their sons. Fathers advised, instructed, and
rebuked their children far into their early adult years. Matthew Vassar recalled the first time he, as
an English immigrant, ate in America. He covered the toast with butter and “swimmingly with
Goose Gravy drippings.” His father rebuked him, “cuffed my ears for my extravagance.”847 In
fact, as this chapter argues, the intensity of their letters and the frankness of their instructions
bearing republican virtues increased as sons grew in maturity and as they continued on their path
towards independence.
As sons began pulling away from their father’s authority and became more independent,
they, no doubt, wrote their parents less often, which caused great distress for most fathers.
William Irvine told Callender emphatically, “You must lose no opportunity …of writing as your
Mother will otherwise be unhappy and we will all be disturbed by your neglect."848 Likewise,
Charles Carroll of Annapolis chided Charley saying, “You have not begun your Letters D[ea]r
Papa & Mama, as I formerly [dir]ected, nor Wrote to your Mother this Year; Altho She is not, She
has reason to be displeased.”849 Carroll rebuked his son for his failure to write to his father. Two
packets had sailed from England which have given Charles two opportunities to send a letter “but
no letter from you, are you not much to blame?” He then directed that “you might always have a
letter for me ready, I told you to minute down your thoughts” or at the very least he should
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“Devote ½ an hour a day to think of & set down [to] w[rite].” Still, Carroll offered a plausible
explanation for his son’s inattention, “I cannot doubt your love & affection for me, your Neglect
must therefore proceed from an indolent & postponing disposition, but that Habit & disposition
must be got over, otherways [sic], you will never be able to carry on your affairs to your own
advantage or [to] the Satisfaction of those you may be concerned with.”850 In other words, an
independent man must cultivate discipline in all aspects of his life which could be manifested in
writing to his father. However, the fact that fathers instisted upon hearing from their sons
regularly indicates that they were not quite ready to extend to their sons the full measure of the
future liberties. Independence could be a contentious dance between fathers and son when one
party felt as though the other had taken or given too much freedom.
Fathers saw letter writing as a crucial duty in the reciprocal relationship of filial duty and
fatherly affection. After receiving a letter from Nabby, John Adams told his daughter that her letter
“has given me a great deal of Pleasure,” because it represented both “a Token of your Duty and
Affection to me and as it is a Proof of your Improvement in your hand Writing and in the faculties
of the Mind.” Fathers regularly communicated their expectations of love and duty through their
letters. Indeed, most of the letters from sons, for example, signed their letter “your Dutiful Son,”
which emphasized that his relationship with a father was based on dutiful expectation rather than
unconditional love.851 John Adams often signed his letters extending both love and pledging his
duty to his children.852 Adams clearly linked duty and affection in that affection was earned
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through steadfast industry and careful moral behavior. “Tell them,” he wrote of his sons, “they
must all strive to qualify themselves to be good and usefull Men.” Adams acknowledge that it
would take a great amount of effort on their part to “qualify themselves” as good men, but their
efforts would be rewarded through widespread affection and approval. Adams continued his
instructions saying that good and useful men were both a blessing “to their Parents, and to
Mankind, as well as qualified to be Blessings to those who shall come after them.853 Learned,
moral, independent men had the power to change the world.
The belief that children purchased love from their elders through their continued duty was
widespread in the eighteenth century. Children had to be dutiful in their obedience , in their moral
behavior, and in their communication. Fathers reminded them that a father’s love was conditioned
upon a son’s continued moral behavior. Reverend John Mellen, Jr. told his wife to send his love to
“all the good children—I hope there are no exceptions.”854 The word “good” was underlined in the
original text showing both its emphasis and its playfulness. Likewise, James Iredell, of North
Carolina, wrote to his daughter Anne, on the back of a letter to his wife, and said, “It made me
happy to hear that you and your brother were well, and that you had both been so good. I hope you
will always be so, and then every body will love you.”855 It was reciprocal relationship as fathers
earned the love of their children through their successful, prudent, and diligent upbringing. Miers
Fisher acknowledged that “the affection and filial affection [are] the result of their early care in
directing in the hearts of these offspring all the tender groans of natural love of the story.”856
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Gabriel Johonnot remarked to his son Samuel Cooper “That the family you are in treat you
with attention and Friendship, and particularly your Master.” Because the father figure in the
household, his “Master” treated him with friendship and kindness, Samuel Cooper owed it to them
to “deserve not only the Continuance, but strive to Merit an Increase of their Attachment.” Far
from being an unconditional gift, affection had to be earned through diligence, vigilance, and
constant attention to one’s moral character. “It is no easy Matter,” Johonnot advised, “to Acquire
and possess Friendship and Domestic Affection”857 Young Samuel Cooper heeded his father’s
advice and befriended Benjamin Franklin’s grandson “Present my Respectful compliments to your
Master and family, and to young Mr. Franklin with whom I hope you continue to be on the most
friendly Terms.”858 Schoolmasters and their charges operated on a relationship marked with the
same conditional affection. In 1750, a young Charles Carroll told his father, “my master is very
good to me, and he says he will always be so If I continue to be a good boy, and I am resolvd [sic]
to be so.”859 Adults bestowed love, affection, friendship, and kindness upon juveniles as long as
their moral behavior warranted it.
As children matured, the language shifted from one of reciprocity to one of individual
responsibility. The longer that Callender Irvine, for example, remained in Carslisle alone, the
more General Irvine relied on affectionate and gentle language to reinforced the religious morals
and principals that he hoped would guide his son through manhood. “I know or at last believe you
are too well disposed to need lectures on Vice or profligacy of manners, but exertions in youth is
indispensably necessary to enable a man to cut any figure in advance stages of life.” Callender had
been on his own for almost a year, and Irvine knew he was becoming very comfortable in his new
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found independence—perhaps too comfortable as evidenced by his laxity in writing to his father.
Irvine addressed the issue of punctuality directly, saying, “A great deal depends on regularity-being punctuate, doing everything systematically. A man of system can do more business in the
same time than one of much greater abilities can who is irregular, confused and giddy. I suppose
the same will hold good in study.”860
Irvine carefully tempered his paternal advice in ways that would reinforce Callender’s
masculine character. Rather than resorting to harsh admonishments, he constantly acknowledged
his son’s growing independence, “You have now sense enough to begin to think for yourself.” He
then tailored his instruction around using his independence to avoid peer pressure:
I am sure you will hate and despise the frippery, coxcombical airs, and extravagance you
must observe in some of your own contemporaries. If you hate it in others, there is no
doubt you will endeavor to shun it yourself. I say endeavor because I know that many
young unwary men--for want of firmness of mind, are drawn into scenes they not
approve either because they think it fashionable, or because they fear being laughed at.
But only a small share of resolution is necessary for a man to do as he pleases--once
begun will, two or three times acting decidedly and in conformity to his own sentiments,
will give him a habit of thinking and acting from principle and not because Tom Dick or
Harry does so and so, that he must do so too.861

If Callender succeeded in guarding his principles with “great fortitude to avoid snares,” than he
would grow into a “respectable man.” Irvine then added, “if so I shall die much more happy that I
otherwise should, not on your account alone, but that in you, your Brothers and Sisters may have a
second Father.”862 As it turned out, Irvine would die less than ten years later leaving Callender to
provide for the family using the lessons the General taught him during these important years while
Callender lived alone in Carlisle.
Marriage
John Demos asserts that when sons reached an age of maturity sufficient to pursue
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marriage, during the initial stages of courtship, young men and women were largely left to their
own devises. In New England, as in all of the colonies, this liberty sometimes had unintended and
embarrassing consequences leaving the courts to sort out the consequences of premarital
intercourse. Courtships which followed the more socially acceptable path, involved the parents
only after the couple’s intentions became serious.863 Plymouth law actually stated that couples
who entered into a “motion of marriage to any man’s daughter” without first obtaining the
“consent of the parents or master…shalbe [sic] punished either by fine or corporall [sic]
punishment or both.”864 It is unclear how often this law was applied in the seventeenth century
when it was enacted, and even less certain it was ever enforced in the eighteenth century, but it
remained in effect throughout the colonial period. As we have seen, apprentices were forbidden to
marry, with or without their betrothed’s father’s permission.
Seventeenth century parents, both fathers and mothers used their control of property and
their wills as an instrument of control beyond the grave in matters pertaining to their children’s
personal life. One man willed his daughter a significant amount of moveable property on the
condition that she married a man and that “please[d] her mother in her match.”865 Similarly,
another man split his property evenly among his four sons provided that each one “shalbe [sic]
Disposed to marry; they each one for him selfe.” This arrangement was apparently an all or
nothing agreement since if the men failed to marry they endured the “penalty of being by them
Disinherited.”866 By the eighteenth century, however, marriages were generally driven by
affection rather than parent-driven land deals.
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Changes in attitudes and practices towards marriage denotes the shift towards the
independence of sons during the revolutionary era. Historian Jan Lewis argues that eighteenthcentury parents grew less willing to influence their children’s decisions to marry. Lewis explains
that republican theorists associated the freedom to chose a form a government with the freedom to
choose a mate.867 Historian Clare Lyons asserts that men and women in Philadelphia took this
newfound freedom to either delay marriage, or freely abandon a marriage in favor of one they
liked better.868 A study from the National Bureau of Economic Research finds that marriage age
rose from the seventeenth century to the late eighteenth century among women, but no apparent
differences for men.869 Both seventeenth and eighteenth-century men delayed marriage until they
had established some measure of economic stability.
For some men, marriage denoted full maturity. In his will, John Huckens of Barnstable
stipulated that his sons should receive their inheritance when they shall “attaine the age of twenty
one yeers [sic] Respectively or the Day of Marriage, which shall first happen.”870 Economic
independence commonly served as a prerequisite for marriage. Male suitors who sought their
beloved’s father’s permission to marry had to prove themselves financially self-sufficient in order
to obtain his blessing. Sometimes they failed to do so. Miers Fisher said of a beau of his daughter
Sarah, a boy named Samuel Longstreet, that after an in depth investigation into the boy's
"Character and Standing in life," he found the young man to be "unexceptionable and his
establishment in trade such as would justify his undertaking the Expense of a family."871
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Thomas Coombe, Jr. of Pennsylvania told his father to ignore the rumor that he was soon to
be married. “You have spoke to me, my Father, about Marriage, & have heard that I was going to
be married here to a girl of Fortune. Indeed Sir, whoever told you so, wronged your confidence.”
While marrying a “girl of Fortune” would hasten his path to financial independence, Thomas made
it clear that he preferred to earn his place in society and thus deserve the affections of his father. “I
should not be so [lucky] as to obtain the fair Friend of my Heart, tho’ I will not be so rash as to
make a vow against ever marrying, yet I may venture to say, it will be a great Interval of Time
first.” Presently, Thomas wanted his father to know, he was busy establishing himself as a
preacher in Philadelphia. He then echoed a common protestant refrain against obtaining wealth
and luxury through inappropriate means. “Life I consider as a short Road which I must travel, &
Heaven is the End of our Journey. It matters little therefore whether Riches & Honors have been
my Portion in this world.” As a dutiful son, his present focus was on establishing his ministry and
guarding his heart against vice “so that I be found not to have misapplied [your] teaching.”
Thomas was not ready to marry because he had not yet established his own career, and not yet
declared himself independent of his father guidance. He revealed such saying, “I declare that I
feel more Pleasure at this present in writing to my Father, with an Heart big with Affection, than I
ever felt from beholding a crowded audience dwelling with dumb attention on what I was
preaching.”872 While the sentiment is a touching example of filial affection, it reveals his
emotional dependence on his father, which explains his aversion to marriage.
Fathers commonly boarded nonfamily members and acquaintances in their home. In rare
cases, fathers used these opportunities to marry their daughters off to virtuous and learned young
men. Such was the case for Abigail Adams’s youngest sister Betsy. Her father, the Rev. William
Smith, agreed to board the recent Harvard graduate John Shaw and helped the young man prepare
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for a life in the ministry. Despite Abigail’s vocal displeasure with the arrangement, John and
Betsy fell in love and were married within three years.873 It remains unclear if Smith arranged the
marriage by agreeing to board young Shaw, but he certainly had the motivation to do so as Betsy
was the last of his daughters to be married, and she was approaching the age of thirty. Also,
Betsy’s pervious encounter with love had not ended well and it soured her on the prospects of
finding a blissful marriage.874 The Rev. Smith was all too happy to perform the ceremony himself
between his student and youngest daughter.875
Charles Carroll of Annapolis dedicated an entire letter to his son on the topic of marriage.
Young Charley was just a few days away from turning twenty-five when his father decided to pass
on valuable advice on selecting a mate. “At y[ou]r Age it is Natural to think of Establishing y[ou]r
self in the World of Mariage [sic].” He advised, “Whenever you do this y[ou]r Future Happyness
will depend on the Choice you make. Without y[ou]r Wife be Virtuous, Sensible, good natured,
Complaisant, Complying & of a Cheerful Disposition, you will not find Marryed state a Happy
one.” He continued, ranking his qualities in order of importance,
Next to these Family & Fortune Come under Consideration[.] As to family there is not
one in England who would be disparaged by bestowing a Daughter on you: It is true our
Family is not now Decked with Titles, but we derive our Descent from Princes & untill
the Revolution notwithstanding Our Suffering under [Queen] Elizabeth & [Oliver]
Cromwell We were in Affluent Circumstances & Respected…As to fortune, Without
Exageration [sic] & without improbable & unforseen [sic] Accidents I shall leave you
worth at least Sixty Thousands Pounds sterling, & (I fancy) there are not many Roman
Catholick [sic] Families in the Kings Dominions who Could give their Daughters
fortunes Proportioned to yours, & I Earnestly Recommend it to you on no Consideration
to Marry a Protestant, for beside the risque [sic] your Offspring will Run, it is Certain
there Cannot be any Solid Happyness without an union of Sentiments in all Matters
Especially in Religion.876
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Along with considerations of class and religion, Carroll encouraged his son to consider the girl’s
beauty and her internal virtue, and to remember which of the two qualities was destined to last.
“Beauty is not to be under valued,” Charles Carroll of Annapolis told his son, but explained that
one could not build a marriage on beauty alone because “it is too transient & Lyable [sic]” and that
it also “Affects Our Propensity to Lust so strongly.” Men who married only for beauty found
“those Matches Miserable unless when Beauty is gone, Virtue, good Sense, good Nature,
Complaisance & Chearfullness [sic] Compensate the loss.” Carroll, moreover, instructed his son
that he must find such a virtuous women not by “being in love” a condition what would “Blind our
Understand” but by “not letting her know you have the least designe [sic] on her as a Wife, untill
you know her.” Love and marriage, according to Carroll, should be pursued like any other manly
endeavor, through “Opinion & Observation.” He advised young Carroll to take stock of a girl’s
parents, because “if her Parents be Persons of Good Sense & Understanding, it is likely their
Daughter may not want the Same good Qualities.” Girls who were not “Bred in Idleness” and put
“Early to their Book, Needle & Works…[and] instructed in the Principles of Religion, may be
presumed will make good Wives.” Carroll cautioned his son to evaluate and study the girl’s
parents closely as “you will not geather [sic] Grapes from Thorns.”877
Carroll further emphasized that the selection of a spouse not only affected his personal
happiness but “It is of Important to the Offspring” of that union that the “Man & Woman [Father
and Mother] should be of a good Size, well Proportioned, & free from the naturall defects.”
Crassly comparing finding a soul mate to horse breeding, Carroll said, “A nobleman would not
suffer an undersized Pyebaled Walleyed Spavined Mare in his Stud, & he shall Urge his Son to
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Marry a Humpbacked Puny Woman with a great fortune: Has he not greater Affection for his
Beasts than his Family?”878
Carroll’s exaggerated metaphor reminded him of the most important thing he wanted to tell
his son in regards to marriage: the girls wealth should be his last, and not his first consideration.
“The last thing in my Opinion is the fortune.” Backtracking a little, he said, “Not that fortune in
Prudence ought to be [completely] overlooked, But it ought not to be Preferred or even put in
Competition with the other good Qualities.” If young Carroll should take a wife that is “unequall to
you in Point of fortune,” the sage Carroll approves of the union as long as “that inequality will be
Compensated…by her Virtue & the other good Qualities of her mind & Person.”879
Remarkably, Carroll gave his son complete authority to chose his mate. If Charley chose a
wife in while he was abroad in England, Carroll assured him that “I will [n]ot deny my Consent
unless I think the Match Dishonorable or like to Prove unhappy.” He added that because of the
great distance between them, “I must trust your owne Judgement,” if Charley chose a bride in
Maryland, “I expect you will not marry against my [inclinations].” Sensing that marriage was
imminent, although Charley would not be wed for another five years, Carroll committed himself to
a dowery of “Six Pounds a year during her life if She [should] Survive you, for every Hundred
Pounds she shall bring you as a fortune.”880 As with most of his letters addressed to his son,
Carroll instructed Charley to “keep this by you, [as] what I have Said may be of Service to you.”881
Carroll realized that his son was becoming a man and would be soon selecting a mate, which made
this letter of supreme importance.
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Henry Laurens warned his oldest son, John, that a bad coupling could ruin a man’s
reputation and ability to gain “Fame & peace of Mind.” Laurens illustrated his fatherly advice
with the tale of the Rev. Henry Bartholomew Himeli, a childhood tutor of John’s, who exchanged
the “Company, Conversation, & Esteem of his old friends,” with “an attachment to a Trumpery
Woman who Travels with him & whose quality is doubtful.” Laurens said that this behavior “is no
mark of Wisdom” and that a man who could not recognize Himeli’s mistake “must be Void of
penetration.” His association with women of low reputation, and who was not his wife, stood as a
“Bar to Fame” and a barrier to “the Work & Hopes of Parents, the Labour & Laudable Ambition of
all the Years in Youth” all because of “a little Freckled Face ordinary Wench.” Laurens begged
John to not make this mistake in selecting a mate, but instead, “Let other Men Commiserate his
Wretchedness & take Heed.”882
Tory Fatherhood
The Filmerian notion that sons owed their fathers filial duty and obedience throughout their
lives as a natural byproduct of their upbringing still rang true for some eighteenth-century fathers,
especially those who remained loyal to the Crown. In fact, the impulse to strive for independence
between fathers and sons was unique to Whig patriots. While some Tory sons rebelled against
their fathers and embraced independence, for the most part, Tories did not share this value
politically or familially. Tories decried their rebellious neighbors as spoiled, disobedient, and
unnatural children. Chief Justice of Massachusetts, Peter Oliver, admonished the patriots who
plunged the colonies “into an unnatural Rebellion” as ungrateful to a parent country who had
nursed its infant colony “with the most tender Care & Affection,” had indulged upon it “with every
Gratification that the most forward child could wish for,” and had “repeatedly saved [it] from
impending Destruction.” Likewise, Reverend Jonathan Boucher, a prominent Tory spokesman,
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argued that if the parent state loved its offspring, than “gratitude is a debt, and surely it is not a
little that the parent State is entitled to claim from us on the score of past benefits.”883
The political rhetoric of the Tories matched their social and familial ideals. Children owed
a perpetual debt of gratitude and submission to their fathers. Reverend Boucher explained that
“Where subjection of children to parents is natural, there can be no natural freedom.”884 Jay
Fliegelman argues that English novelists depicted children who declared their independence from
the home not as heroes, but as fools.885
Tories accused their colonial counterparts of betraying nature when Whigs falsely claimed
that filial obligation ended after nonage. Therefore, they expected their sons to remain dependent
and deferent as they remained loyal to the King. Many did so. Historians have recently begun
interpreting the American Revolution as a civil war between loyalists and patriots. It was a
political decision to be sure, but the political sides were often drawn along familial lines. As we
have seen, Peter Oliver followed his father-in-law, Governor Thomas Hutchinson, to England to
flee the rebellion against the king. Likewise, Tom Coffin, a recent Harvard graduate, allied
himself with his father, loyalist Nathan Coffin.886 David Colden, son of New York’s lieutenant
governor Cadwallader Colden followed his father’s lead faithfully. Cadwallader honored his
father, who was described as “the most royalist of Crown officeholders in New York,” serving as
the superintendent of the British police on Long Island and assisting in the relocating his family to
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England. He gave his life for his Loyalty and died a short time later in service to his King.887 The
sons of loyalists Jonathan Sewell and Christopher Robinson took up their fathers’ cause decades
after the Revolution when they submitted proposals to the British Parliament for a united British
North America—much of present-day Canada—to prevent the violent rebellion of the thirteen
southern colonies.888 Also, as we have seen, members of the Fisher family stood together along
with their aging father in their religious neutrality and even served time in prison for refusing to
assist the Pennsylvania militia. All of the sons of one of America’s most famous patriot turncoats,
Benedict Arnold, served in the British military like their father.889
Some sons paid dearly for their father’s loyalism. Henry Hulton, a British agent
commissioned to prevent smuggling, described an attack on an admiral’s young boy by a rebel
(patriot) mob. The rebels threatened to break the child’s leg, and then “wrenched it til it
snap[p]ed.”890 Colonel John Philips, an Irish-born colonist, refused a commission from the South
Carolinian militia which made him an enemy of the state. His “two Sons who were able to do
[their] Duty” and followed their father’s example by joining the British side in the war. Colonel
Philips was arrested by Patriots and detained for fifteen days for eschewing his oath of loyalty.
During that time, one of his sons was killed in a skirmish with rebels at Orangebourg. After
acquiring a petition to release the Colonel from prison, Philips fled his captivity at Augusta and
immediately joined a British regiment. Meanwhile, his second son was captured by Colonel
Hampton and was “most inhumanly murder’d.” Colonel Philips’s troubles did not end with the
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death of his two sons; Continentals drove his wife and the rest of his young family off their
Carolina plantation, and the family fled “in great Distress to Charlestown.”891
Some sons who fought for the American cause against their fathers’ wishes did so under
duress. Alexander Chesney lived peacefully in his father’s house in the summer of 1775. The two
men had recently emigrated from Ireland together and hoped to make their fortune in the British
colonies. Their plans were interrupted by war when Alexander was snatched away from his father
and “press’d to enter the association” against his will.892 The Irish lad escaped his impressment
and joined a loyalist battalion under the command of Captain Philips, brother of Colonel John
Philips. To demonstrate his loyalism to his father, young Alexander brought his new commanding
officer to his father’s house “where they staid about a fortnight.”893 A short time later, Alexander
was once again captured and for a second time forced into service in the American army.
Alexander wrote in his journal that he joined the rebel cause in order to “save my father’s house
from threatened ruin;” his father could not protect his own house because he had been “made
prisoner already for harbouring some loyalists.”894
After anguishing over which side to join, Beverley Robinson, Virginia native and
childhood friend of George Washington, at last fully committed to the imperial cause. Robinson
organized a new brigade called Loyal American Regiment, in which his eldest son, Beverly
Robinson, Jr., served as its lieutenant colonel and his second son served as its captain. Upon his
fourth son’s thirteenth birthday, Phil Robinson joined his father’s regiment as an infantryman. 895
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It is not true that loyalist and patriots chose sides based only on familial connections or at
the urgings or leading of their father. However, it is clear that when fathers and sons found
themselves on opposite sides of the Revolution, it was traumatic, divisive, and in most cases
caused irreparable damage to the father/son relationship as it was with Benjamin and William
Franklin. Another example, William Tudor and Delia Jarvis both followed their parents’ views
which complicated their courtship. Delia remained loyal because her father remained loyal. This
made her typical of most women during the conflict. Women who chose their allegiance based on
their husbands and fathers usually found it to be both a pragmatic and expedient option.896
William joined the patriot cause because John Adams, a mentor and father figure for William, did
so. After the Revolution, however, William and Delia put their political alliances behind them and
married each other as planned.
Failure to establish independence
The goal of fathering in the Revolutionary era was for fathers’ to teaching their sons moral
behavior and virtues in the hopes that the sons would choose this behavior on their own when they
became independent. Sometimes it worked and sometimes it did not. There were plenty of fathers
who failed to release their authority and control over their sons, and plenty of sons who failed to
accept their independence. Such cases produced disastrous relationships between fathers and their
offspring. In his autobiography, Matthew Vassar, the founder of Vassar College for Women,
accused his father, John Guy Vassar, of failing to provide for a basic education for his son.
“Father’s severity and indifference to give me an Education I got none—Scarcely to read and
write.” Matthew’s charge was not completely fair. John Guy sent his son to “Night School” under
“old Gabriel Ellison,” but he was expelled after Ellison struck Matthew “over the head with a
round heavy Ruler” knocking him to the floor. Matthew reacted and threw “an Ink Stand at his
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Yellow Breeches, besmeering his White Cotton Stockings to a pepper and Salt colour.”897
Banished from the local school, John Guy had no choice but to apprentice Matthew “to the trade of
a Tanner & Courier.” He found the trade “disgusting to me” so he ran away from home. Vassar
returned five years later in 1801 to find his father’s estate and brewery in Poughkeepsie, New
York, on the verge of bankruptcy.898 Vassar had to rescue his troubled father from his failing farm
and brewery.899 It is important to note that even though Matthew bore significant blame for his
lack of education, when he told his life story, he blamed his father. In fact, John Guy acted as
indulgent father by paying for night school, but Matthew’s recalcitrance cost him his formal
education.
David Dodge’s father, a merchant in New York, lost much of his fortune in the
Revolution and, therefore resigned himself farming. Needing his son’s labor to sustain his small
farming enterprise, Dodge strongly opposed David’s decision to accept a job teaching school at
“some rising village” in western New York. Though still a teenager, David took the teaching
post in a nearby community beyond his father’s controlling reach. The decision was vexing for
young David. As he recalled years later in his autobiography, the ordeal was “quite a trial as I
felt it my duty and desire to comply with his wishes, except in such things as affected my future
life.”900
Elias Smith, a preacher from Connecticut, recalled a dramatic confrontation with his
father, Stephen, who forbade Elias from attending a grammar school taught by his brother-inlaw. After the Revolution, the Smith family also migrated west “where there was no school to
attend” for young Elias. As in the case of David Dodge, Smith needed Elias’s labor to make his
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western farm succeed. Elias recalled “being obliged to work very hard, with the rest of the
family, in a new country, where many of the comforts of life were scarce” and found himself
ignorant and approaching maturity. In 1785, sixteen-year-old Elias reached out to his uncle,
Elisha Ransom, a Baptist minister, for basic schooling. His father conceded to one month of
schooling. Elias exclaimed, “I was, to my great joy, received as a member of the school, where I
expected in one month to acquire much useful information.” When Elias returned home, his
father learned, to his horror, that the boy had spent that month studying grammar, which had no
utility on a farm, instead of arithmetic, which could be used in the family business. Infuriated,
“he forbid my pursuing the study of grammar,” and ordered Elias to quit the school. Upon
hearing the news from his nephew, Elisha “plead[ed] for me, telling my father if his son was ever
called into public life, this science would be of vast importance.” Elias’s argument was similar
to that of the fathers who sent their sons to schools for the purpose of engaging in the republic as
public citizens. Elias’s father was not impressed. He insisted that Elias, who was expected to
inherit the family farm, would never enter public life. “Finally, my father talked,” Elias recalled
in his autobiography, “my uncle argued, my mother joined her brother, and I wept.”901 Elias’s
father, clearly outnumbered, finally allowed his son to continue his studies by candlelight after
his work was done. Elias’s dedication to his studies came with a price, “Close application to
study by fire light, after leaving the school, weaken my eyes, so that in the end I was obliged
wholly to quit reading for some time.”902
Two years later, Elias took a job working for his uncle hewing wood. Outside of his
father’s overbearing presence, Elias took the “opportunity to peruse many of his books, which
was afterwards of great advantage to me.” The more Elias read, the more he realized the damage
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his father had done to him by retarding his education. “Knowing my ignorance,” Elias recalled,
“and thinking my natural abilities were small, and feeling the disadvantage of such inferiority, I
was determined to rise above it if possible.” Elias’s opportunity to rise came a few months later
when Jabez Cottle, Esquire offered Elias a school post. Elias, a dutiful son, approached his
father with this opportunity, but his father again discouraged him saying, “that I had no
learning.” Undaunted, Elias “entered the school-house on Monday morning, and soon there
gathered around me a little company of scholars, who began to call me master; though I was
almost as unfit for an instructor as those who came to be taught.” Elias proved to be a capable
school master, but the constant discouragement and opposition from his father effected his
confidence, a theme he carried throughout his autobiography.903
Benjamin Franklin was an indulgent father. He made sure that his son William had a
gentlemen’s education and a prominent career placement as the Royal Governor of New Jersey.
Father and son had been quite close for most of William’s adult life. However, Franklin’s failure
to allow William political independence cost him his relationship with his only son. In 1774,
Franklin was living in England as a colonial agent for Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. He had
been trying tirelessly for almost a decade to restore the political relationship between England
and its colonies. William who also supported amicable relations with England, in December of
1774, told his father, “If there was any Prospect of your being able to bring the People in Power
to your Way of Thinking, or of those of your Way of Thinking’s being brought into Power I
should not think so much of your Stay [in England].” He did not, however, have confidence that
Benjamin would succeed and bade him to return home “while you are able to bear the Fatigues
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of the Voyage, to a Country where the People revere you, and are inclined to pay a Deference to
your Opinions.”904
However, William did not yet know that Benjamin, due to a series of politically and
personally traumatic events, had been converted to the cause of American independence. On
January 29, 1774, Franklin appeared before the King’s Privy Council at the Cockpit
Amphitheater to place the blame for tensions between the Bay Colony and England on
Massachusetts Governor Thomas Hutchinson and Lt. Governor Andrew Oliver. Instead,
Franklin endured accusations that he used his position as Post Master General to violate the
privacy of Royal officials when he gave their private letters to the Massachusetts Assembly
which made them public.905 The audience at the Cockpit “seemed to enjoy highly the
entertainment, and frequently burst out in loud applauses.”906 Despite the embarrassment,
failure, and loss of his official position as colonial agent (and post master general), Franklin was
not deterred. He found an ally in William Pitt, now the Earl of Chatham. Franklin and Lord
Chatham collaborated on a petition calling for the withdrawal of all troops from Boston. On
January 20, 1775, Lord Chatham presented the petition to Parliament and Franklin entered the
chamber as his guest. As Chatham began to speak, Lord Sandwich interrupted him to single out
and embarrass Franklin as the true author of the petition and the “bitterest and most mischievous
Enemies this Country had ever known.”907 Out of friends, out of influence, and out of fight,
Franklin boarded a ship and sailed for America a changed man.
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While on board, Franklin wrote William a detailed account of his final attempts to
reconcile the British government and the American colonies. He included the embarrassments
and failure. The events at the Cockpit, and his appearance before Parliament, challenged
Franklin’s sense of self worth, his masculine identity, and his political loyalty. He explained all
of this to William in his letter and planned to repeat his tale in person upon arrival in America.
William and Franklin met at the home of Joseph Galloway, William’s law tutor and close friend.
There Franklin laid out his case begging William to support independence. He said that every
American should be “in favour of measures for attaining to Independence” and invited him to
stand with him “against the corruption and dissipation of the Kingdom.”908 William refused to
switch sides. Not only did he refuse to support independence, but he became an impassioned
loyalist. For all practical purposes, the relationship between Benjamin and William ended that
night. While the two saw each other intermittently over the next few years, they were not
pleasant encounters.909
Franklin expected his son to follow his lead politically, and when William did not,
Franklin, ironically, failed to give his son the independence to choice sides for himself. Instead,
he interpreted William’s decision as a violation of his filial duty. Benjamin made clear the
depths of his feelings about his son’s betrayal in an emotional letter penned in summer of 1784.
William had attempted to reopen channels of communication between father and son. Franklin
responded, “nothing has ever hurt me so much and affected me with such keen Sensations, as to
find myself deserted in my old Age by my only Son; and not only deserted, but to find him
taking up Arms against me, in a Cause wherein my good Fame, Fortune and Life were all at
Stake.” William tried to convince his father that he remained loyal to the King out of the very
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sense of duty that he learned from his father. “I have uniformly acted from a strong Sense of
what I conceived my Duty to my King, and Regard to my Country, required,” William
explained.910 Benjamin countered with “tho’ there are Natural Duties Which precede political
Ones, and cannot be extinguish’d by them. This is a disagreable Subject. I drop it. And we will
endeavour as you propose mutually to forget what has happened relating to it, as well as we
can.”911
Despite Franklin’s pledge to put the matter behind him, he carried the pain of William’s
betrayal to his grave. Franklin bequeathed only a small plot of land in Nova Scotia to his son,
and noted that “the part he acted against me in the late war, which is of public notoriety, will
account for my leaving him no more of an estate he endeavoured to deprive me of.”912 The irony,
of course, is that Franklin, an otherwise indulgent father, could not allow his son the filial
freedom to remain loyal to the Father of Britain. Franklin’s unwillingness to accept William’s
political independence cost him their relationship.
While most eighteenth-century fathers desired to see their sons become independent,
some sons failed to form an identity outside of their father’s shadow. Young Thomas McKean,
Jr. struggled to establish financial, political, or personal independence for himself independent of
his father’s patronage. Regardless of his father’s best efforts to provide him with a proper
education and encourage him to study the law vigorously to prepare himself for an independent
career, Thomas McKean, Jr. could not separate himself from his father’s legacy and identity. The
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best evidence of this continued attachment can be seen in the political scandal that developed
over the pamphlet Quid Mirror and McKean, Jr.’s challenge to its author.
In the middle of the highly contested 1806 gubernatorial campaign, the radical
Pennsylvanian Jacobins, led by Dr. Michael Leib and supported by William Duane's newspaper
the Aurora, published a particularly nasty piece of propaganda titled Quid Mirror. The pamphlet
attacked the governor, Thomas McKean, for abusing the power of the executive veto, which
"undermined the integrity of the Legislature" and charged that McKean's "naturally tempestuous
soul" stove to "ruin every man who dared to act as...a freedman."913 Touted today as one of most
remarkable political invectives of the era, the pamphlet failed in its political mission. McKean
won his bid for re-election by almost 5,000 votes.914 Still, despite its political failure, the
libelous attack was both public and personal, and, therefore, had to be answered. Governor
McKean sued Dr. Leib for libel, but because the pamphlet was published anonymously, the suit
failed.
Having little success with the legal system, in 1807 Thomas McKean, Jr. took it upon
himself to defend his father’s honor and challenged Dr. Leib to a duel of pistols. Dr. Leib, while
maintaining his ignorance about the authorship of the pamphlet, accepted the challenge. Later,
Dr. Leib questioned the legality of dueling in the state of Pennsylvania and brought the matter
before the Justice of the Peace, who agreed that dueling was in fact illegal. Leib, then, sued
McKean, Jr. for challenging him to a duel. McKean counter sued Leib for accepting the
challenge. Eventually, both suits were dropped, and the duel never took place.
What is significant for our purposes, is an analysis of why Thomas McKean, Jr. felt
obligated to defend his father’s honor, and to understand how Tommy’s actions reveal a failed
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bid for independence. In addition to preserving his father's honor and political power, Tommy
challenged Leib to enhance his own standing in his father's eyes. Having struggled throughout
his life to separate himself from his father, as his older brother had done, and to distinguish
himself as his own man, Tommy, as his father’s name-sake, desperately tried to ascend to the
level of his father's political greatness. However, by the end of Thomas McKean, Jr.'s
unremarkable life, his greatest claim to fame was only that he was Thomas McKean's son.
Tommy seemed to have resigned himself to such an identity as an adult and spent years helping
his mother compile the McKean family papers in order to preserve the memory of his father.915
He also began work on his father's biography, reaching out to the aged John Adams and Thomas
Jefferson for intimate details of his father's earliest political experiences. All of these actions
demonstrate a deep bond and strong desire to please and honor his father, and his own
resignation to the fact he would produce nothing of consequence himself. Thomas McKean, Jr.,
therefore, embraced dueling Dr. Leib as a chance both to safeguard his father's personal and
political reputation, and to gain the political recognition that he craved. Sadly, he failed on both
accounts.
Despite the fact that the duel was a nonevent, the challenge came at an interesting time in
both men's masculine development. On the one hand, Governor McKean had amassed
enormous, albeit waning, political power. On the other hand his physical strength was failing
him. Mr. Thompson, Governor McKean’s personal assistant, reported to McKean, Jr. that the
Governor's "pain occurred again with violence." He went on to say that "He was not within five
minutes, but extreme pain continued for some time and afterwards sufficient to deprive him of
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comfortable sleep during the night."916 McKean, Jr., conversely, was in the prime of his physical
life, but despite his best efforts had almost no political muscle. His limited political prowess
came directly from his father’s patronage, a practice quickly falling out of favor in the American
republic.
Tommy, therefore, saw the duel with Dr. Leib, as perhaps his last opportunity to earn
honor and political fame and thus shape his masculine identity. Once again, however, McKean
Jr.’s method was a misguided, ill advised attempt to defend his father's honor. The challenge
actually provided the Governor’s political enemies with the ammunition they could use in their
unsuccessful attempts to impeach him. Moreover, as historian Jennifer Low argues, in England
during this period, the duel denoted a faltering sense of masculinity for both an individual or a
group.917 Historian Bertram Wyatt-Brown argues that dueling, or the compulsion to duel, could
be a product of the “failed spirit” of a man whose life thus far had been marked by missteps and
failures.918 Thomas McKean, Jr. could match such a description.
Much like Tommy McKean, twenty-two year old Richard Norton also found it difficult to
carve out an independent life for himself. After a very promising beginning, Norton revealed to
his father that the dream of filial independence, a goal both men shared, proved to be elusive.
After Jacob Norton tutored Richard personally in his own home, then enrolled him in Harvard
College, he finally arranged for young Richard to read law under the tutelage of his uncle,
William Cranch, a relative of Abigail Adams, in Washington D.C. just before the War of 1812.
Using his connections with the former President Adams, Richard acquired a job transcribing
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opinions and briefs for the U.S. Supreme Court.919 Norton also had inherited stock in the
Washington bridge, one of the first toll roads in America, from his grandfather.920 It seems as
though, Jacob Norton had set his son up for a successful, independent life as a lawyer in
Washington.
After a short stint in the Maryland militia—Norton and his comrades unsuccessfully
defended Washington D.C. against the advancing British army during the War of 1812—Norton
moved to Alexandria, Virginia just south of the capitol. There, Richard was admitted to the bar,
but found work attending to some “Chancery business for Mr. Jacob Greenleaf for which I am to
receive at a Bookstore in Washington, Books & Stationary, at my election to the value of $100.”
Richard still had plans to practice law full time and was saving his money so that he could
purchase “a license in Virginia & fixing myself in Fauquier County in that State, when I am told
there is a pretty good opening at present.” He had been given a good start, a good education, an
excellent apprenticeship reading law with his uncle, and clerked for the U.S. Supreme Court, but
despite these advantages, he admitted to his father, “I am in a state of uncertainty—I know of no
place in this part of the country where I would rather fix myself than where I now am, if there
were any prospects of success; but the profession is so crowded here & in Washington as to
afford very little encouragement to a young practitioner.” He wanted to return home to his
“native state” to be closer to his father and “settle among my friends there, but I do not know that
there is any probability of it.”921 Richard, like so many sons of the Revolution, sought to fulfill
the American ideal of independence, but despite his father’s best efforts and many advantages,
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found his goal elusive. Jacob Norton had done everything a republican father should do for his
son, but Richard still failed to achieve economic independence.
One of the consequences of being a republican father was that fathers had to resign
themselves to the possibility that their child would not follow their advice. George Washington
learned this lesson painfully with his nephews George Steptoe Washington and Lawrence
Augustine Washington. As a responsible family patriarch, Washington assumed the financial
burden for raising his nephews, enrolling them in the College of Philadelphia.922 They thanked
their uncle, now the President of the United States, by engaging in constant disorderly conduct,
including physically assaulting a teacher, staying out late, spending their money foolishly, and
showing blatant contempt for authority. Infuriated, Washington admonished the boys saying,
“So often, and strenuously have I endeavoured to inculcate this advice, and to Shew you the
advantages which are to be expected from close application to your studies.” Washington’s
words fell on deaf ears, as the boys continued to flounder. Finally, Washington ordered his
nephews to “quit the trifling amusements of a boy, and assume the more dignified manners of a
man.” Washington was a model of eighteenth-century masculine virtues such as self control,
independence, and meritocracy, and hoped his example would inspire masculine behavior in his
nephews.923 Instead, they were a constant source of disappointment. Washington Steptoe
married a Quaker women, Lucy Payne, the sister of Dolley Payne Madison, without the
permission of her parents, and became a mildly successful planter. At age twenty-three,
Lawrence Augustine finally settled down and married Mary Dorcas Wood in 1797. The couple
had four children. Lawrence invited his uncle to the wedding but he declined explaining that he
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prefered to never again “be more than 25 miles from Mount Vernon again.”924 Eventually, as
historian Ron Chernow notes, the boys must have settled down and matured because Washington
left them both handsome bequests in his will.925
One extreme example of a son who failed to attain independence from his father comes
from a letter from Louisa Davenport from New England. She described a conversation between
a father his son, William, in which the son expressed his desire to drop out of school and become
a sailor. After a “long conversation with him,” his father did not demand that the boy finish
school but “told him to remember the fate of his brother who was lost at sea.” This father made
it clear that he would take his son’s opinion into consideration, but that he preferred for William
to return to school. According to Louisa, the father said, “he should not oppose his inclination
but he should rather he would continue at College.” William seemed to accept his father’s
guidance as “he was much more cheerful all the evening, & went to bed in better spirits than he
had been for some time.” However, sometime during the night William began an internal
struggle between asserting his own independence by going to sea, or suppressing his own desires
and following his father’s guidance. Significantly, his father gave William the latitude to make
his own decision, but he could not bring himself to go against his father’s wishes. The decision
must have been overwhelming for young William, for when the family called the boy to come
down for dinner the next morning he did not appear. “[T]hey waited some time, & then one of
his sisters went up, knocked, as he did not answer went in, seeing him very pale, she ran down &
told his Father, William was in a fit.” William’s father sprang into action, flew up stairs “threw
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open the bed clothes & discovered the dreadful truth.”926 William had committed suicide. He
died of asphyxiation to avoid disappointing his father and declaring his own independence.
Conclusion
Seventeenth-century fathers wanted their sons, especially their firstborn sons, to replace
them in society. Fathers passed on their landed and movable property, and status to the next
generation. Fathers also had economic, social, and political reasons for keeping their sons close
to home. They needed their sons’ labor. Seventeenth-century fathers bore the spiritual
responsibility for their children and wanted them to remain close to home so that they could
monitor their sons’ progress. Additionally, property ownership translated into a political power
in a culture where only a handful of families held political office, an office that was predicated
upon property ownership.
Seventeenth century patriarchs held multiple advantages over their adult sons and used
leverage to control their sons. Some fathers had the power to passed along political
appointments to their children. Many others used their control over the family estate to leverage
the lives of their offspring, both sons and daughters. As long as their father was alive and able to
change his will, children were never truly independent. They might be self sufficient, but not
autonomous and never out of the patriarch’s control. Seventeenth-century fathers used the threat
of disinheritance to control their children’s choices of marriage, occupation, and geographical
location.
Most eighteenth-century fathers, conversely, did not feel the need to control their children
in this way. One of the reason for the change was those measures of control simply no longer
worked. Family land had become limited by the eve of the Revolution. Most of the available
land lay in the west outside of the father’s control. Another reason for the change was that
926
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prolonged filial dependence, as experienced by most colonial American youths, became
incongruent with the principles driving the American Revolution. Eighteenth-century fathers
found the hypocrisy of keeping their sons dependent galling. Instead, sons were encouraged to
break out into the world on their own terms. Fathers remained involved and offered guidance,
correction, and support as needed all with the goal of someday seeing their sons became
independence citizens of a republic. Anything less was interpreted as a failure on the part of
either the father, who failed to grant liberty, or on the part of the son, who failed to seize the
advantages of freedom.
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VI. EPILOGUE
And he said, A certain man had two sons: And the younger of them said to his father,
“Father, give me the portion of goods that falleth to me.” And he divided unto them his living.
And not many days after the younger son gathered all together, and took his journey into
a far country, and there wasted his substance with riotous living. And when he had spent all, there
arose a mighty famine in that land; and he began to be in want. And he went and joined himself to
a citizen of that country; and he sent him into his fields to feed swine. And he would fain have
filled his belly with the husks that the swine did eat: and no man gave unto him.
And when he came to himself, he said, “How many hired servants of my father's have
bread enough and to spare, and I perish with hunger! I will arise and go to my father, and will say
unto him, Father, I have sinned against heaven, and before thee, 1and am no more worthy to be
called thy son: make me as one of thy hired servants.” And he arose, and came to his father.
But when he was yet a great way off, his father saw him, and had compassion, and ran,
and fell on his neck, and kissed him. And the son said unto him, “Father, I have sinned against
heaven, and in thy sight, and am no more worthy to be called thy son.”
But the father said to his servants, “Bring forth the best robe, and put it on him; and put a ring on
his hand, and shoes on his feet: And bring hither the fatted calf, and kill it; and let us eat, and be
merry: For this my son was dead, and is alive again; he was lost, and is found.” And they began to
be merry.
Now his elder son was in the field: and as he came and drew nigh to the house, he heard
musick and dancing. And he called one of the servants, and asked what these things meant.
And he said unto him, “Thy brother is come; and thy father hath killed the fatted calf, because he
hath received him safe and sound.” And he was angry, and would not go in: therefore came his
father out, and intreated him. And he answering said to his father, “Lo, these many years do I
serve thee, neither transgressed I at any time thy commandment: and yet thou never gavest me a
kid, that I might make merry with my friends: But as soon as this thy son was come, which hath
devoured thy living with harlots, thou hast killed for him the fatted calf.”
And he said unto him, “Son, thou art ever with me, and all that I have is thine. It was
meet that we should make merry, and be glad: for this thy brother was dead, and is alive again;
and was lost, and is found.”
--Gospel of Luke 15:11-32 KJV

No story better illustrated filial independence, and a father’s role in granting it, than the
Biblical account of the Prodigal Son from the Gospel of Luke. The parable, also called the Parable
of the Lost Son, is the final member of a trilogy of stories following the Parable of the Lost Sheep
and the Parable of the Lost Coin. Jesus’s message in all three parables is that God cares for and
searches after lost sinners. The Prodigal Son parable is the longest and includes the most dramatic
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imagery of God the Father in the New Testament. It is the story of a father who had two sons.
The youngest son demanded his inheritance from his father, and the father agreed. The boy took
his windfall into a far off land and spent it on extravagant living and prostitutes. When he had
spent his fortune, he found a job feeding swine. Desperate for food, the prodigal reached down to
eat the pods the pigs were eating, when he suddenly realized that the servants in his father’s house
never went hungry. “Perhaps, if he would grovel for mercy, his father might allow him to work as
a servant in order to compensate for his dishonorable behavior. The son worked out a speech and
practiced it as he journeyed home. But, while the lad was still a long way off, his father saw him
approaching in the distance and ran towards him. The son could not even spit out his speech when
his father called out for the servants to bring him new clothes and to kill the “fatted calf.”
Meanwhile, the elder son, who had remained a faithful son and laborer at his father’s side
these many years, heard the commotion associated with his wayward brother’s return and became
angry. He confronted his father and made the case for his own enduring and unrewarded
faithfulness. His father responded gently by saying that as his dutiful son he had free access to all
that his father owned, but that his brother was “dead” and now alive, and they should rejoice in his
return.
Sometimes taught from the pulpit as a story of a son’s rebellion, the eighteenth century
interpretation made the father the central character of the story. To the eighteenth-century mind, in
order to be fully masculine, one must be independent. Thus far, we have seen the seeds of
independence demonstrated in the correspondence between fathers and sons, but it can also be seen
in the iconography of the period. During the Revolutionary Era, a series of six lithographs based
on the Biblical account of the Prodigal Son depicting a father who willingly allowed his son to test
the boundaries of his newfound freedom saw enormous popularity in America.
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In fact, images of the Prodigal Son had a long history before they appeared in American
homes. According to historian Ellen D’Oench, the parable first appeared in print in a series of four
or six painted scenes in 1475, following the emergence of an anonymous wood carving titled
Return of the Prodigal Son.927 Many renderings of the parable appeared in England and France in
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.928 Most art historians credit the Netherlandish artist, Maartin
van Heemskerk, whose work was immediately copied by engravers such as Phlips Galle (1562),
Callot (1635), Pietro Testa (1648), for popularizing the Prodigal Son narrative.929 The Galle
engravings sold in a set of six including the confrontation scene from Luke 15:28-30 between the
elder son and the father. The eighteenth-century depictions do not include the eldest son.
Renaissance and early modern artists focused on the prodigal son’s repentance and the
mercy and forgiveness of the father. The most famous is Rembrandt’s Return of the Prodigal Son,
possibly completed in 1669, the year after his own son’s death.930 Considered by some art
historians as the culmination of Rembrandt’s lifelong search for God, art historian John Durham
asserts that the father in the painting is God, “Rembrandt’s own God, by whom he knew himself
loved, received, accepted, and forgiven.”931 The Prodigal Son, shown in tattered, disheveled
clothing, shoeless, feet scared after the long journey, kneels before his father with his face buried
in the old man’s chest. The father embraces the penitent boy with a look of mercy and fatherly
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love in his eye.932 The Return of the Prodigal Son was not Rembrandt’s first rendition of the
parable. In fact, he fixated on the story throughout his career. His first interpretation of the
parable came in the form of a sketch, The Departure of the Prodigal Son, drawn in either 1632 or
1633, and he completed his first full color oil painting commenting on the parable, The Prodigal
Son in the Tavern, in 1635. As early as 1636, Rembrandt completed the parable’s narrative with a
detailed sketch, The Return of the Prodigal Son, which is widely considered to be a copy of
Maartin van Heemskerk’s wood carving. The pose of the father and prodigal matches
Heemskerk’s almost perfectly, but off in the distance, a figure can be seen working in the fields.
This detail, which could be the elder, faithful son, is not in Heemskerk’s original rendering.
Rembrandt’s version declutters the background brining more attention to the father’s embrace and
the son’s repentance.
Indeed most of the Renaissance and early modern artist emphasize filial penitence and
fatherly forgiveness in their work. Bartolomé Esteban Murillo’s Return of the Prodigal Son (c.
1667-70) is highly reminiscent of Rembrandt’s piece of the same title. Father and son, shown in
shredded clothing and no shoes, pose in an embrace just as in Rembrandt’s painting. Murillo
added, in the background, a servant leading the fatted calf to slaughter while another servant is
bringing the boy new clothes.933 In Pompeo Batoni’s 1773 canvas painting, the father wraps his
shirtless and penitent son in arms with his red velvet cape draping over both of them. Father and
son are the only subjects in Batoni’s painting.934 Guercino’s Return of the Prodigal Son (1619),
joins the story at the moment the prodigal exchanges his tattered apparel for his new clothes. The
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exchange of clothes denotes that his father has reinstated the wayward son into his former status,
which illustrates the depths of the father’s mercy.
By the middle of the eighteenth century, the popularity of the story soared in England.
D’Oench notes that no parable was more firmly entrenched in English society than the Prodigal
son.935 Printers in London and Paris mass-produced both William Hogarth’s A Rake’s Progress,
(1735), a serial print detailing the parable, and Sebastien Le Clerc II’s L’Histoire de l’enfant
prodigue appearing around 1750.936 They did not appear in the American colonies, however, until
the Revolutionary era. In the late 1760s English printers such as Carrington Bowles and Robert
Sayer produced hundreds of the sets and sold them in American stores for only a shilling, thus
allowing them to find their way into American homes of the laboring and middling families.937
Because copyright laws were weak, there were only minor differences in the various prints, which
allowed American printers virtually to plagiarize the popular British serial. Starting in 1796,
American printers began to replicate the English lithographs. The most popular such effort was
Amos Doolittle’s Prodigal Son published in 1814 in Cheshire, Connecticut.938 The serial’s
popularity in American waned in the mid-nineteenth century as fathers ceased to be the dominant
voice in the home. The series that most commonly appeared during the Revolutionary era
included the same six scenes— The Prodigal Son Receives his Patrimony, Prodigal Son Taking
Leave of his Father, In Excess, In Misery, Return Reclaimed, and The Prodigal Son Feasted on his
Return.
The images in the Prodigal Son iconography which appeared in America reinforced many
of the messages fathers communicated to their sons directly. For example, the Prodigal Son, as
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depicted in the lithographs, did not slink off in the night like a fleeing burglar to take his leave of
his father. Rather, in The Prodigal Son Receives his Patrimony, the son approached his father
directly and asked for his blessing. The scene was not included in the early renditions of the
parable’s serial. Eighteenth-century sons did not exhibit their own independence without receiving
the blessing of their father. The eighteenth-century version of the lithographs depicted a father
engaged in and fully supporting his son’s departure. London printer John Marshall’s rendering,
printed in London in 1790 and sold in America, positioned the father directly in front of his son
and the pair warmly embraced in a firm handshake just before the boy rode away in his father’s
plush carriage.939 One print shows a father giving last minute detailed instructions, presumably
moments before his son rode off.
The representation of a father who willingly bestows independence on his son contradicted
conservative religious teaching of the period. In 1800 Maryland minister, Joseph G. J. Bend,
rebuked fathers who indulged their sons, saying that fathers “by a mistaken tenderness, pave the
way to the ruin of their children.” Bend interpreted the current depiction of the parable as “a true
picture of juvenile folly & paternal weakness.” For Bend, the father in the parable failed when he
“gratified his [son’s] request & made him rich & independent,” and “set [him] off on his travels
without any faithful monitor, from which sage advice & experience he might derive wisdom.” The
father should have denied his son’s demand “which he cannot grant without manifest detriment to
his offspring.”940 Despite Reverend Bend’s stern warning, some fathers, as we have seen, in fact
bestowed small portions of independence to their sons by leaving them in charge of the family
estate for long periods of time or assigning them fatherly duties such as the management of
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siblings, or allowing them to venture into business on their own so they could experience the new
world for themselves. Eighteenth-century fathers, like the man in the parable, encouraged their
sons to test the limits of their freedom and were fully prepared to welcome them back home.
One of the reasons the story of the Prodigal Son was so popular in the Revolutionary period
was that it reinforced republican values. In particular, it warned sons to avoid certain vices. Henry
Addison, an Anglican minister from Maryland, noted that “In the first place,” the Prodigal Son
parable should be read as “a warning against Extravagance Unthriftiness & Prodigality.”941 “It
should teach young men a Lesson,” he continued, “which the young men of the present age, I fear
want to be taught, when they are sent out into the world, not to be too lavish but to be sober, frugal
and industrious in some honest occupation, & so avoid bad company & all riotous excess, as the
sure Road to Destruction.”942 The Rev. Bend agreed with Addison that the parable taught a son
that when allowed “to exercise his own judgment, the credulity, the rashness, & the inexperience
of youth betrayed him into a licentious & extravagant conduct.” Bend summarized the sins of the
sons this way: Excess of every kind is fatal in its consequences.”943 Many of the lithographs
supported Addison and Bend’s assessments.
All of the lithographs depict the newly independent sons dabbling in some form of
licentious with harlots. The early images of the prodigal’s debauchery often included nude
women, but one printer, in particular, highlighted other eighteenth-century vices such as gambling,
drinking in excess, and wastefulness as wine spilled from bottles onto the floor.944 The implication
was that the son had misused his newfound independence and rejected all of his father’s teaching.
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According to the parable, this would have harmful, but redeemable, consequences for the young
man.

Figure 1. Copy of LeClerc ca printed by Henry Parker, London ca 1760 reprinted 1775
Prodigal Son in Excess Courtesy of the Library Company of Philadelphia Print Department.

Shame and humiliation drove home the moral lesson in the fourth plate of the series
typically titled, The Prodigal Son in Misery. Almost all of the artists portrayed the young man’s
clothes as torn, disheveled, and filthy. The boy’s face was contrite, his eyes looking to the distance
longing for his father’s affection and help. A few printers added a particularly Lockean notion of
public shame to the image. Laurie and Whittle’s rendering, published in 1794, added two well-
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dressed young ladies from a nearby town peering scornfully at the miserable lad as he lay in the
mud of the pig’s sty.945

Figure 2. Laurie and Whittle publisher, The Prodigal Son in Misery: He would pain have
filled his Belly with the Husks that the Swine did eat—St. Luke Ch 15 V. 16, 53rd Fleet Street,
London, May 12, 1794. Courtesy of the Library Company of Philadelphia Print Department.
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Figure 3. C. Sheppard, No 15. St. Peters Hill Doctors Common. London, July 2, 1792 The
Prodigal Son returns Reclaimed (this one includes the images of African American boy holding a
new coat and a pair of shoes for the Prodigal. The mother is giving some instructions to the slave
boy. Also depicts a family farm.. Courtesy of the Library Company of Philadelphia Print
Department.

The final scene in the series reveals the most about the republican father. The eighteenthcentury Prodigal Son lithographs depicted fathers who willingly gave their sons the independence
they demanded, and remarkably welcomed them back after they had squandered their opportunity.
The father in the images did not use his son’s return as an opportunity to inflict punishment or
scorn, but embraced him affectionately and reclaimed him as a son. In all of the lithographs titled
Son Reclaimed, either the father or the father’s servants gave new clothes to the boy signifying his
reinstatement into the family and to his former class. The father, prodigal, and community, then,
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dined together around a circular table with the prodigal son next to his father.946 This final scene
does not appear in the series before the mid-eighteenth century.
It is important to note the absence of the dutiful son who remained home at his father’s side
while his brother squandered his inheritance in a foreign land. The other son, who would have
been the filial ideal in the seventeenth century, was not featured in any of the placards, and did not
even appear in the background in most of the lithographs. In Rembrandt’s The Return of the
Prodigal Son, the elder son stands faithfully next to the father dressed in a fine robe and leaning on
a shepherd’s staff.947 Though the dutiful son is an important part of the biblical account of the
Prodigal Son and is given important dialogue with the father, he remains conspicuously absent
from the eighteenth century renderings. The son that best exemplified the ideal son from a colonial
perspective was removed almost entirely from the iconographical narrative, replaced by the son
that seventeenth century fathers would have seen as recalcitrant, obstinate, and disobedient. The
eighteenth century version of the Prodigal Son narrative does not treat the prodigal as the hero of
the story. The role of protagonist belongs to the father, who was loving, affectionate, and
indulgent enough to allow his son the freedom to live independently and welcome him back home
when he failed. This was indeed a revolutionary father.

946
947

See Figure 3.
John I. Durham, The Biblical Rembrandt, 180-181.
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